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V* Welfare (other than Health and Housing, but including Education).

(32) Extent of welfare work
(i) By employers.

(ii) By other agencies.

(33) Employment of Welfare Officers and workers.

(34) Nature of other Welfare activities, (a) by employers (b) by other

agencies.

(i) Provision for refreshments, shelters and creches.

(ii) Provision for physical culture, recreation and amusements.
(iii) Other activities,

(35) Results achieved

(36) Provision of educational facilities by employers—
(i) For adult woikeis,

(ii) For half-time workers

(iii) For workers
1

children.

(iv) Extent to which used.

(37) Desirability and possibility of pi orision for old age^nd piemature

retirement.

(38) Co-opera?ton.

(39) Possibility and desliability of a Ptafuton} Miners' Welfare Fund .

VI. Education.

(40) Facilities for general education in industrial areas.

(i) Of children not in employment.

(ii) Of children employed in factories.

(iii) Of adults.

(41) Facilities for industiial and vocational training.

(42) Effect of education on standard of living and industrial efficiency

of workers.

VH Safety.

(43) Existing regulations in factolies, mines, railways and docks .

(44) Incidence of accidents in factories, mines . raihvays and docks.

(45) Causes.

(46) Accident prevention (including Safety First
5

" propaganda).

(47) Accidents in non-rcgulated establishments.

(48) First-aid and medical relief.

(49) Stringency of inspection and enforcement of regulations .

(i) In industry generally.

(ii) In seasonal industries.

(50) Effect upon safety of hours, health , light and working conditions

generally .

fin. Workmen's Compensation. *

(51) Workmen's Compensation^ Act ,

(i) Extent of use.

(ii) Comparison with extent of possible claims.



VI

(iii) Effects on industry.

(iv) Availability and use of insurance facilities and value from

workers' point of view.

(v) Desirability of compulsory insurance by employers.

(52) Desirability of extending Act to other occupations.

Possibility of providing against insolvency of employees who
might be so covered.

(53) Suitability of provisions relating to—
(i) Scales of compensation.

(ii) Conditions governing grant of compensation.

(iii) Industrial diseases.

(iv) ]\lacbniei*v of administration.

(v) Ocher matters.

(54) Desirability of legislation on lines of Employ m Liability Act,

1880.

IX. Hours.

A. Factories.

(55) Hoars woiked pet week and pet day.

(i) Normal, i.o. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreat lover, i.e. relation between hours woC ed and hours
dining which worker is on call.

(56) Days worked per week.

(57) Effect of 60 hours restAction—
(i) On workers.

(ii) On industry.

(58) Effect of daily limit .

(59) Possibility of t eduction in maxima.

(60) Intervals.

(i) Existing practice—
(a) In relation to fatigue.

(b) In relation to workers
5 meal times.

(ii) Suitability of the law.

(iii) Suitability of hours during which factory is woiking.
(iv) Number of holidays given.

(61) Day of rest.

(i) Existing practice. \

(ii) Suitability of the law.

(62) Exempting provisions and the use made of them .

B. Mines.

(63) Hours worked per day and per\week.

(i) Normal, i.e. as clammed by custom or agreement.
(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.
(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between tours worked and tours

during wtict worker is on call.



(64) Days worked per week.

(W) Effect of restriction of hours.

(i) On workers.

(ii) On industry.

(66) Possibility of reducing maxima.

(67) Suitability of the law relating to shifts.

(68) Possibility of introducing an effective daily limitation.

(89) Intervals .

(i) In relation to fatigue.

(ii) In relation to workers
5

meal times.

(iii) Xumfcr of holiday* riven.

(70) Day of it <t

(71) Atb yum y uf < t isting pi ovisams.

(7-) Ko 'Opting provisions and use made of them.

€. Railways.

(73) Homs weird per mek and per dag.

fi) Xoiinal, i.t . a* determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual i.e, including overtime.

(iii) Spruttkrur, i.e. relation between horns worked and tours

during vdiich worker is on call.

(74) Bags worhd pir week.

tin) ID tad of application of International Labour Conventions relating

to—
(i) Hours.

(ii) Rest dajs.

(70) Intervals.

(i) In relation to fatigue.

(ii) In relation to workers
5

meal times.

(iii) Number of holidays given.

(77) Possibility of regulation.

D. Other Establishments.

(a) Plantations.

(b) Docks.

(e) Other industrial establishments.

(78) Hours worked per week andper day .

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement.

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime.

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hours

during which worker is on call.

(79) Days worked per week.

(89) Desirability of regulation.
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X. Special Questions relating to Women, Young Adults and Children.

A. Factories.

(81) Effect of 1922 Act on employment .

(82) Admission ofinfants tofactories.

(83) Suitability of regulations for womens work .

(84) Suitability of regulations affecting children .

(i) Hours and intervals.

(ii) Minimum and maximum ages.

(85) Double employment of children (i.e. in more than one establishment

in same day).

(86) Work and training of young adults .

Facilities for apprenticeship.

(87) Extent o/
cc
blind alley ” employment (i.e. extent to which children

are dismissed on reaching full age).

(88) Comparative merits of double and single shift systems as affecting

health of women, young adults and children .

(89) Work of women and children m factories not subject to Act.

(i) Use by local Governments of section 2 (3) (b).

(ii) Advisability of extended application.

B. Mines.

(90) Effect of Act of 1923.

Suitability of certification provisions.

(91) Exclusion of women .

(i) Suitability of regulations.

(ii) Probable effect on industry.

(iii) Economic effect on workers.

(iv) Speed of withdrawal.

C. Other Establishments.

(92) Need for regulation.

XI. Special Questions relating to Seamen and Workers in Inland Naviga-
tion.

(93) Hours of work.

(94) Rations and accommodation
, articles of agreement, &c.

(95) Indian Merchant Shipping Act. *

(i) Existing provisions.

(ii) Need of revision.

XU. Wages.

(96) Prevailing rates of wages (time and piece) and average earnings.

(i) In industry.

(ii) In surrounding agricultural areas.

(iii) Difference between -Money'' wages and money value of all
earnings.



IX

(97) Movements in recent years,

(i) Increases and decreases.

(ii) Reasons for variation.

(iii) Relation to prices and cost of living (pre-war and post-war).

(iv) Relation to profits.

(98) Amounts sent to villages.

(99) Payment in kind and allied problems.

(100) Extent and effect of payment through contractors, sub-contractors

or headmen

.

(101) Method offixing wages.

(i) By negotiated agreements.

(ii) Other means.

(102) Basis of paymentfor overtime and Sunday work

.

(103) Extent of standardisation.

(104) Effect of wage-changes on labour supply.

(105) Minimum wages.

Advisability and possibility of statutory establishment.

(106) Deductions.

(i) Extent of fining.

(ii) Other deductions.

(iii) Utilisation of fines.

(iv) Desirability of legislation.

(107) Periods of wage-payment (day, week or month)

(i) Periods for winch wages paid.

(ii) Periods elapsing before payment
(iii) Desirability of legislation

—

(a) to regulate periods ;

(b) to prevent delay in payment.

(iv) Treatment of unclaimed wages.

(108) Indebtedness.

(i) In village.

(ii) In industrial area.

(109) Bonus and profit sharing schemes .

(i) Nature and effect of schemes which are or have been in

operation.

(ii) Basis of schemes, whether production or profits.

(110) Annual or other leave.

(i) Extent to which taken by workers.

(ii) Extent to which countenanced and/or assisted by employers.

(iii) Extent of consequential loss to worker of back-lying wages.

(111) Desirability of Fair Wages Clause in public contracts .

XXII. Industrial Efficiency of Workers.

(112) Comparative changes m efficiency of Indian workers in recent

years

.



X

(113) Comparative efficiency of Indian and foreiyn workers*

(114) Extent to which coynparisons are affected by—
(i) Migration of workers.

(ii) Use of machinery.

(iii) Comparative efficiency of plant.

(iv) Comparative efficiency of management.

(v) Physique.

(vi) Health.

(vii) Education.

(viii) Standards of living.

(ix) Climate.

(115) Effect on production of— .

(i) Changes in working hours.

(ii) Changes in other working conditions.

(iii) Expenditure on health and sanitation.

(iv) Housing.

(v) Alterations in methods of remuneration.

(vi) Movements in wage levels.

(vii) Legislative enactments.

(viii) Dietary.

(ix) Alcohol and drugs.

(x) Industrial fatigue.

(116) Possible methods of securing increased efficiency .

XIV. Trade Combinations.

(117) ExteiU of organisation of—
(i) Employers.

(ii) Employed.

(118) Effect of organisations on—
(i) Industry.

(ii) Conditions of workers generally.

(119) Nature of Trade Union activities .

(i) Mutual aid benefit schemes : unemployment : sickaes

old age : strike pay.

(ii) Other activities.

(120) Individual Tyade Unions.

(i) History.

(ii) Attitude of workers and extent of their control.

(iii) Attitude of employers and relations with Ahem.

(121) Trade Unions Ad
,
1926.

(i) Extent to which utilised. 4

(ii) Effects.

(iii) Possible amendments.



XI

(122) Miscellaneous questions regarding Trade Unions

.

(i) Methods of negotiation between employers and employed.

(ii) Results of attempts at co-operation between employers and
employed to increase efficiency of production.

(iii) Position of employees in State industrial concerns in relation

to general Trade Union movement.

XV. Industrial Disputes.

(123) Extent of strikes and lock-outs .

(i) Causes.

(ii) Duration and character.

(iii) Nature and methods of settlement.

(iv) Loss to industry and workers.

(121) Conciliation and arbitration mack inerg.

(i) Results of previous investigations.

(ii) Part played by official or non-official conciliators in settling

disputes.

(iii) Use (if any) made of Employers 5

and Workmen’s Disputes

Act, 1860.

(iv) Joint standing machinery for regulation of relations between

employers and workpeople.

(v) Opportunity afforded to workpeople of making representa-

tions.

(vi) Applicability to Indian conditions of Industrial Court,

Trade Boards, Joint Industrial Councils.

(125) Trades Disputes Act.

(126) Attitude of Government—
(i) Towards trade combinations.

(ii) In connection with industrial disputes.

XVI. Law of Master and Servant.

(127) Effect of repeal of Workmen's Breach of Contract Act.

(128) Types of contract commonly in use.

(129) Extent to which (i) Civil
,

(ii) Criminal law is available and

used for enforcement.

(130) Madras Planters Labour Act
, 1903.

(131) Coorg Labour Act.

(132) Employers' and Workmen's Disputes Act

:

Is it used ?

s

XVII. Administration.

* (133) Central and Provincial Legislatures.

Action and attitude on labour questions.

(134) International Labour Organisation.

(i) Ratification of Conventions and action taken.

(ii) Its effect on legislation, &e.

(135) Relations between Central and Local Governments.

t

m



(136) Administrative authorities in various Governments .

Work oi special labour offices or officers.

(137) Effect of differences m law or administration m Indian States

and British India.

(138) Acquaintance of workpeople with factory legislation.

(139) Factory inspection.

(l) Adequacy of staff.

(li) Uniformity of administration m different Provinces.

(iii) Rigour and efficiency of administration.

(iv) Prosecutions and their result.

(140) Mines inspection.

(i) Adequacy of staff.

(ii) Rigour and efficiency of administration.

(iii) Prosecutions and their result.

(141) Railways (State and Company).

Administration of questions affecting personnel.

(142) Plantations
,
docks and other industrial establishments .

Extent and nature of inspection.

XVIII. Intelligence.

(143) Existing statistics.

(i) Extent and use.

(ii) Method of collection.

(iii) Degree of accuracy.

(144) Possibility of improvement in statistics.

(145) Nature of special investigations conducted.

(i) Cost of living enquiries.

(ii) Results achieved.

(146) Future developments necessary.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE

ROYAL COMMISSION ON LABOUR IN INDIA

PUNJAB
THIRD MEETING

KHEWRA

Monday, 21st October, 1929.

Prespm

Th«r* Rt. lion J jhf

The Rt. Jhioit V S, vSiumv\v\

Sastri, P.O,

Sh Am kinder Mi rbw, Kt
, C.B K

Mr. A* «. Cww, O.I.E., T.C.S.

Mr. Kabir-cd-Din Ahmfd. M.L A
Mi Joh> Cliff,

\\Hiim ((Jlumman)

Mi N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

i)iw vn Chuuk Lall, M.L.A

Miss B. M. lb Poke Power.

Li -Col A. J. H, Russell, O.B.E
,

I M S iwesw?).

Mr. Luj !0<i

Mr A Dibdik.
o/m/if Seaefrtries.)

Ail HAIDER and HABIB KHAN, representatives of the

Khewra salt miners*

The t'lhu minn Wo H\e carefully < onsklered your petition* which was
presented to u* yesterday. The duty of this Commission is not to deal with

detailed grievances which there may ho in tins and other working places in

India, Our duty is to see if we can suggest here and elsewhere a system

whereby all these grievances mav have a proper hearing and be dealt with

in a proper way, One of the paragraphs ol your petition asks that the

committee of the mineis might bo elected by yourselves.

B~l. Has that request been put before the management of the mine

before to-day-—We have made the suggestion several times, but no heed

has ever been paid to it.

In voui petition you say chat a thauge m the system of payment

took place about a veat ago, am 1 to understand that the miners would wish

to go back to the old system?—That was better than the present systeni of

work and payment, we ronsidet that that would be better than what is being

done at present

B-8, Do you consider that you receive less on the average under the new

system than you did under the old?—The old rates were not sufficient to

meet the cost of living and the present rates are even less.

JUBCOM Torn FT!

I

* Not pi inted
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B-4. Am 1 to understand that the miners would be prepared to elect a

commitie© who should speak for them on their grievances to the manage-

ment?—Yes, we are prepared to do so.

B-5. The first paragraph of your petition relating to [lie question or i lie

property in the mines is not a matter with which this Commission can deal;

it is a legal question, which, if there are any right' that have not. heen

observed, should he taken to the law courts?—We have mentioned the tact

that wo have these rights in the mine- in order that you should appreciate

that though we have owned this land for some lime. Are are not well treated

oven as labourers,

B-6. Mr. fSaslri: fn the petition the statement is mule that outdoor work

is not given to you miners, but that you would like to take it up; is that

correct?—Wo are prepared to do the outdoor work if \re are gi\ en suflieioiu

wages.

B-7. Is it not a fact that you miners hare been used for generations to

indoor work and that you have an aversion to doing work ouNide f~~We
miners are accustomed to work inside the mine and we cannot work properly

outside, but in order to get a living aa© are prepared to do so if sufficient

wages are given.

B-8. I did not understand what was said about the houses in which you

live, that if you repair or rebuild a house yon have to execute some docu-

ment?—Yes, Are ha\o to execute a bond in fat our of the Salt Department
chat the house belongs to the Department and we cannot build without the

permission of the Department.

B-9* So that it is not only the mine, but the whole ol the house*, property

here that now belongs to Government?—The conditions laid down in the

deed are so stringent that even tor ordinary faults miners can easily be fum-
ed out of the houses. Previously no bond avos demanded, but non’ the condi-

tions laid down in the agreement are such that miners can be ousted at any
time even for an ordinary fault.

B40. What is the daily average aa age that a miner gets?—Four miners

working together get its. 4-8 a day.

B4L Do you mean that four miners work together r'—Only one minor is

shown the actual minm\ and he has three others to assist him; tho output

of the four is taken as the output of ono miner and the payment is made in

one minor’s name.

B-12. Do those three other miner-, include the wife and children who may
be labouring?—It includes rheir wives and ilvur sons or others who go and
work m the mines.

B43. You have not jet told me the average wage; woidci it come to 12 or

14 anna*.?—It would come to 10 aim as : the utmost they can gm is 10 annas.

B44. In other words, if instead o* engaging their own wive- and child-

ren, thee engaged other miners, they would pay them 10 annas?—They are

paid equal shares. Our wages are paid on output. The output is sometimes

4,000 maunds and sometimes 6,000 maumD. If the output is small we got

less wages.

B45. Are the miner-, usually able to employ their Avives and ail their

children above 13, oris there a certain amount of unemployment?—There i-

unemployment; the miners do not get sufficient work here.

B46. Do the miners take advantage of the school that is established here

for then* children ?—Arrangements for education at this place are not so

good, and the miners cannot afford to -ond their children to a school which

is 5 miles away.

R-17. Is it a Government school There is a private school under the

District Board.

B-3S. I understand there is a desire on the part of the officers to employ
miners

5

children as clerks; do you take advantage of that?—When we get

no education, how can av© get our sons employed as clerks? And those who
are educated have been given no employment here. '
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B-19, Sir Alerander Murray: In reply to Mr, Saslri }on said there was
unemployment and you said yon v ere willing to work outside. Why is it
necessary to bring convicts to do the loading rather than to employ you;
vdiy will you not do this work instead of the convicts?—We are prepared to
do it if that work is given to us.

B-20. At what rate of wages?—We are quite prepared to do that work
at wages a little higher than are paid to the convicts, because, after all,

benig prisoners, they are prepared to do it for a smaller wage. We are pre-
pared to do that work if no restrictions are placed on us and we are allowed
to complete the work; but we are compelled to work for a few hours in the
morning and then continue in the evening for 8 annas a day. Such restric-

tions should not be made.

13-21 . You ha\e never been asked to work for 8 anna^ a day where the
coiiv lets have been working for 10 annas a day, have you?—We were offered

the same wages, but that work < ould be clone by three persons and they
insisted that we should engage at least 6 persons.

B-22. If they engaged three persons they would have to pay three times
10 annas, which is 30 annas; whereas if they engaged six persons, they would
have to pay six times 10 annas, which is 60 anna-?-—More wages should be

given per person if the work is being done by three persons than if it were
being done by six persons. The miners would not engage their children on
this vork.

B-23. I am not talking about women and children
;
I am talking about

these men. Why is it that convicts have to be brought in here to do that

work when there is a lot of men seeking employment?—-There was a strike

in the year 192], Before that we dare not make any complaint. After the

strike of 1921, the Officers of the Salt Department tried to oppress us in

every way and this work was stopped, We are quite prepared to do this

work if it is given on contract or we are given good wages.

B-24. How long have the convicts been coming here?—-For tho last 6 or 7

years,

B-25. There is also unemployment in the mines; there are far too many
miners and there is not sufficient work to go round. Supposing there are

500 miners, and there is only work for 400 miners, would you prefer that

100 miners be put out of the mine altogether and only 400 kepi in the mine,

or would you prefer that 500 be kept in and get less wages?—All the miners

depend entirely on the mine; they cannot be turned out. If they were

turned out, where would they get employment? They also should be given

work in the mine.

B-26. I might have put it in this way your sons are growing up and

there is not sufficient employment in the mine for you and your sons. Why
do vou not get your sous to do 1 lie outside work, or «oine other work, so

that you can continue to work in the mine?—They do not get the work

outside the mine, so that they have to go to the mine.

B-27. i¥r, Ahmed: Since 1921. when you struck, the Government; have

employed convicts to carry salt to the railway trucks?—Yes.

B-28. May I take it that Government have punished you in this way and

von have incurred great loss thereby?—We do not know uhy it was done.

IV29, Tht Chairman: Is it quite clear that before^ the strike of 1921

miners were doing the work of loading the trucks outside?—We used to do

the loading work, but when there wa* great demand for labour others used

to be called in by the Department.

B-30. Mr. Ahmed: But if the work is offered to you now, you will be

anxious to do the work as you did before 1921 ?—We should be given more

wages than are at present given to the convicts; they have no children and

we have to support families.

B-31, 1 understand that out of the Rs. 3-6 which you are paid for a tub

of salt weighing 40 maunds you have to pay certain expenses amounting to

14 annas per iub, which leaves about Rs. 2-8 per tub ? Yes,

B 2
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B42. So that you get 11s 2-8 per tub, there being ho htrthm expenses
1

''

That k dear wages.

B-33. If you do not get good salt and it is Money, the Government

officials of the salt mine reduce your pay ?- -Wo are paid nothing for the rock

or stone that is extracted by us; we have io extract it at our own expense.

B-84. What ^ ill he the percentage of rejeciioin from the t libs
?'

-• About

25 per cent.

B-35. To load 40 maunds of salt you require the work ot tour potions tor

two days?—Yes.

B-36. Then I take it that 8 labourers get Us, 2-s tor a tub? That is so.

B-37. If you divide Rs. 2-8 In 8, what will it be per head? 5 annas per

head per day.

B-38, is it the inct that all the workers hau* not got wives and children

to help in the work of loading, and so they sometimes engage outside people?

—Yes.

B-39. Ami vou June io pav those outside workers a share oi ihe Rs. 2-8?

--Yes.

B40. in what proportions do ym share the mono) with such outside

workers?—The payment made to outside people engaged by ns is made by

measurement.

R-41. What is the system oi measurement ? —Re. 1 is paid tor a cutting

ft ft, long and ] ft. deep.

B-42. If as a result oi the cutting \<>u do not get salt, but get stone or

halt stone and halt salt, what is the position then?—We are paid nothing

for stone or rock.

B43. Is rock or stone entered in the note-hook which the officers give

you?—That k not shown in the note-book.

B-44. Since when have you been receiving lower wages?—Up to last year

our wages were better than they are now.

B-45. Since the accident, when your houses were destroyed, I understand

you have petitioned the officers to be supplied with Government quarters?—

That petition was made but no action was taken on it.

B46. Would you like to elect your own committee of management ?—Yes.
B-47. You do not desire to elect a lambardar, but would prefer to elect

your own men?—That is so.

B48. Do you think that if you had had a good committee consisting of

your own elected representatives, you would not have been so harrassed ?

—

Yes.

B-49. You have said that in view of the present cost of living the wage
that you now get is not sufficient lor the maintenance of a family?—That
is so.

B-50. And unless higher wages are paid, it is very difficult foi you to go

on?—That is so.

B-51, Am I to understand that you have to pay tor medical attention out

of your own earnings?—If we go to hospital we do not pay anything, but if

we call a doctor to our own house we have to pay the fee. For instance, if

* man’s wife is ill the doctor does not come without a fee.

R-52. You have to pay for the doctor, and have you to pay for ihe medi-
cine as well ? —We pay nothing for the medicine.

B-53. Where do you get the medicine?- -From the local hospital.

B-54. You say Ihe school is 5 miles from here and it you send your child-

ren there it involves expense?—Yes; Rs. 10 or Rs. 12 a month.

B-55. And you cannot afford that expense?*—We cannot.

B-o6. You therefore expect, as a matter of necessity, that Govern-
ment should provide for the education of your children?—Yes.
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B-57. As urn do not g4 sufficient \ou nmur (Wits with the howkar?
—Yes.

B-5S. It js there! ore evident that since ym are indebted, it k not pos-
sihie 1m yon to buy your daily necessities from outside and store them for a
year?—We cannot.

B-5P. ] surest that if you started a co-operative society, with Govern*
intiif assistance, you would be benefited because money would be supplied at
lew ci rates of interest 4'— If the money were advanced by Government at
have? rates of interest, we should welcome it.

B-UO. It is one oi your grivances that there is no provision of pure water
ior drinking?—Yes.

1141. Certain Go\ enmieut lands were given to you for building your
^narters?—No land was given to us lor building.

B42, Were not some lands given to some men?— I do not know. We are
bung in houses built by ourselves.

843 But some ol \ou probably wanted certain lands imm Govern
mem to build your quarters? —We desire that that land should be given to

us outside tins dangerous area.

844, You do not like the system oi payment through contractors; you
uould prefer that your wages should be paid io you direct and not through
a middleman?—The miners should be paid direct.

845. I understand some of you work 12 hours and some 11 hours, but it

is stated somewhere that you only work 8 hours; which is correct ?
—

“We
sometimes have to work as long as 36 hours.

B46. The workshop employees are supplied with quarters by Govern-
retd? -That is so.

B46. And you would expect that Government should supply you with
similar quarters Yes. we also want such quarters, with electricity and
wrier,

B47. It is said that the Workmen’s Compensation Act is inoperative

and that there is in fact no employers
1

liability with regard to accidents?—

That is so.

B4S. Diintit i'hamuti Lai]

:

Would you prefer to get a minimum living

wage?—Yes, we would prefer that.

B4m Mr, (loir: At present 1 understand that there is not enough work

fe all the men?—No.

B-70. Then uhy clo you bring your wives into the mines?—We are very

poor, and instead of getting other men we take our wives with us,

B-71. But there are other men sitting idle in the village?—If we give

work to other people there will not be sufficient for ourselves,

B-72. How many hours work do you get at present, on the average. 1

do not mean machine work?—Eight hours.

B-73. The work seems to be sufficient?—We do not get sufficient wages.

We work for eight hours, but there is salt-dust and rock lor which we get

paid nothing, and we have to waste a lot of time.

B-74. What is the usual rate of interest charged by money-lenders in the

village?—It t aides from one to two rupees per month per cent.

B-75. Mr. Josfu: Are there any difficulties in your getting land for culti-

vation?—We cannot get any land ior cultivation.

B-76. What is the difficulty?-—We cannot purchase the land ourselves,

and there is not enough land here.

R-77* But say a mile or two away from here?—All the holdings are small

here.

BAX ft is slated by Mr, Hoyle, the Commissioner, Northern India Salt

Revenue, that the miners would not like a scheme for sickness msui ance. If

a scheme, bv which they can get some wages during sickness, is prepared,

would yon like it or not?—We would prefer that scheme.
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B-79. Will you pay, say, onepke ul a rupee 11 >ou your wo^t> duima
sicknessP—We would not like to pay anything nviu our nun pocket. bee \ in>

*

even now wo do not got buliicient tor us i<» ua.

B-80* I understand that your wages will not be mm k n women do not

go underground; but is there any other objection tu the Ihuenu and waking

a law that women should not work underground" -We hnu* m» objection to

that.

B-8L Miss Fewer: in your petition you inter io Uie lumimliu* ui nua

men. Who elects those four men?—They are appointed h\ the Onimvl
Manager of the salt mines,

B-82. The workers have no say in (he appointment m lim-m ionr men:
—No.

B-83. Has that committee of lour men no power to deal with dispute* a*

regards the workers
5

conditions in tho mines?- -They have no power*.

B-84. So that if the workers want to make represent a Hoik about fche.r

conditions they have to do it either individually ot collectively among them*

selves?—Everybody has to do it individually.

B-85, The Chairman: We have heard %\m you hciu had to end

what you have told us will have our consideration w hen tho time comes foi

us to make our Report. With regard to some other individual petit ions

which have been handed to me, those wid be sent to, and dealt with by the

General Manager. They are not matter* which this Commission tail enter-

tain.—We should not be victimized for what we iu\o said to-day. Wo me
afraid that the Government Department will not treat us properly for gi\ mg
this evidence.

The Chairman: As a Royal Commission wo should rake iino very ernms
tousi deration any victimization of any kind oi anyone vim appeared henu»
this Commission,

(The witnesses withdrew, i
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A represeatatife of the workshop sues of the Khewra Salt Mines*
B-S6* The Chairman; We have a memorandum* from the labourers in

Hie Engineering Section of the salt mines.

The Secretary read the memorandum.
B-87, The Chatman,: Who prepared this memorandum?—A general

meeting of the labourers of the Engineering Section was held, and this peti-
ti<)2) was drawn up by their common assent.

B-88* When was the meeting held?—On Saturday last,

B-S9. Did you word the petition?—-Yes, I had to translate it into
English.

B-90. On behalf of the men you have presented this petition in English?
—Yes, in English, but the ideas have been taken from what the men said.

B-9L When a petition is handed in only a few minutes before we sit, it

is difficult for us to do more than to say that we will take into consideration

what you have asked in the petition. How long have you been employed in

the engineering shop?—From the 10th March 1927. My colleague has been

employed for about 5 years.

B-92. Have you represented to the management of the mines these pro-

posals which you have submitted to us?—Yes. This petition of ours has

hem road over by the Engineer in charge.

B-93. Your petition has only just come into my hands. You will under-

stand that it is not possible to examine you on this petition, but we can

perfectly well understand it, and all I can say is that it will have our con-

sideration, with the others that we have received.

B-94. Dlwan Chaman Lull: What was the reason why you were taken off

the monthly rates and put down to daily rates?—We have never had monthly

rates. We have always been paid on the daily system.

B-95. There is a statement her© to the effect that you had been put clown

to the daily rates. Since when?—The daily system has prevailed from the

beginning.

B-90, Would you like to be put on monthly rates?—Yes, all of us. Then

we would be paid for all Sundays and holidays.

B-97. Do I understand that formerly you used to get paid for Sundays?

—Yes,

B-98. Were you consulted before this change was introduced ?—We were

not,

B-99. Did you make a protest to the authorities against this change?—

Yes, all of us made protests verbally to the authorities, but they said that

since the Act had been introduced they could not help it.

B4GQ. Suppose a system were introduced whereby a small sum were to

bo deducted from your wages, and if you fell ill you were given a certain

proportion of your salary—sickness insurance : would you be willing to contri-

bute towards that?—Yes, quite willing.

B40L How many men are there working in the workshop ?—More than

200 men.

B-102. How many quarters have you provided for you?—I have not got

iht* exact number, but l think it is not more than 30 quarters or so,

(The witness withdrew.)

* Not printed.
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Mr. A. L BOYLE* I.C.S., Commimomt, Nortfcers* Indian Salt

Revenue, mi Mr. C H. PITT, Manager, Khewra Salt Mime.

The Chairman: Mr. Hoyle, I think we need only trouble \ou wiih that

part of your memorandum which refers to Khewra. There will Ik* one ques-

tion about Eajputana. 1 suggest that we take Khewra first, \ou have

been present at the Commission and have heard the evidence just given to

us. There are one or two questions I would like to ask you on that,

B-103. Ha\o you been aware of the suggestion that tin* miner > should

elect a committee 'What they said just now is an absolute inn statement,

namely, that they have represented it many times. The whole petition was

definitely not spontaneous. The suggestion about an elected committee is

not a genuine one of the miners at all. They have inner represented it

once. They have never represented that as a complaint to anybody,

B-104. If they took vfceps in a proper orderly manner to hau* a com

niiltea of representatives, you would be whiling to hear it?- -Most eeitainly.

It would have every consideration. We should be most ready to hear any

suggestion they might wish to make. We could not undertake naturally to

agree to it, but we should be perfectly ready to hear what they have to say.

B-105. Of course you could not undertake to give everything that was

asked for, but you would be walling that a committee should be elected

amongst the miners, a committee which should continue in existence in

some regularized form and which should from time to time bring to your

notice anything which was thought to be wrong by them. You would have

no objection to that ?—Ye$, T do not think f would have any objection to

that

B-JOth i understand um to tell the Commission that u good dwil of what

has been stated in the petitions presented to us really is at variance with

the facts?—It is, both in the way of suppression ot the truth and a misstate-

ment oi the truth. For instance, they told vuu that their Roms vcrc dc*

keyed owing to our action, and they said that Government ought to give

them land and give them free houses. They omitted an\ referent e to the

fact that Government had given free grants. They were called “ irm over-

able advances n
,
because that sounds rather more economical of public money

than calling them “ grants But Government has given a grant of Rs, 500

to u very ianre number of these men to build houses for themselves outside

the danger zone. We have provided altogether for this purpose* an expen-

diture of about Its. 57,000, out of which about Rs. 30,000 lias been already

expended, T think the petition was unfair in that if suppressed any refer-

ence to that,

13-106 (a) Is (here any other point i hat you widi to put lonvnrda I do not
want to bring m the point about the land because you have ruled that out,

bus I might mention briefly that; the whole matter was threshed mil years
ap) by the settlement officer, and they have not a shadow of a right. Then
they referred to some documents, that is, agreements they have to sign,

Mr Pitt could show you a sample. Really it was introduced some years
ago as a means of retaining some kind of hold on them, or rather as a means
of controverting any claim that they might put forward to be the owners
of the land. They are not the owners of the land. We thought it would
b<\ a good thing that that should be retognized. Their ligurws. 1 should
think, with regard to their earnings are open to dispute. They are paid at

the rate of Rs. 3-6 per tub load of salt, and they made out that that repre-
sents about half a dozen people. As a matter of fact one man can fill a tub
load of salt in a day. One of their figures struck me a* very much out,
Tiie number of miners working they say is 2,667. The actual number n
about 1,100. They said that they used to be paid far better before than
they are now, under the old measuiement system. The present rate of pay-
ment, ns., Its. 3-6 per truck, was fixed after a very careful examination of
all the factors entering into the matter, and calculations have been made
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\
*
%l0'v actually they are paid rather more than they were under

the old system, after allowing for everything. A few months ago some of
them were rather vocal on the subject of this rate. They liked the system.
I hoy all preferred this system, but some of them said that the rate was
rather low. Calculations were made and explained to them, and since then
they have been very careful not to say anything further about this rate for
feai that Government might enquire into the question more closely and
reduce the rate. \\ hat this man said just now about preferring the
old system, 1 can assure you, is not a representative statement of opinion
Miners have, as a body, expressed themselves in favour of the present sys-
tem of payment in preference to the old.

B-107. What do you mean “ as a body 5 5

?—The representatives of miners,
frequently the men come up to me and talk to me in a body, and opinion
has always been expressed in favour of the new system. These two men
unfortunately are not representative miners.

B-108. Then it would help you really in your work it they had represen-

tative men with whom you could talk on these questions and explain when
a change was going to be made, so that you might be sure what the opinion
of the miners as a whole wasp—it is rather difficult to say to what extent
it would help. It might help. Anyhow ] do not know of any objection to

\t. It is an experiment which might be worth trying,

B-109. It was stated to us just now that the work of loading into the
railway trucks done by convict labour was instituted after the strike in 1921,

Is that the case P—It was introduced during the war. (Mr. Pitt) I cannot

give you the exact year
;
but during the war imported salt could not get into

India owing to the lack of shipping, and this mine had to work at a very

high pressure. The whole country was working at very high pressure. The
only labour that was available of any kind was jail labour.

R-110. That is quite clear. You required all the men who were miners

or who would go into the mine to be there, because of the demand p—Yes.
B-lll. Since then the demand has reverted to what we may call the

ordinary demand?—Yes.

B-112. The result of that is that some miners have not full employment

fitli the present output?—Yes.

B-113. They have told us to-day that they would be willing to do this

wcrk of loading railway trucks at a cost not greater than that you are at

present paying, ft that the case?—(Mr. Hoyle) In connection with that,

the experiment was tried in 1927. and Mr. Pitt has on record many state-

ments from the men that they did not want to take on this work. (Mr. Pitt).

That is so.

B-114. That again would be a suitable matter to discuss with the men if

you had a regular committee of them?—Yes.

B-llo. So that you might be quite sure of your ground in attempting

any further experiment. One can understand that you would not like to

change your svsteni and then change back again, but you would be willing

to consider that in the same way if they represented to you through a

regular channel?—1 think so. Most certainly.

B-116. Mr. (low: The figure of men employed here is 1,100. 1 take it

that there has been no substantial change since 1927 No.

B-1I7, A considerably lower figure is given hv the Chief Inspector of

Mines in his Annual Report —presumably an average, which is reduced bv

the fact that he averages it over the whole year, while they work for only

ten months?—1 have not seen his figures, but I should think that is probably

the reason.

B-118. As regards Hie hours of work, what eontiol is exercised by the

management over the hour* during which the men work ‘r—Practically none

They really come and go ns they please. They go away for their midday

meal at the lime which suits them, and they leave the mine in the afternoon
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alien they feel they hnu don* turn*, j;

they want to.

B-110. It would be open Of ? s h

he w anted?—I suppose it uould. Iho *

B-120. There is no system by uhu* n. Mr .<

extent to which the provision •> ot ti \l i \

houi&r—No, It could be <1cvkhL \\» » if

doing it.

B-12 L My point is, there m nu .

''
1 *

have not any ^y&tein of cheeking vice t - , , i. 1m
go off,

B-122. Is there leolly any clunk m th u * *
» *

1

If he chooses to turn out won Hiau iho o i
! i » i l i-

hr? own look out,•'—Quite,

B-T23, So that is there not a tend i; ^ * a '
» i

» \ ?

some oi the men are Lu\ , and 1 until i < u
woik very hard for a time they win not *u

»
j

» * I u

rather spasmodic in their hudiiml o' n." : \) V i m i

to increase unduly, because u In n a s pm f v i \ i

perly, It is put on loading stations it a i.»>
}

m * i

can be stolen by any of his inends, J v m o

large stock. Until the salt is pur into »u !n » t
1

i

B-124. You could secure the pie^m mi i \

labour force without woiidng them iiue,' i iU Mj h m
Sir. I should say so. We hope to men <*« u i \\ i > 11 t*

was freights are being reduced with i w a n n 1 *
i > n n

it on moie distant markets than ue m n 1 t i
I i«n < W * P

without overworking anybody,

B-125. We discoAored thih tinnnuL e <
<

*

5 !

on fresh workers. For example, wo mm *»m l> i 1 *

’ ni :

f h» m *m i

iew months ago. Would it not be bet oj »
;

in i
*

»’ '

the general underemployment which tpp* * * ' » » It i
*

work in the mines here is a thumb an in * » * u I m <
1

? ^

being taken on, it would dmph vj\ui di \ in i <
K

group was growing up and joining (In uti i
" a » 1

rarely come of themedve«. 1 ha\( m i ?
>

miners are a veri tom on line folk, "ihm < ii if*i 4

happy family arrangement that they 1 *\< ui 5 i i
• <m

Hons, I think it would probably caun im ie w« d‘h
1

n ’

i out

started keeping the hoys out ot tin mum ^ s u * u: u 1

^

enough,

B-126. What is the aierage time at piwm dt » a t *. * v * a
the salt is cut and the time that it m loaded min iiu k‘ Mj Fitn h
depends entirely on the miner: hut the limn niw, 1 ti ink * m u h iIum

days,

B-127. As regards holidays, we have .-wen a sui^ i! d iht (u unu of

the recent Act has altered in some ivspec h iltc as ny* hb !i iSiday^

but that Act—the Mines (Amendment) Act, 1927— did not m its icnis> 'do

so, Can you explain that?—(Mr. Hoyle) It h not ..>, Tlo min.- b always
dosed on Sundays and on certain other bulirbn > |f h,, Ua [ a ,ah tin

difference at all.

B-128. In other words the position m respect m ItoUdavs imv u much the

.anie as it was five years ago F—Exactly the same, f dumb! . iMr, Pitts

We have enforced the limitation of hours of working days very much more
fttrictly in the last four years. This applies to the workshop.

B-129, I should like to ask one question on Rajputana, You suggest in

your memorandum that the Workmen's Compensation Act being inoperative,
there is no employer’s liability in cases of accident - -(Mr. Hoyle) No legal
} f ability.
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R-1M. Do }m in prauite giw compensation on the scale ot the Work-
men's Compensation Act or do you give no compensation?—I cannot remem-
D i any case. There lias been no such case in my tiiue; nobody has applied
f*a it. We have not given compensation.

B-181, UK Joshi: Will you explain what are the exact iunctions of the

lommitiee of lour which you have appointed?—(Mr. Pitt) The existence of

iiio uwmuttoe was duo on gin a 11 \ to the fact that the old measurement
x'ViOM was i ery complicated. and there was invariably trouble between differ-

tut members oi the gang with regard to how much exactly was due to each

iran It is veiy difficult indeed to measure proportionately *meh man's space.

Wo found aDo that the men m J.aige of the working olumbu acre not to be

trusted, became they would geneially lavour the l

i

own relathes. Therefore

thh committee was appended to settle disputes m the mine about measure-

ments. They do very little work indeed now. They do practically nothing a>

regards sanitation, or anything else.

B-132. Were you o\er at any nnetings ui the committee r—We endeavoured

not to be. Gin intention was that the committee should represent, so far as

possible, ihe opinion of the ( onununity.

11-183. is it true that the ( ommittee doe* not function It imiotioned

uiy a* B indeed. In four .years I have only had three appeals from it?

dwiMons. Under the old measurement system there were frequent cases;

they would decide possibly an average of two eases a week. Very rarely

woie their decisions at all unfair or unjust.

B-184. In view of the fact that there is a difference in ilie statement made
U\ the workers as regards wages and the statement made by Mr. Hoyle, can

3 on give us a more detailed statement of wages?—(Mr. Hoyle) I can give

you figures showing how the rate per tub of IDs. 3-0 has been arrived at.

i Mr, Pitt) 1 have it here. It is a long and complicated statement.

B-135. T want to know the actual number of miners employed and the

total wage bill paid over the whole year .—Very well.

R-136. You give the figure of 50 rupees as the average wage. Does that

in* hide or exclude the deductions which you make?—The figures are very

approximate. We hove given 80 and 30 lupees

R-137. I want to know whether these figures are inclusive or exclusive of

the deductions?—They are net—excluding deductions.

ID 1 88 As regards housing, we are told that you lay down the condition

that whenever a man does not work in the mine he cannot live in the house.

Out of the total cost of the house, what would be the amount of the Govern-

ment grant and what would be the amount invested by the workmen them-
-elves?—(Mr. Hoyle) You are talking of cases in which we have given one
ui these “ irrecoverable advances ” to a miner to build a new house?

B-139. You make a provision that a man must leave the house if he does

not work in the mine, though you expect him to build his own house. I

want to know whether it is a fair condition, if the miner has to invest a

large amount of money to build bis house, to turn him out of it if he no

longer works in the mine?—(Mr, Pitt) There is no such condition.

B-UQ. You do not ask the man to leave the house, even if he does not

work in Hie mine?—No. The lease provides for the ejection of a disobedient

tenant.

B-i 41. What is the meaning of “disobedient ” ?—One who does not obey

orders in the mine, or other points of discipline in the village.

B-142* I want you to consider this from the point of view of the workman.

He Is expected to build his house. If he builds his house, and if he invests

his money in it, the condition on which he can he evicted must not be a light

condition, such as disobeying orders in the mine.—(Mr. Hoyle) I think some

pro* Dion is necessary against mutiny or indiscipline. We give them the site

oi the* house free,

B-143, TIp Chmrmav: Does the Rs. 500 of which you speak cover the

vliole cost of building the house or not?—No, (Mr, Pitt) The Rs. 500 wn*
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only given in the case ot house's which collapsed due to a had subsidence

wlnoh we had in the village. In the ease of a man wanting to timid a house

lie builds it at his own cost without any advance from o 1*.

B-144. Mr. Joslii ; In that ease is ii ju*t for you to put condition* on

him?—He has built it on our land here, and with our slum*

B-145. Mr. Cliff: As I understand it, you give the miner n sue, the miner

erects a house. If that; man ceases to work in the muu\ legally ,\ou can

compel him to give up possession of the house. Is that innvM'— iMr. Pitil

Yes.

B-146. Mi. Jo^hi; Will >oti explain uhy >ou brought on um\ u t labour J

Wo have not non got convicts in the ordman sense ot the void. I hose men

are probationers. They are long-sentence men whose terms have nearly ex-

pired, and thev are released on tioket-ol-h me, Dunn rite war v/e had

regular convicts who, instead ot breaking stone" in Hm jail, <ame ami stacked

salt in our depot and lived under jail conditions The men we nave mm ate

ticket-of-leave men. They are released on probation and then uoik hue

under the supervision ol a Com let Reclamation Officer.

B-147. When there is unemployment here, why should >ou gm fh<"e non

from outside The men who came and ga\e evidence just now "aid tins were

willing and anxious to work in the depot. That is mu so The experiment

was tiled in 1927, and the miners would not do it A month ago 1 was

approached bv the miners that they should he allowed to do that work, I

said
u Very well, f will call for tender*

’ —which is what we aie always

required to do in connection with all Government work. We called tor

tenders, and not one miner ov gang-man tendered lor that paiinular work.

They were not sufficiently interested even to put in a luirU high figure m
the off-chance of their getting it.

B-143. As regards this strike, I am anxious to know whether a- a result of

it, the wages were increased?—Yes. they were,

6-149. You thought the .strike was justified, and the wage** were low, and

thereiore higher wages weie necessary'

B-15G. The t'hnimmi: Was not the time ot tin rise U f wage* the time

when the cost oi living went up very considerably after the war?--! cannot
speak ol that definitely, as 1 came here actually while Urn strike was in

progress.

6-131. Mr. Joshi: The wages were met cased after the sinker— Ye",

B-152. The representative oi the workmen .said then 1 were not sufficient

quarters for them. Do you accept that statement?—(Air. Ifoykd We are
short of quarters for everybody. We keep on building as last as we can Imf

we cannot get enough money in mu budget to build houses
| ( ,r eiv?ybm!y

B-153. They also mentioned they had not sufficient work. When some men
leave do you appoint new men in their places, or are yon taking steps to
reduce the number?—We do not reduce the staff unless, fbul that there
are definite economies which can be made.

B-154. (km you give us a full statement of your pensions scheme; hmv
many members there are; what contributions are made by them; what con-
tributions are made by you; and how many men are receiving pmisions?-
(Mr. Pitt) I can lei you have a report to-morrow morning.

B-loo, Will you tell me why, if your workers accept a pension scheme,
they should also not accept a sickness insurance scheme?—! should think
probably they feel that enough cuts are made from their pay as it is, and
they do not want any more made. Further, this is not a favourable field for
grand-motherly legislation. They are a self-reliant and a very conservative
lot of men,

B-158. But they like the pension scheme?— No, It is called a voluntary
contribution fund but it is really not very voluntary,

B-I37. I find in the report of the Chief Inspector oi Mines that your
hours are mentioned as 43, and the maximum 50, while in your memorandum
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the hours are rather mure than 48 a week, and 5(5,—(Mr. Hoyle) I must
apologize for that, h is a mistake in my written memorandum. It should be

8 hours, instead of 10,

B4tW, I want to know why you do not observe the Act as regards hours?—
It lias inner been the custom of the men here to work for more than iht

permissible hours under the Act, and therefore we do not feet under an)

obligation to compel them to do what they are already doing.

B-159, One man just now said that sometimes they work even 16 hours.

The maximum allowed under the Act is 12 hours?—] heard him make that

statement and it surprised me. It is entirely untrue He might have been

referring to the workshop, about which he does not know anything, In the

workshop they do ni times have to work overtime.

B-mCl You state in your memorandum that there has been little marked
change in the general efficiency of the workers in the past ten years. Did
you make that statement after comparing the figures of production with the

number of men, or is it vour general impression?- *Tt is miore Mr. TPitt^

general impression than mine. 1 have only been in charge oi the department

fur 18 months, so 1 am not in a position to judge; but I consulted Mr. Pitt

on the subject and that was the impression he had formed.

R-16L 1 find u remark m the report of the Chiet Inspector oi Mines to

the effect that the production m jour salt mine is going up. I take it also

that the efficiency is going up?—(Mr. Pitt) The population is also increasing.

R-162, Are any efforts being made to mitigate the misery caused by

unemployment by finding some supplementary occupation for these people?—

I have spent a considerable time in corresponding with the Punjab Govern-

ment on the subject of grants of land—not free grants of land, we can hardly

expect that, but as to whether concessions could be made to our men in the

matter of leases of land. There is a colony in the Punjab in which a good

deal of land has been put up by Government for sale. I wrote some time

ago to the local Government of the Punjab enquiring whether they could give

any special concessions in view of the hardness of the case, that these men
were, a good many of them, out of employment, and I undertook that they

would make a fairly good type of settlers. I asked the Government to see

what they could do about it. I have lately had a reply
;
they have slightly

modified their terms; they have made their terms as to instalments a little

easier.

B-163* Mr. flUff: What are the terms?—I think they pay the purchase

price in 14 annual instalments. I tried to get them to agree to 20 or 25

years, but they said they could not do that. The first instalment is cash

down. I could give you the figures, but 1 was not prepared for the question

and I have not the file with me.

B-164. May 1 put this figure to you; the first instalment is Rs. 2,500; is

that correct?—That figure does not sound familiar to me. I am not sure you

have got it right, but I have not the figures with me,

B-165. These figures were given to me by an officer in the mine.—
'Mr. Pitt) It is something like that.

1M06. What is the holding?—(Mr. Hoyle) It is one square, which is 25

acres.

B-107. Mr. Jo^hi: Are you able to give us some information about this co-

operative society which takes contracts for labour? Have you got a report

of tins society*?—No, I am afraid not. It works under the Registrar or

Co-operative Societies for Ajmer-Menvara. At the head of it is one of our

Superintendents; he is put on deputation as Chief Manager of it. I an,

afraid I can give very little information about it; we do not get any imports

at all

R-iiK The i 'hairman : Is not a report sent to the Registrar?—So I believe,

and lie hi meets it like any other society.

B-I69. There will surely be an annual report?—Yes. You could obtain

that from the Registrar of Co-operative Societies of Ajmer-Merwara.
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is-l 7o. Ji? .josAi: You have z eternal to a ceitaio Nipt rmtmnhmt ol jours

who is now managing this society?—!

B-17L My impression was that tins SupeuntmuMm n«»s doing some coil-

tract work. He, being a Government servant, tint was not loally allowed;

this fact came to light after some time, and then he m order to continue

Ms own work started a co-operative society and became the Chairman?—No.

not so far as 1 know, it is absolutely aho\ e-hoard mm, anjlimi. Tim same

Superintendent is not now in charge ol it; the man who was in charge of it

has gone on leave
;
he was taken ill a Lew months ago. What \ on are

describing sounds rather underhand
;
I had not heard ol thal . The So* iety is

officially recognised by the Government,

B472. Looked upon as an experiment it U n\ill> i um\ intending

experiment?—Yes.

B473. It is a kind oi labour society in which Urn mkiu) takes the con-

tracts. I was a&kmg you about its origin; 1 v ant io know u bother that state

of things has not changed and whether it has nm\ bourn < a io.il co-operative

society?—Oh, yes. We are onh dealing with it as
j

roim utor ior the supply

of labour. It is composed of local people of iaiih suhdantnil means, f

understand.

B474. The Vhairman ; Can you obtain foi im a icpoif oi Him interesting

society?—Yes, I will send for it.

B475. Miss Power: In your written memorandum you say
u The advan-

tages of the Workmen’s Compensation Act woio not at first hilly understood

by the work people. They now understand them, and claim compensation

whenever it is due. Six claims were paid in the Iasi three years Are we
to take it that only six claims were paid but that more- claims were put

forward, or that all claims put forward, which amounted io six, were paid?*

—

I think really every claim thal was a talid one has been paid 1 remember
there was once a case which came up and which we I ound did nut tome under

the Act; it was the ease of a man who vas employed by the mule contractor;

when lie was working in the mine, in the tunnel tin mule stepped forward,

hauled the truck over his foot and it was crushed.

B.-I70. That would be an exceptional ease?—Ycv We made the oonti ac-

tor pay. I tried to get Government to agree to treat H as an exceptional

case, since as a matter of fact it did not fall within the Act,

B477. Are any of these six claims to -which von refer claims in respect

of women?—I can have that looked into; T am almost certain one is.

B478. You say in your memorandum: “ The rate of accidents for the
past three years is—fatal ...1 per 1,000; serious......4*7 per 1,000.” You
tell us that the number of persons employed in i he mine is approximately

1,100.
^

In view of those figures it seems strange that you should say that
anly six claims were paid in the last three years. Can you reconcile those
two statements?—Perhaps there is a fallacy there. In the first year very few
claims were submitted because the work-people did not understand the Act
at first,

B479. Then are we to take it that this statement that only six claims
were paid in the last three years is not correct?—I think there must be
some mistake about that. This statement was prepared in a great hurry.

B480. What machinery have von for notifying any accident involving
absence for longer than ten days?—The doctor at the hospital sends ft report
of every case that is sent to him.

B-18L That is when they go to the hospital; but there are people who do
not go to the hospital when they are injured?—I think they all go to the
hospital if they are injured in the mine. If they are injured outside, in tic
road, we do not know anything about it. They invariably go to the hospital
after accidents.

B4S2, You mean serious eases?—(Mr. Pitt) All accident c«* gt» to the
hospital The people who do not go to the hospital are people who gift suffer-
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ing from illness; and sometimes a hospital case which is progressing fairly
favourably is taken away from the hospital before it should be.

.

B-188. In every case where a worker, male or female, is absent from the
mine for more than ten days because of an injury sustained in the mine, is

his or her claim put forward under the Workmen’s Compensation Act?—Yes,
B-184. Yet in spite of that there are only a small number of claims made

in three years, even if we do not accept the figure of six claims?—The reason
for that, I think, is that for the first year after the Act came into operation
we did not know very much about it; the workers certainly did not know and
they did not put in any claims.

B-185, Sir Alexander Murray

:

Has Government insured under the Work-
men’s Compensation Act?—No.

B-188. They do their own insurance?—Yes. As a Government concern we
must make it a point of paying in every single case.

B-187. Miss Power: In the workers’ memorandum46, reference has been made
to the fact that the system of payment now in vogue through lambardars is a
comparatively recent system, and previous to that payment was made to the
miners. Can yon tell me why that alteration was made?—I do not think that
statement is quite correct. The same classes of workers who were paid indivi-

dually under the old system are paid individually under the new system. For
instance, driving of tunnels had to be paid for through one man

;
there is no

other way of arrangingjt.

B-188. You mean that you have invariably paid through the lambardar?

—

Yes.

B-189. There is no alteration?—There has been one alteration in the case

of roof work; in working a roof under the measurement system we paid

individually but we now pay through the gangmen.

B-X90. The workers complained that sometimes the trucks were not

weighed, that they were told that there was so much waste. Would it not be

possible to associate a workers’ representative with whoever is responsible for

weighing the trucks? As you know, that is done in the English mines.

—

(Mr. Hoyle) Only a percentage of the trucks are weighed; we have a weigh

bridge outside the mine, but it is not used for every track by any means.

They are paid on an estimated content of 14 maunds in the tub. Actually

the tubs are over-loaded so as to balance out the waste, the marl and impu-

rities of various kinds. Then the actual amount of salt issued from the

mine is subsequently ascertained by the issues from the depot. There is

always a slight balance in favour of the miners and that is distributed to

them pw rata .

B-191, What proportion of the 1,100 workers are women?—(Mr. Pitt) More
than a third. We can give you exact figures.

Sir Alexander Murray: 396 are women.

B-192. Miss Power; In your memorandum, with regard to hours, you

say. “ Nine hours for surface and ten hours for underground labour, with

the exception of female labour which works from four to six hours daily/*

The women are only employed underground, are they not?—Yes.

B-19S. Are we to take it that those women are not working more than four

to six hours a day?—It is very exceptional that they work longer hours.

B-194. What is one to understand when they say that their women remain

with them during the whole of the time they are down the mine? What are

the women doing during the rest of the time? Do they leave men hewing

and go off?—Yes; the men go into the mines at about 7 o’clock in this

weather. The women will draw water and do their household work and go

down the mine at about 8 o’clock to 8-30. They then carry salt till about

12 o’clock or 12-30; after that they go home and get the food ready for their

men.

*Not printed.
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B495 Sir Alexander iInn ay; It would appear Irom your return to the

Inspector of Mines that you give these women full pay for doing thatP—The*

e

is some mistake m the returns. A lot of our mine return are all wrong; I

happened to be on leave at the time.

B496. Miss Power: What arrangements uiemude to see that none of the

young persons employed are undei-age, that is, luidor 13? Our staff has

instructions that no child under 13 is to w ork, and an} doubt i ul cases are sent

to the Kewra hospital for examination; the doctor is the final authority to

say whether a child is under or over 13.

B497, How soon after a child’s fust employment is he been by the doctor?

—I do not think we usually examine our children.

B498. If you do not usually examine your children how do you know

whether they are under-age or not? Is it left to the father?— It is left to

the parents; we have no actual machinery.

B499. But if it is left to the parents, is it not common sense to suppose

that a father who wishes to employ a child under-age is not likely to bring

him forward to you to be inspected by the doctor?—Our own staff would take

the case up immediately, and the gangman would be lined or punished in some

way. We haie had very little trouble with regard to breaking that particular

iiile; they do not seem to want to break it.

B-200. I see you say you have no welfare schemas J—No.

6-201. Can }ou tell me what vsupemsion }ou exercise over women who are

doing the carrying work immediately before and after child birth?—(Mr. Pitt)

None whatever.

B-202. You mean a woman can work till practically the last moment ii

she pleases?—‘Yes.

B-203. And she can return on any day she pleases after the birth of her

c hild ?—Yes. We have no machinery of any kind. We find that the people

very much resent any interference with the female labour.

B-204. Is any wage payment made to the regular workers when they are

off work on account of child birth?—-No.

B-205. They simply lose their wages for that time?— Yes.

B-206, So that the presumption is that they will return an soon as the}

can ?—Yes.

B-207. Is any supervision exercised over the weights that these women
(.any 9—No.

B-208. Have you any idea what the average weight is?—The load is

supposed to be 40 lbs., half a maund. It is often above that and sometimes
below it.

B-209. Have you any idea what the maximum weight h likely to be?—

I

fehould think it is never above 60 lbs,

B-210. You refer to the removal of a certain percentage of the women
from the mine every year so that women will be completely removed at the
end of a ten years’ period. What effect do you think that is likely to have
on the remuneration of the men?—It will have very little effect. We could
stop all the female labour in two years.

B-2I1. Then who would you put on to that work?—We should use machi-
nery.

6-212 So that the only reason why you do not use machinery now is

)ecause the womens labour is cheaper than any sort of machineryP—No,
it m because the people want to use female labour.

B-213. Do you mean to say that you may be using a more expensive method
by employing the women when you could do it more cheaply by machinery?
Are you being philanthropic to the women, or is it because the women are
cheaper than the machinery?—The question has never arisen.
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B-214. It has arisen now/—Yes; now we are taking it up, and we shall

very easily replace female labour with cheap machinery. In fact it is hardly

machinery at all
;
it means just an ordinary chute.

B-215-16* Your ease is that the chutes would be cheaper than the women at

approximately 4 to 6 annas a day /—It will not affect us at all The miner is

responsible for delivering the salt into the truck
;
what means of transport he

uses does not concern us. A number of them use Kashmiri labourers in the

winter when Kashmiri labour is cheap. They get a Kashmiri labourer for 4

or 5 annas. We are not concerned with that,

B-217. What will you do during this gradual withdrawal of women labour/

—We shall gradually go over to machinery; as women are withdrawn so we
shall replace them by machines.

B-218. Have any of them been withdrawn already since the passing of the

Act?—No.

B-2X9. When does the first year come when you will be withdrawing a

percentage?— I think it will come next year or the year after; it is spread
out over a period of years.

B-220. You are doing it gradually year by year?—Yes.

B-221. Dtwm Chaman Loll: Can you give me any figures showing the cost

of production per maund?—Certainly

,

B-222. Will you also give me the cost of labour separately?—Yes. I am
just making a very elaborate statement for the Tariff Board who are going
closely into this question. Would you like to have that?

B-223. Certainly I should. I am concerned as to what is the actual cost

of production per maund and out of that the total that is spent on labour,

Perhaps you would be kind enough to put down in a separate column the
actual cost of the supervising staff ?—Yes, the indirect charges.

B-224. 1 notice there has been a great deal of unemployment and under-

employment here. Would you be in favour of instituting some sort of scheme

of unemployment insurance in order to relieve distress?—Theoretically, yes.

B-225. I mean a contributory scheme P—(Mr. Hoyle) Theoretically, I think

it would be a very good thing. But practically as applied to Khewra, I

should have a great deal of hesitation in adopting it because, as I have

already remarked, the miners are the most conservative people in the world.

They probably would not take kindly to any further cut from their pay, I

should not be very much in favour of trying to introduce it.

B-226. Do you mean to imply that you have objections to it on financial

grounds/—I certainly think there are financial difficulties.

B-227. Would you like time to consider it, and will you let us have your

views ou the subject? It is probably unfair to put this question to you at

this stage—I would not mind giving you a note on it at some time or another.

B-228. Would you be in favour of a scheme in which the employee did

not make any contribution?—! think that would be slightly unreasonable,

B-229. Have you any plans for putting an end to the unemployment that

exists at Khewra?—It is difficult to think of a ready-made plan. I have told

you what we have done as to land. Attempts have been made to get them

into the army
;
they are a good type of fighting men, as you can judge from

what you have seen of them. In fact, they are the same type as is generally

lecruited from the Punjab I believe. But unfortunately the army has defi-

nitely said on various occasions that they do not want them, (Mr, Pitt) We
have* been able to get a certain number of men into the army and into the

police. We have also lately been fairly successful in encouraging them to

take up local contracts. We aie very pleased to say that they, in fact, built

the office m which you are now sitting; a number of gangmen took the

contract for it and employed quite a number of miners on the less skilled

jobs. About two years ago we started quarrying gypsum, and that gives

steady employment to about 15 to 20 men. (Mr, Hoyle) Our chief possible
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means oi lessening unemployment is increased outturn. Our outturn is

limited only by the demand. *We luve a large quantity of untapped salt in

the mine, and we could increase our outturn bv 50 per cent, without the

slightest trouble xf w e only Had a market tor it. The Centuil Board of Reve-

nue after a good deal of difficulty have succeeded m obtaining Iroiu the rail-

ways concerned certain concessions in the matter oi 'freights. If we can get

further fairly substantial concessions we shall be able, we hope to get our

salt into Calcutta and the markets of Bengal, and then wo can expand a bit

B-230, Has the duty levied on salt anything to do with the i ate. of con-

sumption?—No, not at all, because after all it is very small Whether it is

Re. 1-4-0 or Re. 1-8-0 per maund, it <annot affe<t the <oiMiim»rV hunk
budget very much. One maund of salt, T fancy, is more than enough to keep

a whole family going for a year.

B-231. You say in your written memoiandum, with regard to stall organi-

zation
—“Relations generally are satisfactory. The mmen have no hesita-

tion in bringing any grievances to the notice of the Mine. Manager or

General Manager.” Are these grievances sent to you in writing 1-—Yes. 1

understand they are most regular in coming forward and having their

grumble about things.

B-232. Were these grievances of a general chaiacfer, oi were they specific?

—(Mr. Hoyle) There wras a fairh frequent unnphint about the rale that bad

been fixed for the tubs. When I am here on tour they generally come up and
talk to me about their gnevances. (Mr. Pitt) My office g<is about twelve

vernacular petitions a ‘week Irani the workers.

B-233. Does not that show that there is need for some suit of machineiy
being set up which would deal with the grievances of the men as they come
up?—Yes, and co-ordinate them a bit; I think that might he a good thing;

it might possibly weed out the more irresponsible of the grievances. I fanev

that some of these grievances were probably individual personal quarrels about
the allotment of spaces and that soit of thing; they have feuds now and then
between themselves about the allotment of spaces in the working chambers
and things of that kind.

B-234. You say that the gangmen elect annually a panehayat or committee

to deal with small local disputes. Will you let us June any records of these

gangmen’s committees, if they are written down?—1 am afraid there is

nothing of that sort. The question is usually referred to the Committee and

they say they have heard the evidence and have decided that so and so lias no

right to such and such a chamber.

B-235. You say that the physique of the mining community a-, a whole is

somewhat below that of agricultural labour in the Punjab. What juo your

reasons for saying that
1

I have no real evidence except just walking about

the country and seeing the fcw
To different classes of men; one. is rather im-

pressed by the fact that the miner is slightly weaker than the ordinary man
who works on the land.

B-236, What do you think that is due to?—I suppose working in the dark

is not so healthy as working in the open air. [ think it is also due to in-

breeding; the hereditary clans who work in the mine are rather exclusive and
inter-marry a lot among themselves.

B-237. Would you also put it clown to the fact that they probably do not

get enough to eat?—We are told that they do not get enough vegetables to

eat. As you have observed, there is no green stuff in this neighbourhood,

B-238. Have attempts been made to grow vegetables here in order to

provide for these people?—The difficulty is the water-supply; the water comes
from about three miles up the gorge and is just sufficient for drinking and
bathing purposes. There is very little available for cultivation and certainly

not enough available for making a big vegetable garden such as would he
needed for this community.

B-239, May I take it that by spending a little money you could provide a
sufficient water supply here at Khewra?—No, A great deal of money hm
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been spent and every drop of water that we can get here has been brought
down.

B-240. Could you not build a reservoir for this purpose or sink tube wells?

—No.

B-24L You give the figures as to the number of patients attending your
hospital. In 1926 I sge the number was 8,288, but by 1928 it has gone up
to 13,245. Has that increase in the number of cases attending your hospital

any relevance to your statement that the physique of the average miner is

lower than that of the agricultural worker in the Punjab ?—That increase is

almost entirely due to the personality of the Assistant Surgeon. I think that

low attendance in 1926 was unsatisfactory
;

it was not at all a matter for

congratulation. The fact was that the people did not appreciate the advan-

tages of medicine and did not attend hospital when they ought to have done
so.

B-242. What is the total mining population of KhewraP—It is very difficult

to get the exact figures.

B-243. I see there are said to be 2,000 men engaged in the rock salt

industry in the Jhelum district?—It is rather more- than that; a special

census which was taken about four years ago, I think, gave the whole

population as over 3,(L0.

B-244. The patients at your hospital in 1928 are 13,245 males and 6,360

females
;
that gives a total of about 20,000, which means over six attendances

in a year by each individual?—The attendance is not limited to the people

living in the village. II there is a popular Assistant Surgeon in charge

people will come from all the neighbouring villages to be treated.

B-245. May I take it that substantially it is the population of Khewra
that attends?—Khewra including the sub-villages,

B-246. You have said that the idea of a pension scheme is not favoured.

Is it a fact that the decision as to whether a benefit shall be given is left

m the hands of the leaders?—Yes, in a way.

B-247. T see that, under the head u Welfare you say that the recipients

are chosen by the gangmen and lambardars in consultation. A man who
contributes towards this fund has no inherent right to a pension out of the

fund; he is entirely at the mercy of the gangmen and lambardars?—The Mine
Manager invariably attends the meeting. When we have enough money in

the fund to pay out, say, a dozen more pensions, we convene a general

meeting of the lambardars, gangmen and a few of the more responsible

miners, and the Min© Manager attends. From what I have seen, they are

fair in their judgments.

B-248. If a man contributes towards this fund that gives him no inherent

right to get a pension?—No.

B-249. Has that something to do with the unpopularity of this scheme?—

Possibly. Any scheme here is unpopular if it stipulates that there shall be

a cut in wages.

B-25Q, You have made a statement as to the failure of the co-operative

society. Why did it fail? You say that the shareholders took no interest

m it! Is it a fact that the management in charge of the co-operative

society failed?—I fancy the management was selected from the shareholders

and the managing committee took no interest in the shop.

B-25L That was one of the main reasons why it failed?—Yes.

B-252. Some time ago there was a subsidence or collapse of houses. Was

there an enquiry into that and is the report of that enquiry available?—

There are several reports available; it was reported on by nine or ten

people.

B-253. Was not a Government official put in charge of the making, of

the report?—The Inspector of Mines reported on it; the Consulting Engineer

to the Government of India reported on it
;
the Chief Controller of Stores,

who is an all-round engineer, also reported on it.
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B-254. Let me have what you consider to be a representative report*—

1

will let you have all of them.

B-255, You said m your memorandum that the miners would object to

the shitt system. On u hat is the opinion based:' Have you consulted the

miners ?—(Mr. Hoyle) They have been (questioned again ami again about

this kmd oi thing! I also have innumerable reports.

B-256. But you have no reports trom the miners themselves in regard

to this matter?—I do not think they have put anything in writing as to

their not wanting Hie shift system.

B-257. With regard io the payment oi a ages you say that payment is

sometimes delayed trom one day to 14 days and that in exceptional eases

periods of from three weeks to one* month have elapsed* Why is there

no uniform system? ~ There are certain classes of workers who like to be

paid at certain intervals and others who like to be paid at other intervals.

Some like to be paid monthly and some fortnightly.. About 12 months ago

we made an enquiry and so far as practically possible, paid each class of

labour at the interval at which it desired to be paid.

B-258. In some cases the wages have been in arrears as much as a

month?—Yes.

B-259. I dare say >ou would he m favour of legislation which would

make prompt payment of wages feasible?—I do not think legislation is

necessary here. That long dela
t> is not the kind of thing that happens

regularly. In the ordinary course wages are paid punctually

.

B-260. Among the miners U there a preference for weekly payment?—

I

cannot give you the figures off hand, but they are on record.

B-261. During the last nine years how many accidents have there been

in the blasting factory?—We had a bad one in February of this year; there

was one in 1918 and one in 1916 I think.

B-262. You have had several?—There have been three within the last

thirteen years,

B-263. Were there residential huts adjoining the factory?—This factory

was really a temporary residence of the powder contractors. The powder
contractors are not employees of ours, but they were allowed to settle on

land of ours for the purpose of manufacturing their powder. Their pre-

decessor built himself a house on our land and during the period he held

the contract lie both lived and manufactured his powder in that house.

His contract ended in 1919 or 1920. Since then the contract has been held

moie or less in partnership by three different men; they and their families

were allowed to live on our land in this building which has been left behind
by the former licensee,

B-264. On numerous occasions the blasting factory has been blown up,

but neveitheless dwellings have been permitted to be built adjoining it?—

I

think the report you wish to see is the report of the Chief Inspector of

Explosives.

B-265, I should like to see the report of the sub-divisional officer?—

I

should not think there would be any objection to that.

B-266. On page 3 of the annual report of the Chief Inspector of Mines,
dealing with Jhelum he says: “ The District Magistrate states that the
relations of the labourers and employers were not harmonious throughout
the year. The heriditary miners of Khewra have had considerable grievances
against the salt department and as a consequence thereof a conference was
held in Simla in 1907.

>5
I should like to have the District Magistrate's

report and the report of the conference held by the salt department in 1907
at Simla?—This is the first I have heard of it.

JB-267 . Have you not seen a copy of the Chief Inspector’s report for
that year?—No. What you call the blasting factory is not the property
of the Government; it belongs to the contractors who get a licence from
the District Magistrate for the manufacture of powder. We need to allow
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them to live on our land. The factory does not exist any longer and we
are not allowing them to rebuild there.

6-268, Will you kindly supply me with the number of men working in

the workshop and the number of quarters available for employees working
at the workshops?—Yes.

B-269. Have you m your experience anywhere in India come across any
factory or mine in which convict labour or semi-convict labour has been
employed?—No, I cannot think of any at the moment. 1 should think

that probably there are some
;
I should not be prepared to say there are not,

B-270, Do you favour a system of that kind?—I have not quite made up
my mind. The Reclamation Officer is constantly writing and asking us to

report in favourable terms as to the excellent discipline and training of his

men. But I am not fully convinced that it is quite so excellent as he would
have us believe. 1 am not quite prepared to pass a final opinion on it.

Of course it has been a convenience in a way, as our miners will not work
in the depot.

B-271. Would it not be better to use electric ally run locomotives rather

than the present system?—Tt would be much better on all grounds,

B-272. The Chau man : I understand you have applied for authority to

install electric traction in the mines?-* A scheme has been put forward and
has been carefully scrutinized by the experts of the Indian Stores Depart-
ment, Their report lias been further scrutinized by my staff in Khewra,
1 have finally sent it back to Government asking for sanction to include

the necessary funds in my budget tor 1930-31.

B-273. Duran Chuman halt

:

Under section 17 of the Indian Mines Act,

you have to provide latrines and water. Is there any such provision?—
There are latrines of a kind, but they are not used.

6-274. Do you provide water inside the mines?—(Mr. Pitt) yes, w© have
to ptovide water for the mules and they use the water in the shot holes.

B-275. Mr. Cliff

:

What have you to say as to the complaint of the work-
people that they can only obtain water at a restricted period?—It is per-

fectly true that the period is restricted, but we are all restricted.

R-278. Are they restricted to thirty minutes?—The time given was not

true* they get a supply for about four hours daily from stand pipes, and
hydrants in the village.

B-277. For what period of the clay?—Two hours in the morning and two
hours in the evening. The time is varied according to the supply available.

At present, just after the monsoon there is no trouble whatever; the only

really troublesome months of the year are April, May and June when
water is rather short,

R-278. Diwan Chaman Lull : Am 1 to take it that Section 17 of the

Act has not been complied with ?—It is being complied with.

B-279. Under Section 17 you have got to provide drinking water in the

mine itself?—It is provided. It is not provided through taps; you cannot

have fresh water running about a salt mine, but there are tanks which

are sent in. There are also latrines.

B-280. Do you think it would be a good thing if provision were made
in the Workmen’s Compensation Act to compel you to send in a return of

ihc accidents that happen?—I do not see any necessity.

B-281. The Chairman: Do you report all your accidents to the Mines

Department?—Under the Mines Act we are required to send immediate

notice of any serious accident or any accident that is likely to be serious

A serious accident is one that keeps a man from work for 21 days. If it

n likely to he serious or if it is fatal a report goes in within 24 hours.

6-282. Diwan Chaman Lull

:

Would you be in favour of reporting any

«ort of accident that is suffered by a worker?—No, I think the law is fairly

good as it stands. Any sort of accident may mean just a scratch, If
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such small matteis were reported the woik oi the Mines Department would

increase enormously; it would create a mass of correspondence.

B-283. But in the absence of trade unions would it not be better to

have a report?—You have that leport m the office of the Inspector of

Mines.

B-284. Bui that is only of serious accidents think that is sufficient.

B-285. Mr. Cliff

:

There has been handed in a ille of correspondence

which lias taken place with the Punjab Government as to your application

tor land lor miners. Would it be convenient to prepare a memorandum on

this subject lor the Commission?—Yes I will prepare a precis.

B“286, Are you directly responsible for the conditions of laboiu of the

work-people, fixing their rates of wages and their welfare?—Yes. in a way

I am responsible foi all that goes on in the Department. Almost everything

except unimportant routine detail comes up to me.

B-287. The ('hair mail : How far have you a free hand, without getting

the consent of some higher authority, to make changes m the conditions

of the workers?—Practically every change has financial implications of

some kind or another. My financial powers are very circumscribed. There-

fore almost everything has to be reported to the Central Board of Revenue
which is really a branch of the 1 mancc Department of the Government of

India. For instance, the fixing of the rat© of payment for tubs was sent

up to the Go’v eminent oi India for approval.

B-288. Mf. Oh ft

:

Have you ever previously handled large numbers of

industrial workers?—No, I have not. This is my first experience of being

in command of them.

B-289. Since you became Commissioner how many times have you visited

Khewra?—I think this is my fourth visit.

B-290. Are you satisfied that the conditions at Khewra are as they

ought to be?—It would be rather a sweeping statement to say that they

are. Almost anything will admit of improvement.

B-291. Did you hear the evidence of the representatives of the miners
this afternoon?—Yes.

B-292. Did it strike you that their complaint was a demand lor

security?—Well, they ended up by asking for security and saying they
hoped they would not be ill-used for having made uncomplimentary refe-

rences to their officers and the Department.

B-293. I am not thinking of victimization; I am thinking of the whole
petition?—It is a little difficult to judge that petition dispassionately

because of the way in which it is conceived. I mean it was grossly unfair.
For example, they said that Government ought to have provided them
with houses when the subsidence occurred, absolutely suppressing the fuel

that Government had given them irrecoverable advances. No doubt there
is a good deal m that petition that is deserving of consideration and
enquny. I am quite certain that it was not a spontaneous petition. It

was drafted I believe, by a pleader on behalf of the men. The new system
of payment is preferred by the miners as a whole, but at first they had a
little grievance about the rate. Then the rate was recalculated, the details
were explained to them and they said no more about it, being evidently
afraid that Government would now proceed further to enquire into it and
the rate would he reduced. The statement in the petition that the rate
was too low, I am inclined to think, was not a spontaneous idea of the
people lor whom that petition nominally stands.

B-294. The Chairman ; Were the men consulted before the new system
was put into operation?—(Mr. Pitt) Yes, it was explained very thoroughly
to them and the general body did not seem to be at all antagonistic to the
new system. There was a little bit of argument about what they were to
be paid per tub which was our unit. There was also a certain amount of
argument because under the old measurement system they were paid for
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carrying salt up to different heights. Payment of that kind is impossible

under the system of payment by weight, or it is only possible with the aid

of very complicated calculations. Our endeavour was to evolve a very

simple system, Th© old measurements and calculations used to take six

weeks to work out occasionally.

38-295, I understand it was explained to them before it was put into

operation f—It was, After it had been in force tor some time we made an
experiment on a working place, calculating the amount) due to the men by
measurements and by weighment

;
in fact we made two experiments. In

both cases we found they were paid more for a given quantity of work by

the weighment system. We showed them these figures; they were rather

frightened that we should send these figures to Government and that the

flat rate would be reduced.

B-296. Mr. Cliff

:

I think you said it was explained to the
£

general

body 5

of workers. What does the expression, ‘ general body 5 cover?—The
people who are sitting round here are a fairly general body,

B-297. One body of which you have spoken consisted of four members
of a committee of lambardars and the men who were literate. Can it be

said that the explanation was given both before and after to the whole of

the miners?—Did they appreciate what you were doing before you did

it p—It was not given to the whole of the mineis.

B-298. ft' an explanation was not given to the whole of the miners, is

it not natural that when a system which they had not been able to appreciate

was introduced, there should be objections?—Jt was explained to the

gangmen, lambardars, and the heads of the families, who were asked to

explain it to the people who worked in their gangs.

B-299. What is the function of the lambardar m the mine?—-He has no
real function in the mine.

B-3Q0. So that lor our purpose we need only consider gangers m the

mine?—-Yes,

B-301. How many gangers have you m the mines?—41.

B-302. You pay wages to these gangers?—No.

B-303, To whom do you pay wages?—Wherever we can we pay wages
individually, out payment system provides for individual payment of the

ordinary excavation work which forms the bulk of our outturn,

B-304. When you speak ol individuals you are referring to registered

miners?—Yes.

B-305. So that as far as tie registered miners are concerned, for th©

great bulk of your work you pay them weekly ?—Whenever practically

possible, yes,

B-3Q6. Can you give me some rough idea of the proportion whom you
pay directly?—I could give you the proportion of the total wages which
are paid individually and paid to the gangeis.

B-307, The explanation was given to the gangers. It was given before the

change was decided on?—Yes.

B-308. Was any explanation given to the miners of whom I understand

a considerable proportion would be affected?—Yes, wherever possible.

B-309. By you?—Yes, I was Mine Manager at the time and personally

explained to as many work-people as possible what was going to happen;
because the weighment system postulates the use of the small account book
and we had to explain carefully to each man what that book was for.

B-810. Why was this change desired?—(Mr. Hoyle) It was for audit

reasons really, The result of this measurement system was that the people

did not get fully paid up for long periods. It was a thoroughly faulty

method. For that reason the new system ought to be greatly preferred by
the men, because their payments were frequently delayed under tie old

system
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B-311. What is tin? number oi registeied miners P*—(Mr, Pitt) it is just

ever 600,

B-312. Is the number of women about 860P—Something like that.

B-313. How many are engaged m the shops and loading platforms P—1,100

is the number working undergiound. 1 think our figure is wiong here.

B-314. Am 1 to understand that there ate still 150 to account for

underground P—Not as many as 150.

B-315. May I take it that there are 950 underground or must 1 take

it that it 3 s' 1,100 P—1 am sure that there are not 1,100 underground,

because that number includes workshop people.

B-316. Hiuo $on got a muster i oil of the actual number of people

underground P—Yes.
B-317. Does that include persons under 13?- Yes. The trouble with some

oi our information is that the whole thing had to be done in three or four

days. It was not possible to check the figures.

B-318. Mr. Cliff: You say; “The total permanent labour force includ-

ing miners, workshop hands and some of the semi-permanent labour is

about 1,100 (including women) at JKhevra.” What is the number under-

ground ?—The number underground is about 500 miners. The whole 600

are very rarely working. There would possibly be between 300 and 360

women and there would be another 20 to 40 men on transport work.

B-819. Does your mnstei roll show how many youths over 13 and under

18 years of age you have employed in the mine?—Our register of miners

includes practically all the able-bodied males in the village.

B-320. ] understand it is your view that there are more miners employed

than is necessary?—-Yes, that is the case.

B-321. What number would you say would be adequate for your output?—
Unfortunately we are just going to change our output. For the output
up-to-date which is about 30 lakhs oi maunds a year, 400 men would
ample.

B-322. If a miner chooses to bring a woman or a man there is no restric-

tion on him?—No.

B-323. He could do that?—Yes.

B-324, Have >ou more men engaged m the workshops than are neces-

sary?—No.

B-325. Is that foi economic reasons?-—The men m the workshop are
paid daily wages.

B-326. Therefore you do not employ more than you actually require?—No.

B-327. Is it any concern of yours that there are more people having the
opportunity of working m the mines than are required?—We encourage
them to take up other branches of work and not to go into the mine.

B-328. Provision has been made that by a certain date women shall be
excluded from the mines?—Yes.

B-320. And yet you tell me that you are permitting new women to go
into the mines?—Yes they go at present,

B-380, Does it appear to you that m order to prevent friction and trouble
it is well to discourage them now?—These people are very very sensitive
about then* womenfolk; the less one interferes with their womenfolk in
any way whatever, the better.

11-331, Howem ^eusitne tbev mav be, if the law is operated at tin-

prescribed year, they will have to put up with it?—Yes.

B-332. Do you not think it would be advisable that there should be no
new entries ol labour into the mine?— T think if would be.

B-333. T understand you to say that on the loading platform, i.e., dischatg
mg of the small trucks, you have asked the people to tender and you have
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not received any tendei. Have you tried to employ them at daily rates of

wages P—No.

B-334. Have you ever thought of taking youths who are growing up and

as they are growing up encourage them on that class of work at a daily

rate?—The miner is rather a snob m his way and to descend from a skilled

worker to a worker in the depot would be a distinct loss of prestige and
respectability.

B-335. Is not that responsibility upon you to find employment her©

wherever possible?—We feel that responsibility.

R-336. Have you in any way sought to train the boys who are growing

up?—We have a number of sons of miners employed in the workshop. There

are a number of them on oiu electrical installations. Wherever possible

we put them m.

B-337. Will you tel! the Commission the number that you have trained

and your views on the success of the experiment?—I cannot give you the

actual figure.

B-338. Is it a dozen or twenty?—At least 20.

B-339. What opinion have you formed as to the success that has attended

this scheme?—It has been quite successful,

JB-34D. What do you mean by u ^emi-permanent labour”?—Permanent
labour is the hereditary mining caste. Purely casual labour is labour which
is recruited for eonvtrm tion work li we want to build a bungalow or an
office or something like that we recruit purely temporary labour to do that

work.

B-341. Taking semi-permanent labour, axe they employed regularly

throughout the year?—Yes,

B-342. What proportion oi the people employed about a mine are not

subject to factory legislation ?—The Mines Act covers everything including

workshops.

B-343. Do all the employees specified in these categories come under the

Workman’s Compensation Act?—Yes.

E-344. Does that include contractors’ men?—Not in relation to us. The
'obligation in that case is on the contractor and not on us.

B-345. The employee has a legal right against the contractor?—Yes.

Ati. Cloto * And also against you, the principal.

B-346, Mr. Cliff : Under the head u Wages ” in you? memorandum you
apparently make an analysis of the cost of living of a family. Can you tell

me how that is made up?—(Mr. Pitt) Yes, 1 have the detailed figures here.

It is a very difficult thing to get the figures of the cost of living.

B-347. Will you put in those figures?—Yes. T will not guarantee their

accuracy.

B-348. Have you ever considered accepting liability under the Workmen’s
Compensation Act in the mines that are in the Indian States?—No, we are

not legally liable, but undoubtedly if we had a serious accident which was
due to employment in our Department we should consider the matter and try

to get Government to sanction some compensation for it as a special case.

We once got sanction from Government for the payment of compensation
to some labourers who lived near the edge of the lake and whose huts

caught fire from the sparks of the engine which was hauling our salt, I give

you that as an instance of the kind of cases in which we thought fit to

ask Government to sanction compensation.

B-349, Can you tell me whether a case has occurred in the Indian State

for which you would be liable if it were in British India?—I cannot remember
such a case.

B-350. You agree that you are morally responsible?—I agree that we
-should consider whether we ought to pay. 1 do not know that I am prepared
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to admit it straightway as a general punciplc, but I certainly think we

ought to consider in such cases whether or not we are morally liable,

B-351. Fob Bussell: I understand you had employed here for several

years a trained dai or native midwife Yes.

B-352. Why did she leave? -(Mr, Pitt) She reached the age limit and

letired about turn months ago.

B-353. Since she retired in June has any attempt been made to get a

substitute P—Yes,

B-354. But you have not been able to get one?—We have applied to

four different places. I have been ottered lady health visitors at rather

high salaries, which 1 do not think Government will pay,

B-355. Buimg iiei last seven years’ work m Khewra the figures that I

got tins morning from her own registers show that the cases had steadily

diminished?—Yes.

B-356. Was that due to her old age or was it due to the fact that the

women did not want her services?—She was a most unsatisfactory woman;
she was not supposed to take anj tees, but she look \en high fees for

attending cases. She was very dirty and lazy.

B-357 Then I take it that the fall m numbers was not due to the

unwillingness of the women to make use of her serv h es ?—To "Oine extent,

B-358. 1 am nuaio of the fact that the people here are vorj unison alive;

but would women welcome the development of that kind ol work or let me
say, general welfare work, if it were initiated by Government agencies like

the Salt Department.'—We are thinking of having an t xpei miont on the

lines of having a health visitor to come and tour the neighbourhood,

B-359. Although a health visitor is under consideration, so far you have
clone nothing further about it, because of the high salaries that these

applicants aie asking. Have you asked Government whether they will sanc-

tion the salary of a burly highly paid v omen or not?—It is still under
consideration,

B-36Q. Whose ( onsideration ?—I think the (tie is m my office at present,

Conespondence is going on between my office and the Commissioner’s office

as to the replacement of a dai and the possible appointment of a health
\ isrtox

.

B-361. Do a ou think that is an important question as regards the health
of the women in connection with the mines?—(Mr. Hoyle) Bo you mean
hom the economic point of view?

B-3f)2 No, from the point ol view of the w elfarc of the women?—My own
opinion is that it vould be a good thing. In other parts of India J have
been some well aie v ork which has been done with an industrial population,
and I think the e fleets were extremely good.

B-863. You will admit that that kind of work is bound to increase the
comfort and happiness of the population?—It seems so iioin what I hate
seen of it.

B-364. There is no sanitary inspector employed hoi e? -No, the Dnertoi of
Public Health goes round from time to time.

B-365. Probably he would get to a station like this about once in two
years?—Yes.

B-366, Have you any bodv regularly on the staff to see that sanitation
is carried out?—No

B-367. Do you not think that it would be an improvement if such an
appointment were made?—I should think it would be a very good thing.

i

B-368. For instance, I understand that the whole of the night soil and
refuse from the hospital is dumped into the gorge about 150 feet below the
hospital. Do you not think the inspector, if he were here, would prevent
that happening?—He probably would. I am not opposed to it, 1 am really
thinking of the Finance Department of the Government of India.
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B-369. If you put up such a proposal, surely they could hardly refuse

it?—Fortified by the recommendations of tins Commission, I dare say it

could be done at a later stage.

B-370. 1 have noticed there was a considerable amount of fairly obvious

anaemia not only among the workers themselves, but among the boys. Thai

may be due to deficiency of vegetables as was suggested; but is there no

disease m the population which may be a cause of the anemia?—I do not

think theie is any disease which is particularly common here more than m
other places.

B-37L Bo you not thmk that the appointment of a sanitary inspector

with a certain amount of anti-malarial training would be of advantage m
that respect P—Yes, undoubtedly.

B-372. Water supply is brought down in pipes?—(Mr. Pitt) Yes.

B-873. How is it collected at the top?—There is a dam built across the

head of this gorge.

B-374. You told Mr. Chaman Ball that the water supply could not be

increased. Is that an engineering impossibility?—It is not an engineering

impossibility; it could be increased at prohibitive cost.

B-375. That is a matter of opinion; but if the reservoir could possibly be

increased you would have a large water supply available ?—No, the limestone

will not hold water. Theie is almost nowhere to build a really large reser-

\ on It would give ns a better water supply for perhaps a fortnight in the

hot weather.

B-370. Ac piesent do the women ha\e to cany the watei from the taps

to a \eiy considerable distance?—-Yes, they carry it to the top of the

village.

B-377. Would it not be possible to have branch pipes so that it may
run into the village?—The ground is all saline and invariably where you

have a hydrant there is wastage.

B-378. That could be carried away by a dram?—It eventually finds its

way into the soil and causes subsidence.

B-379. That could be avoided by putting m pucca drains?—But there

is no pucca ground to put it on. We find it inadvisable to extend the

water-supply more than necessary on a salt area.

B-380. How much drinking water do you provide m the mine for the

winters?-—We send m two tubs of about 25 c\ ft. capacity.

B-881, Thai is 600 gallons?—-Yes.

B-382. Each day?—Yes,
B-383. Mr. Ahmed : The workers m the mines inhale a certain amount

of brme which injures their health?—(Mr. Hoyle) Of course the air is not
quite as pure as the air outside; on the other hand it is kept pretty well

m circulation,

B-384, The air is comparatively bad?—Yes, compared with the outside

ur.

B-385. That injures the health of the workers?—1 should prefer to take
medical opinion as to that. I am not really fitted to express an opinion.

B-386. II sufficient capital and a sufficiently large market were given to

you could you utilize the services of the unemployed?—I am not quite pre-

pared to say that 1 could do so immediately. We do nob yet know how the

consuming public will take to Khewra salt which we are trying to put on
more distant markets

;
and there are certain kinds of work which these men

do not seem to take too regularly,

B-387. Have you sufficient space in the mines to utilize the services

of these unemployed people here?—There is undoubtedly sufficient space,

B-3SS. Bo I understand you will be able to go on with your work here

steadily for fifty years ?—I think easily.
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B-3S9. With regard to persons being elected oil the committee yon_ now

realize that it is a better system for you to elect them than to nominate

them because you yourself said that these two men who came here this

afternoon were* not representatives of the miners !'--(Wt«in!y.

B-390. Toil say they told us things which were not. the opinions of the

workers ?—Yiv.

B-39X. For that reason it is holier lor you to got an elected body? -

J have already said that 1 Ihink it might he a good living.

B-392. In 1921 there was a strike on account of the low wages paid to

the workers. You say that the workers were estimated to have lust a large

sum in wages. Hut you say in another paragraph that there was no parti*

eular lass to the industry?— Yes; the miners lost three months’ wages; they

were replaced, to some extent, by outside labour.

B-393. Is it not a fad that tin* high officials drew salaries for those

three months and therefore there was a loss to industry?- No, because the

miners were replaced by Pat ban labour.

B-894. What do you mean by saying that there was no particular loss

to industry?—What was intended was that the industry was not held up

and other labour was secured.

R-395. J)o you consider that the co-operative system is heuelicisil to the

workers here?—Tin* co-operative society of which we have spoken exists from

our point of view merely with the object of supplying labour; it is not a

co-operative society of our people; it is a co-op era live society of local persons

of a fair degree of substance who recruit labour.

B-396. tfir Alcmuder Murray

:

The particular industry with which you
are connected here is not a typical industrial undertaking?- No,

B4X97. The troubles you have here are not troubles incidental to an
ordinary industrial undertaking?—No.

B-398. The type of labour with which you are dealing is not typical

labour ; it consists of these hereditary miners?—They are quite different from
ordinary labour,

B-399. I think you will agree that special consideration ought to be ex*'

tended to these workers in connection with unemployment?—Yes,
B-400. I understand you have brought down here about 100 iioket-of-

ieave men?—it varies; it is anything from 100 upwards.

B-401. You house them free of cost?—Yes.

B-402. How much are you paying them?—We pay them piece-work; it

works out at about Rs. 15 to 16 a month; it varies with the output; they
can go up to Rs. 20 or 22.

B-403. It is said that in this part of India one out of every eight men
of military age enlisted in the army during the war, but in this particular
area—the Salt Range—one out of every three men went into the army?—
Yes.

B-404. Do you not think it is your duty here to do your utmost to give
employment to such men rather than to convicts?—] would like them to
take the work on but they will not do so.

B-405. But do you not think that you as the General Manager could
talk to the men and explain to them that it is in their own interests to do
that work instead of bringing in outside labour; would not that be better
than that they should go about starving?—They are not starving.

1 cannot reconcile the figures you have given us with the statistics
oi the Inspector ol Mines.—T am afraid our return must be hopelessly
wrong.

B-407. Will yon therefore give us some figures dealing with 1927-28?—
Yes.

(The witness withdrew and the Commission adjourned to Lahore.)
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Mr. John Cliff.

Mr. N, M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Diwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.

Miss B. M. le Poke Power.
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„ ri ... c (Lady Assessors.)
Mrs. Dagmar Curjel Wilson, j

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S.

Mr. A. Dibdin. |
(Joint Secretaries.)

Mr. W. R. WILSON, I.C.S., Revenue Secretary to the Government

of the Punjab.

B-408. The Chairman: Mr. Wilson, you aie the Revenue Secretary to the

Government of the Punjab?—Yes.

B-4G9. Will you tell us how long you have held that officeP—For the last

two years.

B-41G. I take it from the memorandum submitted by the Punjab Govern-

ment that out of a population of 20 million only some 51,600 come under the

provisions of the Indian Factories Act?—I think that is the case.

B-411. Namely, in round figures, 43,300 men, 7,500 women and 783-

children?—Yes.

. B-412. Analysing those figures, cotton ginning and pressing is the staple

industry employing 31,335 workers who look upon this, for a period of four

or five months in a year, a side line to agriculture. Is that so?—Yes.

B-413. Of the remaining 30,000 factory workers, 18,000 are in Govern-

ment employment—13,629 in railway workshops and 4,743 in Government

lactones ;
so th# only 12,000 factory workers are Idft in private industrial

employment outside cotton ginning and pressing?—Yes.
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B-414. Of the 7,534 women working in factories, 7,123 are employed in

cotton ginning factories, leaving only 411 for other employment?—Yes.

B-415. So far, therefore, as factory labour is concerned, apart from gin-

ning factories, Government is far and away the largest employer?—Yes,

B-416. Has the Punjab Government any considered policy with regard

to labour questions ?—There has been no formal pronouncement or definite

formulation of a policy that 1 know of, 1 think the object of Government
is to endeavour to enforce the provisions of the Factory Act, the Work-
men's Compensation Act, and snob legislative measures as apply to labour,

B-417. Is it anticipated that the new power supply will lead to an expan

s»ion of industry in the Province?—That is so.

B-418, At present the scarcity of coal makes the Punjab practically u

non-industrial province?—Yes, the coal such as there is in the Salt 'Range

is not suitable for industrial purposes. There is hardly any iron except a

little in Patiala. We have water and something is to be made of it in the

hydro-electric scheme.

B-419. Therefore it might be said that the Punjab Government has the

advantage of an almost clean slate in industrial matters with a prospect of

considerable developments in the near future?—Yes.

B-420, Has any attempt been made to co-ordinate the activities of the

various Government Departments concerned? in the preface to your

memorandum I observe that industrial matters are divided between four

different portfolios of one Member and three Ministers?—-"Some subjects are

Central and the Local Government is acting as an agency. The Central

subjects are in the portfolio of the Hon. Member for Revenue; for example,

regulation of mines, development of any industry that may be declared by
tUe Central Government to be suitable for Central control in the interests

of public service, and control of production, supply and distribution of any pro*

duct about which the Central Government may similarly declare to be under
its control in the interests of the public—these are the main Central sub-

jects. In the Provinces the industrial matters that are called reserved, t.e.,

welfare of labour including housing, accident insurance or other insurance,

•smoke nuisances and settlement of disputes, are under the Hon, Member for

Revenue. Then there is another head electricity, boilers, factories and gas.

These are the four heads under the devolution schedule relating to labour

which come under the portfolio of the Hon. Member for Revenue. Develop-
ment of industries, including technical research and industrial education,

is a transferred subject that is dealt with by the Minister for Education,
Labour questions which can be differentiated from industrial development,
and subjects such as welfare of labour, housing, and settlement of disputes,

..are in the portfolio of the Hon. Member for Revenue, they being Provincial

subjects, reserved. Medical and public health are transferred subjects in
charge of an entirely different Ministry.

B-42I. It seems very complicated?—It is rather. Medical and Public
Health and Education used to be under one Minister three or four years
-ago. Now “Education” and “Industries’ 5 come under the Minister for

Education and Medical and Public Health have been put in. a separate port-

folio, the portfolio of the Minister for Local Self-government.

B-422. What is the meaning of
1

public works’ in the portfolio of the
Minister for Agriculture?—It refers to the execution of public works such
A3 roads, and buildings and works of general public utility carried out, by
.•the Public Works Department, including the hydro-electric scheme.

B-423. I take it from what you told us that there is at present no means
.of co-ordinating these departments in their various relations to industrial

questions?—Not so far as Medical and Public Health are concerned. We
do so, for instance, in such questions as the planning out of a colony town
or in the matter of framing factory rules

;
we consult the Director of Public

Health in such matters.

B-424. I mean with regard to the framing of a policy in, view of

coming development from the hydro-electric scheme and thinking- ahead m
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that the Punjab may become a model to the whole of India in its future
industrial development,—-The supply of power is three or four years ahead,
and when it does come, it will simply operate to replace the local sources.

B-425, Sir Vidor Sassoon: You have referred to the evening classes for
the

_

workers regretting that there are no philanthropists here who would
institute such classes in the Punjab, Do you consider that the provision of

such evening classes is likely to be a success unless you have compulsory
education?—In rural areas where there is no compulsory education a move-
ment has been in force for the laat five or six years to provide night classes

for adults,' of course in the vernacular and primary education. These schools

may be good in some places; they may be bad in other places. But in the
rural areas there is a distinct endeavour on the part of the Education
Department to supply some facilities in the way of primary education for-

adults. I think that that is largely a rural development and the progress
made in that development has not been so great in the towns as in the'

country,

B-426, That bears out what I have heard. Where there have been
attempts to start evening classes in industrial centres they have not been
patronized. So that your point is that such classes at the moment are more
likely to be successful in rural districts,—They have been tried in rural dis-

1 riots up to the present, as far as I know.

B-427. You' say: u As for possible means of securing increased efficiency,

the main appeal to the worker can only reside in an improved method of

remuneration which will give him a fair share in the increase of output.”

Do you mean by that that you are likely to get a workman to increase his

efficiency if you increase his remuneration?—If you give him an interest in

the concern he would increase the production, because that would put some-

thing in Ills own pocket.

B-428, I thought that was a platitude. In other parts experience has

been that increased remuneration has often not led to increased output
;

if

anything' it has led the workmen to do rather less work,—That is news to

me.

B429. That is not so in the Punjab, at any rate? I do not quite under-

stand table No. 7 in the Government Memorandum, which gives the number
of seers per rupee of rice, maize, wheat, etc., over a period of years. From
this chart it would appear that in the last few years these products were

the cheapest in 1928 and had then with a few setbacks risen yearly. Is

that so? Is it a fact that in the Punjab foodstuffs have been rising in

prices practically from 1923?—From thin chart it would appear to be so.

Possibly in other parts of India they have gone down.

B-430. I ask that because we have had cost of living figures in other
1

parts of India where these figures have gone down during that period, or

at any rate have not gone up.—From this chart it would appear that as the

expenditure of the worker- on food is as high as 60 per cent, the cost of living

has gone up in the last six years.

B-431. It would appear that the cost of ; living has gone up in the last

six years?—Yes.

B-432. And yet in the report it is mentioned that the drop in wages has.

been due to lower cost of living, I cannot quite see how the cost of living

could have gone down while your foodstuffs have gone up. Who issues the

chart?—This chart was prepared by the Director of Land Record’s office.

The Director of Land Records keeps an account of food prices.

... B4L33. Have you any idea as to how many districts he takes into account

in getting these figures? It might be that these represent only a small

number of districts and may not necessarily give the values all over the

Province?—I think the system is that he .selects districts representative.of

localities', in the Province.,
, i(

v*

'
B-434V You' are referring to the Workmen’s Compensation Act iu ;con^

:

nectiibn." with-
1 iore&t work. I take

1

it, whether it has. been scheduled 1

-w-

hazardous work or ' not, that would not make the rates any different
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think that merely brings the work under the Act; the compensation that
would be given to such work people would bo on exactly the same scale as

in other industries brought under the Act. The Punjab Government sug-

gested to the Government of India sometime this year that forest fellings

should be brought under the scope of the Workmen’s Compensation Act.

The Government of India said
4 Nod Therefore compensation cannot be

given according to the Act, but we adopt the same scales in giving gratui-

ties under the Civil Service Regulations,

B-435. These rates winch they receive are, according to $ our report, two
or three times the amount which would satisfy those concerned ?~~ That is

the information I got from the Chief Conservator ol "Forests.

B436. At the same time you are suggesting that the scale of compen-
sation should bo increased by 21 per cent, in respect of poorer paid work-
men who only get a wage of Rs. 25 a month. 1 take it these men in the

forestry work would not be receiving more than that?—No; they are usually

working in out-of-the-way areas where labour is cheap.

R-437. Therefore they would probably be getting less than Rs, 25, and
would come under the head of poorly paid workpeople**- -Yes,

B-43H. Therefore, if the recommendation you nuke were adopted, you
would be increasing by 25 per cent, the amount which is, according to your
statement, more than would .satisfy them?—I would. The forest labourers

are probably m receipt ol poorer rates of pay than labourers in the plains.

B-439. That rather strengthens my point that although they are receiv-

ing poorer rates they are at present receiving two or three times the amount
which would satisfy them. Your statement that the present scale amounts
to two or three times what would satisfy them does not apply to other labour
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act?—No, it does not apply.

B-440. Yet these people are receiving less?—Yes.

R-441. They are really worse off and they are more than satisfied?— If

you like we could eliminate forest people from any general recommendation
to increase the scale.

B-442. 1 was wondering whether any increase for the others could bo

justified in view of the fact that the poorer classes are more than satisfied?

—Forest cases are comparatively rare -I think four or five in the year.

B-443. Mr, 1'loir: In your memorandum dealing with housing, you have
stated that the workers would be only too glad to get any accommodation
provided by the employer; but the need to provide accommodation is rare.

What do you mean by
‘ the need *? "Do you mean there are already satis-

factory houses provided by private landlords?—The ginning factories are

mainly in the colony areas where there is plenty cf room, w here there is no

such congestion as you have in the older and bigger to*m of the Province,

and in laying out a factory town, the factory sites have certain places allott-

ed for building quarters. There is no difficulty about getting land as there

is with the older factories on account of the cost.

B-444. My point is that if they are only too glad to get any accommo-
dation provided by the employer it looks as if there was need for accom-

modation ?—Tn the towns they would like accommodation, but in the colo-

nies where the ginning factories are, I do not think there is any need for

accommodation of the ginning labourers.

B-445. In your memorandum you deal with the question of controlling

the construction of new factories, and you say that the Central Government

held the view that the most that the Government of India could

do would be to ask the Central Legislature to pass an enabling mea-

sure, I think I am right in saying that the Government of India look the

vw that it would be better therefore to leave tiie whole thing to the Pro-

vincial Legislature?—No local Legislature, to the best of my knowledge,

has legislated in any Province. The Government of the United Provinces

has framed certain rules for municipal towns and District Beard areas.
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B468. What- 1 would like to get from you, if possible, is the reasons whick
have prevented the- local Government from putting forward a proposal for
legislation P As far as the Punjab is concerned, when Bengal and Bombay
and other more important centres have done nothing themselves, we pro-
pose to confine oitrselves to trying to amend the Cotton Ginning and Press-
ing Factories Act and the Rules thereunder m order to get more control
ever conditions affecting the comfort of the labourers in the main class of
factories in the Punjab —the cotton ginning and pressing factories,

B447. The Chairman

:

This is a question of controlling the construction
factories?—Yes, There are rules for controlling the construction of cotton

ginning and pressing factories under the Cotton Ginning and Pressing Act,

B-448, Mr. Clow: You have had a very serious accident in Amritsar
lately, when a factory fell and killed several people?—That was due to the
factory not working for more than two years, and with the very opening of

the work the top storey came down.

B-449. Do yon consider it necessary that before a factory starts work,
or starts to work again after an interval, there should he some control over
its construction?—That suggestion has been made and Government has
suggested- 1 think that before a factory starts alter not being used for a
year, it should be inspected by the Inspector of Factories,

B450. At present you have no power, except in so far as Municipal Act
gives the power, to prevent an unsuitable building being used as a factory?

—Yes, but on account of that accident it is now proposed to take power.

B-451 . By legislation ?—1 do not know whether our factory rules will

admit ot amendment to bring it within their scope; but if necessary, by
legislation, *

B452. So that i take it that the real reason tor the inaction here is that

other more important Provinces have taten no action ?—That is one of the

reasons.

B-153. In } our memorandum, dealing with u Health ”, which I understand,

is not entirely endorsed by the local Government, jou say that the Com-
mittee which dealt with the provision of sickness insurance came to the con-

clusion that if the legislation was to be sanctioned it must be Central. Is

that view shared by the local Government?—Yes. f think so, as far as I

remember.

B454. Could you give us the reasons?—A certain amount of money is

necessary for embarking on a scheme of this nature.

B-455. Central legislation would not necessarily mean a Central subven-

tion?—As far as I remember, the local Government said that they would

have no objection to bearing the administrative expenses of any scheme that

might meet with general approval throughout India.

B456, But not the contribution?—
1

The contribution was left indefinite

for consultation with other Provinces and the Central Government, if ever

headway was made.

B457. Mr. Abel, Chief Inspector of Factories, has given us some

very striking particulars of what appear to be extraordinarily inadequate

fines for repeated serious offences against the Factories Acts
;
there was one

instance in particular in which a man who was discovered four times in

two years employing children illegally was fined on the last occasion in two

cases Bs. 25, having been much more severely fined on his second offence.

Did the local Government consider the question of applying for an enhanc-

ed fine?—I do not know whether the case was brought up
;
I do not think so.

It would not come to me
;
I would not see it.

B458. Is it correct that when a man is convicted in a case like this, it

is not possible, even after conviction, to bring to the notice of the Court the

fact that he has been previously convicted ?—Bo you mean after the fine has

been imposed?

The Chairman: T think Mr, Abel could best answer that question?—

(Mr. Abel) The point has been raised in a Court by defending counsel* that

IjABCOM YOHrPTII 0
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there being no provision in the Act by which an enhanced fine can be impos-

ed, it is not possible to state m the complaint that there is a previous con-

viction.

JM59. But after the Magistrate has decided to convict?—Jn such cases

I always send on to the local Government a resume of the actual case and

point out that the fine has been inadequate. In one or two cases I have

asked the Deputy Commissioner of that particular district to call for a

revision in the Court; but only in one case have I been able to get a revi-

sion. Usual!v the Deputy Commissioner prefers not to alter the case.

R-460. In your memorandum reference is made to lire fatal accidents m
1925 in five cotton factories. I take it vou mean cotton ginning factories? —
(Mr. Wilson): Yes.

B-461. Nothing in the form of compensation seems to have been paid

and you say Government asked for a further report. Was that report receiv-

ed?—Not to my knowledge yet.

B-462. Then do you consider it is necessary to have some means whereby
workmen or their dependents who are unaware of their rights, as was pre-

sumably the case here, should be enabled to make claims or stimulated to

bring claims y—T think these cases are under consideration, but there ha*

been considerable delay in settling them

B-463 Tlrny hate applied to the Commissioner

l

tanij they- must haw.
though I lane not received a further report.

B-464 Jn vour memorandum vou discuss the question oi legislation on

the subjects of tines and prompt payment of wages. Your conclusion is that
4
* Legislation to assure prompt payment to factory employees is needed
You have not apparently considered the question of how it is to be enforced,

which is the crux of the question?—Would the enforcement be more difficult

than the enforcement of many of the other provisions in the Factories Act?

B-465. Possibly not; but when you are dealing with fines you state that

legislation is not likely to be of much use on account of the illiteracy of the
average worker. I do not see how tiie position is different as to fines and
payment of wages in this respect. My point is that if it is possible to legis-

late effectively in order to assure the prompt payment of wages, it should

be equally possible with regard to fines; the difficulties of enforcement are

the same?-—Yes, there are difficulties. 1 only mention the fact that if pos-

sible there should be some provision for securing more prompt payment of

wages, because, as far as I can make out, most of the small strikes that are
reported by the Director of Industries are simply due to the fact that wages
have been delayed a month or five weeks.

B-466. But I gather "the local Government have come to a conclusion

favourable to legislation to secure the prompt payment of wages, but un-
favourable to legislation in respect of fines?—The local Government have
come to no such conclusion.

B-46/. Since the introduction of the Reforms have you ever had any
labour measure before the Legislative Council?—Non© to my knowledge, but
I have only been in the Council for two years; there lias certainly been
nothing in that time.

B-468. Does the Board of Economic Enquiry receive a grant or assistance

from Government?—It received a consolidated grant; I think it is Rs. 18,000.

and it appoints its owrn investigators.

B-469. Mi. Joshi: Is it the policy of your Government not to take any
measures with regard to labour questions until communism appears on the

scene ?—We are not an industrial Province. There was a strike at Dhariwal

in the beginning of last year, and there was some labour unrest in the North-

Western Railway workshop at the beginning of the year; but with those

exceptions during the last two years at any rate happily strikes have been

few and far between.

B-470. But did you not have strikes on the railways, and is it mi the

duty of the local Government to look after the welfare of labour whether
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bo the emj >loy ees ol the Central Government* or of a private employer

P

—I think the i a iKrays Imre taken considerable steps this year to do what
they can to remedy any grievances railway labourers may have; they have
1 flunk started a Labour Bureau and they have special labour officers appoint-
ed tins year.

B471, 1 want to know what the local Government pi opuses itseli to do
as a Government, because labour well are is one ot the duties ol the Provin*
eial Government. You say there are not many strikes; are you going to
wait until strikes become numerous?—We hope there will not be many
strikes. This is an agricultural Province, it is not industrial yet and is not
likely to be for a long time.

B472, What is the general attitude ot your Government towards trade
unions?

ill/. Na\l it: It n stated m the Government meuioiaudum— 14 The Pun-
jab Government has no hesitation in admitting that m industries on any
considerable scale trade unionism and combinations are indispensable

B-473. Mr. Jodi'*: Are \ou acting up to that view t—Trade unions are
registered. W7hen they apply tor registration any representation they may
make, if they wish to make a representation, about any pending matter
receives its clue measure of attention. But the trade unions in the Punjab
are such fluid bodies. The} are only in their infancy. The membership
changes. They are absorbed,

B-474. Is the policy of your Government such that the work of the trade

unions js encom aged, or is it such that the work of the trade unions is dis-

couraged or obstructed?—There is no discouragement or obstruction.

B475. As regards housing, do you think more and more factories will be

erected in the Punjab, or do you think it will remain a wholly agricultural

Province?—I think that for many years it will still be an agricultural Pro-

vince, with the exception of whatever developments may be brought about
by hydro-electric pow&r.

B476. Do you think, even if the number of factories is small, slums may
inse ii care is not taken about the matter of town-planning?—I do not

flunk it is very likely.

B-477, There are in your Province 725 factories, and at present von have

one Factory Inspector. 1 understand you propose to add one more?—Yes.

B-478, Do you think a staff of two inspectors will be sufficient to deal

with 725 factories?—Three-fifths of the factories are seasonal. The present

Factory Inspector has also got his own assistant who inspects factories. As

tar as the welfare oi the operatives is concerned, every District Magistrate

K himself an inspector; and recently limited powers have been given, in

every district, to selected officers to inspect factories with a view to seeing

that the hours are not too long, and that women and children are not ille-

gally employed—all the human part of the inspection as distinct from the

technical part. So that the Inspector oi Factories has really more assistants

than would at first sight appear. There is a proposal that he should also

have a fully qualified second Factory Inspector with effect from April next

year.

B-479. Laid Earhishm Lai: Can you give us the difference between the

ns© m prices and the drop in wages? Do you think that the failure of the

crops for the last 3 years is responsible for the all-round rise in prices of

imported goods?—I think that has a good deal to do with it.

B480. The suggestion has been made that with the advent of hydro-

•electric power there will be an increase in the industrial life ol the Punjab.

Do you think that the lack of coal supplies in the Punjab is the only cause

oi lack of industrialism in the Punjab, or is there any other cause which

retards that industrialism?—We have got the water, but we have not the

coal or the iron which is necessary for any industrial development.

B481. Can skilled labour for textile work be obtained in the Punjabf—
It has to be imported from Ahmedabad.

C 2
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B-482. All the textile milk have had to import iheir labour from out-

side?—That is the ease regarding skilled labour.

B483. Do you know also what difficulties there are with regard to capi-

talisation of industries in the Punjab?—Tlu*n» are great- difficulties, because

money 'flows to the acquisition of land instead of being put in industry in

the Punjab.

B484. With the introduction of hydro-electric power, would capital come

more easily into the Punjab?—The hope is there.

B4S5, Something has been said about slums arising around ginning fac-

tories. Are you aware that most of the ginning factories arc outside the

towns P—They are generally.

B486. Do you know that generally there is plenty of land uu ached to

ginning, factories, even in Multan, Hissar and Ambala, which are all very

ancient towns?—It may be so, 1 have no personal experience.

B487. Is it not a fact that labour, as such, does not form the portfolio

of any member of the Government, and is not a separate subject ?— 1 ruins-

trial matters affecting labour are in the portfolio of the Member for 'Revenue

— I mean the settlement of disputes, housing and welfare of labour.

B488. If there was trouble in the Public Works Department, with a con-

tractor, would that be dealt with by the Member for Revenue: -No ease has

arisen, but I think that would be a matter for consultation between the

Member for Agriculture and the Member for Revenue.

B489. As a matter of fact, labour troubles are ver\ lew in the Punjab,

and therefore there lias been no provision made specifically for dealing with

labour?—Very few references come to me in connection with labffur apart

from questions arising out of the administration of the Factory Act.

B490. Mr. Taylor: In your memorandum under the heading u Educa-
tion

n you bring into prominence the question of child education with parti-

cular reference to the children employed in carpet factories in Amritsar.

You say “ Industrial areas being mainly in municipalities or small towns
children not in employment come under the control of the system of compul-
sory education n

. Do not children who are employed come under the same
system?—It depends upon the rules. There are exemptions. Exemptions
can be given, if claimed. I ought to say that this first sentence is rather
misleading, because Municipalities have not as yet adopted compulsory
primary education as a general rule.

B49L Does the Amritsar Municipality enforce compulsory education?—
They agreed to adopt it two years ago, but whether or not if is in force yet
1 do not know. 1 do not think it is.

B-492. I am under the impression that one or two wards have compul-
sory education ?—A beginning must have been made by this time, but how
far it is general I cannot say.

B493. Presumably, if certain wards of the Municipality have compulsory
education, the onus for sending the children to school falls on the parent or
guardian of the children rather than? on the employer P—Yes, in the absence
of any rule prescribing the procedure to b© adopted for any children
employed in any factory within that area.

B494. You say “ No special arrangements exist for the education of
children employed in factories ”, In those wards where education exists it

is presumably not necessary for the employers to offer special facilities?—It
depends on the scheme. It is possible that children employed in factories,

would not be able to fit in any education proposed for them within the ordim
arv curriculum of the municipal schools.

B495. You go on to say towards the end of your memorandum— l£ But
the factory owners shelter themselves under the opposition of the master
weavers to any such restriction of hours.” I am under the Impression that
the Hon’ble the Revenue Member sometime back met a deputation

.

master, weavers in this respect. I was not present at the meeting. Can
* y°u tell m© whether this impression was gained by the Hon ’hie the Revenue
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Member alter that meeting ?—A*s far as I remember, there was a tentative
agreement arrived at at a meeting held last year that children in the Amrit-
sar factories should not be allowed to enter the factories unless they were
nine

;
that from the age of 9 to 12 they should not do more than five hours*'

work
;
and from the age of 10 to 15 should not do more than 8 hours’ work

with a break in between; and some arrangements should be made, if pos-
sible, in the factories for half-time education* It was hoped that some sort
of arrangement would be come to to make it unnecessary to provide for
special legislation for the children in the Amritsar factories. Then, I think,
on the representation of the factory owners at Amritsar it was requested
that the Hon’ble the Revenue Member should see a deputation of master
weavers, I do not know whether the master weavers are the parents or
the contractors, but these master weavers saw the Hon’ble Member for
Revenue in September, and they pointed out that they could not afford, at
the rate paid to them by the carpet factory owners, to dispense with the*
employment of children, The fact was reported to the Government of India,
and we asked that certain enquiries should be made from the United Pro-
vinces, An inquiry was made and the Government of India has said that
the whole matter should be left to the advice of the present Royal Commis-
sion, That, I think, is the position at present.

B-496. Is it, in the view of the Government, more expedient that the*

children should receive education in the factories rather than attend the
municipal schools which are in close proximity P—Yes, I think the local

Government probably holds that the schooling should be part of the wages
if possible; that the accommodation and the provision of classes should be,,

if possible, in the factory,

B497. You say “ the factory owners shelter themselves under the opposi-

tion of the master weavers to any such restriction of hours, and the child-

ren continue their blind alley occupation.” Is it the view of the Govern-
ment that carpet weaving is more of a blind alley occupation than other

weaving industries in the province?—That is not my experience. If I am
not mistaken, the Deputy Commissioner reported that at the age of 14 the-

boys left their occupation and went elsewhere from the factory
;
he may be

right or wrong, but T think 1 am not misquoting him.

B-498. Mr, Ghani

;

In your memorandum you have given us the prices

of foodstuffs. May I know what machinery is provided by the local Gov-

ernment to arrive at those prices—how those prices are ascertained by the

Government?—Districts are selected, representative of various parts of the

province, towns as well, and the Director of Land Records keeps a record

of, I think, current fortnightly prices.

B-499. Who reports these prices to the local Government?—Presumably'

that m a id-of-al1-works
,
the Deputy Commissioner,

B-5GG. May I know if the Deputy Commissioners of the Punjab themselves

visit the various food-markets and ascertain the prices, or do they get those*

figures from some subordinates, for instance, the Patwan ?—I may have been'

remiss; but I have never visited a food-market; I have taken the prices*

reported to me. The Taksildars have a meeting fortnightly with the shop-

keepers and managers and prepare a recognized rate for the locality.

B-501. May I know what is the policy of the local Government m
regards the registration and recognition of trade unions of Government

employees, in industrial and other concerns?—1 do not think that they are*

registered.

B-502. May I know the reasons why the trade unions of Government ser-

vants are not registered while the trade unions of other servants are regis-

tered? T do not think I can give the reason.

B-5G3, The Chairman: With whom does the decision lie?—There lias been

m instruction, I think, from the Government saying that for the present

unions of Government servants should not be registered.

R.504 Mr Ghani: As regards the slums in the two biggest cities of the

Punjab, namely, Lahore and Amritsar, may I ask you if the local Govern-
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monk cook any actum .
gmimt ;ui\ Mm'iimp.-din m tlms* inn ritus for jm-

proving those slums, or doing 'Vuuethiug to bcTtor t lu^ condition* bi thotu

Blums P*—That is more a question lor tin* Secretary u*r TramDVrml l)«q>an-

meats; but I do not know whether you refer te auy jmsmimom, that may
have been given by Government lor tightening up municipal nth>, ] tfo

ziot deal with munmip&ktuss, and 1 only kuow I bat there i> m wnt* .M»rt of

town-planning scheme operative in Lahore, and ii L hoped to get a- town,

planning officer next year. But- tlu^e matter^ are noi ?u ion province,

B-505. In your memorandum you ruler to the Imhoiv Smpruw urnm Trust

May I know it the Improvement Trust bus '.lone anything a* rvgunls dm
slums in Lahore where most of the workers* live*' -Where do mod, <u the

workers live is a question i found myself uiiaVm »o annum nlmr 1 was tryimr

bn prepare this memorandum.

Mr, Harh'nlwn Led There is no Imprmemmii Tnur lor Lahore,

The, untnesr,: There is a body that i> consulted in dm matter of street

aligmiunit and matters of taut sold
;
But IruM *

t> probably a nu>uomer

B-oOth Colo ad linked: Dealing with the uupeeuon o[ factories tin*

Director or Public Health says his proposal that IHurim Medical Officers

of Health should also bo appointed Additional limpet tom in report of their

severai districts was not approved hy tin* (huvrummu. * Can you tell me
why that was not approved, because these modi* a! officer* would m-oiu it) he

quite useful factory inspectorsh—I do not think one vanm loo many I rupee-

tom on Add it *’ oj nil ’fnsp* i.a<MN »>i Factories in a di-arm!, and the local Gov-

errunout m rt?nrft 'mnee’med to see that the far! my i u !**.*• urn! the Factor*

Act with regard bo the :nw> o; labour and ilw emiffin mens, of women and
children should vecekm, first- oi* nil, attention from (ffivernuient

,

B-607. Yes, but gar.eraby speaking, I think that the health eemliutm* in

factories are not quite mtLrffioiury. and medical Tiber* who mu* eotuvnted

in health work won id mhnoudy be more able m judge whether the health

conditions laid clown hi the Act are complied with or in a r -They would be

ablo to -do so, but the question is whether iljey would be in a po*kiun to

make really practical suggestions,

B-508, Surely that ffimouds on the personality of the individual health

officer. You will not h* surprised to lunar that this method i> being adopted
in other .Provirmos?—It was decided for the time being that there was no

such necessity, ami that att rition should he eoncennuted upon tin* two other

matters,

3-501), Is there xuy Far: my Impceior at present who i> an expert in core

amotion with health matters r

life. Harkixhcm Le:*: Mr. Dili,

The witness rk* l* a Factory Injector.

B-510. Colonel Fusudi: Obviously the Director m Public Health camiol
suspect. 725 factories; so fchax would you not admit that if would be better

to have a District Health. Officer an e.v-ofjuoj inspector ol Factories f—1
should not like to say off-hand; I should like to consider that.

3-511. Diiwn Chtiowi La 11

;

You mentioned that- there are 3LOOO schools

with 5.000 pupils L not that figure incorrect r—There is something wrong
there, There are about iM industrial schools.

3-512. With regard to International Conventions you if note the statement
made by the Directories Industries and say that that statement is ambiguous.
1 personally cannot find anything ambiguous in it. Will you explain it?—
it says; “modify them”. You must modify the articles, but it does not
particularise i’ll what way modification is necessary in view of local conditions,,
which m the whole point.

* "

3-513. Does the Punjab
' Government* accept the principle of rickt*^

insurance for workers?—The Punjab Government bag only said that ii ia a
desirable thing, but there are financial considerations involved, and Ipk'eituF
present they have said that they are willing" to boor only the cost of

'

adnunistration '
,

" yhlyY'y
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B-514* According to the evidence we have got* out of every five visits paid
by the Factory Inspector one has resulted in prosecution, which shows a
very serious state of affairs?—Yes.

B~515
%
Yon further stated that there have been strikes, bnt not very

many strikes?—1 have not heard of any strike in connection with the cotton
ginning factory.

B-516, I am not talking of the cotton ginning factory alone, but discus-
sing the general question. You further say that the health of these workers
is low. Do you not think under these circumstances that it would be neces-
sary for the Punjab Government to concentrate attention on these matters
which affect thousands of workers, by appointing a Labour Ministry ?—I do
not see the necessity for any Labour Ministry concerned, simply with ques-
tions of labour alone.

B-517. Health, wages, education of the working classes, etc.?—I should
not like to give an answer to that. That would mean a reorganization of
the various departments and Ministries of Government; and labour only
comes in in a casual fashion in connection with the problem of administration
of factories, industrial development and the like.

B-518. Are there large numbers of workers working in small cottage
industries in the Punjab?—You mean wood work, metal work, weaving and
the like?

B-519. Y
T
es, in such places as Ludhiana, Jullunder and other places?—

You could get that from the census report.

B-520. This figure that you give of 50,000 could be multiplied a hundred
times over?—This figure is only the factory figure.

B-521. It only refers to factories, so that if we lake a broader definition

of industrial workers the figure would be very much larger than 50,000?—
Yes.

B-522. Probably you will have to multiply that many times?—Yes, very

likely.

B-523. Would you admit that there is a large labour 'force in the Punjab
whose welfare it is the business of the Government of the Punjab to look

after?—In relation to the agricultural population, no. There are 21 millions

in the Punjab.

B-524. Is it a fact that complaints have been made occasionally to the

Punjab Government that in the matter of strikes, there has been a great

deal of police interference against the interests of the workers?—T am not

aware of any such. As I say I remember the strike at Bhariwal,

B-525. I particularly refer to the strike at Bhariwal. Do^you remember

having received a representation from the workers of Bhariwal that they,

were molested by the police and not allowed to organize their meetings and

were interfered with in various other ways?—There was a representation

that was sent to the Deputy Commissioner for enquiry, as far as I remember,

about 18 months ago. He reported that' there was very little truth in
1 the

allegation.

B-526. A question was put to you about the discouragement ' of trade

unionism. Is it a fact that a circular was sent out by the Home Department

of the Government of India suggesting to the Punjab Government that they

should not register unions of Government employees?—I think so.

'

B-527, What action was taken by the Punjab Government in regard to

that circular?—The formation of unions has not been objected to; m fact

in
f

. the last few years several unions have been formed.

'

B-528. My question is about the registration of the unions and not about

the formation
;
because no Government can prevent the formation of unionsP—

It was noted that registration should not be allowed for the present Isa

accordance with the circular referred to,

B-529. Was any instruction given to the Director of Industries is regard

to', that;?—-In, writing to the unions concerned it was noted that they should
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mot be registered. 1 cannot say oiWumd whether the Director lias any

'standing instruction or not as .Registrar.

B-530, You would not be averse to the projtosU ion. iu view of the low

•state of the health of the industrial workers, of a separate Ministry of

•Labour being instituted?— I have never considered that rj motion; 1 do not

;see the necessity for it.

IB-581 . In one part oil your memorandum it is stated that
^

there is no

•serious problem of unemployment ; but later on ,\ uu sa> that uh fur as

unskilled workers are concerned,
11 the matter is entirely different, there

appears to be a lot of unemployment and the labour fcunnuer is high n ?—

May I point out that that is a quotation front Mr. Charles who is talking

of the conditions prevailing in his workshops in Amritsar!"

B-532. IDo you agree with that proposition ?— I think the labour turnover

'is high; but perhaps speaking from my own experience, 1 would be inclined

to doubt the truth of the first part of that statement.

B-533. Has any enquiry, apart from the unemployment enquiry which

was made into unemployment amongst the educated classes, been made into

the question of unemployment of the working classes?—-That unemployment

enquiry was comprehensive. J do not think it was confined to unemploy-

ment amongst the educated classes. It was found that unemployment

amongst the educated and literate classes was extreme, whereas it was not

the case in the case of illiterate and labouring people, ft was a general

reference,

B-534 Suppose it is established that there is a great deal of unemploy-

ment amongst semi-skilled and unskilled workers, would yon he avers© to a

system of unemployment insurance and the setting up of labour exchanges?-

I do not think that the setting up of a labour exchange, as far as T can see,

is needed, And the other question is entirely a matter of firm net 1 and funds*

B-535. Mr, Cliff: Would it be unfair to say that, apart from inspection,

the policy of Government is a policy of inaction ?— Inspection . and enforce-

ment of such Acts and Rules as may be operative in the Province, The Pun-
jab Government is not very closely concerned with what an* called labour

questions on account of the nature of the Province,

B-536. You say in your memorandum u
Statistic* of labour employed

on open canals are not maintained n
, Do I understand that labour employed

•on canals is employed by the Government?—With the exception of a small

•staff of gangs for supervision and patrol work, the labour employed on
canals is [ think largely employed through contractors,

B-537, You have a very interesting paragraph in your memorandum on
•contractors. You say “ The notable persona ago in India is the contractor
Do the Government of the Punjab pursue that as a policy of the line of

least resistance?—It is a system that has been in vogue and is in vogue, and
it is I think, for this Province, the best way of getting work done. It often

iperhaps may, be the only way of getting work done.

B-538, What steps do the Government take to ensure protection for the
labour engaged on the work which is done for them?—Such works being in

the countryside or on the canals?

B-539. I do not mind if you take canals ; I do not mind if you take
"forests; I just want one or more instances of the kind of protection which it

is within the power of Government to give; which they commend in other
people; which they say is desirable. Where does the Government put that

• into practice?—I cannot speak of anything specific. There is always a staff

-which exercises general supervision over the carrying out of any 'duty or
the construction of any work. I suppose that ultimately the responsibility
for ;the welfare of labour engaged on any particular 'work ^resides'
amount of supervision which the Government 1 hud'. the 'local

f

and does give. ;

:;iY ' v Y
;

V.-

, loads me to a $©r& that you have used often in your
ation. It' is the word u hope *Y In'; insurer 'to many • questions : 'you dtar#
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stated that
k

it is hoped \ or ‘ we hope \ Is it unfair to say that the
policy of the Government is a policy of hope r

—-Every policy 1 think must-
have some ray of hope in it.

'

'

B-54L Looking through your memorandum and seeing the deferred hopes'
that there are in it, is it to be wondered at that the people may be sick?—"
Is there sickness at the moment in any violent form.

B-542. That leads me to another question. You seem to indicate in your
answers to questions that there is nothing wrong until there is a withdrawal
of labour, and there is no need of action until a withdrawal of labour has
occurred. Is that the way you judge when people are sick?—If any re-

presentations are made by workers in any locality or in any factory that
there is a grievance and they desire that Government should look into this

grievance in order to settle possible disputes that might lead to trouble, then
the Government does make an enquiry. If there are telegrams or represent-
ations from factories or from other places, if they seem to be such that m
enquiry is needed, then the Director of Industries is asked to go and ascertain

the facts with a view to a composition of whatever trouble may be brewing.

1 do not think it is right to say that Government waits till any dispute has.

flamed out into rather drastic action.

B-543. I did not say that myself. I rather took it from your own answers

to questions that you indicated that there have been few strikes, and that,

you looked into things when strikes had occurred P—There are both processes.

As a matter of fact some strikes are probably composed through the interven-

tion of the Factory Inspector or the Director of Industries,

B-544. I am glad to note the assistance which has been given by Govern-

ment officials, and the suggestion that they may be able to give further

help. May I put it to you in this way. There will be a memorandum of

evidence before the Commission to-morrow, in which this significant state-

ment is made; “Illiteracy is even a greater bar than caste”, in dealing

with labour in India, Assuming that to be true and applying it to your

last answer—the opportunity of making representations—may I ask you

whether in fact there is an opportunity of making effective representations?

—Effective in the results?

B-545, Effective in the sense that they are clearly expressed and may be

dearly understood by those who receive them.

The Chairman: Do you refer, Mr. Cliff, to Government employees or

private employees?

B-546. Mr . Cliff: I am just following Mr. Wilson in his own answers in

regard to opportunities that the people have to make representations to the

Factory Inspector in view of the illiteracy which exists?—I think in the

matter of stating grievances, both orally and in writing, in spite of their

illiteracy they are able to make representations which are intelligible and

which can be understood. That is only my opinion.

B-547, With regard to compensation, J want you to return to Sir Victor

Sassoon’s question. Will you be good enough to state what is the compen-

sation which the worker in the forest who I understand is earning 8 annas a

day, would be entitled to?—It depends on the period of disablement.

6-548, What would he be entitled to per month?—There is a schedule

under the Workmen’s Compensation Act which is applied.

B-549. You have indicated that there is a lack of skilled labour in the

Punjab. What has been done in the Punjab either by Government or by

employers to train unskilled labour?—I do not think I can in this connec-

tion refer to the schools such as that at Moghalpura because I do not think

those institutions arc for the training of unskilled labour. There are indusr

irial schools, which are of course schools for youths and not for adult labour.

B-550. Can you tell me how many craftsmen have been produced in this

Province, either by Government or by employers?—! could not tell you..

I may say that in the industrial schools, which are the only schools I can

think
'
of corresponding to those to which you seem to b© referring, 'there
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,*re about 4,000 students at tiie present moment;, half of whom are the sons

of artisans, metal workers, weavers and blacksmiths. There are these schools

growing up which in the course of time we hope will become high schools,

and then become institutions for the teaching of mechanical and electrical

practice to the sons of artisans, At present we have only about 24 schools,

one in each district, though it is hoped to increase very greatly the number

of industrial schools with a view to bringing them up to the standard of

technical institutes in the course of time, mainly for the sons of artisans

and craftsmen,

B-551. Am 1 bo understand that at the moment there are 2,000 pupils

being trained m artisans p—About that. There is an Inspector of Industrial

Schools*

R-552. Mi\ Ahmed: Do you regard prompt payment of wages as being

beneficial to the labourer ?—Yes.
B-553. Are you in favour of payment weekly?—There are difficulties;

! only say prompt as far as possible, not necessarily weekly.

R-554, Is the indebtedness of the workers due to wages not being paid

promptly?—I do not say that, though if wages are not paid promptly it

does tend to put workers into the hands of their food suppliers.

J3-555. You have considerable experience of the rural districts ?—Yes
;

1

have very little experience of towns.

13-556. In the agricultural areas have co-operative societies materially

assisted the cultivators?—Yes, particularly the agricultural tenant class

and the peasant proprietor.

B-557. Do you propose to start similar co-operative societies for the poor

people in the industrial areas?—There are in the industrial areas co-operative

credit societies on the same lines as in the rural areas, but there has not

been the same extension in the industrial areas that there has been in rural

areas. The pace of progress in the co-operative movement has of late been

slowed down simply in order to go safely and not take unnecessary risks.

Although urban societies are on the increase, it is not possible to make very

rapid progress.

R-558. You are La favour of gradual development?—-Yes, with safety,

both in the country and in the towns. There is also the Industrial Loans
Act

j

that is for the promotion of industries,

B-559, With regard to the housing problem, are you in favour of quarters
being provided for the labourers by Government?—I think Government does
in its own factories supply quarters for the subordinate staff to some extent.

_

I am not speaking of the clerks and other officials, but the indus-
trial workers?—It depends on the acuteness of the housing problem in the
immediate neighbourhood.

.

There may be need for it, but in most cases the
need probably does not exist because you have not got so much concentration
in towns,

13-561. Do you think it would be advisable to have a separate Department
of Labour?—1 have not considered that question and could not give any
definite answer, but I do not think it is necessary.

B-562. Sir Alexander Murray: As regards the question of the advisability
of having a separate Labour Department, 1 notice that according to the
1921 Census, the number of workers employed in organized industries was
only 025 of the total population?—It might be 0.2 per cent.

11-563. If your figure
^

is correct, do you think such a percentage would
Justify yet another portfolio being added to the Punjab Government?—I do
#ot think so.

15-564. Is there much unemployment amongst unskilled workers?—Not
amongst unskilled workers; I think perhaps there is among semi-skilled
Workers. .

,

"

'

. ,’'':y;Av

15-565, li that is so,' why are so many' skilled workers from other Provinces
hading their way info the Punjab?—Pd^ibly the local people We not got
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fjfiafc particular skill, i saw a complaint the other day from second and
third grade engineers, as they are called, who get certificates “from an appoint-
ing board here. They complain that their wages are only in the neighbour-
hood of about Its. 40 or 50 a month. Whether that is true or not I do not
know.

B~5()(). You mean more or less skilled workers Yes.

B-567. The Punjab is* what is called one of the immigrant Provinces ; on
balance, more people come into tin’s Province from other Provinces than go
out of this Province?—Yes; they come from the North-West Frontier 1 Pro-
vince, from the United Provinces and from Rajputana. We require a lot of
tenants in the new colonies.

B-568, In the memorandum of the Punjab Government there is the state-
ment^ u The pitch of wages paid in the Punjab would appear to be higher
than

^

in the United Provinces, for example, and this partly accounts for

the influx of labour from Central. India." So that labour seems to be
attracted from other Provinces?—Yes.

B-569. Then you say in youi memorandum “ The employer however really

dictates his own terms How can lie dictate his own terms if the demand
for labour is in excess of the supply?—I do not think the two propositions

are incompatible or inconsistent; I mean the employers may dictate their

own terms to the ordinary employees, but at the same time the pitch of

the wages in the Punjab may be higher than in other Provinces,

13-570. In answer to Lai a Harkishan Lai you said that apart from the
unemployment question in industrial labour there is scarcity of capital in

the Punjab. -For instance, the great bulk of the industrial labour in Bengal
consists of workers who are imported from outside; in some of the large

towns, practically 90 per cent, of the labour employed is imported from
other Provinces. Bo that there is really nothing to stand in the way of

industrial development of the Punjab so far as labour is concerned, because,

if you follow what has been done in other Provinces in India, the workers

would go to the Province where conditions are attractive?—-Yes. Capital is

extraordinarily shy in the Punjab of going into any sort of industrial enter-

prise.

B-571 . I notice, for instance, in Bengal of which I know most, that the

jute, tea and coal industries were started with foreign capital, so to speak. Can
you not get somebody with sufficient confidence in the Punjab to put the

capita] down for industries here?—It is a matter of hope; the Dhariwal
Milk, I think, have got a certain amount of foreign capital.

B-572. Mr. Sastri: With regard to the children employed in the carpet

industry at Amritsar, the condition of things you describe is to be found in

other Provinces as well?—In the United Provinces, in particular.

B-578. In Madras as well. May I ask whether it has come under your

observation that parents pledge their children for labour for a space of

two or three years? Have you noticed that sort. of thing?—No; I have not

been in these factories myself and I have never heard of pledging of labour

for a period of years.

B-574. I have known eases ?—1 saw a reference in the correspondence

once, not to the master weavers which T take to mean the parents, hut

to theltedan.

B-575. I shall probably repeat that question, to the Inspector of Fac-

tories. With regard to child labour in these small industries I believe it is

one. of the most deplorable features of our industrial organisation » It seems

to me that it needs very careful attention of Government, and I commend,

that part to your special ‘notice P—The problem has been or will be speci-

fically referred to this very Commission. There are, difficulties, because it

is said that on the delicate work the children’s fingers can do what adults

cannot do bo well; and the parents also say that the family will b© ruined'

the children do not come in and co-operate. The payment is 'by piece-work,

I cannot say whether the children work in a leisurely way. It is a problem;
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on which the Government of India has sought the advice of this Royal

Commission,

B-576. The Chairman

:

In regard to your last remark, do you recognize any
international similarity in that argument in favour^ of the employment of

young children? Have you heard it elsewhere than in India?—Yes; at the

same time, I believe, in Persia and in Kerman, the problem has been solved

and regular restrictions have been put on the labour of children on Persian

carpets,

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. W. H. AEEL, Inspector ©I Factories, Punjab, and Dr. R. C.

RAWLIESf, Director of Industries, Punjab.

B-57Y, The Chairman

;

Mr. Abel, you are the Inspector of Factories here
in the Punjab?—Yes; and also for Ajmer-Merwara and the North-West
Frontier Province.

B-578. A very large area?—It is indeed.

B-579. And a large industrial population is included in that area?—
Exactly

;
it is a very big area.

B-580. How long have you held that office?—Since 1920.

B-58I, I need only put three or four leading questions to you on your
memorandum. Dealing with the extent of welfare work, you remark “ One
of the reasons for this

33
(that is, that little is being done by the employers

except in one or two of the bigger mills)
“

is that the operatives are fre-

quently changing from one factory to another; as a result neither employer
nor worker get to know each other well, and little thought is given for

anything beyond the work of the day. There are however one or two ex-

ceptions in this respect to be found J \ I take it from that that yep, would
consider that any means which would achieve greater regularity in the labour

force would be of advantage both to the workers themselves, and to the em-
ployers?—It would indeed; but the factory population of the Punjab consists

mostly of agricultural workers who work in factories during the time when
there is no agricultural work to be done, and, as a result, immediately their

work in the fields requires their attention, they leave the factory and go up
to their fields to work. When they come back, possibly they find that their

places have been filled and they go to another factory.

B-582. I am suggesting that if it were found possible to secure a greater

regularity of work, the worker returning to the same place and the same
job, the worker would attain a greater skill and there would also be a greater

opportunity for an understanding between the employees and their em-
ployers?—Yes, that is so. I think it would also automatically lead to more
welfare work being done by the employer for his worker.

B-583. Therefore the extreme changeability of labour probably is one of

the factors which lies in the way of welfare work for the benefit of the

workers?—Yes.

B-584. May I draw your attention to your remarks on the Factory Act and

its enforcement? I take it you strongly recommend to us that the Act

needs strengthening with regard to penalties for repeated offences?—Yes.

B-585. You tell us that an improvement of the Act in that respect would

facilitate your work in enforcing on the employers a strict compliance with

the Act?—It would very much facilitate our work.

B-586, Then you say that “ if it were possible to have a Public Prosecutor

attached to this Department such difficulties will be greatly minimized **?

—

That is so.

B-587. That we will certainly take into consideration. Dealing with the

Workmen's Compensation Act, you make some valuable observations with

regard to the difficulties of the workers in obtaining that to which they are

entitled under the Act, You have not, in this paragraph, made quite the

same clear suggestions to us as to how the Act could be improved. But I

take it that your point is that there should be some advisor at the service

of the worker'who has beeen injured?—That would be extremely useful to the

worker. I am not really concerned with workmen's compensation; I merely

collect the returns at the end of the year and pass them on to the Director

of Industries* But these remarks are formed from the workers who have

appealed to me to endeavour to see their claims settled.^ Actually I have no

authority and I take no great interest; I merely advise what they should

do and pass them on to the Director of Industries.
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B-S88. But you do not suggest that in addition to your duties you should

occupy the place of an advisor?—No, not at all.

B-589, You again give us a valuable suggestion for our consideration—

that sub-section (3) of Section 36 of the Indian Factories Act is ^ defective

and leaves a loophole winch is taken advantage of b\ factory occupiers* We
would carefully note your suggestion that it should not be possible for a

factory occupier to change the working hours without a proper notice of the

change being given to you. I think it is the practice in England that the

factory inspector must be advised?—The advice already comes to the Factory

Inspector, but since it is not necessary to send it until 36 hours after the

change has actually taken place, it leaves a very big loophole for factory

managers to change their working hours at anv time.

The Chan man

:

We understand that, and we will carefully note your sug-

gestion.

B-59Q. I note your recommendation to us that with regard to workers

in carpet factories, especially boys, conti ol is ver} sadly needed in this

behalf?—Yes, it Is.

B-591* Am I right in sa.vmg that the Government ol the Punjab (Wild

bring these factories under the law if they chose?—They can clo it. As the

Act stands at present, it is possible for the local Government to extend the

Act to all concerns in which ten persons are employed. That would cover

many of these small industrial concerns; hut it would not affect the whole

of them. The difficulty is this: all of them being situated together, it would

be unfair to bring one factory employing ten or eleven persons under the

Act and leave out of the Act another factory employing only nine persons.

B-592. Does not this case of carpet factories refer more to ones which

stand out of the Act because there is no motive power ?—Yes, that is another

point.

B-593. In your view which is the more important extension of the Act?

—

The carpet industry is isolated in practically one district, the Amritsar
district, whereas other small factories such as the foundries, which are the

principal offenders, and printing presses, aie throughout every town; and
the extension of the operation of the Act to these factories would affect more
operatives than would be affected in the case of the carpet factory workers,
I" flunk that both are necessary.

JB-594. As far as you know has there been any move on the part of the
Punjab Government to use their powers in this respect?—Yes, there has. In
the case of the cotton ginning factories the Act has already been extended
to factories in which ten persons are employed. The same has been done
In the case of ice factories. As far as carpet factories are concerned, they
are not under the Act in any way at all, I have not a great deal of concern
In them; I know some of them. There have been conferences arranged by
the Government for the last three or tour years at different times to think
out some scheme whereby labour in carpet factories could be controlled. I
believe it is before the local Government at the present moment,

B-595. In your memorandum you tell us that Government are consider-
ing making rules whereby prospective factory builders must get the plans
)f their factories approved before the buildings are erected. I take it from
that paragraph that Government has power to do that if they please?—That
I could not say. I clo not think they have the power under the Factories Act,
It probably would have to be a special Act, to be put before the Legislative
Council.

B-596. Perhaps later on the Director of Industries will be able to tell us
whether it is a municipal bye-law or a power under some general Act?—As it
stands at present, It is only necessary for a prospective builder of a factory
to get his plans passed by the Municipal Engineer of that particular district;
but once they have been passed and the factory is put up, I find very little
ebe ever happens to them. Possibly another storey or another wing is added,
or which no notice appears to be taken by the Municipality. As a result
we have Factories collapsing. There is a certain clause in the Factories Act
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winch allows a factory inspector to prohibit the use of any part of a factory
which he considers unsafe and we use that power to a certain extent- But
it is veiy difficult to apply it, as one inspector has to inspect 700 factories
and it would be impossible for him to tell whether the beam of a factory
roof which is already covered up is safe or unsafe. It would put a great
deal of work on the factory inspection staff.

B-597. You think that new factories should be subjected to control both
m regard to health and safety?—Yes, before they are actually used as fac-

tories.

B-598. Szr Victor Sassooii: Dr. Rawlley, I notice that you are m favour of

public employment agencies with a view to offering suitable opportunities

of employment to unemployed workers. We have already had your figures

as to industrial workers analysed and we find that if we take away those

more or less permanently employed by Government and on the Railways,
and if we take away those who look on the work in gins and so on a&

secondary to their agricultural work and, according to your own memoran-
dum, are working only for two or three months in the year, there is only

a matter of 11,478 men, women and children who would have to be looked
after by a permanent agency. You say that the problem of unemployment
may be regarded as a mystery; you quote Mr. Abel who says that where it

does exist it is purely voluntary
;
and you also quote a committee which says

that there is no unemployment worth mentioning among the uneducated
classes. In view of the fact that you are dealing with a labour force which
is only half as large as my owrn firm in Bombay has to look after, would you
justify an increase m the bureaucracy by the appointment of an employment
agency?—In my opinion there is unemployment in the Punjab. I am basing
my opinion on one particular fact; that is that during the course of my
experience as Director of Industries in the Punjab, there is hardly a day
when a man does not turn up in my office, an engineer or a mechanic, who
wants a job. We get applications from various classes of people, mechanics;

wood workers, turners and fitters wanting jobs.

B-599. But the number of jobs available is under 12,090?—I have stated

m my memorandum that these Factory Act reports do not give us th© exact

number of workers. 51,000 is not the real number of workers. If you cal

culate the actual number of workers it might even go up to one million.

Of course the number employed in the registered factories is known hut the

number employed in unregistered factories is not known to us. These in

my opinion are all industrial workers.

B-600. Are you m a position to know exactly when the factories whicl

are not registered need labour?—If I were to conduct a research I could tell

you definitely; but as it is I am giving you my personal observation. You
go to any small village and there you find a small flour mill employing three

or tour men.

B-601. You are giving figures from 50,000 fo a million. 3 take it that

this is spread over the whole of your Province which is of the size of England

and Scotland ?—That is true.

B-602. Therefore you will have to have a number of employment ageneiej

to begin with ?—I shall have to start an experiment in Lahore or Amritsar

or one of these towns.

B-603. When you go to the big towns the number of work people who are

m need of employment would not approach anything like a million?—It may
not; but still it will help the people to get jobs.

B-604. You cannot make an employment for the whole population. What
is the population of Lahore?—Between three and four lakhs,

B-605. You could not get anything like employment for three to four

lakhs of workers out of a population of three to four lakhs of men, women
and children. What is th© industrial population including those working

in unregistered factories?—I must say that the Labour Exchange Bureau
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need not confine its applicants only to Lahore town. They might get appli-

cations from Amritsar, Ludhiana, Gujrat and Rawalpindi,

B-608. in your experience of the people of the Punjab, if a man is out of

employment, is he likely to go to look for employment-?—He must go.

B-607. But we have evidence in India that if you want workers you have

to send for them, because they will not come of their own accord. You have

to send recruiters to their homes. We in Bombay tried as much as possible

to employ men directly, but we found that we had to send jobbers to the-

homes of the people to bring them to the work, Ts that not a tact f I am
afraid that is not my experience.

B-608. You disagree with your own statement that the problem of unem-

ployment is a mystery; because in your view there is a large unemployment

problem and there is a large number that could be employed?—I have given

you the verdict of the Unemployment Enquiry Committee of which I myself

was a member. As a matter' of fact I did not agree with them on many of

the points. I have to say that the problem of unemployment is a mystery.

B-609. I take it that this Province, as you will admit, is essentially agri-

culturalP—Essentially agricultural

.

B-61G. I take it that generally speaking the inhabitants of the Punjab*

would prefer agricultural to industrial pursuits?—I am afraid I am unable-

to say whether or not that is true
;

it all depends on the wages.

B-611. It would be easier to get a Punjabi to go to a canal colony than

it would be to get him to go to a carpet factory, because he has been trained

to agricultural pursuits?—My experience is that all the people that I have
engaged in the Government factories stick to their jobs, because they get

higher wages with us than they would get outside.

B-612, If you have factories working all the year round, do you think

that the workers who work now for a part of the year would prefer to leave

their agricultural employment and become industrialists all the year round?

—

They are doing it at present.

B-613. Would they prefer to?—They may not prefer to do it; but they
are doing it.

B-614. I take it that the gins work only for part of the year?—Yes.

B-615. You think they would prefer to take industrial employment which
continued all the year round rather than go back to their land?—If they
can get higher wages, they like to work in the mills.

B-616, All the year round?—Yes.

B-617, They would prefer that to using that as a secondary means of

employment ?—Quite.

B-618. May I take it that the Punjab has no natural facilities for the
development of industries?—The Punjab has more facilities than any other
part of India,

,

B-619. If you have got natural resources, and money can be made out
of them, if you have a population that is desirous of working in such indus-
tries, I really cannot understand why available capital for the development
of industries should have gone to other parts of India and have missed the
Punjab, We have all as capitalists been told that in the Punjab, there is

not a , superfluity of population needing work, and that owing to your canal
colonies the surplus population settles down in agriculture. We have always
been told that they only like to work as part-time workers, and that there-
fore if we want to put up a factory here we would have to rely on imported
labour? You have to rely on imported labour in any part of the world when
you start a new industry, because local labour is not trained in that direct

' tion, ^

'

1

'

i pi
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]

B-620. Surely after a time local labont generally tends to take the place
of the imported labour?—That is e^aqtly what .-is happening . ini-'.^'-Puhlab

5
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just now, in the case of the textile industry in particular* We started m
experiment a year ago and we have been able to train about 30 to 40 weavers.
But it is a very small concern. They go into the mill and learn from their

fathers and relations. That is' exactly what is happening here in the
weaving industry. We have old loom weavers. These people are now learn-

ing to work power looms
;
they go to small factories in Jul hinder and Ludhiana

and our own factory here in Lahore, they learn work on the machines and
after they have learnt the job they stick to it.

B-62L 1 notice in one part of your memorandum you state that husbands
do not get employment in the same factories as their wives or fathers as their

daughters. Why is that? Generally where you have women and children

working they work in family groups?—That is particularly the case in ginning,

factories, where the men get better wages outside the factory, and the women
work inside the factories.

B-622. Do you employ women only in the ginning factories. I have seen

men also in the ginning factories?—(Mr, Abel). In the mechanical depart-

ment and those departments 'where the duties are arduous.

B-623. Are the men in a minority?—In the Punjab 70 per cent, of the*

workers in ginning factories are women.

B-624. I notice that in your memorandum you say that a reduction in*

the maximum hours of work will have a salutary effect on the illiterate

worker who regards the wastage of time as a mere matter of routine. This,

is different from what Mr, Abel says in his memorandum. He points out

that in a 10 hour day the average worker does not do more than 8J hours,

of work. My experience agrees with that of Mr. Abel. Why should yom
think that if you reduce the time from 10 to 8£ hours, you would get 8J-

actual hours of work, without any waste of time?—My opinion is based on
experience in Sholapur. In our mills there, specially in the weaving section,

1 myself carried out a test. Before the introduction of this new Act we
were working 12 hours a day. When we reduced the working hours to 10,

1 discovered by actual tests on the machine that the worker produced 10 per

cent, more than he produced during the 12 hours.

B-625. Do you assume that if you continue to decrease the number of

hours per day you would continue to increase the efficiency per hour?—No.
What I mean is that when the maximum physical fatigue has been reached?

the worker cannot produce more by working longer hours.

B-626. I am inclined to agree with you. But here we are told that in a

10 hour day they are giving 8i hours work. Do you think the worker would
prefer to give 8^ hours strenuous work rather than give 8£ hours work spread;

over a 10 hour day?—I should have split up the 8 hours to 4 hours in the

morning and 4 hours in the evening,

B-627. Do you think you would get as much work as you now get in a

10 hour day ?—Yes, that is my opinion and it is based on recent experience.

B-628. You have .told us of a decrease in hours from 12 to 10, but your

point was that in that case the men had reached the fatigue limit. If you

now decrease from 10 hours to 8, do you think you would still increase the*

efficiency per hour—That is my own opinion.

B-629. Have you known of any case in which hours have been decreased

from 10 to 8, and the same amount of work has been done?—I made the

experiment myself last month of 9 hours work per day in my own factory

here—the Government demonstration factory. In the month of August our

production per loom per day was about 9 lbs.

B-630. What material were you using ?—Cotton and silk both. Working

a 10 hour day we got a 9*2 lbs. production per loom per day. When we-

reduced the hours to 9, when they had to work intensively and look after the

looms properly, I got a production of about 10 lbs. It may be due to climatic?”

influences, and also because in August it was very hot here.
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B-631. Has that been tried for two years? I am going to try it now.

B-632. Yon do not really know how it is going to work?—-No.

Sir Victor Sassoon; Your experience has not been the same as that of

others who tried the same experiment.

(The witnesses withdrew.)

The Commission adjourned till to-morrow morning, Friday, 25th October,

10 a.m., the evidence of these two witnesses being adjourned till Saturday,
26th October

3 1029*
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Lfc-CoL C A. GILL, DJP.H., LML&, Director of PtMc Health, Punjab.

The Chairman: There are many things in your memorandum that

demand a great deal of our attention and thought, but I think, at the same

time, if my colleagues agree, the best way will be to ask our Medical

Assessor, Colonel Russell, to open the examination, and then I imagine

there may not be many questions to ask,

B-633. Colonel Bussell

:

Is the housing condition of the industrial

classes of workers in the Punjab satisfactory or not?—You cannot dis-

tinguish between the industrial classes and the classes from which they are-

drawn. The housing conditions, especially amongst the poorer classes of

the urban population are not satisfactory.

B-634. Would you consider that a room measuring 8ft. x 12ft. would

be fit for two or three people to live together?—No, certainly not.

B-635. What minimum accommodation would you suggest ?—-It is a ques-

tion of light and ventilation; if the light and ventilation is satisfactory

you can cut down the space. Without considering these factors I would

not fix myself down to any actual space.

B-636. Have you got any plans approved by the Sanitary Engineer

and lie Director of Public Health for housing the workers who are in

Government employment?—There are standard plans. As far as I know.
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they have not been, in my time, approved by the Director of Public Health,

but they may have been approved by my predecessors.

B-637. The argument is frequently used that the houses provided in

the industrial areas are as good as, if not better than, those used by the

workers m their own villages. Do you approve of this argument? Would

you not rather insist that the worker should have a better house when ho

becomes an industrial worker because the new conditions under which he

has to work are inherently different from the normal conditions?—! agree

with that. In the villages, although the houses look bad, they are at

any rate ventilated owing to the roofs of mud houses being permeable

But if you put that same man into a room with brick walls, back to back

houses without ventilation, although the space may be greater than ho

was accustomed to in Ids village, he would not be living under such good

conditions as he was in his village.

B4kJ8. Do you associate the increase ot tuberculosis with urban condi-

tions?—It is particularly associated with urban conditions. In fact, so

far as we know, most of the tuberculosis mot with in th© villages has been

contracted in the towns.

B-639. You would be glad, I take it, if all plans for the erection of new

factories and accommodation for factory workers wTer© sent to you for

scrutiny and approval before erection ?—Yes. I have asked that this should,

in future, be done,

B-64Q. The (7uxirman

:

Ha\e you air* power to ask for them?—I have

put in a representation that they should be sent to me as it is most im-

portant.

B-641. Have you any legal power to demand it?—No.

B-642. i
1

olonel RuswJl

:

But it would be advisable for other Government
Departments interested in labour to send you plans such as these?—-Yes,

I have asked that they should do it.

B-643. The same argument that urns used in connection with the houses

of industrial workers is used for sanitary conveniences. Would it not be
better to have an improved type or an increased number of sanitary con-

veniences in the areas occupied by industrial workers?—Yes; there should

be a proper lay-out of the area with an adequate number not only of

sanitary conveniences but of ablution places and dhobi ghats.

B-644. Have you a Director of Town Planning in the Punjab?—A Town
Planning Engineer has been sanctioned but he has not yet been appointed.

B-645. But until he is appointed these plans and lay-outs should be
referred to the Director of Public Health?—Yes, and after too.

B-046. Ts it sufficient for a factory of considerable size to have only a

medical officer who visits once or twice a week?—I consider that there
ought to be one sanitary inspector attached to larger factories who should
report to the Medical Officer of Health who could come one© a week or a
fortnight as may be necessary.

B-647. It is very necessary to visit as often as possible?—Yes.

B-648, Do you think that m addition to medical work the employers
should be asked to initiate welfare schemes, especially where women workers
are employed?—I think it would be desirable, if it is possible.

B-649. Is it not a fact that welfare schemes will conduce* to the improve-
ment of health and efficiency among workers?—It is calculated almost
certainly to do so.

B-650. Would it be possible to get Indians, both men and women, to take
up welfare work of the kind indicated by you?—I think that it would be
difficult; but I should think, in time, we shall be able to get some.

B-651, Is it not the case in the Punjab that you have already got a
Women’s Health School which turns out welfare and health victors who
have done successful work?—Ye$; we are turning out eight Health Visitors
a year at present'.
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B-652. But could not that be extended to general welfare work in
industrial areas?—Yes*

Mr. Cliff

:

Do you make any distinction between men and women
doctors in the matter of welfare work?—For maternity and child welfare work*
we want women

;
tor purely public health work, we require men; but the

women aie so few that I would use them all for welfare work amongst women*

R-654, Mr. Josh : Are women so very rare in the Punjab or in other
paiis ot India ?* -T cannot speak about other parts of India. It is very
difficult to get eight suitable women together to do a health course every
year; it is not easy to get suitable candidates at the present time, but we
hope to overcome this difficulty gradually. We cannot extend our activi-

ties rapidly on account of lack of suitable women.

JB-6f)5* Col Hassell : h there any Maternity Benefit Ad in the Punjab?-—
No.

B-650. is a pregnant women vvoikcr given any allowance for a period
before and after confinement ?—There is no legal enactment, 1 do not know
what individual firms do*

B-657. Do you think that this should be introduced by legislation?—I do
not like to express an opinion. I have not carefully considered the matter.

B-658. Do you agree with the Director of Industries, Punjab, who says

that female labour is not essential to the industries o* the Punjab and the

effect of such legislation would be that employers worn dispense with female

labour?— £ should think it would probably have that effect, hut of course

that is only a guess.

B-659. With regard to the question oi sickness insurance, apart from the

question of its possibility, 1 should like to ask you particularly with regard

to the occurrence of epidemics, which you say are frequent in the Punjab,

and whether you think there will be any difficulty in introducing a scheme

for sickness insurance?—The matter requires very careful consideration,

because if the whole population is affected, it will be financially impossible

to run any scheme* But T have not yet considered th© matter. I know that

we were unable to introduce a system of notification for infectious diseases

because the cost was enormous on account of epidemics. We only proposed

to give 8 annas per certificate.

B-660. Mr. Joshi

:

If such a scheme is confined to factories and organized

industries, will there be the same difficulty? -T presume it is not intended

to apply it to the whole population*

R-661, The Chairman: You mean to say that the actuarial basis of such

a scheme will be very difficult?—Yes, because other countries do not get such

wide-spread end frequent epidemics as we do here.

R-662. Col BushgII : Do you agree with the Director of Industries that

an average unskilled worker spends about 60 per cent* of his earnings on food

alone?— From my experience I can say that it is about that figure,

B-063, Even then he does not get a diet sufficient either in quantity

or nutritious in quality Assuming that a man gets 12 annas a day, the

usual wag© at the moment, with 60 per cent, of that amount he can hardly

get enough*

B-Gt>4. Are there am mal-nufcritional diseases in the Punjab?—There

is malnutrition, but the so-called deficiency diseases are not very conspicuous

We do not get beri-bert and pellagoa scurvy is not very common though

we had an epidemic of it recently owing to deficiency of vegetables. Rickets

does occur but is not a common disease in the Punjab. We get a fai

number of cases of osteomalacia.

B-6G5. Is that not a deficiency disease, especially among women?—!*

is not necessarily due to deficiency of diet, because many of these cases of

osteomalacia are among women who are in comparatively affluent eircuim

stances
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B-606, You do not get osteomalacia among women of the industrial

classes?—I am not in a position to say,

B-667. Is there a sufficient milk supply m the urban areas in the

Punjab?—No. it is very deficient.

B-668. Do you agree that milk is an essential part of a vegetarian’s

diet 2—Yes. The price ol milk is high, and the ordinary labourer would be
very much better off dietetieally if he could afford to purchase it.

B-069, You say that an ordinary industrial worker is not able to purchase
milk, sugar and ghee, which are essential for a suitable diet. Therefore

to that extent his diet must be deficient?—Yes; his diet is undoubtedly

deficient. He cannot afford to purchase these things out of his low wages.

B-670. What about vegetable ghee which l understand is imported into

the Punjab in large quantities?—! am in favour of importing and selling

this ghee m the Punjab, because it forms a very valuable addition to the

iat supply of the Province. The trouble is that at present it is sold at the

same price as the ordinary gh re. The ordinary ghee contains vitamins which

are destroyed in cooking; il the \ egetable ghu is used lor cooking purpose*,

it will save much the natural ghee with its large vitamin content for eating

purposes. So that T am m favour oi the use ot the vegetable ghee provided

it is not sold at the same price as the animal product.

B-671. The Chairman

:

Have you no Foods and Drugs Act to prevent

that imposition?—Yes. We have the Punjab Adulteration of Foods Act

which is about to be revised, we hope that a better law termed The
Punjab Pure Food Bill will be passed by the Legislative Council shortly.

Under this Act it will be possible to deal with this question of artificial

ghee.

B-672. Col Bussell

:

In your note you have given details of the number of

calories that an ordinary working man gets for the amount he spends on

diet. You have stated that he spends five annas a day. But in the exa-

mination of the diet of a worker in one of the railway workshops we found

that lie spends Re. 0-5-11 for his morning meal and Re. 04-2 for his

evening meal; that is for him alone and not for his wife and children,

while his pay is Rs. 26 a month?—Then he is spending a great deal. I

worked out the case of a man who was earning As. 12 a day. 1 asked

him what diet he was taking and worked out the number of calories he was
getting for his money.

B-673. There is still another case ot a man who spends Re. 0-7-2 for his

morning meal and Re. 0-9-2 for Ms evening meal?—That is high for people

on small wages.

B-674. Will you then take the jail diet as a reasonable standard? Yes,

that would be a reasonable standard.

B-675. That costs without vegetables As. 2?—it is not a fair comparable

figure. The jail diet costs As. 2*25. It is a very good diet, but you cannot

compare it with the cost of the labourers diet, because the jails buy in

hulk and at the cheapest rate of the market. Many things such as vege-

tables are got for nothing in the jails. The labourer has to buy his food-

stuff in the retail bazaar every day or for two or three days at a time.

B-670. Your conclusion is that a man earning Rs. 16-8-0 per mensem
has just sufficient to live on and no more?—Yes, in Lahore.

B-677. He has not enough to support a wife and children?—No, that is

the general complaint. He can manage to live on that, but* he cannot

have his family with him.

B-678, Sir Vidor Sassoon : Does that include rent and other expenses?—

Yes. His diet costs him Rs. 9-8-0 approximately and with the balance he

can pay his rent and meet other expenses. He cannot keep a home and

maintain Ms wife and children. They have to leave their families in the

village. Of course Lahore is a little more costly than the rest of the Punjab.

B-679, Col Bussell

:

It is obvious that accurate figures are essential if

there is any question of a minimum wage being fixed?—Yes,
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JB-680. And accurate figures are difficult to get?—*'Yes, they are very
difficult to get.

B-681 You would not be prepared to accept the figures that 1 have
referre 1 to as typical of the workers’ diet?—They are rather high for men
drawing Rs. 26 a month.

B-682 Are there any statistics of value regarding the causes of absentee
ism and sickness among industrial workers?—No, unfortunately we have
not any.

B-683. Do you think it would be a good plan to collect these statistics

and information relating to fatigue and rest periods necessary through an
organization such as an Industrial Health Research Board?—I think a
time will come when we must have something like than We have not got
to that stage yet; but certainly we must begin to do something about it at
an early date.

B-684. How would you staff such an organisation P—At first we may have
to have men trained in England.

B-685. You would send selected Indians to be trained in England?—Yes,
as we have got nothing to go on here.

B-686. It has been the experience in England that shorter hours, within
limits, and properly spaced rest periods, promote the efficiency of the
workers and increase the output. Are there any reasons why that should
not occur in India?—I should think that it is almost bound to follow that
if you make conditions better for the worker, you will get some return

in the way of greater output.

B-687. In your memorandum you refer to the carrying out of sanitary

duties by local bodies. Have these local bodies shown much desire to work
out their own salvation sanitarily?—I am afraid they have shown none,

or very little.

B-688. Then you go on to say : “In short, in the absence ol a public

health policy, each individual has acted in the manner which appeared

to him to be right.” I take it this is evidence of the lack of co-ordination

that you complain of?—Yes. The position is that things have changed
very much, and at the present time administrative arrangements are not

co-ordinated or adapted to this change.

B-689. Would you approve of a Ministry of Health for the purposes of

co-ordination?—I think the time has come when we ought to have a mini-

ature Ministry of Health, in which all problems affecting labour and
health generally should be examined and dealt with.

B-690. To assist you in working a Ministry of Health, you would require

a fairly wide Public Health Act. Have you any such thing now?—We
have a very good Municipal Act, only it does not function.

B-691. Would you prefer a consolidated Public Health Act?—There is

no immediate necessity for it, but in course of time we should have one.

B-692. You say that the welfare of the poorer classes should be a matter

for the Ministry of Health. Do you want this to be dealt with by this

Ministry or another?—By this Ministry.

B-693. Have you been able to get sanction for a sufficient number of

medical officers of health?—Yes. we have sufficient for our needs at present.

B-694. You say that the Government refused to accept your proposal

that district medical officers of health should be appointed additional inspec-

tors of factories. Do you not think that that was a mistake? Let me put it

in this way, A medical officer of health being a trained officer in public*

health work would be able to detect, point out and report on health

conditions in factories far better than a Factory Inspector would?—Yes.
We have medical officers of health in every district; and obviously if there

is to be any inspection carried out in a systematic manner it must be don®

by the man on the spot. Assistant Directors and myself have only time

to inspect factories occasionally, usually for some special reason.
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B-695. Factory inspection is mainly to increase the health, safety and
comfort of the" workers in that factory. A medical officer of health

would be the best person to do that work ?—I proposed that he should do it

;

and possibly it will be done: up to the present time it has not been done.

B-690. You feel that it is not the function of the Director of Public Health,

to be constantly acting as a detective in regard to public health matters which
are being wholly or partially dealt with by other Departments?—What we*

want is that these matters should be automatically referred to the Director

of Public Health, instead of his having to find them out himself.

B-697. In railway systems would you be willing to leave it entirely to*

the Railway medical and sanitary staff?—Yes, I think so.

B-698. Their organization is satisfactory?—They are getting a complete*

medical and public health organization. Things have greatly improved from

i

what they were two or three years ago. Before that they had no whole-time"

Chief Medical Officer of their own, and no public health expert on their

staff.

B-699. In your memorandum you mention an Urban Sanitary Board and
a Rural Sanitary Board. If you have two Boards already, why do you?

want to create another Board, a Board of Public Health?—I want to* amal-
gamate these two Boards, so as to have one Board for all purposes. I would
have one Board of Public Health, and this would be done by amalgamating
the two existing boards which are doing more or less similar work and whose
work often overlaps. 1 have made this suggestion to Government and it

may ox may not be acted upon.

B-700. You stated to the Chairman that you had an Adulteration of
Food and Drugs Act. Is it a dead letter ?—I am afraid it is, it is very diffi-

cult to work, and this is the reason w© are bringing in a Bill called “ The-

Pure Food Bill/’

B-70L You sent in a report on health conditions in the Khewra Salt

Mines in 1922. Has any action been taken on that report?—I understand
not; but I have not made an inspection there. The Salt Mines of course-

have nothing to do with the Punjab Government. The Salt Mines are under*

the Government of India, and the enquiry, a copy of the report of which has
been supplied to you, was made at the instance of the Government of India,

It was sent to them for action. I have no official knowledge about what,
action was taken but I understand that nothing has been done.

B-702. What was the anaemia, that you observed, due to?—I thought
at the time it was due mostly to defective food, to malnutrition and lack
of vegetables in particular.

B-708. Would you lay equal stress on the fact that the miners are working.,

underground?—Yes, that has to be taken into account.

B-704. Is it of equal or less importance then lack of vegetables?—I should’

say that the fact that they are working underground, and doing very hard
work, would necessitate a better diet.

B-7G5. I noticed when I was there that boys of 8, 9 and 10 years of age
obviously suffered from the same degree of anaemia as the adults. They could*

not have got their anaemia from working in the mines, because they were*

under-age?—But they all go into the mines.

B-700. But they do not work in the mines?—They have to take the food
for the miners.

B-707, But children of 7, 8 or 9 years of age do not stay in the mines
for any period?—I should not be surprised if they did.

B-708. Mrs. Wilson

:

With regard to the nutritional value of artificial

ghee, is it not the fact that in villages now it is the custom to mix artificial

ghee with the real ghee and sell it as ghee?—Yes. If it is really mixed,

it does not matter because 0*004 mg, of any vitamin is all you require; so-

rbat a little ghee will go a long way.
,

;
;

B-709. In 1928, when I was working under your predecessor, a recom-
mendation was made by him to Khewra that they should employ a woman*
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health visitor. Have you had any correspondence on the subject?—No* I
have never heard of if.

B-710. The health of women of the criminal tribes compares very un-
favourably

^

with that of women in hospitals
;

is the health of the men of the
criminal tribes also bad and is there need of further care of criminal tribes?—
Yes; the health of the men is also bad. The Commission will visit the criminal
tribe settlement at Amritsar.

B-711. Is there sufficient provision for privacy for women in the houses in

'which the factory workers live?—I have not any information on that point.

B-712. Do the medical students here ever visit the health school in order
to learn the value of maternity and child welfare?—Not that I am aware of,

B-7 Ui The Association of Medical Women in India have made representa-

tions to your Department that maternity and child welfare should be more
-stressed in the education of medical students in the Medical College her©.

Have you taken any steps in that direction?—They have not made any
representation to me.

B-7! 4. Would you advocate that?—Yes. 1 think it is most important.

B-715. For that purpose is not it necessary that the examining body
should put questions on those subjects?—I think the teaching of hygiene

is of very great importance, and, like many other things, requires looking

into and keeping up-to-date.

tf-716. You have stated that to help the women from a health point of

view, especially in factories in the Punjab, a health visitor is very desir-

able?—Yes, it would be a very excellent thing. At the Mandi hydro-

•electric works we have a welfare worker who is a qualified midwife and looks

:after the health of the 'women.

B-7I7. It is the opinion among certain Indians here that there would be

more Indian women available for training as health visitors. I gather it

is proposed to set up a new health school ?—It is sanctioned, but owing to

the recent floods it will probably be postponed for another year. Jim plans

and estimates are ready and the scheme should have been included in the

next budget.

B-718. In view of the temptations that might be put on a health visitor

employed in a factory by the private staff, would you advocate the provin-

cialmtion of the health visiting service?—I do not know whether provin-

cialisaation is going to get over that difficulty, because it will still remain;

it is a very
t
great difficulty. Whether an individual is a Government

servant or not will not affect the temptations put in her way,
*

B-719. If they do not get women on the local committees there is not

much chance of good work being clone?—I have represented the necessity of

amending the Punjab Municipal Act to enable women members to serve

on Municipal Committees.

B-720. Mr. Joshi

:

You state in your memorandum that the contractor

often runs the hernia's shop in the labour camp?—Yes,

B-721. Does it often happen in that case that the worker receives his

wages not in cash but in the form of goods?—I think that is so, but I am

not certain. I think it is very probable that is so, and it is very probable

that he does not get his due. ‘
^

B-722* He does not get all his wages in cash
;
he gets some in the form

•of goods?—Yes.

B-723. Dr. Hite&hi

;

You have told us that the great cause of anemia

among labourers and their children is malnutrition. Is it largely due also

to the abuse of quinine?—I have not seen it in the course of 26 years.

1

' ,:

'^'Bi724v
:

lledical practitioners sometimes give a dose of as much as 60

-grains of quinine at one time
;
do you approve of that? That is rather a

stiff dose; I have never known of it being given.

B-725. Your report shows that infantile mortality is very high; do you

think vaccination is one of the causes?—No; if it had not been for vaccina-

iion the infantile mortality would have been much higher.
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B-726. THmn Ohmmn Loll : Should 1 be correct in saying that a manual’

worker requires at least two full meals a day to keep himself fit for the work

on which lie is engaged, and would you include in a meal meat, milk, wheat

and vegetable?—I should think there are very few manual workers in

India who get a diet of that kind. A good many do not take meat and get

most of their protein from one of the staple food grains; they do not take

it in the form of meat.

B-727. Is that because they cannot afford it?—Yes, sometimes, of course.

Many have never taken meat.

B-728. But the Punjab is more or less a meat-eating province; meat m
eaten by every Mahommedan and by many Hindus ?—Yes, but a great many
of the labouring classes do not eat meat at all.

B-729. If a man gets a meal of meat, berad, milk and vegetable, would

that be a good meal for him ?—It would not be bad, but it is entirely differ-

ent from the diet to which these people have always been accustomed, and
I do not know whether they would like it if they were put on to it.

B-730. They do eat bread and vegetables and drink milk; the only differ-

ence is that they do not eat meat, you say?—They are getting plenty of

protein, blit they are taking it in a vegetable form.

B-731. Supposing a worker could afford to get a good meal like that,

would it be good for him?—If they could get milk or ghee in addition to the

diet they are taking, they would not be doing at all badly
;
but the average

diet of the low paid labourer is deficient in fats and carbohydrates, I think
the diet is not unsuited to the country, hut at present it is on the short

side for many of the poorer classes.

B-732. Supposing on the average a worker were given 1 seer of milk

a day, and he ate hi,s dal and his roti
,
and a sufficient amount of ghee or

butter, as the case may be, would not that cost much more than 8 annas a
day, because 1 seer of milk alone would cost him 5 annas?—It would be a

very difficult thing to supply the milk; the shortage of milk is very great.

It would be. very difficult and very costly to do it.

B-733. Sir Alexander Murray : X take it that the incidence of tubercular

diseases to which you refer is the same in all large towns and cities whether
industrial or not?—Yes; I have no means of separating industrial and non-

industrial urban conditions; generally speaking, it is, high in the towns, but
it is not particularly associated with industrialism.

B-734, In reply to Colonel Russell you referred to epidemics in connection
with the possibility of sickness insurance. For instance, within the last

year or two there have been epidemics of cholera which have caused the death
of over 100,000 people. Is this not so?—No; we had an epidemic of cholera

which caused 12,000 deaths, but we had an epidemic of plague in 1924 which
caused 250,000 deaths. In 1928 cholera caused about 7,000 deaths.

B-735. Malaria, of course, is very prevalent?—We get big epidemics,

of malaria. We are having a big epidemic now, but it is not in this part
of the Province.

B-730. You sum it up by saying: u India is the great breeding ground of

disease and the source of the world-wide spread of infection ” ?—It is to a
large extent, especially in connection with cholera and plague.

B-737. That being so, would you agree that it would be very difficult

to introduce any system of sickness insurance?—It would be costly and diffi-

cult on account of these epidemics.

B-738, Mr. Ghani ; Have you appointed, particularly for the industrial-

areas, any sanitary inspectors or health visitors? Can you point, out to me
some industrial areas?—There are industrial areas within the municipal

limits, hut they^ are . under the municipality
;
they have a municipal staff

to deal with them.

B-739. As Director of Public Health, are you aware that the sanitary

inspectors and health visitors generally visit only she houses and plgpea

where people live?—-I have no information about that, but I hope that they
inspect both.
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B-74CJ. j

.

suppose you will agree that there are some very dirty slums
•in the. big cities of the Punjab?—Yes.

B-741 . What suggestions have yon to make to put an end to these
slums?—One suggestion that I have put up is that an executive officer

should be platted in charge of every large municipal town, so that the
Municipal Committee under whose charge public health comes will function
more efficiently. At the present moment they are doing little or nothing;
it is also necessary to provincialize the service of municipal medical officers

of health. Until these things are done, I am afraid progress will be slow.

B-742. The Chairman

:

We have heard that in the main the people of

‘this Province are rather above the general in India in the matter of

physique Yes, I think that is admitted.

B-743. Therefore, when you speak to us of the deficiency of their diet

in respect of milk and p/itm, you of course want them to be still better

than any other part of India?—I have shown in my memorandum on diet

of which I will have a copy sent to you that the conditions of which I ana

speaking do not refer to the whole population. The rural population are

very much better off than the urban; they have their own cows and food,

fresh air and natural sanitation; so that the persons to which I have been

referring are rather the poorer classes living in urban areas which embrace

most of the industrial workers, I am not speaking of the whole Province.

B-744, That is to say, it is the same problem as we have in the crowded

cities in England : there is a deficiency of milk and butter and things that

are oi the highest food value?—Yes.

B-745. And the problem is that those things are at present too expensive.

B-746. Mr. Clifj

:

Does that mean that it is a question of poverty.

B-747. The Chairman : That is what I am leading up to, it is a question

of lack of means and also lack of supply
;
the supply is limited and very

•expensive?—Yes, it is those two things put together,

B-748. Do you consider that in the urban areas there is a deterioration

•of physique due to the causes you have mentioned?—I have not any statistic

ml data to go on, but I should say that in my opinion the physique of the

worker deteriorates as a result of prolonged residence in towns.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. R, J. S. DDDD, Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Punjab*

B449. The ('hairman You are Registrar of Co-operative Societies ior

this Piovmce? —Yes,

B-750, Your work, m the mam, is with Co-opevatn e Societies m the

villages?—That is where most of the societies are.

B-75L We are specially interested in the possibilities oi^ co-operative

societies in the industrial areas. Have you any experience with regard to

them?—With one or two exceptions we have no co-operative societies among
employees of a definite lactorj

;
but 1 cannot say whether any of the

labourers employed in a factoiy in a town are members it a society 'dsewheie—

in then home village for instance.

B-752. In your memoiandum you speak ol two co-operative printing

presses?—The members of the society run the piess ior themselves.

B-75d. That is different tmm a co-operative society in the general sense

in which the phrase is used. The village co-operative societies are in the

main credit societies?—Most ol them.

B-754. A iew are supply societies <*—Very lew.

B-/55. With regard to your co-operative societies m the \illagos, have
they made considerable progress m the last fen years ?—Yes, both in number
and wealth.

B-756. Then can you explain why, when people come to work in industrial

areas, they should not accept and welcome the same co-operative system in

the period of their urban liter—A co-operative society is reallv a business,

and for it you need some stability among the shareholders; and if the people

are working in a factory tor a tew weeks or months and then go away again,

and there is no guarantee that they are going to return to the same factory,

there is no chance whatever of being able to run a successful business amongst
them. Another thing is that most labourers are either indebted or would
like to be, and it is easier generally to be indebted to the local shop keeper
than it is to be indebted to a properly run credit society ; and the principle-

of a supply society is that all dealings arc for cash. In 3?ngland several co-

operative societies have been ruined because they began to deal on credit. The
same thing happens out here, but much more so.

B-757. Would you agree, then, that if the labour in the factories was
regularized, and the same persons came back to the same work, although
they might have their intervals in their village, that would give a better
basis?—It would give a start. The mills at Dhariwal have a very successful

societv which does both supply and credit.

B-758. Is the reason of that because their labour is more regular?—They
live there all the year round, and the management m the mills takes a
very large part in the management oi the society.

B-759. May I take it that one necessary factor for a co operative society

within a factory would be that there should be some personal help provided
by the management?—Not necessarily. The essential is that there should be
somebody to manage the society properly. It need not be the management.
If the same labour were constantly employed there would be no reason why
an intelligent labourer should not run it.

R-760, You have only this one instance to which to direct our attention*

of successful industrial co-operation in a factory in the Punjab?—Yes.

B-761. You can point to nothing of the kind in Lahore?—No. The Rail

way workshops at Mogulpura have a large society The North-western
Credit Society is open to the clerical staff aho,

R-762. Does that came under your supervision 5—It doe« ultimately,

B-768. Is that successful?—Very successful,

B-764. Do you see any reason why that should not be extended to larger
classes of workers ?—There is no reason except the character of the workers
with whom one would have to deal.
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B-765. Do you find the workers in the towns, as well as in the villages,
slowly beginning to learn that they oan become Iree men if they have the
wisdom ?—No.

B-766. The custom is so ingrained P—Our field staff know the conditions
of the workers in the factories, and it is taken for granted in some cases
that it would ho useless and dangerous to try to start a society among them
m their present condition.

B-767 . You tell us that in the villages, where the people know one an-
other and live with one another, you do get the basis on which real co-
operative societies can be run?—Very much so.

B-768. That, I take it, *s because they would know normally when a
member was abusing his right, and would know when their own credit was
being harmed by the misconduct of any of their fellows?*—That is what we
hope, and in many cases we get that. We do not get it always.

B-769, Mr, Oh}}

:

li is a question of ability and integrity. Is that how
you sum it up ?—Yes.

B-770. T)iwm 0human Lull

:

Are you aware that the co-operative credit

society run for the employees of the North-Western Railway is going on very
satisfactorily ?—Yes.

B-771. Also the credit co-operative society run by the Telegraph employ-
ees? -Yes.

B-772. Wheivter the uorkeis organize themselves they can run these

societies Miccesstully?—There is no inherent reason why they should not.

B-773. Provided assistance is given by the authorities?—There is no
essential need of assistance from any authorities at all, so long as the people

who associate themselves into a society are of the right sort.

B-774, Mr, (How: We have been told by the Railway administration

that under statute the} recover debts from the pay bills up to half of a man’s

salary. It has been suggested to us that this power of recovery through

the pay bill should be restricted or abolished. What would be the effect on
general indebtedness of that?—-I do not think I can answer that. I think

it would very much retard the recovery of debts.

R-775. Would it be likely to diminish indebtedness?—Not a bit.

B-776. lit Vidor Sassoon

:

We have been told that the Railways cannot

see their way to extend the co-operative society to the illiterate employees.

In the rural" districts 1 take it there must be a great deal of illiteracy?*—The

very small minority is literate.

B-777. The illiteracy of the rural workers does not prevent the co-operative

society being successful ?—No.

B-778. Bo that the point of illiteracy ought not to weigh with the Railway

people?—-I would not say generally yes or no. The villager is a different

sort of man from the factory worker.

B-779. In other words the railway illiterate staff is more fluid, whereas

the villager remains in the village?—Yes.

B-780. Mi, Gregoitj: Is it not a fact that the North-Western Railway

administration assists in carrying out the duties of the co-operative society ?—l
cannot say. I have not seen the society myself.

B-781, Is it not a fact that the Secretary is an officer of the Railway ?

—

They are all employees of the Railway.

B-782. Would it be possible to run the society without the assistance of the

administration?—Tt mav not he, of course; in the same way as a factory

society.

B-783. Mr, Ghuni: Co-operatne societies exist among the agricultural

classes in rural areas. The success of these societies is mainly due to the help

given by your Department, and to the propaganda which has been carried m
by your Department. Is not that so?- -I think so, yes.
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B-784. Can you not uury on the same propaganda among the industrial

workers so as to make industrial co-operative societies a success F—It depends

entirely on the character of the people who aie going to be the members

B-785. Bo you know that most of the industrial workers of the Punjab

are drawn hom the agricultural classes?—Yes, but an agriculturist employed

m a factory is a very different person trom an agriculturist working in his

wn village.

B-786. In what respect is he different?—Because he is not living at home.

B-787. From the co-operative point of view, what difference is there

between an industrial worker and an agruultural wanker when both belong to

the same class?—The circumstances,

B-788. Mis, Wihcni * hi view of the success ot the one woman whom you
have had attached to your Department, and in view of the fact that the

women, for instance, in the cotton ginning, are drawn from villages, would
it not be well ioi your Department to have at least an additional woman
worker to work in the villages?—Already we have six sub-inspectresses, as

wed as an inspectress. They have been working fox a few months each, and
we have one m each ot the central districts. In the middle of this last

summer Government sanctioned the entertainment of a second inspectress,

but we have not been able to entextain her at the moment because of the
floods. 1 hope to get her next } ear.

(The witness withcliew.)
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Mr. W. H. ABEL, Inspector of Factories, Punjab, and! Dr. R. C.

RAWLLEY, Director of Industries, Punjab.

B-789. Sir Victor Sassoon: You say in one part of your memorandum
that there is more unemployment among unskilled workers than skilled

workers, while at the same time in another part of the memorandum you say

that generally there is no enough unskilled labour available when required.

Can you tell us how you would correlate these two rather what might appear
to be opposing points of view?—(Mr. Abel) The rural labourer does not care

very much whether he works or not for any length of time; he will work for

a week or two and then possibly rest for a few days. There always appears
to be a surplus, or it appears to be very easy to- get unskilled labourers.

B-79Q. May I take it that your unskilled labourer is not unemployed at

the moment when lie is called upon by the industrial organization; he is

attending to his rural pursuit and leaves it and goes over to the industrial

organization when there is a demand ?—Yes; when he has no other land work
to do, or when there happens to be work to be done in a factory. He can
afford to leave the land tor a few days or a week, almost at any time

;
he

always has that to fall hack upon when there is no work in the factory or

when he has to do work on the land.

B-791. He is not really unemployed; lie is merely changing his employ-

ment?—It would be nearer that, although he would have very little to do
on the land.

B-792. There is no difficulty, you say, in getting unskilled labour when you
want it?—1 have never come across any instance where it was difficult to get

unskilled labour.

B-793. So there is no necessity for an employment agency to be establish-

ed ?-*rFor the unskilled labourer I should think not.

B-794. I take it there is difficulty in finding skilled labourers?—There is a

great difficulty.

B-795. At the same time we are told that there is a superfluous pool of

skilled labourers due to a reduction in the staff of the railways?—That is true.

The railway workshops have reduced their labourers during the last two or

three years; but the skilled worker in factories in the Punjab is mostly im-

ported chiefly because he is expected to be a whole-time worker. The Punjabi
has some interest in land; and whether he is getting more wages or not in a
factory, when there is some work to be done on his land, he goes on to do it.

B-796. Would that apply to the skilled worker who has been axed from
the railway workshops?—The skilled labourer who has been dispensed with

from the railway workshops is generally an engineer or a mechanic.

B-797. The point really is that you have not enough engineering enter-

prises here to absorb the skilled workers ?—That is difficult to say.

B-798, Would you say that there is a demand, which is satisfied by im-

porting skilled labour from outside and which, if you had an employment
agency could be met by the men who have left the workshops The man who
has left the workshop is generally an imported man in the first place, who has

settled down in the Punjab and probably has very little interest in land

;

whereas almost ail other workers in the Punjab have an interest in land.

B-799. # appreciate that. What F am trying to get at is whether employ-

ment agencies would be of any use in securing jobs for the skilled workers?

—

F should say that there a room for an employment agency to some extent

for disposing of skilled workers, but not to a very great extent.

B-80G. Messrs. Harkishan La! and Sons in their evidence say that there

are one or two unemployment agencies in the Punjab. Do you know anything

about them?—No,

B-801. I find that you advocate extension of the Factories Act to places

where more than ten workers are employed and use power. Will it not be
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labourers working although no power is made use oi —To avoid the Factories

Act, they will work in smaller number-

B-302. Your objection to bringing thorn under the Act is that they would

get round it Yes.

B-803. I have ahvu\s understood that the difficulties in extending the

Factories Act to smaller factories, which employ less than 20 men, were due

to administrative difficulties and cost?—That is true to a very great extent.

B-804. But you are suggesting an extension?—I think it would be advis-

able.

B-805. Can you give us some constructive advice as to bow these adminis-

trative difficulties could be got over‘s Would the cost not be too excessive?

It is much moie difficult to administer the Factory Law to smaller factories

such as would come within the purview of the Act than it is to the bigger

ones, so that your administrative difficulties would be much greater and the

cost would be considerably heavier. For instance, it is very much more

difficult to appiv the Factories Act to small bazaar workshops than a big

mill.

B-8Q6. Do you still maintain that the Factories Act should be extended?—

It certainly should; it will take very much more staff than we have at

present to do it,

B-807. (km you efficiently control these small mills or workshops?—Not
very efficiently.

B-808. Would you, thereiore, say that the success would be commensurate

with the extra cost^We would get some success; it is going in the right

direction, I think,

B-809. You think that the extra cost would be justifiable^—Yes, I do.

B-810. What limit would you put to the number?—Up to 10; we are

gradually doing that
;
we have done it m the case of cotton gaining and ice

factories.

B-8I1. Would the cost ot the depai tment increase by double or iieble?—

I

do not think it will be double; it would probably be 30 to 40 per cent. more.

B-812. Your recommendation is to lower the figure from 20 to 10?—I think

that would be a good thing.

B-813. Would you include those factories which do not use power, or would
you let them remain as they are?—If you apply it where there is no power,
you would inciease the cost a good deal more. I fear that the Act would b©

defeated even m that way. For instance, take wool picking industries where
power is not used. If you apply any legulation to that particular yard or

area, the occupiex to overcome the difficulties of the Factory Law* will split

the workers into group-* of 5 or 6 persons

B-814. But would not the workers lie worse oil by working m smaller

groups?—It would not make \ery much difference to them; it certainly

would not help them.

B-815. You do not therefore advocate bringing m no-power concerns under
the Act No. It will no doubt be an ideal state of affairs but it will be
difficult to administer; 1 would not advocate it at this moment.

B-816. You say. Dr Ra wlley, in youi memorandum* “ It will be noticed
that wages of ordinary skilled labourers rose gradually between the quin-
qiienniuins ending 1917 and 1922 as compared with the quinquennium ending
1912 but a fall was registered at the wages census for the quinquennium ending
1927.” You then go cm to say: “ The fall in the wages of other industrial
labourers is undoubtedly due to the fall in the cost of living since the last
wages census,” I think you refer to the census of 1927?—{Dr. Rawlley) Yes,
that is true.

B-817. I cannot reconcile this statement of yours that there has been a fall

in the cost of living with the statement made by the Punjab Government in
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their memorandum that the prices of foodstuffs have gone up since the last

wages census.
^

You also give us the percentage of increase or decrease in the

wages of certain classes of labourers in Lahore, Amritsar and Multan in 1927
as compared with 1922. Let us take cotton weavers. Are they handloom
weavers or do they use power?—Most of them are handloom weavers. There
is not much power loom industry.

B-81S, Are all those brass, copper and metal workers, and so on, working
in their homes and not in factories?—Yes.

B-819. Am I right in drawing the conclusion that the wages of workers in

factories have been rising whereas the wages of those who are not working in

‘factories have remained stationary, and have, if anything, gone down?—The
figures given in my memorandum are taken from the Director of Land
Records.

B-820. In your memorandum you say that the efficiency of the Indian

worker has increased very steadily during recent years. Do you apply that to

all over India, skilled as well as unskilled labour?—I am mainly talking of

the efficiency of skilled factory labour.

B-821. In your memorandum you say that “it is almost impossible in the

absence of any recorded observations to give an estimate of the comparative

'efficiency of Indian and foreign workers Surely, the question of efficiency

is a quantitative one, and the other points you raise are merely reasons wh>
the efficiency in one country might not be up to that of another?—Strictly

speaking it is not merely quantitative, but it is also qualitative. When you
are talking of the efficiency of two individuals, you have to take the circum-

stances and conditions under which they both work. For instance, take the

power loom weaving industry. You can say that the efficiency of the Indian

worker as compared with that of a Lancashire worker is not so veiy loiv as

compared with other industries.

B-822. You probably refer to 2\ Indian weavers being equal to one

Lancashire weaver, against 4 to 1 in other trades?—It all depends on the

machinery too.

B-823. I am taking the same machinery. Dealing with working hours

and its relation to output, and taking the case of the spinning industry, do

you consider that a reduction in the number of hours will affect the output?

—

That is what I maintain, that during the last two hours of the day the

weaver cannot attend to the breakages to the same extent as he can in the

earliei hours.

B-824. Have you am evidence, or is that your opinion?—-I have evidence.

B-825. Have you figures to show the output for a nine hour day and the

output for a ten hour day?—In an 11 hour day the output per spindle per

day on 20’s counts was six ounces. For a ten hour day the output was

exactly the same.

B-826, May that not be due to the inefficiency of the worker in the first

case?—The men with whom I tried this experiment had been trained for the

last thirty years.

B-827. To-day in Bombay we are getting over six ounces of 20’s per spindle

per day, working two sides with one man?—That is due to the fact that

during the last four years you have bought better machinery.

B-828. No, we have not. It is chiefly due to careful mixings. But let us

assume better machinery. Supposing I stop one hour, do you say I am going

to get the same production ?—In weaving you will.

B-829. You say in your memorandum that it is necessary that statistical

data should be collected regarding the various matters affecting labour.

What would be the approximate cost of an organization for that purpose P—
So far as the Punjab is concerned, it would cost anything between Rs* 1,500

•and 2,000 a month extra.

B-830. Afr # Clow

;

Do the cotton ginning factories enjoy any exemption in

respect of hoursP—(Mr. Abel) Not at present. Exemptions have been granted

IjABCOM volii ptii d .
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during abnormally good seasons. The last exemption was given about two

years ago. Last year no exemption was given.

B-831. Will you explain a little fuller the working of the pooling system

in these factories?—The cotton crop of the Punjab during the last three or

four years has been very much below the normal. A factory situated in an

area like Lyallpnr, where there are 14 or 15 factories crowded together has

not sufficient work to keep it running for six days a week at full pace. As a

result, the owners of all the factories meet together and decide that they will

run only Mich, a number of factories as they can keep going throughout the

week, and close the rest. The profits or losses of the various factories working

are pooled and distributed amongst the factory owners of the whole area.

B-832. What are the average hours of work in these factories in actual

practice?—Seventy per week possibly. That does not refer to all of them.

Cotton ginning factories are notorious offenders against the rule of hours

of work. 60 is the limit
;
but I should think that one might put the average

for all ginning factories somewhere between 66 and 70 hours.

B-83S. Does not this pooling system lead to the closing of some factories

and throwing their workers out of employment, and sweating the remaining

workers who work in the factories which are kept open?-—That is true.

B-834. In your memorandum dealing with the wages of skilled and un-

skilled workers in the cotton ginning factories for the past ten years, you say

that the wages have steadily risen during this period. That seems to be

true in the case of skilled workers, but in the case of unskilled workers in

factories there is no perceptible rise. Their wages, if anything, have remained

stationary or have fallen?—Yes.

B-835. What is that due to?—It is due to the fact that the cotton crop

in the Punjab has been below normal since 1922 or 1923; as a result there

are more workers to undertake the work.

B-836. The owners in this industry are in a very much stronger position

than the workers?—Yes, very much.

B-837, Were you able to pay any surprise visits to these factories?—Yes,

It means \ isiting them very early in the morning and late in the evening, or

adopting some method by which you can arrive at the factory without the

owners knowing of your arrival.

B-888. Are your movements well heralded?—No. As far as I knowr

,
no

one knows where I am going.

i

B-839. Are the visits of the ex-officio inspectors, the district administrative
officers, effective?—No.

B-840. Would it not be better for them to pay surprise inspections?—! do
not think so. The average district official would be very unlikely to undertake
a surprise inspection at 0 or 6 o'clock, the same as a full-time inspector does.

B-841. Has not the district official on the spot an advantage in this matter
over the factory inspector who is far away?—Experience has shown that dis-

trict officials either do not take interest in inspections, or are never able to
bring home to the factory owners the necessity for a due observance of the
rules. For instance, \ have never had a prosecution which has been success-
fully launched by a district official. Another thing is that it is necessary for
an inspector to have some experience in inspecting, and know what to* look
for and when to look for it.

B-S42, As regards prosecution, wKat is the normal procedure? Your
sanction is required for a piosecution, I take it?—Yes.

B-848. fs there any other officer’s sanction required, or can you launch a
prosecution yourself?—I can launch it myself.

B-844. Without reference to any other authority?—Yes.

B-845. You have referred to competition with Indian States in the Punjab,
and to

#

the fact that in some cases factories remove across the border in order
to avoid regulation in British India?—Yes.
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B-846. What are the regulations which iney so strongly desire to evade?-
Hours of work and child labour.

>

B-847, Not the Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories Act?—1 do not
think that would worry them very much, although I do not administer that
Act,

B-848. Is there any regulation in any of the Indian States with regard to
hours of work or child labour?—I believe in one or two of the States they
have a Factory Act,—I should think, from the fact that factory owners in

British India always complain that the competition they get from factories

in Indian States is so very great, that the regulations are not enforced at all.

B-849. The Chairman

:

What is the extent of the movement out of British

India, to which you have referred?—I only know of two factories that have
deliberately moved into British India, but there are many cases where factories

which might have been built in British India have not been built here.

B~85Q. Mr. Clow: Dr. JRuwlley, you were Chairman of the Committee which
met to consider the question ol sickness insurance?—Yes,

B-851. Your Committee came to the very definite conclusion that for any
scheme of sickness insurance to be a success there should be central legis-

lation. Can you give m the reasons that led the Committee to that con-

clusion?—(Dr. Rawlley) We were of the opinion that on© Province should

not be at a disadvantage as compared with other Provinces from the financial

point of view.

B-852. Do you regard sickness insurance necessarily as a disadvantage?—
Not exactly. If the cost of administration is very high, one Province has to

pay out much more money than another Province.

B-853. As far as industrialists are concerned, surely it would bring benefits

in its train?—I agree.

B-854. And would it not be more likely to be successful if one started

experimentally in a limited area?—We, as a Committee, came to the conclu-

sion that there should be central legislation, and that the scheme should be

started at the same time all over India,

B-855. The Chairman

:

Centrally controlled but locally administered?—
Yes.

B-856. Mr. Clow ; Have you considered the question of the possibility of

enforcing by legislation weekly payments m certain industries or branches of

industry?—We have not yet considered the question of weekly payments at all.

B-857. Do you think weekly payments would be popular with the workers?

—Yes, very popular.

B-858. Would they be beneficial?—I should imagine they would be. Under
the present circumstances the worker lias got to borrow money from the

bania,, and buy his food for the whole of the month on credit, and pay very

high interest.

B-859. It has been suggested that the bania would merely charge interest

weekly, and that the compound interest would accordingly be greater ?—

d

think the rates would probably be lower, I am giving this view from my
own experience of my servants and people I have engaged.

B-860. Mr. Joshi

:

Do the workers, who go back to their villages every year

for some months, return to the same industry?—(Mr. Abel) They mostly do,

B-861. Therefore, as regards skill, there is not much loss caused by the

workers going back to their villages?—No.

B-862. What is called the “migratory character ” does not cause any loss

to industry?—No.

B-863. Does it do any good to the health of the worker that he should go
back to his village and return after some months?—I should think it does.

The work of cotton ginning is very dusty, and I should imagine that the

worker would gain by getting out on to the land for some months during
rmat*
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B-864. You mention the stoke m Dhanwal mills. Borne time aiter the

strike, were the conditions of the w oxters improved to some extent? -I did

not notice that they were. The unrest at Dhariwal w&s^ nothing to do with

factory regulations. Therefore 1 took no official interest in it.

B-863. You make some lemarks about the relations between staff and rank

and file, and you say
C£

In bigger industrial establishments particularly those

run by responsible) companies the relations between the staff and the workers

aie quite satisfactory ”, and so on. What leads you to think that the rela-

tions are more favoiu able m India than they are in other countries. Is it the

lack of strikes?—That has something to do with it. We have been very free

from stnkes in the Punjab.

B-866, Js that due to the lact that the workers are too poor to rebel?—

The worker is mostly far too poor to engage counsel to settle his disputes,,

but from what I see m well-conducted factoiies the labourers are fairly well

looked aiter, and they appear to be contented.

B-867. lTou generally agree that it is the highly paid man who goes on

strike rather than the badly paid man?—The average paid worker—-the

artisan—is the man who goes on strike.

B-868. Do you insist upon the drinking water for operatives being cool

in the hot weathei ?—Drinking water either comes from municipal taps, and

it must be faiily cool since it comes from underground, or it is kept in

chattvs which keep the water cool.

B-869. I should like you to make an experiment to see whether it is cool or

not?—1 will. I have found nothing wrong with the water. 1 have taken

samples oi it and had it analysed.

B-870, Would there be any objection it a clause is inserted in the Factories

Act making it obligatoiy upon factory owners to keep first-aid appliances?—
There is such a rule m the Punjab.

B-87L When you give exemptions from mid-day rest, do you insist that
some compensation should be given to the workers for the exemption?—It

depends on thd exemption that is given. We lay down conditions for exemp-
tion. Actually exemption is veiy seldom given now, and only where there is

an exceptional press of work for a certain period, in which case overtime pay
automatically comes m; compensatory rest periods are also put down as a
condition.

JB-872. Do you give any exemption from the weekly rest provision ?—On
occasions. I think the last one was to the railway printing works to enable
them to print the memoranda for this Commission.

B-873. What conditions did you lay down?—That was done by the local

Government without being referred to me at all.

B-874. And they gave no compensation to the workers for depriving them
of the right given under the Act?—They pay them 1| full pay or more for all

hours over 60.

B-875. But they did not give any holiday after the pressure was over?

—

No, as far as T know there was no compulsion in that way.

B-876. Do you think it is desirable that, when you give exemptions from
rest time, some provision should be made for giving rest days when the
pressure of work is over?—I do. Indeed, I think exemption should not be
given, i mostly oppose it if I hare an opportunity.

B-877, You state in your memorandum with regard to industrial efficiency
that amongst the labouring classes no improvement has been noticed. You
have also stated that when the hours of labour were reduced from 12 to 10
there was no decrease in production P—J said there was very little.

B-878. Then why do you say there lias been no increase in efficiency?—By
reducing hours from 11 to 10 the fatigue element would be eliminated which
would to some extent make a difference. When the Act was amended in 1922
millowners and factory owners complained bitterly that they would lose an
hour; but they gradually increased the efficiency of their staff and now they
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y much
; but that Is not a very great improvement im

rker.

p Mu nay : 1 understand you to say that whether the
} in the day, the worker generally works 8J hours?—
that the worker works when he is made to work to a
put him on to longer hours of work he does not work*,

bat is true. I therefore want to know whether Ms
ase if the hours are reduced, while if the hours are
tow efficiency?—That is true, but there is a limit.

vided m factories for women workers?—I should say
woikers are sitting the whole time, because they are
m ginning factories. There are a few operations in
en stand and there are no seats provided

; but those
'kers and I do not think you would find them over-
when they want to.

rule in the Factories Act with regard to the weights*
—No.

it is desiiable?—I have never seen a woman having
a factory. They are generally engaged on very light
e gins with raw cotton.

>
rer machinery is used have you any regulations ?—No.
z such work should be brought under regulations ?—
y useful.

Government has taken an adverse view with regard
fit Bill

;
in view of the fact that an Act has been

you think there wall be a change of view m your
I cannot say; it all depends on the view taken by the*

avour of tli© compulsory insurance of workers against:

pressed yourself as being in favour of increasing the
Have you considered whether the period for which

ted in the Workmen’s Compensation Act should bo
to 84 weeks?—-Yes, I think so.

Registrar of Trade Unions?’—Yes.
rilson was being examined mention was made of some
rnment directing that the associations of Government
registered under the Act; is that so ?—That is true,

rar of Trade Unions an executive or a judicial officer?
officer.

itive Government issue ordeis to a judicial officer with
tion of the Act ?—That is for the Government of India

Mr. Abel, in your memorandum you say that you
think in 1928, and you say you cover 725 factories in
le Government memorandum there is the statement
jo say that inspectors cannot turn up more than once
ss me enquire what system you have for allocating
factories under your jurisdiction ?—(Mr. Abel) I have
rs distributed throughout the Province, each at a
, full time inspector in Lahore, taking the whole of
ogrammes to each one of these men as to the factories
visit throughout the month. When they visit the
king and have any defects to xeport, they report to
hat if I find it necessary. Apart from that, X myself
lever I can, that is, 15 to 20 days a month, making
s, apart from seeing that some of the inspections.
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"which have already been made by my men in the districts have been pioperly

carried out.
_

B-894. Are the assistants you refer to inspecting on the technical side
5

or on the more general welfare side?-No, only on the general side. They

are not technical men, and they are only occupied under certain Sections or

the Act,

B-895. Does that mean that you are obliged to retrace their steps, as it

were, to catch up on the technical side?- It does. This system disapp^axs

trom the 1st April of next year, when Government have agreed to appoint

another fully qualified inspector, and the powers of these men will he taken

away,

B-896. It seems that the one assistant iactoiy inspector is going to

leplace the six part-time men?—-Yes.

B-897. You do not anticipate from that an increase m inspection, do you?

—No, what I anticipate is more effective inspections. Inspections may

possibly decrease; m fact, I think they must; but I think they will be much

more effective.

B-898. How many inspectors, m your opinion, are necessary to make

effective inspection of the places that you have now got under the Act?

To inspect them effectively we might need anything up to six or seven

inspectors. The factory inspection is such that you can make an enormous

amount of it if you like. For instance, with regard to welfare work, we
have very little time indeed to look to it although it is really one of the

duties ot a Factory Inspector that he should attend to it.

B-899. When you said that if the Factories Act were extended to include

some of the unregulated places there might be an incxease of about 30 per

cent, in the cost, were you basing corn* figure on tbe piesent measure of

inspection ?—Yes,

B-900. In view of the large nurnbei of women employees m ginning fac-

tories do you think there would be any improvement in the inspection if

women factory inspectors were employed?—It is very difficult to tell. Cer-

tainly a lady inspector would be useful, but, as far as women workers are

concerned, our inspections really apply to their hours of work to a very
gieat extent; their conditions of living do not seriously concern the inspector

at the moment because they live in districts outside the factory area over
v Inch we have no control,

B-90L You do not suggest that regulating the hours of work is the only
concern of the inspector?—I do not at all; in fact we do other things. We
have tried to prohibit small children being bi ought m, and to make the
conditions of women woikers very much better.

B-902. Do you see any reason why youi experience here in India as to the
uses to which women factory inspectors can be put should differ from that
ot Europe?—It would be rather difficult, to my mind, for a lady inspector
to tour the countiy and go into factory areas, as a man does.

B-903. I was not thinking so much of the difficulties of the woman inspec-
ts

j
which I think could be got over. I was thinking of the administration

of the Act in the interests of the women and children?—I think it would b©
very useful indeed, but the point is whether the number of women workers
would warrant the expenditure,

B-904. Do you get complaints from women factory workers?—Very seldom.

B-905. Does that imply anything to you?—First of all the woman worker
is \ ery shy.

B-900, Shy of a man?-—Yes. The chief things we are concerned with as
to women workers are hours and conditions of work. They have no heavy
waghte to lift; they have very little manual or heavy work at all to do.
They sit the whole day in ginning factories merely putting cotton through
fjpns,

,
B-907. Do yon think a man factory inspector is very likely to set a

from a woman factory worker as to, for instance, the sanitary
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arrangements supplied for women workers?—No, J do not think so; hut the
factory inspector does look to this too; he sees that proper sanitary anange-
inexits are made for women workers.

B-908. But still there may be many abuses of which yon do not know, just

as there were in England?—Yes, it is possible.

B-909, You say that about one-third of the children employed are in the
ginning factories. Do your Certifying Surgeons get round to see those
ihiidren in time to prevent illegal employment?—They should do. The
method is that the Certifying Surgeon can delegate his powers as a Certify-

ing Surgeon to an Assistant Surgeon, which he generally does. The Assistant

Surgeon will then issue certificates to children as they come to him. The
Certifying Surgeon should go round the Province once eveiy three months,

B-910. Does he in fact do so?—I doubt it; I think he probably goes round
once a year,

B-911. The ginning factories are only seasonal; does he tour when they

are kept open ?—-Yes.

B-912. The Director of Industries m his memorandum speaks of the long

hours of work of the children in ginning factories. In practice, is there any
distinction between the hours the women work and the hours the children

work?—Yes, there is; if it is possible for the employer to do so, the scheme
is to start the children working early m the morning; and if they are not

detected by the factory inspector by mid-day they probably go on for the

rest of the day.

B-9X3. Have you any reasons to think that there are children m ginning

factories who work for 70 hours?—I am afraid I have.

B-914. On the question of the admission of underage children into the

factories, you appear to have made some effort to solve the difficulty, but

have had to abandon it?—Yes.

B-915. I take it that because the ginning factories are so small and
scattered, no attempts have been made to start crqgl||?—I have tried that

m on© or two areas, but they are not used to any greavlxtent.

B-916. Have you any solution for this particular problem, because the

atmosphere of the ginning factories is hardly conducive to the health of the

children?—I have not found a solution. I have tried many ways. For
instance, I have had dust-proof masks made for these people to wear, but

they will not wear them. We thought of the possibility of having gins

covered and an exhaust pipe to take out all the dust, but the scheme had
to be abandoned as it would have been very expensive.

B-917. Have you considered the question of erecting a shade within the

compound of the factory where women work?—I doubt whether they would

make use of it. The woman works inside a big room in the ginning factory

and my experience is that she will not leave her child anywhere; she will

take the child with her.

B-918. Would it be an unfair assumption that in actual practice the

system of factozy inspection breaks down as regards seasonal factories?—It

does not break down entirely. We try to do a lot of good but our work is

seriously handicapped by the fact that if we file cases against an employer
for overworking his workers it is difficult to get a conviction against him
and even more difficult to secure any adequate fine or punishment.

B-919. If a child is turned down not for being underage but for reasons of

health, is any attempt made to do any follow-up work and send the child to

a health centre or hospital?—-Not that I am aware of; not in my Depaife-

meat.

B-920* The child is simply told it is unfit for work?—Yes.

B-921. Do you think it would be a good thing to link up the work of the

Certifying Surgeon with that of public health?—Yes, it would be a very

good thing.
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B-922. Is there anything to prevent a child who has been rejected because

*of age or for reasons of healthy going forthwith to work in an unregulated

factory ?—Nothing whatever.

B-923 In fact that is what the child does F—Very probably
;
I cannot tell

because I do not know what actually happens in unregulated factories. It

would be quite possible for a child who was refused by the Certifying Suigeon

to go and work anywhere else.

B-924, That seems to be an additional reason for bringing such factories

under the Act. Since no effective check is put on the employment of such

children, the issue of the certificates by the Certifying Surgeon amounts to a

farce?'—I am afraid it does.

B-925. On the question of double employment of children^ you say in your

memorandum that “many of them work at other occupations
55

. By that

do you mean that they work at home or in unregulated factory ?—Either in

the fields, or at home, or in any unregulated factory. T have no statistics to

show that, but I am almost sure that children of between 12 and 15 years of

age, who are only permitted in regulated factories to work for six hours, can

if they choose or if their parents choose, go and work elsewhere.

B-926. Do you think that some of the children in the carpet factories or

other unregulated places here in Lahore are partly employed in a regulated

factory and partly in an unregulated factory?—To some extent I should think

they 4 are
;
as regards carpet factories I do not know.

B-927 Is there any co-ordination of the activities of Certifying Surgeons.

'For instance, when they are determining age, do they follow any medical

schedule which enables them to maintain a uniform standard?—That I do not

know; I merely get a certificate to show that the child is over a certain age

and I must accept it.

B-928. Is there any control over the activities of the Certifying Surgeons

by any one Department?—Tt comes under the Public Health Department,
bo far as I know.

B-929. So that the Director of Industries oi the Factoiy Tnspectoi has no
control oi er their activities.—None whatever.

B-930 You simply have to accept the cetrificate of the Certifying

Suigeon '—If 1 find that a child working in a factory is unfit, although he
may have been certified, I send him back to the Certifying Surgeon to re-

certify him; if he then appears again, having been re-certified, I must
accept him as a healthy worker.

B-931. With regai d to your remarks on “ Acquaintance of workpeople with
factoiy legislation is there any arrangement made whereby they can under-
stand the absti acts; is any lecture explaining it ever given to employees in
the factories?—Not that T know of.

B-932 So that it means that only that small section that can read the
particular vemaculai language m which the notice may have been posted
would be able to follow it?—I think that if one person in the factory can
read that abstract the whole of the workers would know it very quickly"

B-933. Is the name of the factory inspector of the Province always put on
the factoiy abstract?—No.

B-934, Do vou not think that that should be done so that people should
know to whom they should complain?—It would be helpful, but I do not
thmk there is any difficulty in factory workers knowing where to complain.

B-985, Suppose they wanted to get a writer to send a written complaint to
you m these scattered ginning factories, are they likely to know where you
are. I do not think that is a difficulty. I think they know that they omr
have to address their complaints to “ The Factory Inspector, Punjab News
travels very quickly m India, and if one person knows anything it would go
found the whole village or town very quickly;

B-936. Are complaints from the workers as to evasion of the Factories Acton the increase?—No, I do not think they are.
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B-937, Approximately how many a year do you think you receive P—There
might he 50,* not more than that,

B-988. Direct from the workers?—Yes; they are frequently anonymous
and they are frequently written by some one in a competitive mill or factory

and are not always genuine; it is very difficult to tell whether they are
genuine,

.

p||Q
B-939. Sir Alexander Murray: Have you ever met a worker who did not

know what the legal working hours were and so on?—Many times; the average
illiterate worker does not know

;
if you ask him at what time he goes to work

he will say u Early in the morning ”
;

if you ask him at what time he leaves

the work he will say il When the engine stops ”, Many of them do not

understand time at all. My remarks apply to the unskilled illiterate workers
and not to the engineers and other staff.

B-940. M%$$ Poiver: The illiterate workeis are the bulk of them, are they

not?—Yes, in seasonal factories.

B-941. Dealing with u Rigour and efficiency of administration ” you make
some suggestions for increased penalties. In the memorandum submitted by
the Punjab Government there is a reference made to the fact that theie has

been a tendency on the part of the magistracy, in the case of offences against

women and children, not to fine but simply to warn ?—That is so,

B-942, Do you think that if you had heavier penalties for repeated offences

in respect of women and children, it would possibly have the effect of

penalizing the work of women and children?—I think it would, if it were
deliberately done for offences of over-working women and children. At the
present moment, if a factory owner can employ a man at the same rat© at

which he can employ a woman, he prefers to employ the man because the

regulations are slightly harder with regard to the employment of women
workers than men; so that, if you are going to penalize the employer in

respect of women and children very much more than you do men, you will

find that the women worker will soon be very little sought.

B-943. You think there would be that danger?—Yes, I issued an order

prohibiting children under the age of 6 going into cotton ginning factories.

One of the results was that the women were not employed in the ginning,

factories. They then appealed to me that it was a hardship to them rather

than an advantage. That was why I withdrew the order later on.

B-944. Have you visited the place where wool picking is carried on?

—

Yes, I know it quite well. There are three or four areas in Lahore, and
m other parts of the Punjab there are many more.

B-945. Would it be within your province to consider whether or not all

such work should be done over a grid under which there was an exhaust fan?

—It is within the power of the local Government
;

it is not within the power
of the factory inspector. If these factories are brought under the factories

Act we can then frame rules to cover such cases. But they not being under
the Factories Act at present, w© have no power whatever. .......

B-946. Supposing these factories were brought under the Factories Act,

although there might be an attempt to divide them into groups, you could

then provide that no such work as that involving such dust and risks should

be done without it being done over grids with downward exhaust fans?—
That would involve a certain amount of expenditure on the part of the

employer, and I think, rather than incur the expenditure he would split up
the factory into a number of small rooms, having one central press which

would take the wool that had been cleaned in each one of these places. It

would then be necessary to notify every such place as a factory regardless of

the number of workers employed therein.

B-947. If they were all under one employer?—It is not impossible for one
employer to have a dozen small factories.

B-948. Surely some legislation to regulate these factories could be devised

to cover that point?—The Factories Act as it at present stands speak§ of

premises where so many persons are actually employed, I have known many*
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instances of printing presses and other factories where a partition wall is put

down in the middle of a faetoiy, with the result that each is split into two

or more factories for evading the provisions of the Act in this respect. We
have managed so far to get over such difficulties, hut in the case of 100 I

picking it is a very easy matter for the contractor nr the twnnr to split his

factory into small rooms.

B-949. Do you not think the cost of the exhaust Ism \v4cnt tumid he very

small?—I do not know what power would he used for it. ’These factories

have no power whatever at the moment. It is all hand work. The exhaust

tans must have some power to drive them. That would net estate a small

power plant, either under every grid or a system oi dmitmg or < lootno wiring

to run the fans.

B-950. Is not this industry confined to towim" Most ol it is done in

Lahore; there is a certain amount of it in Amritsar There is also one other

place
5
Fazilka, where a lot of wool picking is cat riod on.

B-951. Is there no electric pouer available immIIv v— It is available in

Lahore and Amritsar, but Fazilka is a rural area and it is not available there.

B-952. The Chairman: You told us of admuuHtrutne difficulties in the way

oi extending the scope of the Act so as to cover small workshops, say, m the

bazaar, employing 10 or 11 workers But from the point of view of health do

you not think it more important to bring within the Act Ihose larger groups

of men and women who are at present outside the Act because no motive power

is used in the factories in which they are umking?— It is very important.

But as I have said, they would spilt their factories into small groups and
evade the Act, unless legislation were so tightened as to pi event their

doing so.

B-953. Do you really think it would be difficult to make legislation suffi-

ciently tight?—I do not think it would be easy,

B-954, Mrs. Wilson

:

Are most of the women workers in cotton ginning

factories got through women contractor?—No woman contractor has come
to our notice. I should imagine they are all got through men contractors.

B-955. That is not what the women told us the other day?—I have no
experience; I know it is got through contractors.

B-956, But w© saw one of them dining our visits?—She was very likely a
sub-contractor. It is very likely that her husband was the contractor who
settled the accounts and that she was in charge of the women workers.

B-957 , From the health point of view is there any inspection of quarters
occupied by the Railway employees?—I have been round them on one or two
occasions and have thought they were not too bad and that no action on
my part was necessary.

^B-958. Have you made any attempts to get women health visitors ap-
pointed in connection with these industries?—No.

B-959. Have you put any such suggestion before the owners of factories?’

—

No, I never have.

B-980. Have you suggested that the women Sub-Assistant Surgeons attach-
ed to the civil hospitals should be asked to attend the workers in these
factories one© a week?—No, I have not done anything like that,

Tou no"fc think it ^ would be a desirable thing to do?—I think
it would be a very good thing; but these are matters which concern
the general district health administration more than the factory inspector.
Provided a person in a factory is healthy and appears to be fit, as a factory
inspector I have nothing to say. Apart from that, I have very little time to
undertake such duties.

B-962, In regard to ventilation, have you made attempts to improve the
atmosphere m the cotton ginning factories?—Yes, as I say 1 had some masks
made for the workers to wear, I also got draft sketches of exhaust tans
which might be fitted over gins, but their cost was' prohibitive.

i*
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B-963. Is there any objection to using some simple model of the kind used
here m this hall? It conld be done in Lyallpur where there is power?--!
have tried it but it does not do much good. The dust comes from the gin

itselij and it would merely drag it swiftly through the room, possibly into the
lungs or the people working, rather than take it straight out. When von
have dust emanating from 70 or 80 machines, all of them three or four yards
apart on either side of the room and distributed throughout the room, my
experience is that it is very difficult to get rid of the dust except through
the workers themselves.

B-961. Regarding first aid, do you ever inspect whether the ariangements
are properly made?—I always look at the first aid appliance, and frequently

suggest that they should renew things which have become old.

B-965. Are women forced to work longer hours when the cotton picking
season is at its height?—Yes, I do find women working longer hours in such

seasons. Whenever possible I take aeiion against employers. During the

last few years I may have taken action against 30 or 40 employers who have
over-worked women and children.

B-966. Would it be of any help to the women concerned if you assembled

them by beat of tom-tom and told them the hours they are entitled to work
as we do with regard to public health meastues?—T do not think so The
point is that a woman has her living to earn and if she is not prepared to

work m the way the employer wants her to do, she is not going to get

employment.

B-967. Do you not think that pressure is put upon doctors who (eitify

as to the ages of children employed in factories. Have you any suggestion

to make m that respect?—I fear there is because the Certifying Surgeon or

rather the doctor to whom these powers are delegated is frequently a man
Jiving within the local areas, and apart from being the Certifying Surgeon
he is also the local practitioner and possibly receives a retaining fee from the

employer himself. Therefore it is very difficult to get a really straight deal

from him. I think there should be a Certifying Surgeon attached to the

Department as a whole-time Government servant.

B-968. Miss Power

:

If you had a Certifying Surgeon attached to the De-
partment, I take it he could not do more than supervise the work of the

other surgeons; h© could not cover the whole Province?—No, but he could

act as an inspector and pay surprise visits to factories, and I think that

would promptly stop any mal-practice in this respect.

B-969. Has any suggestion of that sort ever been put to the Punjab Gov-
ernment, or to your Department?—No. I think w© have almost thought

that there are not yet a sufficient number of child workers. In bigger pro-

vinces I believe they have Certifying Surgeons attached to the' Factory

Inspection Department.

B-970. Mrs. Wilson: In your opinion is it actually harmful to have assist-

ants who are of such a grade of industrial surveyors that they have relatively

small salaries, and might have the same pressure put on them as you mention

that my medical colleagues have?—I think the powers that an inspector has

are such that they make it necessary for Government to employ the best

possible person they can get, and I think, as a whole, the industrial surveyor

working as he does at the moment is underpaid in view of the powers he has

and the work he is expected to do.

(The Commission adjoin ned till Monday, the 28th October, 1929.)
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RAWLLEY, Director of Industries, Puajab (continued).

B-971. Mr. Taylor: Dr. Rawlley, can you tell me whether there are any
stipulated hours of work in the carpet weaving industry in Amritsar?—There
are no stipulated hours of work as such, but, as 1 have mentioned in my
memorandum, according to custom they work from sunrise to sun-set

;
if the

sun rises at 6 in the morning and sets at about 5 or 6 in the evening, the

hours of work may be 10 to 12.

B-972. There is no compulsion with regard to the hours of work that a
weaver must work in a dayf—No compulsion, as far as I know.

B-973. The weaver, I take it, can go into the factory when he wants to

and leave it when he wants?—-Yes, he can do that,

B-WLTbe carpet weaving industry is under the contract system?-—Yes,
the work is done on a contract basis.

B-975. It is quite possible then that a weaver does not work 10 hours
a day in the winter?^Yes, that is possible. It all depends amount
of work. He might work 14 or 15 hours and it is also possible he might
rerk * 5 :

'

:
'*
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B-976* 14 or 15 hours is contrary to your own statement, because you say
10 hours ?—That is in the winter.

B-977, Do you think that a weaver in the carpet weaving industry works
longer hours than he would do in the cottage industry?—I am afraid it is

difficult for me to say, because I have not watched their conditions all the
time, but I should suggest that he works almost the same number of hours
as he would work in his own home.

B-978. In your memorandum you say that i( the rates of wages are still

very low and the labourer gladly welcomes overtime work by which he can
add to his meagre income I take it you raised this question particularly
with reference to the carpet weaving industry?—1 think so far as the carpet
weaving industry is concerned, the rates of wages as compared with the
pre-war period are anything from 100 to 150 per cent, higher.

B-979. How does the weaver in the carpet weaving industry stand in

regard to indebtedness?—In my opinion in the carpet weaving industry there
is no indebtedness whatever, the reason being that the owners themselves
advance money to the weavers and recover it from their wages. Therefore
the weaver is not forced to borrow from the bania,

B-980. Is that advance given free of interest?—As far as I know it is

given free of interest.

B-981. So that from the answers given am T right in coining to the con-

clusion that the weaver in the carpet weaving industry is fairly adequately

paid, at any rate as compared with the ordinary textile weaving industry in

this Province?—Yes, the carpet weaver is much better paid, it being a
specialized trade.

B-982. In the Punjab Government memorandum it is stated that the

children employed in the carpet weaving industry “ continue their blind

alley occupation ”, That means it is considered to be a blind alley occu-

pation so far as children are concerned. Do you, as Director of Industries,

subscribe to that view?—It is very difficult for me to say anything definite

about it. One has to watch their future career and see if those employed
at the ages of 6, 7 or 8, continue their occupation till the ages of 25 or 30.

If it were so, it would not be a blind alley occupation. But if they left

their occupation at the ages of 15 or 16, it would be a blind alley occupation.

« I think what the phrase u blind alley occupation ” means is that there is too

much employment of child labour in the carpet weaving industry; children

under nine years form about 25 per cent, of the total labour force engaged

in this industry.

B-983. That does not quite cover this statement. It is stated definitely

that the carpet weaving industry is a blind alley occupation, Do you, as

Director of Industries subscribe to that view?—No, I do not think that it

is a blind alley occupation in that sense, because I have known of weavers

who have continued their occupation till 30 or 40 or 50 years of age.

B-984. During your term of office, have you ever received any complaint

from the carpet weavers themselves with regard to the hours of work or

wages?-—No, I have not, but the non-receipt of complaints is by no means
an assurance that everything is all right in the carpet weaving industry.

B-985. But you have paid personal visits to Amritsar and I think you

.are personally acquainted with the carpet weaving. What is your personal

opinion?—I gave my personal opinion at a meeting held
^

by the Punjab

Government, at which you were present. I think that children below the

age of 9 should not be employed in the carpet weaving industry; children

between 9 and 12 should work only for three or four hours in the

morning
;
and children between 12 and 15 should not work for more than six

hours a day.

B-986. Would you enforce that only with regard to children employed in

the carpet weaving industry ? Why should you not extend it to children

employed in the general handloom weaving industry of the Province?—

!The general handloom industry is not concentrated in a parti-
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cdlar place; it is scattered all over tKe Province; it is being carried on-

in the weavers
5 own homes in which not more than three or four people are-

engaged in it. On the other hand, the carpet industry is a centralized

industry in which under one roof 200 people may be working,

JB-987. In this Province?—Yes, so far.

B-988, Are you aware that in central and southern India the carpet

weaving industry is carried on as a cottage industry in the same manner as

the ordinary handloom weaving of the Province P—I do not know anything,

about central India; I know that the industry is localized in Ajmer and

Agra,

B-989. in .Persia also it is a cottage industry as iti central and southern

India. Supposing the hours of work' in this industry were restricted, is it

your opinion that the carpet weaving industry would continue as such in the-

factories, or do you think it would disperse, as was suggested by Mr, Abel,

and the cottage carpet weaving industry would become prevalent in the

Punjab?—It would in my opinion be very difficult to maintain anything

like 'a good administration; that is to say, you would not be able to spread

the right type of designs amongst the workers and watch the exact quality

of .their work, if the work were carried on in their cottages,

B-99Q. I believe last year you visited Poland, Greece and other countries

and observed the conditions of the handloom carpet weaving industry in

those countries. Can you tell us how the industry in India compares with

the industry in those countries as regards the hours of work and wages?—
In Poland the wages are very low indeed. I do not remember the exact'

figures. They are paid in Polish currency, Zalotis, but the wages work out in

Indian currency at about Re. I to Rs. 1-6 a day. I also noticed a good-

number of 'small girls employed, who, the employer told me. were above 15;

but as far as I could see, they were only 12, 13 or 14 years old. I was told

that the weavers worked 10 hours a day and were paid for over-time after

8 hours. In Salonica and Athens also the conditions were not very much
better than those in Amritsar,

B-99L Am I to take it that the wages paid in the carpet weaving industry
overseas are less than those paid in Amritsar?—I think the Polish standard
of wages is lower than that of Amritsar,

B-992, Can you give us the average monthly wages of an average weaver-'
1

here?—It is Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 a month; of course there are experts with long
experience who earn as much as Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 a month.

^B-993. Dr , ffifeshi: Can you tell me Dr. Rawlley why there are no trade
unions of employers in the Punjab?—There are associations of employers.

B-994. Are there any registered associations of Employers under the'

Trade Union Act?—I think it is beneath their dignity to do that*

B-995. In your memorandum you stated that three trade unions, namely,
the Textile Mill Workers 5

Union, the Electric Supply Company’s Union, and
the Punjab Mechanical Engineers’ Union, have been dissolved. What was
the reason ?—They are defunct bodies. After taking the certificate they
never complied with the law. They just automatically dissolved.

B-996. Mr. Ghani : You suggest that some wage-fixing machinery should
be created in the Punjab. What method would you suggest to fix the mini-
mum wages of labourers?—We have not gone into that question in detail.
We have just given a. suggestion that, taking into consideration the cost of'

living of the average industrial worker in the Punjab, some sort of machinery
should be evolved whereby wages could be fixed, but as to

' what machinery
will suit the Province itself we have 1 not worked' that out in detail.

'

’

1

B-997. In replying to Mr, Taylor you stated that the wages; of carpet
workers m Poland were less than they are in the Punjab. While you were
touring in Poland,' did you also enquirO what was the cost of living in
Poland,—Was it more or less than 1

it is here?—The cost of living in Roland
is also less, bn account of the very low rate Of exchange

;
whpn I was! thete

last year the rate %as about 800 to 900 zaloties to the El, m that Obviously the
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cost of living worked out in relation to exchange would be very low; but
whether the atual cost of living in money and in kind is the same as in the
Punjab or less or more, I cannot say,

B-998, Mr, Gregory: Does the Punjab Government employ contractors?—
I am not aware of it. It may be that they do in the Irrigation Branch
of the Public Works Department.

B-999. Are you aware of any measures or regulations issued by the Punjab
'Government to enforce the Washington and Geneva Conventions on contract
tors?—Not so far as my Department is concerned,

B-10Q0. Are there any measures in force in the Punjab to safeguard the

labour employed under contractors?—No, I do not think so.

B-1001. After the initial registration have you laid down any method
to be adopted for the purpose of keeping a strict watch on the management
of a trade’ union?—Under the rules framed under the Trade Unions Act, the

union have to submit to us certain statements. That is the only check that

we keep.

B-1Q02, At the end of the first year and subsequently, if necessary, you
:get a statement of accounts?*—That is right.

B-1003. Do you scrutinize the accounts?—Yes.

B-1004. Between the time you register a union and receive the balance

.sheet, do you keep a watch to see whether the funds of the union are being

•correctly expended?—I am afraid there is nothing in the Act which em-
powers m© to check that.

JB-1005. Col , Bussell: Have you any suggestion to make as to the method
by which you might obtain mortality statistics?—My suggestion would be

that there should be a greater amount of co-operation between my Depart-

ment and the Public Health Department, and that figures in so far as

physique and fatigue and similar matters are concerned, should be collected

by the Department of Public Health and passed on to us.

B-1006. Do you think the Public Health Department will b© able to do

that?—They have district health officers now-a-days in almost every place.

I think the District Officer of Health will be in a position to collect , all the

material that is required.

B-1007, Would it not be better to have something like an Industrial

Health Research Board to make investigations of that kind?—Of course,

that would be the ideal, but I do not know whether funds will be found for

that or not.

B-I008. You say “ Little control is exercised at the present moment over

the building of factories
J\ How would you propose to remove this lack of

.control?—There have been suggestions that all the plans should be sub-

mitted to the Inspector of Factories and the Director of Public Health, who
should then comment on the plans from the point of view of ventilation,

spacing and sanitary arrangements.

B-1Q09. Do you think that would be &n adequate control?—In the begin*

ajng,. it should be.

B-1010. Would it be an adequate control?—I am afraid not.

B-1011. How would you suggest that you should get adequate control?—

I would suggest greater powers being given to the Factory Inspection Depart-

ment.

JB4Q12. The Chairman; I presume that the plans for a new factory have

to be submitted to some Department of the local authority?—No; that is only

%|er
<

;!ohe.,Aeh^the .Cotton Ginning and Pressing Act.

B-10I3. .Not generally speaking?—No,

B-1014. Col . Bussell

:

There is at present absolutely no control over the

building of factories?—At present there is none.

JJ4015. The Ohairmm: Except in the Municipalities?—Yes.
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B-1010, If it is proposed to build a new factory in Lahore, to whom

would the plans go.'—If the factory is to be situated within the municipal

area, they would be submitted to the Municipal Committee.

B-1017. But then it does not come to you or to the Public Health

Department ?—No.

B-1018. Outside the municipality a new factoiy can be proceeded with

without the plans being submitted to any authority ? Thore is some provi-

sion so far as District Boards are concerned. There is no eitective control ot

any kind.

B-1019. This is an important point, and it was raised by Mr. Abel

Would Mr. Abel tell us w hat his suggestion is?—(Ml. Abel) There should

certainly be some direct control over the building and altering of faoiones;

but it would not be very useful merely for the plans to be submitted either to

the Public Health Department or Industries Department ior passing and

sanction. We want more control over the actual material used in the build-

ing and supervision, it vie aie going to have any real eontiol. At the present

time plans for the building oi cotton ginning and pressing factories do

come to the Agx lcuitural Department and to the Department ol Industries,

and we examine those plans and pass them it they aie satisfactory; but we

have no control over the building or over the material that is used. We may
pass a plan as legards area and sanitation, and yet the factory may be

built entirely wrong and collapse very soon. We have no control over that

at all.

B-1020. Have you ever put down m black and white what amendment you
would wish?—Yes, I have. This question has been discussed for the last

two years or more with the local Government, and also with other local

Governments; and the local Government have asked us on one or two occa-

sions to frame rules which would govern the building of these factories
;
but

it is very difficult, because a factory built in a town would be entirely differ-

ent from that in the rural district. Our reply has been that we cannot
possibly frame any hard and fast rule, but we suggested that not only

should plans come to us for scrutiny, but also that we should have some
control over the material that is to be used in the building of particular
lactones. What will happen really if this is enforced is that it will merely
turn the factoiy inspector into a consulting engineer, and nothing more will

be done unless we have a Department which can actually work it and see
that what we say is really carried out.

B-1021. Sir Alexander Mu tray

:

Are you prepared to take the responsibility
of seeing that the proper mixtures aie used in a building, thereby transfer-
ring the i esponsibihty fiom the shoulders of the contractor and the factory
owner, so that if anything collapses, the owner can turn round and say

:

u Mr. Abel and his staff came and inspected it and he must accept respons-
ibility I should need an enormous staff to do it.

B-1022. It would be an impossibility, would it not?—I certainly could
not take the responsibility myself.

B-1023. ('ol Bvssell: Are there any members of the Departments of
Agriculture and Industries who now see these plans are capable of judging
whether they are suitable or not?—Actually no civil engineer sees them; 1
think I am the only engineer and I am mechanical.

B-1024. Biwan Chaman Ball: Dr. Rawlley, could you tell me why children*
are employed in preference to adults m these carpet factories in Amritsar?

—

The argument given to me is this, that they have got very delicate fingers
and can handle the operations much better than grown up people can. The
second point is that obviously the wages of these children employed in these
actories are much lower than those of adults. The adult contractor has a
number of boys working with him, probably 3 or 4 or 5. The contractor gate
the wages m terms of so many annas for so many hundred stitches, and ihm
l.

io 11X1X1 distribute these wages amongst the toys. §o if is very’
ctimcuit for us to determine as to what wages a? child actually ikfre*
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B4025. Would you give me some statistics as to what a child, let us say of

10, would get per thousand sitches?—The usual rate in Amritsar is 1£ annas,

for 1,100 stitches.

B4Q26. Can you give me any figures regarding the profits made by the*

carpet industry in Amritsar ?—Those figures are a mystery and a secret which
nobody knows out^de the carpet industry. It is impossible to find out; 1

have tried my level best to collect the statistics during the last few yeans,

of the percentage of dividend paid or the actual money made, but I have not
been able to secure the information at all.

B-1027. Are some of these joint stock companies P— Only the East India
Company is a joint stock company.

B4028. What has been the difficulty: the refusal on the pait of the

employers to let you have their balance sheets?—Yes; they do not want to-

let us know the cost of production.

B-1G29, Is the carpet industry in Amritsar mostly owned by Indians, or is

it owned by any outside firm?-—There is one outside firm known as the-

Oriental Carpet Manufacturing Company, Limited.

B-1G30. Is that the biggest firm in Amritsar?—Yes.

B-1031. Mr. Abel, m your memorandum you make a statement about un-

employment and reference has been made to the Report of the Unemployment
Enquiry Committee. Is it a fact that that Unemployment Enquiry Com-
mittee disposed of the question of unemployment among the illiterates in

their Report?—(Mr. Abel) I have not seen this Report before, and I am
afraid I do not know.

B-1Q32. Dr. Rawlley, can you tell us anything about that?—(Dr. Rawlley)

lea; I was a member of that Committee myself.

B4Q33. Is it a fact that only 20 witnesses were examined by that Com-
mittee?—Yes, that is true.

B-1034. And generally they relied upon reports which they received from

the District Officers?—That is true.

B-1035. So should I be correct in stating that that Committee did not

really enquire properly or scientifically into the matter of unemployment
in the Punjab?—You are right.

B-1036. It has been suggested to you by Sir Victor Sassoon that, the

Punjab being an agricultural Province, the number of industrial workers is

not very large. Should I be right in saying that according to the Census

figures out of a population of 21,000,000 in the Punjab, there are at least

3,000,000 industrial workers and 3,000,000 persons dependent upon those

industrial workers?—That is quite true.

B-1037. If we include the entire number of domestic servants and trans-

port workers as industrial workers, it is practically half the population of the

Province?—The majority of that number would refer to industrial works

outside the scope of the Indian Factories Act. My memorandum refers only

to workers within the purview of the Act. I have no experience of those

outside the Act.

B4038. Sir Victor Sassoon: Do you accept the statement that half the

population of the Punjab is employed outside agriculture?—(Mr. Abel) It may
be so according to the Census

; I have no knowledge of it. (Dr. Rawlley) : Only

14,800,000 persons are employed in agriculture; that is out of a total popu-

lation of 25,000,000 including the Indian States; the actual population of

the Punjab is 21,000,000.

B4Q39. Does your 14,000,000 include dependents?—Yes.

B4040. Diwan Shaman Lall

:

Any question of unemployment, to be tackled

properly, must necessarily include those people who are outside the scope of

your Factories Act?—(Mr. Abel) That is true.

B4G4L Therefore, if it can be established that there is unemployment,
you would not be averse to the setting up of unemployment bureaux in order

to deal with that problem?—I do not see why they should mot be set up.
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B-1042. There is a constant tendency on the part of the agricultural

workers in this Province to move out from the villages into the big towns ?

—

'There is a tendency; I would not say that it is very strong,

B-XG4.3, But does it affect large numbers of the population, taking the

province as a whole ?—That is impossible for me to say
;
1 only know that a

certain proportion of agricultural workers come into the, factory, as in the

case of Dhariwal last year
;
they will come into the factory, find they like that

work better, probably earn bigger wages, and remain on. But 1 do not

think it affects a very large proportion of agriculturists. Apart from that,

the average Punjabi has some sort of interest in the land; either Ms family

have some share in a small, holding, or something of that
^

sort. The land

requires him during the time the harvest is being brought in. Whether lie

is or is not getting more pay in the factory, it is my experience that he does

go back to his land when he is wanted.

B4044. Even for those numbers that come in from the villages it would

be necessary to have some sort of organization in order to help them to find

'employment?—X think it would be very useful.

B-1045. In your memorandum you speak of the collection of statistics;

is there any regular method or system for the collection of statistics for your

Department?—Yes; at the beginning of the working season of every seasonal

factory I get'a report on the number of workers that are or will be employed

in that factory; that is the average number for the season. That enables me
to determine the number of workers there are actually in factories. I also

get returns at the end of the year as to the wages paid, and it is on that

that I determine my statement showing the average wages of workers in

factories.

B4D46. The figures that come in naturally come in from the employers?

—

Yes,

B4047. In your memorandum you give us a chart as to wages and you say

that the increase in wages is due to the increased cost of living?—That is

my presumption
;
I do not collect statistics regarding food.

B4048. Can you give me any idea as to the increase in real wages?—
Wages have undoubtedly advanced slightly as far as skilled workers are con-

cerned.

B-1049. But could we get any estimate of the increase in real wages?—
I do not think you can get anything beyond this, unless you take it from the
worker himself.

B4Q50. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

But do you say that real wages have advanced
slightly?'—Yes, real wages have, in the case of skilled workers. It is more
costly now to get a blacksmith or a carpenter. Possibly in the last 6 or

8 years there has been a 10 or 15 per cent, increase.

B4051. Diwan Chaman Lall: How much absenteeism is due to illness?

—

I have no statistics.

B4052. Has any serious attempt been made in the Punjab to investigate
the question of the prevalence of industrial or occupational diseases?—Not
more than our ordinary visits. I have had metal analysed in order to endea-
vour to discover what percentage of arsenic there is or if the fumes are
injurious; and in printing presses where lead is smelted special stoves are
provided with exhausts for taking away the fumes. Beyond that we. have
done nothing.

B4G53; We can take it that the welfare of the worker in the Punjab is

nobody’s concern?—Yes.

B4054, Do not you think it is essential that the State should lend a
"helping hand in the matter?—It would be very useful but it would be very
difficult, because the average worker in the Punjab does not stay at the
factory sufficiently long for anyone to be useful to him.

B4055, If a worker ..stays even two months, would you 'hot make your
machinery for welfare work available for him?—I would,, in: thft

;,

'ba^'>:c|:;^i
factories which, work throughout the year.



B-1056. You make the very serious statement that cheap labour is on©
of

^

the causes of accidents. Would I b© correct in suggesting that, as far as
this Province is concerned, the workers in those factories ar© treated, 'as

'so much raw material and not as human beings?—Not entirely., In many
factories they are*

B-1057 . In 1 regard to sickness insurance, you suggest that the employers
in certain factories do engage doctors to look after the workers. There you
have the rudiments of the panel system. Could that b© usefully extended'
if the State came in?—Yes, I think it could.

B-1058, With regard to inspection, did you bring the facts about prose-
cutions referred to in your memorandum to the notice of the Government?—
[ did.

B-1059. What action did the Government take?—Almost ©very year I

bring these matters to the notice of the local Government, and they have on
two or three different occasions addressed the magistrates, pointing out the
necessity of inflicting adequate punishment for such offences. In this

particular case X asked the Deputy Commissioner, who is the authority, for a
revision, pointing out to him the exact details. The reply to that was that
he felt that the High Court would not be prepared to do anything, and’

therefore it was useless approaching it.

B-1060. How do you explain the fact that in the Punjab a man is

sentenced to two
'

years’ imprisonment for an ordinary theft, and yet in

regard to these serious matters only small fines of Rs. 45 are imposed. Why
do not the magistrates take as serious a view of these matters as they do
in the case of an ordinary theft?—I think it is because our system here is

wrong. A case under the Factories Act goes to the local magistrate, and
the factory owner of that particular district is probably the most influential

person in that area. The Public Prosecutor is a part-time servant of Gov-

ernment. During the other part of his time he probably works for the

factory owner. The local doctor who issues certificates regarding children

is also a part-time practitioner, and is probably also employed chiefly by the

factory owner. Our difficulty arises, therefore, in the factory owner more or'

less controlling that area. Neither the Public Prosecutor nor the magistrate

really do their job.

B-106L What do you suggest in regard to over-working in seasonal fac-

tories?—One or two adequate punishments, such as heavy fines or imprison-

ments would very quickly stop it.

B-1062. The difficulty is in getting convictions and proper punishments.

What particular method of control would you suggest in those eases,' In;

to obviate the difficulty which presents itself?—I would suggest in the first

place that the Department should have its own Public Prosecutor, and the

Magistrate should assuredly be either the District Magistrate or the '"Deputy

Commissioner. !

' V ',

B-1Q63. You mention that women take their children with them to fork,

and that when 'you passed an order stopping that they came,, and coffiplaih^d'

to you. Suppose a creche were instituted outside the factory would' the

women be averse to leaving their children there?—They would. I have 'made

arrangements in, one or two places, but I have found the women' do not like

to leave their children.

B-1064, Suppose the creche were in the factory?—Then the dust would'

be bad for the children. 1

.

B-1065. At which places did you try this?—At Lyallpore and .Ajmer©,

but they ate not working satisfactorily ?

B-1066. What is the arrangement in the 'creche?—A' fairly healthy shed

is '.put aside.
; '

'Therb' is Watet'
1

a good 'floor, and a woman is'
1

told -off to look

‘ after;'the, eMIdyen. : 1 ' ‘

B-1067, Have you tried' free milkP—No. '

B~1068< That rlight be ar tad c^entf—It might be. We might get more

children than actually belonged to the factory
.

workers.- '
'

''

' ^ !
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B-1069. 1 notice theie is a good deal of indebtedness. Would 1 b© correct

in saying that the average worker in the Punjab is really living on next

month’s wages p—

I

should not like to say how far that is true. It works

both ways. I know of instances where an employer has taken over a good

misirie complete with his debts m older to get him.

B-1070. Yon make the statement that the figures of average wages are

misleading. Will you explain that P—i get at the end of the^year a state*

meat from each factory showing the wages paid to the individual workers.

Then I make an average of that for my Report. It is true that a blacksmith

in Lahore City gets more pay than a blacksmith in the country. Again, a

carpenter m a centre like Jhelmn would earn very much more than he would

do in the country. What I find is that a man may start as a blacksmith in a

factory. He goes up possibly a rupee a month per year. He still calls himself

a blacksmith. He is probably getting Rs. 75 or 100 per month. I find that

on one statement. The next statement says a blacksmith is worth Rs. 25.

Striking an average is not helpful.

B-1071. Would you consider that the wages of that paiticular type of

worker are living wages?—As lie lives at present, yes.

B-1072. As he lives at present it is not very good for him?—I think his

conditions of living might be improved. He might improve them for himself

very much.

B-1G73. You talk about efficiency, and the foreign worker being more

efficient. Are not the factors which govern efficiency, good housing, educa-

tion, good food, and othei amenities for a decent existence?—Yes.

B-1074. Would I he correct in saying that in the majority of cases these

factors are lacking amongst the workers?—The housing is certainly not very

good. I know nothing about their food, hut I think the worker himself

could help himself a good deal by becoming more skilled. I find very little

Ambition among the workers to get up into a better position.

B-1075. Are there any arrangements made for his training? —There are

one or two industrial training centres. We have 23 industrial schools at

present.

B-1076. What is the number of students who attend those classes?—

(Dr. Rawlley) We have at present on the rolls 4,000 students.

B-1077. Is the system of promotion based on efficiency, or is there no
system of promotion? I am referring to a matter which probably is outside

your competence, namely, the workshops at Lahore where up to a certain

limit) a man gets Rs 2-8-0 a day and thereafter even if he were to put in 20
years’ service he does not get any promotion?—I do not think that is so;

the man working for Rs. 2-8-0, and knowing that he is worth more, will not
stick to Ms job for a long time.

8-1078. W© know numerous cases of that kind where the limit is Rs. 2-8-0

And the man cannot get beyond that. Would it not improve his efficiency

if a better system of promotion were instituted ?—That I cannot say, as far

as the railway workshops are concerned. In private-owned factories I find

that a fitter, a mechanic or a carpenter, when he feels that he is really

efficient} in his job, leaves one factory and goes to another if he likes.

B-1G79. In your memorandum you mention a case where a fine of Rs. 45
was inflicted on an employer for not guarding the main line shaft alley, which
is a very serious matter as it may endanger life. Would I be correct, there-
fore, in saying that the average employer considers the Punjabi’s life worth
"Rs. 45?—Some employers, I am afraid, do. Since the Workmen’s Compen-
sation Act came mto force I have heard one or two employers who told me
deliberately that they are not in favour of employing well-paid men because
in case of accidents they would have to pay more as compensation.

B-1080. Would you recommend that every employee should be com-
pulsorily insured by the employer ?—Yes, I would.

B-108L Mr. Cliff: In the flour mills I understand that there are two shifts
-and each worker gets rest for two hours during his period of 12 hour® of
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duty Have you any means of ensuring that that is strictly carried out?—
At the beginning of each month a flour mill or an oil mill that works on this

system sends on to me a copy of their proposed register for that month,
showing the names of the persons who will work from a certain hour to a
•certain hour and will take rest from either 12 to 2 or from 2 to 4 as the
case may be

,
when I go to inspect the mill I can take with me my copy of

the register—a duplicate copy of which is also kept in the mill—and can go
round and find out whether a man is actually on duty when he should he or
should not be,

B-1082. Such registers are sent to you monthly f—Yes; but if there is a
change after the register is sent on to me, I get a notice of the change,
that such and such a man is ill or has changed his duty and will work at
another period or from a certain date to a certain date

;
actually, I think

that two hours rest is mostly given.

3B-1083, Sir Victor Sassoon

:

Can it be split up into two halves of an hour
each?—It is not usually done,

B-1084 You have no objection if it is done?—No, provided not less than
one hour is given at a time. When once a flour mill lias started production
it requires very few men to look after it; it could almost easily halve that
staff.

B-1085, Sir Alexander Murray; Dealing with the question of offences under
the Factories Act you recommend the appointment of a special Prosecutor,

Is it because your present Prosecutor is not getting sufficient convictions

that you make this recommendation?—The present Prosecutor has very little

knowledge of the Factories Act inasmuch as he might only get one or two
cases m a year; apart from that, the biggest trouble is that he is also a
local barrister.

B-1086. From youi annual leport for the last year I find that out of a

total of 130 cases instituted only in 8 cases were the accused acquitted. From
this one can assume that your prosecuting officers have done their dut> ?—
I would not say that; I never make a case against a factory unless I am almost

perfectly sure of gaining a conviction.

B-1GS7, You have given us some very interesting facts regarding the prose-

cutions you instituted during recent years. Taking the first of the instances

•enumeiated by you, I see that the employer was fined Rs. 45 for each of the

two offences committed by him, that is to say, Rs. 90. He could have been

fined at least Rs. 1,000 if the Magistrate cared?—Yes

B-1088, In one instance the employer was fined Rs. 1,250; he could have

been fined Rs. 4,000 if the Magistrate cared?—That is so.

B-1089. So the responsibility of inflicting light fines rests on the Magis-

trate ?—Not absolutely, because the Public Prosecutor is there to press his

case if he feels so disposed to. In this particular case, I myself attended the

court for three days and gave evidence as a result of which I gained a

fine of Rs. 1,250, The case immediately went to the Sessions Judge who

without hearing any of us reduced the fine to Rs, 400,

B-1090. Mr, Sastri; You did not attend the Sessions Court?—No.

B-1091. Sir Alexander Murray; For inflicting small fines it is the judicial

side that has to be blamed?—Chiefly.

B-1092. You say in your memorandum “ There is nothing in the Act,

which provides for an enhanced sentence for the repetition of an offence;

hence no mention of the offence having been committed before, is legally

permissible in the complaint,” If I am a thief and you haul me up before

a Magistrate you do not, till after I am found guilty, tell the Magistrate

that I have been a theif a hundred times before and should get a heavier

sentence?—That is true.

B-1903, What is the difference between an employer of labour and a

thief if you are going to try a, case on its merits; that is to say, surely you

desire that cases where an employer is charged with an offence should bo

tried on their merits?—Exactly.
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B-1094. Therefore the fact that pievious convictions have not been men-

tioned m the complaint is no handicap m proving the case. After securing

a conviction against an empioyei for his contravention of the Act is it the

custom then to say
<c

this employer last year or previous to that was fined and

found guilty of the same offence; therefore I ask for a heavier punishment

this time
75 °—I do that when 1 am in the court myself.

B-1095. 1 think it is the duty of the Public Prosecutor to tell the Magis-

trate, after he has found the man guilty, about Ms previous convictions and

to pi ess for a heavy sentence. Bo you do it p—I do it, but I have been

informed b,j the Public Prosecutor that it is quite an illegal procedure.

B-1096. Is it or is it not legalP—I have to take the word of the Public

Prosecutor who is the legal authority.

B4G97. And he says that you should put that into the complaint befoie

the man is tried?—No; he says it will not do any good at all. Some cases

have been turned down as a result of my putting it into the complaint

JB-1098. To get a proper opinion on this important point, did you bring

it to the notice of the Government and the Legal Remembrancer ?—Not that

dehbciato point, but I have sent the whole proceedings to the Government on

more than one occasion; m fact, in every case in which I thought an inade-

quate fine had been awaided I ha\e sent the entne caie to the Government.

B4099. If I were a Factory Inspector what I would have done would be

to wait till the man was convicted and then tell the Magistrate that he was
previously found guilty of the same offence, and press for the Magistrate

not fining him Rs. 20 but Rs. 2,000?—That I do, but I do not get much
change out of the Magistrate.

B-1190. Bo you think it is a reasonable proposition that while the case is

going on it should be put in the complaint that the man had committed the

same offence before?—No; it does not sound reasonable.

B410L You said that in seasonal factories the workers really do not

know what the working hours are. Does that also apply to the factories

that start at a particular time and close at a particular time?—No.

B41Q2. Is it your experience that notwithstanding their illiteracy^ the

workers, generally speaking, know when they should be at the factory

In the bigger textile or perrenial factories, the worker, to a very great extent,

knows when he should come and when he should go.

B-1103. From the statement given by you. Dr. Rawlley, in your memo-
randum with regard to the registration of trade unions, I find it mentioned
in the case of the North-Western Railway Union that at the time of regis-

tration their membership was 5,000; on the 31st of March 1928 the number
again stood at 5,000 and the same was the case on the 31st of March 1929.

To me it is an extraordinary coincidence to say the least of it. When you
got those returns did it not occur to you that it was an extraordinary coin-

cidence?—Yes
,

it did.

B-1104. Bid you not feel justified in asking for an explanation?—We have
to accept their statement.

B4105, At the time of registration they might put their number at 5,000;
on the 31st March following they might put it at 15,000 and 150,000 on the
31st March succeeding. So far as you are concerned you merely accept the
figures ?—That is so.

B4106. The Chairman: Do you not check the numbers with the audit
returns?—We do; but the statement as presented to our office we have to
accept unless there is some doubt or we get a complaint,

B4107. Sir Vidor Sassoon: What do you do when there is a difference

between the number furnished by the union and the audit statement?*—We
write to the President or to any of the office bearers to explain the discre-
pancy

w
B41Q8. Therefore you do not necessarily accept the figure furnished by the

union ?—We have to check the number on the rolls witli the statement given
to us by the auditor*



B-11Q9. The Chan man: Is there any penalty inflicted on the Secretary of

the Trad© Union who sends to yon a wrong return?—I think there is.

B-1110. Sir Alexander Murray: How do you know whether h© has or has
not sent yon a wrong return until you check it?—As a rule on© has to

accept it unless there is something substantially wrong with the union or we
hear any complaints about it.

B-111L There is no reason why the local Government should not appoint
local Magistrates, Medical Officers of Health, Directors of Industry or any-

body else who is directly or indirectly interested in factory administration?

—

They have don© to a very great extent All District Magistrates are inspec-

tors under the Act. Certain revenue assistants, Extra Assistant Commis-
sioners, and three assistants of the Public Health Department and certain

Sub-divisional Officers have already been notified for certain sections; that ia

legarding health and sanitation.

B-X112. Do they send returns to you with regard to factory inspection?

—

Yes. The number of inspections made by ex-officio officers during last year

was forty,

B-1113. Do you bring them out m your factory inspector’s report P—Yee;
and Government last year commented on the fact. They said that they

were pleased to note that ex-officio inspectors were taking a slightly more
interest in inspections,

B-1114. So that, if the Government choose to put more pressure on

ex-officio inspectors, you could get much more efficient factory inspection in

the Punjab?—I am not prepared to say that the inspection would be more

efficient; in fact I think it would not.

(The witnesses withdrew',)
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Mr. GEORGE STEVENS and Mr. GERALD ALFRED DAVIES, of

the East India Carpet Company, Limited, Amritsar.

B-1115. The Chairman; Mr. Stevens, I understand you are the Managing
Director of the East India Carpet Company, Limited, Amritsar ?—Yes, I am.

B-1116. And that your company has four factories m Amritsar with a total

of 267 looms out of which 93 are working?—That is right.

B-1117. You told us that the labour is paid on a piece-work basis, that
the master weaver earns wages which vary from Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 per mensem?
—That is correct.

B-1118. Is that apart from the payment of the boys or does the payment
of the wages include the payment of the boys?—It does not include the
payment of the boys; that is the minimum amount of money which remains
with the master weaver,

B-1119. But the master weaver pays the boys?—Yes, and the master
weaver will earn more than that during the month.

B-1120. Out of which he pays the boys?—Yes.

B-1121. Does he pay the boys at his own sweet will or is there an agreed
late?—I think there is more or less an arranged tariff. It is not really a
tariff, but it is arranged by the master weaver when he engages- the boys.

B-1122. Do you find that in your fora factories the payments to the boys
are uniform or do they vary?—They are about uniform. The boys go on
getting more as they are put in more efficient work.

* &

B-1123. You told us that your factories are open really from day-light to
dusk?—Yes.
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B4124. And that the people can work all that time if they please?—Yes,
if they wish to; they are at liberty to work all that time.

B-1125 I take it that when they once begin on a carpet they work preitv

steadily to get that carpet completed?—Not always; some of them do; some
of them are slack and do not work so fast. They close for every holiday,

both Hindu and Muhammadan, although they are Muhammadans; they arc

always leady to take advantage of a holiday.

B4126. But the actual payment until the carpet is finished presumably
is made by measurement?—Yes, it is made by measurement and then there

will be a reckoning up when the carpet is completed

B-1127. Therefore those who are anxious to get moie money will put in

more work 'Yes.

B-1128. But it may happen that after one caipet is completed on a loom

there will be a considerable gap before another carpet is set up ?—As a rule

when business is good, there is not much of a gap. There is a gap of possibly

three or four days. A certain amount of time is then occupied in preparing

the warps for the new carpet.

B-1129. Bv the same men?—Yes; there is always a loss of two or three

days’ time.

B-1180 Then the master weavers do piepare their own warps?—Yes

B-1131 Are the boys engaged then?—Yes, the boy> are engaged too, but

that is very easy work.

B-1132 As you know, there have been questions fiom tune to time about

bringing these carpet factories under the Factories At b?—Yes.
B4133 T understand that the employeis aie ahaid of a step of that kind?

—I do not think iC
afraid ” is the right woid.

B-1134. What would you say?—We are not afraid of coming under the

Factories Act, but it would certainly change the industry; there is every

probability that if the carpet factories come under the Factories Act, the

industry will become a cottage industry as it is in other places in India.

For instance, in Mirzapur district it is all a cottage industry. There would
then be absolutely no control of child labour.

B-1135 I take it what really has happened is that you have brought what
was once a cottage industry into the organization of these factories ?—That
I could not sat, because the idea of a carpet factory was already existing

when I came to India. I have only been in India since the beginning of

1923. At that time the industry m the Punjab was already in the shape of

carpet factories I -think it has been brought into carpet factories because

the weaveis were not sufficiently reliable to be trusted to weave in their own
houses; and apait from that they have got no capital.

B4136, Is there not another advantage in concentration
;

control of

designs?—It would mean greater difficulty in controlling the looms, but

nevertheless that is the way we do it in Persia.

B-1137 I understand that before you came to India you were m PersiaP—
I was in Persia for 21 years,

B-1138. For this same company?—No, for a different company, but I have

been there lately for the same company for five months
;
I have just come back

from Kerman.

B-1139. This East India Carpet Company has allied businesses in Persia,

Greece and Turkey?—Yes.

84140. In each of those countries are different kinds of carpets produced?

—We try and keep them as different as possible so as not to have the different

companies competing with one another. Persian carpets are entirely differ-

ent, but l am not prepared to say as much about Greek and Indian carpets

B414L That is to say, that if the conditions were made difficult in one

country you fear that it might result in carpets being made, say, in Greece

instead of in this country?*—Certainly it would. As a matter of fact that is

what has happened with Greece and Turkey. Greece is just about to beat
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Turkey because the Greek Government is helping as much

^

as possible the

carpet industry. We have been lately requested by the Italian Government

to start carpet factories on the same plan in the Dodecanese Islands which

belong to Italy.

B-1142. You have told us that medical facilities are provided; “ a doctor

visits the factories each fortnight and certifies the age of any new apprentice

;

no boy under nine years of age is admitted to apprenticeship
3 P—Yes.

B-1143. Will you tell us exactly what that means?—No boy under nine

vears of age is allowed to enter the factory. They can come there and play

about if they like if they come with their fathers; but they are not allowed

to work and" they do not work.

B-1144. But if yon are under the Factories Act that age would be raised

from 9 to 12?—Yes.

B-XX45. Do you think that the difference between 9 and 12 would make an

appreciable difference?—I think it would because a lot of the weavers employ

their own sons. For instance, a man who had three sons would only have

two working.

B-1X46. You are no doubt aware that in England it was thought in a

similar kind of operation that a child of 10 was quite necessary and that the

industry would be ruined if they could not employ children under 10? But

they have found that when it was raised to 12 and 13 the industry did not

happen to be ruined?—Yes. But at the same time I do not think Great

Butain was faced with the same competitions as we are.

B-1X47. In your written statement you say that “ one very unusual

feature of this industry is the absence of indebtedness to money-lenders, as

advances without interest are afforded by the company when necessary 33
.

Since when have you been able to carry out that reform ?—When I first came
here I refused to give advances. Other companies were giving advances but
I wanted to work without advances. I found it difficult to do so and I

think, it was in 1924 that I decided to allow advances.

B-1148. Are you quite sure that the result of your action is that none of

your men are indebted?-—I have never had any complaints about money-
lenders. At our mills at Ohheharta I have known of our men being in debt

to money-lenders; there was one case which came into my hands and I had
to settle the debt to get rid of the money-lender.

B-1149. I take it that this arrangement of yours only affects the master
weavers ?—Yes.

B-1150, It is not in ati} regular form a credit society?—No, it is not in

any regular ioirn; we only give advances of course when we know the master
weaver is going to weave a carpet for us; then if he needs an advance the
amount of the advance is discussed with him and paid over. It is repaid
gradually from the wages of the man. Sometimes a balance is carried on
from one carpet to another carpet, but there is nothing binding in it; it does
not mean that the weaver is bound to take a new carpet from us. Provided
he i ©funds us what he owes us he is at liberty to go and work with any one.

B-115L That does not make quite sure that the man has no other debts
to the bania P—If he has other debts we soon find it out because the weaver
does not come to work if he is pressed for money. My sincere opinion is

that there are no other debts.

B-1152. Mr . Sastri: Do you generally have these carpets made to order,
or do you have them made on the chance of finding a market?—Bp to about
two years ago all our carpets were made to order

;
but during the last two

yeais we have been working, as you say, on the chance of finding a market.

B-1153. You say a great many of your looms are idle?—We have got 93
looms working out of 267—that is because we have not found the market.

B-1154. We did not seem to see many looms idle; I suppose they are
elsewhere?—We have two factories which are closed; one has two looms work-
ing, the other is entirely closed.
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IB-1155. You said that your men are comparatively speaking free from
debt. You do not include the children in that category, do you?—No, I am
-talking about the master weavers,

B-1156. But you know nothing about the children?—I have got some idea

that the children are indebted to the master weaver, The master weaver
pays an advance to the parents to get the children when they are not, of

course, his own relatives, If they are his own relatives there is no advance
made, but in certain cases if the master weaver wants to have what they call

shagirds he pays them something in advance. That is what happens every-

where, in Persia, Greece and Turkey.

B4157. Whom does he pay it?—I suppose it is to the father of the child,

but I am not certain,

B4158. You have no knowledge?—I could not say that exactly.

B-1159. What is the number of children employed in these factories under
you; do you know?—I am afraid I have not got the figures.

B-116Q. Would it be something like 500?—No,

B-116L Not so many?—On 93 looms I have not got 500 weavers all told,

I may have on an average four men per loom,

B4162. But ©very weaver has 3 or 4 children?—Yes, but ot the four

children two will be above 14.

B-1163. I suppose the children we saw to-day are the only children that

come daily. Are there any children that we did not see?—Our factory has
' been shown to you as it is every day. No one has been sent away from the

factory and no one has been introduced.

B-1164. How much would a master weaver lend to the parent to get the

Jabour of the children; we are interested in the children and w© should like

to know how the children go into the factory and how they fare there?—
I have my Indian assistant here who can give the information. (Indian

Assistant) Sometimes they advance Rs. 100, sometimes Rs. 60 and sometimes

Rs. 25.

JB-1165. Is there any document that passes from the weaver to the parents?

—Sometimes they take an agreement from their parents to work. The
advance is not deducted continually but it is deducted by the instalment

system

B4166. It is of some interest to us to know the nature of this transaction ?

—Deductions are fixed according to a certain period. When the loan is

entered into there are two ways in which the money can be taken back, One
is that he has got to work right through his period; the other is that an

advance is paid to him and according to the agreement one rupee or two

rupees are deducted as the payments are made to the boy.

B-1167, Are these advances usually recovered in the shape of wages regu-

larly, or has the master weaver sometimes to go to court to recover the

jnoney from the parent?—Very seldom.

B4168. That is to say the children labour faithfully?—Yes, faithfully.

The other system is that if the child leaves and goes to another employer

the other employer will pay the debt.

B4169. During the time that the child is under a master weaver who
feeds the child?—His parents.

B4170, So that the children go to the parents every day for their meals?—
Yes.

B417I. If the children are playful, and not quick in learning or do not

diligently do their work, how does the weaver get work from them?—By
punishing them.

B4172. What sort of punishment?—A slight beating.

JB4173. Beating in what way; is it on the hand?—On the hand and some-

times with a stick

«
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B-J 174 Mu Ghaut 9 And with shoes too?

—

1M 1 Siemens) Sometimes, I

have nevei seen any dicks used m oni factoiies, hut I have seen weavers,

slapping the boy*

B-XX75 Mi &lash i To-day 3 have seen the \er> stick used. And a man
of about 3> told me he had giown up with maiks all over his body of the

beatings that he had he did not complain; he said
u

it is the regular way ”

and he thought it was the proper thing —1 suppose he was beaten by the

stick 25 years ago, if he is 35 rears of age now, but the use of the stick

has eeitamly been abolished in our factoiies; I have never seen a stick there:

but I have seen master weavers slapping the hoys I was slapped when 1

was a boy too.

B-I176 We have been told how the slapping is done and have seen also

the instruments used to slap the boys Have you seen any of these agree-

ments?—(Indian Assistant) Yes, usually they aie enteied into a book.

B-1177. When such a document is filed m a court, does the court recognise

it; I mean is it regarded as a valid and legal document 0—The couit has

held them valid

B-1178. Bo you know if the childien’s names
^

are mentioned there ?—I
think so, the children’s fathers' names are mentioned; it is said that the

father has made his son work with such and such weaver.

B-1179 Are the wages mentioned?—Yes.

B-1180 Aie the horns of labour mentioned ?—No

B-1181. So this agieement which is the common basis of labour m these

factories is a document purpoitmg to proceed from a father to a weaver and

pledging out a child’s labour for so many months and so much a day. How
much a day would it be*—It is according to the intelligence of the boy;

some are paid 6 annas some Be 1 (Mr Stevens) I should say an average

of 8 annas to 10 annas a day

B-XX82 Five annas is mentioned in this book?—I am talking about our

factories

B-1X83. As it is fionx your factory that T got this document so this is the

way in which labour is engaged from day-to-day here; apart fiom the master
weaver the bulk of the labour in these factories is that of children engaged
on term similar to these?—(Indian Assistant) Yes.

B-1184. The childien are therefore pledged to the weavers for a certain

period?—Yes. (Mr. Stevens) I do not think it is coirect to say the bulk of

the weavers 5 children because a good part of these children are above 14

years,

B-1185. Above 14 years you would not call them children ?—No,
B-1186, Will some one translate this document?

Divoan Chaman Lall:
tl

I, Booter son of Chakli, Chowkidar of Amritsar,
owe Rs, 57 odd, of which half is Rs. 28-8-0, which I have borrowed from
Booty, weaver, in advance. I agree that my grandsons N and F, should
be handed over for the purposes of carpet weaving. N is to get Rs. 9
per month and F is to get Rs. 7 per month. I will take the wages
monthly, I will not break this agreement. If I break this agreement I will

return all the money I have borrowed to the man who has lent it to me.”

B4X87. Mr. Sastri: Nothing is said about the children’s feeding or theii
play-time or their time for study?

Diwan Chaman Lall: Nothing.

B-XX88. Sh Alexander Murray 9 What is the date of that document?

Diwan Chaman Lall

:

The date is 2nd October 1929.

B-X189. The Chan man: Has that document been held by the Courts to
give a claim to the work of these children for an indefinite period (Indian
Assistant) No decision has been taken in regard to the services of these chil-
dren

;
the decision was in regard to the loan, that this is a valid loan. If he

does not pay tip money back it can be recovered by means of a decree.
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B4190. Mi. Sastn . When they speak of a certain amount a month, doeff

that mean that the boys have to labour every day, or do they get some'
holidaysP—They will get their wages for which they work, if they are absent
they will not get wages for those days, but there are certain instances in which
they fix the labour ioi the month And if it is arranged that they should

pay Rs, 9, they pay Rs. 9 a month even though the boys have been absent
four or five days.

B-1191, Have you known of cases in winch the children lun away from the-*

woik to play or to loiter?—Yes.

B4192 How are they bi ought back?—Sometimes their parents bring

them,* the master weavers do not look after them because they will not
waste their time.

B-l 193. Mr Stevens, you aie not aware of the nature of this agieement?
-—(Mr. Stevens) T have never seen it, I hear about it now for the fiist time.

B-l 194. How long have you been here ?—I have been in Amritsar six

years

B4195. And during those six years you have had this labour m your
factory and known nothing about the basis of it?—I have had nothing to <lo

with the children. I have only to deal with the carpet weavers.

B-l 196. Sir Alexander Murray: Have you had artificial light of any kind
in the factories?—Sometimes we have had the electric light when it was a
case of making special carpets; we have had two or three shifts of workmen,
and work at nights.

B-l 197. When I went there t did not see any lights?—They might not be

there because we do not keep them on looms when we are not working

B-l198 If you are working at nights what power lights do you use?—We
use 50 candle power electric lights It has been the case when we have had

to make carpets for Delhi foi Viceregal Lodge and the carpets have to be

made for very urgent delivery; we have employed three shifts, some of the

men working at night. We mstal electric light on that particular loom. As
soon as the carpet is finished the electric light is taken off.

B-1199. We have been told that normally you work from day-light to*

dark. There is nothing to prevent any factory working 24 hours?—It is

said that weavers will not work.

B-1200. Have they a Factories Act or any regulation m Persia?—The
League of Nations have sent a sort of Commission to Persia. I have been*

away to Persia and have come back to Amritsar only 10 days ago, The^

League of Nations have complained very bitterly about the conditions in the

factories in Persia; it must be admitted that the factories in Kerman,
where I have just been ar© much better than they used to be; they are

better ventilated and cleaner; and the cases of deformed spines in the girls

in Kerman are fewer than they were, I was talking to the C. M. S. Mission

Doctors in Kerman, and I think they told me, though I am not certain of

the figure, that the cases had gone down from 100 to 15. So far as working
hours in Persia are concerned, a lot of promises were made but none were-

kept.

B-120L Do they work from day-light to dark in Persia, or do they use

light at night?—They do not work at night because kerosene is too expensive

and the weaver cannot afford to have light on his looms.

B-12Q2. Therefore a girl or a boy working in Persia is limited to the
hours from morn to night?—He is limited to the sun-light hours. In certain

parts of Persia you have mild weather in winter which enables the people to

weave the whole year lound, but in the north of Persia the temperature
goes down to as low as 25° fahrenheit below zero and the looms are practically

closed for three months sometimes because the weavers cannot handle the
yarns, their fingers become frozen,

B-1203. In Persia the conditions prevent the boys and girls working more
than 8 hours?—In certain parts they can commence at 4 o’clock in the-

morning and finish late at pighf.
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B-1204. All the year round?—Not ah the year round. The days are

shorter in winter, hut you get longer days in Kerman.

B-1205. How short are days in winter?—In wintei they ran work 8 to 10

hours a day easily when the weather is very mild

B-1206 And in Turkey ?—I cannot tell you
;
I have never been in Turkey

B4207. And in Greece?—1 could not tell you.

B-1208. Mr. Ahmed: Your contractor advances money in order to get a

supply of labour without any trouble?—Yes.

B4209. And he advances money in order that the labourer may not run

away without doing work according to the terms of the contract?—I do not

think that is the idea; I think he really advances money because the parent

of the labourer needs money, or wishes to have money. I do not think it is

to prevent the small workers from running away.

B4210, Rs. 7 or Rs. 9 a month is a very low rate of wages considering

as you say that you sometimes pay Re. 1 per day?—Some of them are paid

Re. 1 per day. There are 25 working days in the month.

B-121L You have said just now that the average is 10 annas per day? -1

think so.

B-1212. It is not your concern whether the contractor pays them liberally?

—That does not concern us; we only work with the contractors. I have been

into the matter when the case with regard to placing carpet factories under

the Factories Act came up and the wages which the boys were getting in our

factories. From the information which I received I gathered that the wages
came to 6 annas to Re. 1 a day. I therefore took 10 annas as an average. I

may be mistaken.

B-1213. Probably you will agree with me that m view of these conditions

being contained in the agreement which has just been translated, the people

are afraid to go away without fulfilling the conditions and the terms of the

contract?—Well, I suppose the man who made the conti act feels it to be his

duty to fulfil it.

B-1214, Is your firm an old firm?—1 think our firm is the oldest carpet

firm in the world. I am not speaking of the East India Carpet Company
but our mother company.

B-1215. 1 suppose you have been making very good profits?—We have
been making good profits for two years, but we have reduced our capital
enormously the first year we were in India.

B-1216. Nine-tenths of your business consists in supplying America with
carpets?—That was so up to two years ago; it has not been so tor the last

two years.

B4217. Is that the reason why you do not pay higher rates to the contrac-
tors?—We have paid a higher wage than any company has paid, and the rates
of the contractors have gone up threefold in the last 15 or 20 years. Rates
have not gone up threefold in Persia, Turkey or Greece

;
Greece may now be on

the same level as India. India is the place where the highest carpet weaving
rates are paid, and the Punjab is the highest in India.

B-1218. And in spite of that you have started four factories her©?—We
have started four factories in the Punjab; we have had in the Punjab 263
looms, but we had, I think, 860 all over India which we have brought to a
standstill. I am keeping the wages where they were before.

B4219. What were the wages before; were they more than Rs. 7 or 9
per month?—I am talking about what I pay for weaving my carpets. Years
ago the master weaver used to get half an anna for a thousand stitches. Now
it has gone up to 1J annas. Therefore I am justified in saying that the wages
of the master weaver are three times what they were. I do not know what
the maste. weaver does with his boys, but I take it for granted that the
•salaries of the hoys have gone up.

B-1220 Sir Alexander Murray: Have you ever reduced the rates?—The
rates were reduced once when there was a strike before our time. Our com-
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P&ny has only been in existence since September 1922, The rates were
once reduced by a company which was afterwards incorporated in our com-
pany. That was on account of the strike. Now the rates have been restored

to what they w ere before,

B-1221, When did you restore the rates?—(Indian Assistant) They were
paid 2 annas.

B-1222, When was that?— In 1917, when prices were very high,

B-1223. The rate was put up to 2 annas?—Yes.

B-1224. How long did it remain at 2 annas?—For H years,

B-1225. When was it reduced?—In 1921, (Mr. Stevens) That was before

my time. We came here in September 1922. When we caiue here the rate

was 1 anna 3 pies; we put it up to 1| annas which was the rate before the
strike took place.

B-1226. Mr, Ahmed

:

I take it the master weaver pays at the lower late

and takes the higher rate?—I suppose he will take as much as he can for

himself and give as little as he can to his labourers,

B-1227. If the wages were paid direct by your firm to the labourer he would
get more money?—I do not know that would he so, because a trained man
should be paid more than an untrained man.

B-1228. If payments were made directly by you to the labourer instead of

to the master weaver, I suppose the labourer would be paid properly?—The
labourer would have been paid properly but a skilled man will always get

more than an unskilled man. There would have to be a schedule of rates,

B-I229. You have not got that sort of thing?—No.

B-1230. With regard to hours of work : we went to your factory and asked

some of these boys how many hours they worked. Most of them told us that

they worked from 6 o’clock in the morning till 7 o’clock in the evening?—
<Mr. Davies) The factory opens at 6 o’clock in the morning. When a

weaver comes along to start lus work the door is open and he is admitted;

that does not necessarily mean that he goes and sits at a loom straightaway

and starts putting in stitches. Many of them have not bathing facilities irr

their own houses and they come to the factory where ample facilities are

provided. There are two water taps there; they bathe and wash, and
generally start work when there is sufficient light, which is about 7 o’clock

on days like this.

B-1231. So that you have provided quarters for them with all the faci-

lities?—Yes.

B-1232/I suppose they would prefer to stay in your factory rather than
go home?—(Mr. Stevens) The children are happier in the rest time playing

in the courtyard of our factory than in their homes.

B-1233. And you like that sort of thing?—To me if is indifferent whether
they play in the courtyard or my factory or in the street or in the house.

But ] think they are much happier playing in the courtyard of the factory

than in the street. Comparing it with the street I think the children can

play better in the courtyard and there is no objection to it,

B-1234, There is no provision for a supply of drinking water?—There is;

we have kept pumping station water which we all drink in our houses without

filtering it
;
I do not see how they can get better water,

B-1235. Would it not be better to have a system of working four hours in

the morning and four in the afternoon P—It certainly would be more regular

than the irregular hours which they keep now, which may be six hours one

day, eight hours another day and nothing the day after.

B-1236, Would it be better to have fixed hours of work during the day,

not in one stretch?—Regular hours of work would suit me much better. But
I do not know that it would suit them.

B.4237. Mr, Cliff: In answer to a question put by the Chairman as to
whether the Factories Act should be applied to carpet factories I understood

you to say that the result would be that the carpet industry would become a
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take place. You may restrict us to eight or ten hours and enforce the

Factories Act; it is impossible to say at this stage what will happen. It

may become a cottage industry. In my opinion the probabilities are ^that

that would be the result or the industry may cease to exist. It may either

Mil the industry or transform it into a cottage industry. In any event it

will not remain as it is.

B-1238. Do you mean that there is a possibility of the East India Com-

pany going out of business ?—It may be so; it all depends on foreign com-

petition. Persia is producing carpets considerably cheaper than w© can

produee here.

8-1239. Can you tell me the approximate number of boys who will be

employed on these 93 looms?—I could not tell you; I should say that on the

93 looms we must have about 350 people working and there may be 100 boys.

I am giving you figures at random. I can get you accurate figures if you

like by getting statistics made in the factory.

The Chairman: I think our observation was that roughly speaking there

were one boy and two older youths on the average per loom.

B-1240. Mr, Cliff

:

On previous visits that have been made there is a state-

ment that one may take it that usually four to eight boys are employed on a

loom. I want to know whether that would represent the position in your

factory?—We have had visits from the Factory Inspectors and two years ago

sometime in the summer I took the Deputy Commissioner round at about

7 o’clock in the morning without giving warning to anybody; we went there

on the sly to see the number of boys there. We did not see1 more than about

voxie boy in three.

8-1241. The note we have says that the wages earned by a master weaver
vary from Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 per mensem—A loom produces about 12 yards a
month on which the wages paid are about Rs, 7 per yard; so that the wages
earned on a loom will come to about Rs. 84 a month for three to four people
weaving. Sometimes they weave much more, but if the master weaver gets

Rs. 30, the other Rs. 54 is divided between two or three boys. The master
weaver may make Rs. 40 and the boys Rs. 44; but our average weaving in

Amritsar is 12 square yards of our standard cloth per month per loom of

four men for which we pay Rs, 7 per standard yard.

B-1242, The Chairman ; I believe it is customary to speak of them all as

boys if they are not master-weavers?—Yes, they are all called chakras here,
weaving boys. The master weaver will be paid an average of Rs. 84 a month;
that is for him and three other weavers. We have woven much faster than
that, but on an average we calculate one 9 ft. by 12 ft. carpet per month
per loom.

B-1243. Mr, Cliff: Would you say that the average earning is Rs. 84 per
month for a_ master weaver ?—Between Rs. 80 and Rs, 84. That was so up
to last year in the Punjab

;
they may now be weaving slower or faster.

R-1244. You say there is an unusual feature of this industry and that is

the absence of indebtedness. At the same time you say there is much under-
employment—I am talking about them when they are* in employment, but of
course when they leave our factories and are unemployed, the probability
is that they will go and borrow money. We have had exceedingly few eases
of weavers leaving us

;
as a matter of fact we have had practically no cases of

Weavers leaving us except to go and work in another carpet factory.

B4245. You say you have 267 looms?—Yes.

B-1246. Can you tell me when the majority of these looms were being
worked?—They were in full work up to about 18 months to two years ago.

B-1247. You have closed two factories. Are those men likely to be en-
gaged by other carpet factories in Amritsar ?—Some of them have, but not
many. I have had no time to see what the other carpet factories are doing,
but from the letters I have from everywhere I think there is a general crisis
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which has affected India much more than other countries and T do not think
many oi the weavers we have lost have found work in other factories.

B-1248. Have you made advances to the weavers who are unemployed?

—

No, we have not. ]f we did the probabilities are that we should never get

the money back. (Mr. Davies) We have made advances to some of them.

B-1249. 3fj. (Jhani: Have you got the money back?—No, we have not.

We are willing to provide them with work until they Inn e worked off the

advances, but they do not want to come back. Most oi these men are working
in other fa (dories. (Mr. Stevens) They will come hack to us, 1 think, when
they have finished their work in the other factories, to redeem the advances,

B-1250, Mi. (
f

hft

:

Hare you any ^emritv for the advances —(Mr. Davies)

None at all.

B-1251. Is there a definite break in the factory for meals —Yes, from

12 to 1.

B-1252 Do you turn them from their looms 0—No, we do not turn them
out; some go home and some have their midday meal on the loom.

B-1253. So that it may be that some of the boys tire in the factory the

whole of the day?—That is quite possible, hut they are not there under
compulsion; they can go home it they like, (Mr. Stevens) They leave the

factory for many other reasons than getting their meals.

B-1254, You say they are not under compulsion. Tt does appear from the

answers given that they aie not under direction.—They are not under com-
pulsion from us. T was speaking of the master weavers. Sometimes they

do not come and the loom will he closed. When we ask the reason we are

told that there has been a wedding; the whole loom goes to the wedding and
you do not see them for a week. They go and come whenever they like; there

is.no compulsion.

B-1255. There is no compulsion and there is no regulation?—No; the

factory is open to them, that is all.

B-1256. Colonel Russell: The position that these boys adopt when working
at the loom is the normal squatting position; is it not?—Yes,

B-1257. So that there is nothing abnormal in the position they take up at

the loom?—I do not think there is anything abnormal, but in Persia it has

been found to be abnormal with very small girls. Little girls in Persia were

put* on the looms when they were two years old. We have made it a point

that we are not going to have a single girl in the carpet factories. I mean
that in the cottage industry we do not allow girls to be employed. The result

* of putting little girls of two years of age on the looms was that the hip bone
never developed and that led to great trouble later on. 1 think I am right

in saying that that has been stopped in Persia.

B-1258. You have never seen any such thing in India?—Never.

B-1259. Do you come across any cases of deformity of the spine among
these boys?—In India, never; I have not seen any cases.

B-1260. Are there any other deformities?—I do not remember having seen

any; I have seen it in Persia.

B-1261. What about flat foot?—I have never known such a thing,

B-1262. Your medical officer has never reported the appearance or any
deformities among the hoys in the factory?—I find they look just the same

, as other Indian boys who do not work in the factories

B-1263. Has your medical officer ever reported to you any case of de-

formity?—No.

B-1264. What sanitary arrangements are provided m your factory?—Just

the ordinary arrangements which they have in other factories under the

Factories Act, I suppose.

B-1265. For instance how many latrine seats do you provide for those you
employ?—(Mr. Davies) We have two latrines, ten seats,
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B-1266. Do you employ women and girls?—(Mr. Stevens) Sometimes we

nave women for opening out yarns
;
they are in a separate compound.

B-1267. Then they will have separate sanitary conveniences? Yes.

B-1268. I suppose in the hot weather these weaving sheds become very

stuffy —I do not think they become stuffier than other places in the town;

they are well ventilated.

B-1269. How do you manage to ventilate them?—It is just the normal

ventilation. There is always wind here. We do it by heightening the roof;

but as a matter of fact in the hot weather they cover up the outside with

curtains. They water the curtains. But the men do it themselves.

B-127G. It is your opinion that the ventilation of these sheds is satisfac-

tory?—T consider it is.

B-T271. Biwan daman Ball: Whenever a master weaver requires an

advance it is you who give it to him?—We give it to him, yes. The factory

advances a certain amount after discussion and after wei have asked him how

he is going to refund it
;
we come to some agreement.

B-1272. For instance, you want labour; you call in a master weaver and

ask him to go and engage workers ?—I do not ask him to engage workers;

I tell him I ha\e such and such a carpet and wall he weave it for me.

B-1273. Suppose he then asks you for an advance for that purpose, you

give it to him ?—He does not ask me for an advance to get hoys
;
he asks me

for an advance, but he does not mention why he wants an advance. As a

rule he has got boys because every master weaver carries his hoys along with

him. Tf he is a new weaver who has no boys he may ask for an advance in

order to get boys.

B-1274. Mr. Sastri put a document to yon. Tn that case 1 take it the

advance did not come out of the pocket of the master weaver?—T do not know
if that book comes from one of our factories or not, but if it does T have not

seen the hook; I do not know of the existence of the book. It is a weaver
who has done the transaction; it has nothing to do with us.

B-1275. Suppose you have given the advance to a new master weaver who
wants to get new boys: suppose he gets the advance from you and utilizes

it for the purpose of getting these boys; in that case would you consider the
master weaver to be your agent?—No, T know nothing about it; I do not see

why the master weaver should become my agent.

B-T276. He is your agent in this sense that in order to get labour
for you, you have advanced money and he again has advanced that
from the money which you have advanced him.—I have not advanced him
the money on the understanding that he is to get labour; T have advanced
him money to weave a carpet for me. The two points are entirely different.

B-1277. A little while ago you told me that in the ease of a new master
weaver if he wants to get boys you do advance him money?—I do not say
that in case he wants boys I do advance money. I do advance him money and
he may use the money to get boys. It is not at all the same thing.

B-T278. Ton say there is no compulsion under which they are made to
remain on in the factory?—I have not said there is no compulsion on the
boys

;
I have said that I put no compulsion on any of the weavers. As far as

1 am concerned there is no compulsion whatever originating from me or my
company. I do not know whether the weavers thrash their boys or not

;
they

do not do it in my factory. If a weaver were caught thrashing a boy he
would be turned out; but when it is a question of slapping a child’s face, as
I have -said, I have been slapped many times and I expect I am much the
better for it*

B4279, You have not answered my question. It is your manager who
made a statement that the boys are at liberty to come and go at any time
they choose.—If my manager made that statement, I am afraid he has mis-
worded his statement. The master weavers and the boys are at liberty to
go as far as we are concerned; they can do what they like; but I cannpt
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got to weave so many more stitches

B-1280. I may take it that what you say is this, that your statement
does not apply to the actual workers

;
it only applies to the master weavers.

—

No, my statement applies to the labourers a*s well. It does not apply to

the chowkidars who are paid monthly by me and have to stop there. My
statement applies to the master weavers and the boys on the looms

;
they are

free to go as far as I am concerned.

B4281. But the boys may not depend entirely on themselves; they may
depend on the weaver vho gives instructions to the boys?—'As far as we are

concerned they are free
;
I have nothing to do with them.

B4282, I am not attempting to foist the responsibility upon you; I am
merely desirous ot getting the facts. You mentioned that your rfiowhidar is

employed by you on a monthly wage and has to remain in the factory ?—Yes.

B4283. Do you realize that these boys also are being employed on a
monthly wage?—Not by me

B-1284. Are they or are they not being employed on a monthly wage?—

I

am not satisfied that that contract which has been shown here is the one
that prevails everywhere. That contract speaks of a monthly wage of Rs, 9;
but I have an idea that some of the boys are paid according to the work they

do and not a monthly wage

B4285. l
T
ou have stated that if the Factories Act were applied it would

sossibly lead to the dispersal of this industry and would turn it into a cottage

industry?—It might.

B-1286. Why do you say that?—My reasons are that the weavers may no
longer be satisfied with the conditions prevailing and may start weaving in

their own homes where they will not be under the Factories Act.

B-1287. Supposing a weaver who makes according to you Rs. 30 a month
and works ten to twelve hours a day, is made to work nine hours a day and
yet makes the same amount of money, what do you say?—The question would
then remain to see whether the Indian business would be able to face the

competition of Turkey.

B4288. Now you are coming to the second point, but you agree with the

first point that if the Factories Act were applied to these factories it would
improve the conditions of work?—No It would improve the welfare of the

boys to a certain extent.

B-1289, That is sufficient for my purpose. Is your company a limited

liability company and registered m India?—Yes.

B4290. Can you present the Commission with your balance sheets for the

last few years that you have been in operation in India?—Our company is a

private company
;
it is not a public company.

B4291. Would you be averse to telling us roughly what profits you have

made since you started operations in Amritsar?—The profits we have made
have not paid for the losses we have made. T do not think the application of

the Factories Act would improve the factories. We have had two prosperous

years, we have had one year without dividend and we have had another year

with a reduction of capital. That is about as much as I am willing to state.

B4292. With regard to holidays, do these people get Sunday off?—The
factories are closed on Friday.

B4293. For half a day or the whole day?-—For the whole day. Sometimes
a weaver will come in on Friday and go round. But 99 per cent, of the

looms are idle the whole of Friday. Whenever there is a Hindu holiday all

the Muhammadans are only too pleased to partake in it and whenever there

is a Muhammadan holiday they close the factory as well. They are all

Muhammadans with the exception of one loom which is worked by Hindus.

B4294. Mr. Ghani : In your factory the looms are worked in places with

walls on three sides and open on one side ?-—Yes.

B4295. Do you provide any fans ?—-No.

B 2
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5-1296. Do you provide any heating arrangement in the places where they

work?—No,

B-1297. Have you kept any schools specially for these children?—I was

the first to suggest having a school in our factory. It was about four years

ago that I suggested that to the Director of Industries. It was decided that

the Municipality should give us a teacher, but the Municipality never gave

us a teacher, we are still waiting for the teacher the Municipality is to

give us.

B-1298. Did you suggest to the Municipality the opening of the school?—

I suggested it to Dr, Rawlley.

B-1299. Did you suggest it to the Municipality?—I suggested having a

school at the factory you visited this morning and Dr. Rawlley told us that

certainly the Municipality would give us a teacher. The Municipality has

not given us a teacher. T say quite frankly that I never expected much
from the Municipality. We have got our mills which are under the

Factories Kcl and ue have a teacher there. They have a sort of canopy

m the fields where the children are taught.

B-1300. Did you write and remind the Director of Industries of the pro-

mise to provide a school?—No, I have not written.

B-1301. 1 suppose there is no labour organization, no trade union of the

master weavers or boys in your factory?—I do not think there is; I do not

know. I have never had any bother with trade unions and labour unions

and I know nothing about them.

B-1302. If one labour organization is formed, would you be averse to it?

—

1 am afraid 1 do not like labour organizations.

B-1303. You have told us that there are two water taps in the factory.

If your factory is in full swing how many people are employed ?—Possibly 300
people. It would be very easy to put up ten more taps and I am quite willing

to do so if necessary. But I think there are more than two. (Mr, Davies)

That is only in one factory.

B-1304. Have you ever noticed that the boys get cuts on their hands from
the knives they used?—(Mr. Stevens) The knife is so blunt that I do not
think they could cut their fingers with it.

B-1305. I saw a boy this morning who had a number of cuts on his hand?
—My son bought a pen-knife and cut himself with it seven times on the first

day,

B-1305. Mrs, Wilson

:

You said that boys under nine years of age are not
allowed in the factory. As a medical woman I am interested to learn how
you know when they are nine?—The doctor comes and certifies their age.

B-1396. Who is the doctor employed by you?—Dr, Bam Bahama!
,
the Sub-

Assistant Surgeon.

B-1307, He certifies that they are nine. Is there any other form of medi-
cal inspection of the children?—He goes there once a fortnight and sees

everybody there.

B-1308. I myself work in a hospital in this town at times. I have been
interested to see the deterioration of physique in your children as compared
with the children who form hospital classes. You yourself said that you
have never noticed anything about their legs?—I have never noticed that
they were different from other children whom I have seen in other works or
in the streets playing about.

B-1309. Do you mean m any other carpet works?—No, in any other works.

B-1310. I am accustomed to seeing the ordinary population that go to the
hospital and they clo not normally have these curves ?—Possibly, but I am no
doctor and I am afraid I have never noticed it.

B-18U. Have you any idea as fco whether there is any eye strain among
the children? My experience of Amritsar is that in the winter mornings
it is distinctly dark up to about 10 o’clock —When it is dark they do not
come in

;
they do not start weaving until it is full light.
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B-1312. As far as you know is there any evidence oi any eye strain among
the children?—Sometimes they get a little conjunctmties and we treat them
ourselves

;
we always have zinc solution, but ] do not think there is any more

eonjunctivities in our factories than anywhere else in Amritsar. As a matter
of fact I am very friendly with the lady doctors of the hospital and they
have never pointed out to me anything on the subject.

B-1313. Your factories here are situated within the munuipal limits?

—

Yes.

£-1314. Have you had any assistance from the Medical Officer oi Health
in regard to the sanitary conditions in your factories?—] do not think we
have. We have never asked for assistance; we prefer to be independent.

£-1315. Have you anybody with public health qualifications visiting your
factories to help you m carrying out sanitation‘s The Sub-Assistant Surgeon
has no public health qualification Is there anvone who comes m?—I do
not think anybody comes in,

B-1316. Mhs Voice)

;

You were giving us some information m respect of

your Persian experience. Ts carpet weaving in Peisia done in lactones or

entirely in cottages or in both — ft is called a cottage industry but it is

really clone m large centres and large villages m the houses of the Persians.

B-1317. Regulations were passed some time ago as a lesult of agitation;

did that in any way break up those units and make them smaller units than
they were before?—No, but they were already very small units. The largest

factory I have seen m Kerman, this time that 1 visited it, is a factory

containing eight looms,

B-1318. Mow many workers**—There may be tour or fi\e people on each

loom.

B-13T9. So that 40 people was the largest \on saw*5—Yes, and that is an
exception. As a rule there were two looms in all houses which belonged to

the owner of the house wdio was himself a weaver and employed labour where
he could get it. If his sons and daughters or his wife can weave they will

weave when they are not in the fields gathering crops.

B-1320. You gave us some statistics implying that the regulations had
been to a certain extent effective?—The regulations have been effective inas-

much as the carpet factories seem to me to be better ventilated now than

they were. I do not guarantee the accuracy of my figures.

B-1321. Who has enforced that improvement?—The Persian Government.

B-1322. Can you tell me by what means ?— f was not there, but they sent

a commission there.

B-1323. You do not know’ whether they have a regular system of inspec-

tion?—1 have visited all the more important looms m Kerman; I have visited

about 800 looms. I do not find that the conditions in the villages are

better, but the doctors of the C. M, 8, hospital ha\e told me that they

consider that the actual condition of the health of the little weavers is much
better than it used to be, and they attribute if to the better ventilation of

the factories.

B-1324. You do not youiself hold the opinion that it is impossible to

regulate an industry which is carried on in small units v—It is absolutely

impossible to regulate an industry which is carried on in cottages. We have

an affiliated company in Mirzapur where it is carried on by cottage industry

and you cannot regulate it. It is impossible to enforce any '-aiishu tory

regulations in a cottage.

B-1325. Have the altered conditions in the Persian factories affected their

competitive powers at all
4

? Has it in any way increased the cost of produc-

tion?—No. They white-wash their walls and paint the windows; that is all

they have done.

B-1326. They have put older children on the work, have they not? I

understood you to say that the girls of two yearn of age are no longer em-

ployed?—Little girls never weave. They used to sit there from the age of
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two yeais but they nevei wove until they were five 01 six It is the sitting

position that impairs the development of their bones Now you do not see

them on the looms any more, they do not put children on the looms so

young

B 1327 Mr Clow Aie caipets made m cottages in Amritsar district at

all?—I do not think so, I do not think there is any carpet cottage industry

in Amritsar district

B-1328 Is there any cottage or factory industry of this sort m the Indian

States m the Punjab?—I could not tell you, I do not know of any

B-1329 Mr Taylor In view of your experience m Persia can you tell us

how the general conditions as to carpet weaving compare m Persia and India?

—I think in India the factories aie much bettei organized and the conditions

of hygiene m the factoues are far superior m India than m Peisia

B-1330 Can you tell us how the wages compare with the cost of living?—

I

do not know what the wages aie now m the north of Persia, but m the south

of Peisia m Kerman where I have been, the wages aie lower than they are

here
,
I should say they are 20 per cent lower

B-1331 How does the cost of living compare?—The cost of living is

appioxnnately same

B-1332 So that wages m Persia are lelatively lower than m India?

—

They aie certainly lower and the cost of living is about the same

B-1333 Sir Victor Sassoon Have you ever been asked to make advances

foi marnages among yom workers?—I think we have

B-1334 Have you any idea of the sort of amounts that they have borrowed
from you?—They may come to very high figures

B-1335 Can thev borrow as much as a thousand or two thousand rupees

if they wanted?—No, I do not think they go up to that

B-1336 I was trying to find out the amount they might spend on a
mamage?—It all depends on the class of men One of oui mechanics in the

mills we have at Chheharta was marned His first mamage cost him Rs 500
and his second marriage Rs 1,200

B-1337 Did he boriow all that?—I found out latex that he borrowed all

that money

B-X338 Fiom the him?—No, the film lent him Rs 200, but that is not
the carpet film, I do not think we have ever advanced money for marriages
(Mi Davies) No, not specially for marriages

B-1339 So that they may be owing money outside for marriage or some-
thing of th it sort if you do not advance them enough —{Mr Stevens) They
have never asked us foi advances for marriages, though possibly they have
paid such expenses out of the advances they got from us (Mr Davies) Th©
majonty of the weavers heie do not get mamed until they aie m a financial
position to do so

B-1340 How manj workers are there on each loom?—(Mr Stevens) It
depends on the width of the loom, I should say on a nine foot loom there are
about four woikers

B 1341 And how many would there be on the largest loomsP—Our laigest
loom is 45 feet, the number of woikeis would be m porportxon, it is about
one woiker for 21 ft

B4342 You say that you have 267 looms
,
you cannot really say how many

people would be woiking on these looms because it depends on the width of
the looms?—You can take a loom to be on an average 11 or 12 ft The
majonty of the looms are 9 feet long

,
but we have looms up to 45 feet

B-1343 So that there may be 8 or 10 people on a carpet, it depends on
the width?—There may be About two years ago when we were working
to our full power I reckoned that we had about 5,000 people weaving carnets
for us m India on a total of 860 looms

* J ° " ~ ^
B-1344 When there are four workers on a loom one would be a master

weaver?—Yes
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B 1845 Would two of the boys be older boys?—I should say two would be

young, if it is possible to say so 1£ of the boys would be older boys, out of

six, two would be junior woikeis

B-X346 Would one master weavei control more than one loom?—Some-

times two

B-1347 Does he arrange it so that geneially he has a team of eight people

working two small looms ?—Some of them have a team of more than eight

people, some of them even have four or five looms, but they have an under-

study m charge of each loom to dictate the designs

B-1348 An assistant master weaver?—Yes, all the looms may belong to

, the same master weaver and they may all be m partneiship on terms which

they have arranged among themselves

(The witnesses withdiew )
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MUHAMMAD RAMZAN mi RAJBAl, two master weavers

examined (Biwan Cfcaman Lall interpreting)®

The Chairman: I asked that one of the master weavers should attend in

ease we required to question him and I asked the Secretaries to take one

quite by chance so that there should be no possibility of selection m the

matter/ With a view to saving time J would suggest to ray colleagues that

we should ask Mr. Sastri to conduct the examination
;
I think we should all

be satisfied to leave it in his hands,

B-1349. Mi. AW//: Are you master weavers?—One of us a master weaver

and the other is an assistant.

B-1350. How long have you done this work?—27 years.

B4351 . Bo you woik at one loom or have you more than one loom?—Two.

B-1352. Bo you do piece-work or do you get so much per carpet from the

proprietor ?—Piece-work.

B-1353. How much are you paid for your piece-work?—One anna six pies

for 1,100 stitches.

B-1354. How much would you get per day at that rate?—A strong healthy

man would get 14 or 15 annas.

B-1355. Mi. (loic: Is that your remuneration for the day or the total

amount given to }o\\ out of which you have to pay the hoys?—My remunera-

tion would be 14 or 15 annas and the boys would get 9 annas each,

B-1356. How many have you working under you?—T have 20 or 21 boys

working under me.

B-1357. Mi. Rastri

:

After paying them you have 14 annas for yourself

per day?—After paving out to these 21 boys at the end of the month I myself

save Rs. 45 to Rs. 50.

B-1358. How often do you pay the boys; do you pay them every day or

once a week?—Every fifteen days.

B-1359. The ('hah man: Are the parents of the boys paid m advance?

—

We pay the parents of the boys.

R-1360. Mr , Sctbtii; Do you pay thorn in advance or subsequently?—We
pav them in advance.

B-136L Taking them on an average how much do you pay a parent?

—

Some boys get 8 annas a day some 6 annas, some 14 annas and some 15
annas,

B-1362. But how much do you give to a parent in advance m order to

get the work of his son regularly ?—During the first two or three months
the hoy is learning his work; nothing is paid to the parent or to the child

for the first two oi three months. It all depends on what amount of money
the parent needs, fn some cases the advance is Rs 50 and in other eases

Rs. 80.

B-136S. Would that amount be for two boys or for one bov 3—We have
given as much as Rs. 100 for one boy.

B-1364. Then would an agreement be written out? Yes, agreements are
written out.

B-1365. Is the name of the boy mentioned m the agreement ?—Yes.

B-1366. Do you usually specify the period during which the boy shall
work out the advance?—No period is mentioned, but it is mentioned that
this money is to be paid back in so many ‘instalments. When the money is

paid back the boy is released.

B-1367. Otherwise the boy must work for years?—That is right. Until
the money is paid back the boy has to work for me.

B-1368. How is the calculation made of the amount that the boy has
earned every day?—Every day we make a calculation of the amount of work
done.
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B-1369. Supposing I am a boy engaged by you, is it I or you or the two

together or the parent in addition uho determine how much I have done

during the day?—We pay them by the month and we make the arrangement

with the parent.

B-1370. If you pay them by the month, is it so much whatever the amount
of work turned ont by the boy?—We see to it that the hoy is made to work
a little more than he ought to work; if it is one rupee’s amount of work we
gee that we get 17 annas out of the boy.

B-1371. You know how to get 17 annas work out oi the boy ?—Yes, a

little more.

B-1372. Do you get work from the boys on all the days in the month or do

you give them specified holidays, Sundays or Fridays?—On Fridays there are

holidays. Also if he is ill he does not turn up.

B-1373. In settling the account with the parent do you take interest into

account or do you only take account ol the money you have advanced?—No
interest is charged.

B-1374. If a boy does not turn out efficient work how do you get him to

do it?—Beat him, hit him on the face, hit him with the fist and whatever we
have handy at the time such as a stick.

B-1375. Does the hoy sometimes run away?—Yes.

B-1376. When he runs away how is he brought hack to work?—Very lew
run away; when they do run awa\ we go after them oi send the parents
after them.

B-1377. Supposing a hoy does not like to work under a particular master
weaver, has lie any chance of getting a transfei ?—Provided he pays back the

money we have advanced

.

B-1378. Do the boys, so far as your observation goes, usualh improve from
week to week or from month to month?—As they go along I notice some
improvement.

B-1379. If a boy during the first month turns out Rs. 7 worth oi work
and then owing to the improvement caused by piactice he turns out Rs. 9
worth of work next month does he get the Rs. 9, or does the parent get credit

only tor the Rs. 7 stipulated ?
—

’We stick to oui agreement.

B-1380. Whatever the efficiency of the boy?—Yes, within the tune hunt.
The only limit is when they pay back the inonej

.

B4381, Do you occasionally have to go to Comb in respect of the carry-

ing out of the agreement?—Sometimes we get hold of such a boy and such
parents and we have to go to Court to recover the amount.

B-1382. When you go to Court do you put this agreement in as evidence
of the contract?—Yes, we present this agreement.

B-1383. And the Court accepts it as valid?—-The Court accepts it as

valid.

B-1384. The Chairman

:

During the period does the boy or do the parents
get cash or are the parents credited with the accrued monthly amount; that
is to say, is the money deducted from the loan or is it paid in cash‘d—We
pay in cash to the boy’s parents; it he is not a minor we pay him.

B-1385. Is the loan repaid by regular instalments or is it allowed to drag
on?—If a boy has done Rs. 10 worth of work we will give him Rs. 8 and keep
Rs. 2 ;

that is how bit by bit we get the loan back.

B-1386. Sir Alexander Mu nay; Supposing the advance is Rs. 84; does the
boy work for 12 months at Rs. 7 a month which makes Rs. 81 and does that
wipe out the debt or what happens?—If he can afford it we take the whole
Rs. 7 in payment of the loan, but if he cannot afford it then it may be that
out of the Rs. 7, he will take Rs. 6 and we keep Re. 1.

B-1387. I suppose you would prefer to take only Re 1 because in that
©vent it would be six years before the loans will have been repaid.—No, we
prefer to get back cash, because sometimes we also have to borrow the money.
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B4388. The Chau man ; What proportion of these boys go on to become

master weavers?—There are some who become master weavers after ten years;

there are those who have been working for twenty years and more and are

still only assistant master weavers.

B4389. Sir Alexander Murray: When you started did you start against an

allowance?—No, I did not.

B439Q. What pay did you get?—Two rupees a month when I started

work.

B4391. What was your age?—About nine or ten years when I started,

B4392. Mk Sastn: When a boy is careless and does not turn out the

expected work, besides punishing him is there a system of fining him?—W©
ourselves do not fine the boys.

B.4393. Sir Alexander Mimay: What is the age of the youngest boy you
have working in your looms J—10 or 11. 1 do not think I have any boy under
10 working with me.

B4394. Mr. Cliff: What is the lowest grade of wages that you pay for a

hoy of 10, if there is no advance?—My boys are all on advances,

B4395. What is the lowest wage?—It comes on an average to 6 annas a

day though it is paid on a monthly basis. If there are four or five days in

which the boy is absent and those are cut out, the average will come to 6
annas a day for a month of 30 days.

(The witnesses withdrew. The Commission adjourned to Delhi.)
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DELHI
NINTH MEETING

Saturday, 2nd November, 1929.

Present .

The Rt. Hon* J. H. Whitley (Chairman)

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.

Sir Alexander Murray. Kt.,
C.B.E.

Mr. A. 6. Clow, C.LE., ids.
Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L A.

Mrs. J. C. Chatterjee

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S

Mr. A. Dibdin.

I
Mr. John Cliff.

j

Diwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.

j

Miss B. M. le Poke Power.

Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E.

,

LM.S. (Medical Assessor).

(Lady Assessor .)

|
(Joint Secretaries.)

Mr* W. H. ABEL, Inspector of Factories; and Mr* MEHTAB SINGH
Industrial Surveyor, Delhi.

B-1396, The Chairman: Would you, although it may involve a little repe-

tition, tell us the organization of your Department with regard to thd Delhi
Province?—(Mr. Abel): I am the Inspector of Factories for the Punjab and
for Delhi, having full powers to apply the Act. I have m Delhi one Indus-
trial Surveyor who is a part-time Inspector under my control, and also notified

for several sections under the Act, that is, for sanitation, hours of work and
all the things which have nothing to do with engineering. He is resident

here in Delhi, and I visit Delhi once or twice a month as I think necessary.

B-1397. I note in the memorandum you have submitted to us you tell us
of a change which is going to take place next year?—The change is in the
Punjab at the moment. Ordinarily speaking, any change m administration

is first of all adopted by the Punjab and then it is for the consideration of any
other Government, Delhi and the other two Administrations, the North-West
Frontier and Ajmer-Merwara in which I have jurisdiction, to consider whether
they would also like to adopt the same measure as the Punjab but it is

for each local Government to consider for themselves whether they really

want it or not.

B-1398. You say m your memorandum that m the case of the Punjab the

Government “ have decided to appoint one full-time Inspector with effect

from April 1st, 1930, in the place of the five Industrial Surveyors of the

Punjab under certain sections of the Indian Factories Act. Thus from April

next there will be one Chief Inspector and one Inspector in the Punjab.”

—

Will both of them be full-time officers?—Yes.

B-1399, You told us, I think, at Lahore that you thought that would con-

tribute to the efficiency of your Department and enable more effective inspec-

nen to be carried out?—That is true. At the present moment, as I have

full powers—and I am the only Inspector with full powers under the Act—it
is necessary still for me to go to factories although they may have been

inspected by Industrial Surveyors previously.

B-140Q. Do you feel that your staff is adequate lor the large area that you

have to cover?—No, not by any means.

B-1401. You feel, as your colleagues in other countries do, I imagine, that

greater staff could be usefully employed?—It would be extremely useful; the

more staff we have the more work we can do. At the moment there is very
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much work in factory inspection which i& left undone that could be done if

we had a larger and better staff.

B-14Q2. I take it from what you have already told us that it is so recently

that the Factories Act came into operation that you have a great deal of

difficulty with certain employers in getting them readily and willingly to

observe ' the Act'"—That is so. The Factories Act actually in India is yet a

young Act, and it was drastically amended in 1922. Even now we are not

actually up-to-date and we have not been able to get employers really to realize

that the enforcements which are now law should be earned out.

B-1403. You have not yet arrived at a stage when employers think it bad

form to be evading the ActP—We have not arrived at that stage yet,

B-1404. Mi. BuJu. Discussing the question of efficiency you mention that,

from what you have teen, the efficiency of the Indian worker is lower as com-

pared with the foreign worker, and then you say that unless the labouring

classes are well paid by increasing their wages it is not possible to increase

their efficiency. Now, apart from the question of increasing the wages, could

you suggest some other remedies for increasing the efficiency; for instance,

the abolition of the drink e\il, solving the housing problem and such other

things'"—Yes, to improve those conditions would naturally increase the effi-

liency of the worker, but I think there are two points which would help the

worker to become moie effective, such as standardizing his work or endeav-

ouring to create a standard to which the worker would work up. For instance,

trade unions could help, 1 think, in this direction so as to make a mechanic

fit to be a mechanic when he has learnt his trade after apprenticeship.

B-1405. You know the trade unions at present are in an infant stage, and

I should like to know how far the Government or the employer could be help-

ful in increasing the efficiency of the worker?—The employer could do very

much. Certainly if better houses were provided for a worker and more inter-

est taken in him, he would become more efficient and be more useful to his

employer.

B-14G6, I think 1 am inclined to agree with you that if every worker were
provided with good accommodation the efficiency would increase, but the diffi-

culty of the employer is that he cannot always get suitable land. Do you
think it should be the duty of Government to acquire land at a reasonable
cost for the employer If he wants to build houses for his workers?—It is very
difficult to say; 1 am afraid [ cannot give a reply to that question.

B-1407. Tt has been suggested in certan quarters that it might be possible

for Government to grant loans, say, to the extent of 50 per cent, of the cost

of quarter* to be built for tho working dosses. Do you think it would be a

desirable scheme?—] think any sound scheme whereby better houses could be
produced and good housing facilities could be made for tho worker would be
a very useful thing.

B-140S, You know some of the factories here are working on a double shift,

clay and night?—Yes.

B-H09. How clo you think night woik affects the health of the workers as

compared with day work although the night workers may get the same amount
4 sleep?—T am sure it is not as good for them

B-1410. May T take it that you suggest shorter working hours for night
•woikers?—No, I do not know that T should sav that. 1 certainly think that
a day worker is at a greater advantage than a night worker, hut from the
night workers that 1 have seen coming off duty I would not «av that they aie
utterly fatigued or worn out. I do not suggest a reduction u* working h u i

for the night worker,

.B-I4I1. So far as the question of fatigue and health is concerned you
think there is not much difference if the worker works for 10 hours either
dormg the dav or during the night 0—There is not a great deal of difference.
Certainly a worker would prefer to work by day if he had the choice

B-14I2. That is not necessarily so. In fact, T have come across eases in
the hot season when workers prefer to work during the night?—That is pos-
sibly so in the hot season.
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lave not mentioned any views on the question of sickness
b you any suggestions to make on that point*—Sickness In-
> very useful. It is a matter for the employer, ] think if

b it would be profitable and useful to him, I am sure the
[come it.

o you think the worker would be prepared to contribute to
ranee fund?—That I am not prepared to say. In Lahore we
> to consider whether sickness insurance should be brought
8

.

found there that the workers consulted were rather reluct-
ling out of their wages. The sum that they could afford to
small that il would be hardly useful. On the other hand,
ire not very interested in paying anything towards insur-
ly suggestion that we could get was that Government should
tie.

Power: Mr. Abel, you were giving evidence just now about
inadequacy of the inspection staff. 1 take It that your re-
morandum that “ the staff is adequate ” is a misprint; your
Is that it is inadequate?—Yes. I am sorry about that. It

halt man: That, of course, refeis to the Piovmce of Delhi
Tinjab ?—Yes.

Power: You also refer to the fact that the people who were
lajputana and Central India have now very largely settled
ther on you say that there has been unemployment owing to
f activities in the Public Works Department Workshops. Is

an large numbers of workers are imported for a special job,

1 to send them back to their place of origin when that work
shed?—I have never heard of any scheme whereby arrange-
made to send them back, but in the case of importing these
they were imported 10 or 12 or possibly 15 years ago for the
Ihx, and they have more or less settled and made Delhi their

.s industry m Delhi growing sufficiently quickly to absorb
n the construction work is over ?—I do not think it is.

that mean that there is likely to be a x>ermanent unemploy-
-It wTI gradually decrease, but the decrease in the number
result of the buildings having beeti finished is much greater

e in indusry to absorb that amount of unemployment. The
re is a good deal of unemployment amongst unskilled workers

;ay “ no occupational disease has been reported or has come
rnt in the evidence given by the Government Press they refer

of lead poisoning which they say came to their notice as a

ng information for submission to the Commission. Is there

nder the Factories Act that cases of that kind In industrial

uld be notified to the Factory Inspector ?—There is no obliga-

ably enquire, I have taken up his question rather carefully,

lave not heard of any occupational disease, particularly with

oisoning.

m think there should he an obligation on the employer to

>sP—x think it would be helpful; but no case has ever come
3
,
and it is one of those things w© take an interest in; I

hat there was no such case,

ng with “ Industrial Efficiency
53 of workers in your jnomo-

that the “ health is one of the chief factors governing the effi-

orkers and unless the labouring classes are well fed by an
* wages, it is not possible to effect any improvement in this

you made any investigation in the course of your work as to

Tof living for an industrial labourer in your area?—No, I
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B-1423. Have you any experience upon winch to calculate whether the wage

paid to the unskilled worker m this district will cover the cost of a familyP—'

I

think I have if I had time to go into it* hut one would need to take the aver-

age over a number of months before you could really get anything material.

B-1424. Even of you have not investigated it scientifically, what is your

conclusion : Is it that the average wage of the ordinary labourer will cover

the family requirements like food, housing, clothes, etc.—It is only just

enough
;
it does not leave anything for him to spare, or very little, and as a

result my experience is that he does not eat as much as would be good for him

in the ordinary way, and then on such a day as this, the Xhwali day, he prob-

ably spends the whole of what he has saved which should have been spent on

good food.

B-1425. You mean to suggest that if he has anything to spare, instead of

spending all of it on living he spends some on the smaller luxuries and as a

result goes without necessities?—That is what happens.

B-1426. That is what the rest of us would probably do?—Yes.

B-X427. M?s. Ghatterjee: Is it not a fact that the xents of working class

quarters in Delhi have vastly increased?—That I am fairly sure about. ]

have no statistics about it, but house rents m Delhi have increased enorm-

ously withm the last five or six years.

B-1428. Do employers of small factories give any allowance for house rent?

—I have never heard of such a case.

B-1429. Dealing with the extent to which medical facilities are utilized by
women you say u Women do not always make use of the medical facilities on
account of their traditional par<la system.” Is it not a fact that women
working in industries do not observe parda ?—They observe no parda when
they are actually inside the buildings, but I find that women are reluctant to

go to the mill doctor for advice.

B-1430. Do you not think it is because women doctors are not provided

for them? Naturally they might be shy of going to a man doctor ?—If women
doctors were provided, they would make more use of them than they do of

the men doctors.

B-1431.
^

Do you think if factories or groups of factories provided medical
facilities with women doctors they would be better utilized ?—I think that if

there was n lady doctor either within the mill area or in the mill itself, the
women workers would take advantage of her presence.

B-X432. So it is not absolutely that parda stands in the way?—Not abso-

lutely parda
,
but it is the fact that they have been accustomed to parda .

B-1433. In your memorandum you talk of recreation grounds provided by
employers. Could you teh me where these recreation grounds are?—The
Birla Spinning Mills have provided very good facilities in this respect.

B-1434 How far are they made use of ?—The workers do make use of them
to a very great extent

B-1435. Do women make any use of them?—I do not think I have ever
seen women workers making use of them.

B-1436. You say that some workers are low paid. Are there not particular
industries in which ihev are low paid?—There is no special industry in which
they are lower paid than in others; but the average wage of the unskilled
worker is low—about 10 as. a day.

B-1437 . fs that for both men and women?—No, the woman gets slightly

less
,
a woman worker probably gets 7 as. and a man worker 10 as.

B-1438. Does it mean that she does less work?—No; she usually does a
much lighter work.

B-1439, Colonel Bussell ; In relation to fatigue you say
u The break after

putting in 6 hours woih is very useful and does go a long way in preventing
undue fatigue,” Have you made any personal observations with regard to
that matter? I have frequently been in factories just before the rest interval,
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ifc
?
by the look of many of tlxe workers

,
that it was time

're any statistics ?—I have never taken any statistics in

Jhaman Lall

:

Can you tell me something about exemptions
from the Factories Act by the employers and by Govern-
s were asked for fairly frequently after the Act was amend-
vernment were in th© habit of giving exemptions to almost
dth, We gradually worked factories up to a state when
>t lequir^d so frequently. It was customary to give exemp-
7 ovvixed printing press here nearly every year to enable it

u&li of work, and apart from that Government factories
ntly for, and obtained, exemptions even up to this

ke it that the Government of this Province has been the
far as exemptions are concerned?—They have had more
rirately owned factories.

. take any action against the stone factory here for work-
in they should have done?-—Yes, 1 have clone so recently,
s ago. After having written to them several times regard-
and rather a bad case of overwork and I lodged four or
them for overworking their employees.

also owned by the Government?—It is a Government fae~
e extent to the contractors. Th© work produced there is

hi produce is Government, the machinery and buildings
property, and it is controlled, I am told, to a very great

ic Works Department.

fact that after you launched this prosecution, the Deputy
dhi gave an order withdrawing the prosecution?—I lodged
ourt, and I appeared when the case was first opened. The
. iiiat day as it could not be finished I think it was two
in a newspaper that it was strongly rumoured that the
ler was withdrawing the cases. I wrote to tbb Deputy
s if that was a fact, and th© reply I received was that there
astances under which it would b© preferable not to pro-
ise«. I have not entirely agreed with the Government’s
t. The cases are still pending. No decision has yet been
her they shall be withdrawn or proceeded with,

as the date of the institution of these cases, could you
lea?—Three cases were made on the 16th February and
iter on on April 25th, 1929.

irman: And still undecided?—Yes, they have not advanc-

1haman Lall: One case was nine months ago and another
nd tliev are still pending?—That is so.

e the other functions of the Industrial Surveyor her©?—

I

lescribe them himself, but he is the officer in charge of

.er the Department of Industries, Punjab. Part of his

ade prices to look into any problem regarding industries

hat he has a laboratory her© as a science man for making
sipality, for the Health Department, Chambers of Com-
rs and anyone who cares to bring anything for analysis,

he is a sort of Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, Che-
Collector of Statistics, apart from the other duties that

your Department ?—That is so,

inspite of the fact that you have got a very able Indus-
he is not in a position to cope with all the work?—It

It for him. Sometimes it must also he very embarrassing
bjects to deal with.
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B-1452. A question was asked by Mr. Birla about the efficiency of the*

workers and their drinking habits. Have you any statistics in regard to

their drinking habits or the alleged drinking habits of the working classes

here?—No, I do not keep such statistics.

B-1453. Mi. Clow: Is drink a serious evil P—I do not think it is really a

serious evil. It is noticeable once or twice a year.

B-1454. Mr. Cliff: Is that the Scotch New Year’s Day?—No.

B-1455. Dhvan Chaman Loll: In his memorandum the Industrial Surveyor

mentions the fact that the average wage of the unskilled worker was about

10 as.?—Yes.

B-1456. In their memorandum the Punjab Chamber oi Commerce have

mentioned that the question of efficiency is not really governed by housing

conditions, better conditions of living and so on. You do not subscribe to

that view?—No, 1 do not. I think that the more you look after the worker

the more efficient he would become, the elements being good housing, good

food, education, recreation and welfare work.

B-1157. You have mentioned m your memorandum that there has been u

reduction of hours without any reduction of pay and that tho workers wel-

comed it?—Yes.

BJ458 If the working day were i educed to an 8 houi day, do >ou

think that the workers would welcome that?—I think the workers would
naturally welcome that, if they get exactly the same pay for an 8 hour

day, as they get lor a 9 or 10 hour daj.

B-1459. The Washington Convention gave an exemption as far as India

was concerned and fixed tho limit at 60 hours the explanation given being

that the conditions were different in India. Do you find that the conditions

are different in any way which would justify Government in keeping to 60
hours instead ot 48?—I find that the worker here m India is very much
sinner getting on his job than in Europe; as a result a good lot of time is

wasted in starting and stopping. He is ready, to get on to his job and then
wait for half an hour before he really starts. lie is also very ready at the

end of his six hours or even before that to prepare for closing down. So
Hat if the hours were reduced very much more, a considerable proportion of

his day or the same proportion would, I think, still be spent m stalling and
stopping and production would suffer very heavily.

B-1460. Do >ou mean to say that the average worker does not get there
before the usual time for opening the factory ?—He does get there before time.
But he is, very slow, I find that the worker will get on his job a quarter
hour, half an hour, possibly longer than that, before the time he should be
there. Nevertheless he is even longer than that in starting on his job.

B-1461. If he is slow at work that is also a matter of efficiency?—Exactly,

B-1462. H you improve the efficiency you will improve the method of work
too ?—If you could improve the efficiency then you would improve the output.

B-1463. Is not that a vicious circle? Can you not improve the efficiency

of the worker by reducing the hours of work and increasing his pay?—I think
that a moderato line will have to be taken. The average factory worker now
does not put in a 10 hour day.

B-1464, Do you seriously mean that the worker who does put in a 10
hour day now-a-days lias any leisure left for recuperation of any sort?—

I

quite agree that lie has very little. But if he is persuaded to put in a full

9 hour day and actually work those 9 hours, both the employer and himself

would gain very considerably.

B-1465. Is there any arrangement here whereby either the technical worker
or the unskilled worker is being trained in order to increase his efficiency

?

t-

Not that I am aware of.

B-1466. A question was put to you about land for housing the Workers.

Would it not he better if either the State or the Municipality undertook the
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task of providing houses for the working classes?—I should think it would,
i beheve that has been tried in Bombay and has not been successful.

B-1467. There are other reasons why it has not been successful. The
reasons were that the workers were not consulted on the type of houses that
were built. They were too hot in summer and too cold in winter. It was
noli a case of the workers not wanting better facilities for housing?—1 cer-
tainly think whoever put up good quarters and made houses for workers
would reap the benefit of them in the efficiency of the worker.

B-1468. Mr. ('hff

:

The memorandum of the Industrial Surveyor records
that there are 60,000 industrial workers in Delhi, whereas you record 10,443?
—Yes.

B-1469. You also say that these workers, are employed in 61 factories?

—

That is so.

13-1470. Can you tell me whether theie has e\or been a census of the fac-

tories m Delhi other than that 61 ?—Not that I am aware of.

B-1471. Would the factories and workshops in Delhi be recorded in the
census in 1921? Would they take a census of the factories there, or is that
a census of population?—I think it was only a census of population.

Mr. (low: There were industrial figures in that census, [ think, of estab-

lishments employing ten or more,

B-1472. Mi. Clift
- Have you an approximate idea of the number of un-

regulated factories ? Have you had any experience?—Only from observation.

The number of unregulated factories employing ten persons or more in Delhi
must be twice or three times as many as those that are under the Factories

Act at the present moment.

B-1473. Have you visited any of these factories."—Yes, many of them.

B-1474. Can you tell the Commission what kind of conditions you saw in

those unregulated factories?—The conditions are not loo good; small children

are employed; the workshops themselves are very crowded, very small and
very dirty. They leave very much to be desired.

B-1475. Do they work long hours?—Yes, they do.

B-1476. Longer than under the Factories Act ?—Very much longer.

B-1477. Have you any idea about the prevailing rates of wages?—No.

B-1478. With regard to the difficulty of obtaining what in your judgment
is a satisfactory penalty for contravention of the Factories Act now, is there

any means of forming public opinion which has been adopted by your Depart-

ment other than prosecutions in courts ?—I do not know of any.

B-1479. The Chairman suggested by question that you had not reached

a stage where it was regarded as being bad form to contravene the Act. I

was wondering whether your Department ever did any propaganda work with

regard to the observance of the law P—We never have undertaken any pro-

paganda in that respect, 1 do not think the ordinary person would be suffi-

ciently interested.

B-14S0. As far as I know from your report given to us at Lahore, you

have not sufficiently interested the magistrates even?—

l

7
es, that is so.

B-1481. I wonder whether with this experience of having had the adminis-

tration of this law, you have reached any conclusion as to whether by circular

letter or by articles in periodicals or the Press, you could create a stronger

and more virile public opinion?—I think it would be very difficult. Often

cases are reported in the press. Also there have been some writings in the

press particularly from the other Provinces regarding small fines. I do not

think that will help very much.

B-1482. Has this ever been the subject of a resolution or disccussion in the

Legislative Assembly?—No. I think the only discussion that has taken place

will be my annual reports and my letters to the Government authorities con-

cerned.

Mr. Glow: The Assembly in 1929 did agree to a substantial enhancement

of the maximum penalty for contravention of the Act.
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B-1483. Mr, Cliff: Since that date, with regard to the enforcement of the

law m very serious cases to which Mr. Abel called our attention the other day,

has there been any action taken by the responsible Ministers with a view of

creating public opinion even m the Assembly ?—No. With regard to what
was happening in Delhi, when I reported to the Deputy Commissioner that

the fines were not sufficient, he replied that he had instructed his magistrates

to pay more attention to these matters and that fines should be heavier. That
has had a slight effect.

B-1484. That is as far as it has gone up to the present?—Yes.

B-1485. You make a reference m your memorandum that unskilled labour
has not made any progress or has not made progress during the last few years?
Has there been any real attempt to train unskilled labour?-—As far as I know,
none.

B-1486. Having in mmd the illiteracy and the helplessness of this popu-
lation, is it to be expected that there will be an improvement unless they are

aided and trained?—Certainly not.

B-1487. You said that sickness insurance would be useful. May I ask you
whether you mean by being useful it would be helpful? —It would be helpful

to the worker.

B-1488, Would it be helpful to the industry as well as to- the worker?

—

Yes, I should think it would be.

B-1489 With regard to contributions, I take it that you accept the canon
that no one should be called upon to pay except in so far as he is able to

pay?—Unless you fix some definite rate such as a percentage of pay or some-
thing of that sort, you would have most people saying that they were not able

to pay.

B-1490. You cannot put upon the poorest people of the land a burden
heavier than their capacity to pay?—That is so.

B-1491. Mr, Ahmed: You remember when we visited the Government Press
this morning we saw many workers there who were not very healthy. Is that

due to overwork under the piece-work system or to insanitary conditions of

their dwelling?—I think it is more a case of the type of person that is re-

cruited. The conditions in that Press are good
;
lighting and ventilation are

good
;
hours of work are not excessive

;
the rates of pay are good

;
the quarters

they live in compare favourably with others. I think it is more a point of

the type of person that is recruited for the work. There is one other thing
that may be the cause of the workers there not appearing to be physically fit

,

and that is the press is comparatively new and the workers there might have
been imported from other Provinces where the physique is not quite so good
as it is here. I cannot think of any other reason. The work that they do is

not unhealthy.

B4492. Increased wages, good housing, facilities for education and recrea-

tion, supply of pure drinking water and such measures will increase the

efficiency of the workers?—Yes, that is so.

B-1493. Will that not be a great help to the employer as well?—It would;

because it ivould enable the worker not only to get moie pay, but to earn

more.

B-1494. They would be able to discharge their duties more satisfactorily ?—

Yes, that surely would happen.

B-1495. Do you think that it would he a good thing if Government grant-

ed loans to the employers for the purpose of acquiring land for housing

workers?—I imagine it would help the employers to put up quarters for their

workers.

B-1496« Does not working in the night cause a lot of accidents owing t«»

the peculiar nature of the work and various other difficulties?—! do not know

that accidents are more frequent during night than during day.

B-1497. Are they not more likely to occur?—Yes, they are more likely to

occur, because the worker is less likely to be alert.
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-

Undoubtedly better.

B-1499. Is it not difficult for liini to work at night for eight to ten hours
at a stretch ? He gets the rest internal in the night exactly the same way he
does in the day.

B-1500. But he has to pass sleepless night?—Exactly,

B-1501. With regard to the sickness insurance scheme as to which Mr. Birla
asked whether the workers would be willing to contribute, do you think it

reasonable and feasible to ask the workers to contribute towards any such
scheme?—If you do not get something from the workers yon will be putting
a tax on the industry. If the worker is going to be benefited from the insur-
ance I think it is reasonable that he should be expected to contribute some-
thing towards it, however small.

B-1502. Sir Alexander Murray: In his memorandum, the Industrial Sur-
veyor says that “ the industrial employer is given facilities for the grant of

Government land on favourable terms for purposes of building workers®
houses/’ Can you tell us something about it? (Mr. Singh) I am afraid I do
not know anything about if, except that one of the cotton ginning factories

applied to Government for the grant of Government land at reasonable prices

for the construction of coolie quarters and Government complied with their

request.

B-1503. In how many cases did Government extend similar help?—I know
of two cases.

B-1504. If any other employer in Delhi comes to Government with a simi*

lar request is he likely ro leceive the same consideration?—I think so, if the

land belongs to Government.

B-15G5. Do you know whether there is anything corresponding to that in

the Punjab or in any other Province ?—I know only so far as Delhi is con-

cerned ; I do not know of any other Province.

B-1506. Do you consider that the statistics of the cost of living compiled

by the Industrial Surveyor are fairly accurate?—So far as the prices of com-

modities are concerned, they were taken from Government publications. But

so far as house rent, social functions and cotton piece goods are concerned,,

we had to cover fresh ground and we have done that to the best of the re-

sources at our disposal,

B-1507. As regards the variation in the cost of living. You give eleven

different items, add up dieir prices, divide the total by 11 and call that the

average cost of living for the period?—Yes.

B-1508. Now take sugar. In 1924, the price was 92 and in 1925 you say

that the price rose to 349. By taking the actual figures 92 and 349 without

weighing them properly you make your calculations faulty. Supposing, a

man eats one maund of wheat in a week he may eat only one pound of sugar

in a month. According to your calculation you have given the same weight

to wheat as you have given to sugar. Have you any idea how much sugar a

man will consume in the time that he takes to consume one maund of wheat

or harm or joivar. Will it be one pound?—1 have no i$ea; I cannot say.

The Chairman: I think it is like reckoning the cost of the meal on the

cost of the mustard.

B-1509. Sir Alexander Murray ; Mr. Abel, dealing with the question ol

unemployment I think you said that that was due to the stoppage of building

operations in Delhi?—(Mr, Abel) Yes.

B-X5X0. There must have been many thousands of workers engaged in

building operations in Delhi?—There must have been probably 20,000 or

more.

B-1511. What has happened to them?—They gradually disappeared Many

of them doubtless have gone back to their homes. Some of them have found

employment here in Delhi.

B-1512. And many of them must be out of employment at the present

moment ?—Exactly.
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B-1513. Do you know anything about the working of the double shift sys-

tem in connection with the building operations in Delhi 9—They did that when
the Public Works Department had a great deal of work to do. But it was
chiefly unskilled work. The difficulty arose that it was not possible to get

skilled workers in order to put on an extra shift. When the application came
in for exemption for these works, knowing that unemployment was prevailing

in this Province, I suggested that an extra shift of workers should be put on.

The Chief Engineer, Public Works Department said that it was not possible

owing to th© fact that there were not enough skilled workers, tie said that

it could not be done.

B-1514, Many of the workers employed in the building operations in Delhi

must have been skilled workers. Is it the case that they have found employ-

ment elsewhere?—I do uotjknow where the skilled woikers could have dis-

persed. The work of stone masons is a specialized work.

B-1515. In connection with printing presses you said that probably these

workers were recruited from other places. You went through the Govern-

ment Press to-day and you are m the habit of going through presses periodi-

cally, I take it?—Yes.

B-1516. What have you to say of the physique generally of the workers in

the press as compared with the workers you see in other industrial under-

takings to which jou go?—I think the standard of physique in the press we
saw to-day was lower than that in the iion foundry or even in textile mills.

B-1517. Why should that be so?— I think it is a matter ol lecruitment. I

know of no other reasons.

R-1518. Mk Clow: You do not think it is because they are overworked?
—No, the hours of work in the Government Press are 48 hours a week, norm-
ally; occasionally they go to 52 hours; and on very rare occasions, once in

year, they apply for exemption to work 60 hours. I do not think it is a case

of overwork.

B-1519. Sir Alexander Murray: You have stated in your memorandum
that the average worker instead of working 10 hours a day is not more than

81 hours on his job. Supposing you reduce the 10 hour day to an 8 hour day
or 9 hour day, how long do you think the average worker will be on the job?

Do you mean to say that there is a possibility of the time spent on the job

also being correspondingly reduced ?—T think he would still spend some time
not on his job. In an 9 hour day he will be on his job for 8 or 81 hours. It

is the habit of the worker to take rest between 8 and 9 in the morning for

a quarter of an hour,

B-1520. The Certifying Surgeon suggests the possibility of children be-

tween the ages of 12 and 15 years being periodically examined in order to

see whether their health is maintained. He further suggests that that should

be continued up to the age oi 20, and that, if necessary, medical officers should

be appointed by Government, their pay being charged to the mill owners.

Would that be a reasonable proposition—that the mill owners should pay for

Certifying Surgeons?—I do not think so.

B-1521. He gives, a«s his reason, that it would be necessary to see how the

health of the children continued from year to year. On the other hand, he
gives statistics which show that during 1928 he examined 1056 children, and
only 10 of these w*eie declared unfit on account of disease. That is less than

] per cent. Do you think that would justify the appointment of a medical

man to check the health of the children from year to >ear?—I hardly think

it would.

B-1522. Sir Vutor Saloon: In the repo it ot the Industrial Surveyor it

is stated that an unskilled worker expects ins wife and children to work
whereas a skilled worker docs not; so that in working out the family budget
of an unskilled worker you would have to take into account the wages earned
by his wife, and in the case of a skilled worker you would only have to take
into account the man’s own wages. Do you agree with that statement?—

I

should think that the families of men workers earning up to Es. 150 a month
would do something towards contributing to the upkeep of the house.
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B-1523. Whether they are skilled or unskilled?—I should have thought
so* ! have not very great experience.

B-1534 From what you have noticed would you say that it was not only
so m the case of the unskilled worker but in the case of the lower paid skilled
worker too?—] think it is so in the case of the lower paid skilled worker too.

B-1525. rf night schools were started for the benefit of skilled and unskilled
workers, do you think they would take advantage of them—if there were no
fees or very small fees?—Skilled workers would take advantage of them to
some extent, but I do not think that unskilled workers would.

B-152(5. Even if theie \uv» a small fee charged?—Not very many. There
would be a certain proportion of the skilled workers who would take advant-
age oi free schools* but 1 do not think that either the skilled or unskilled
worker is sufficiently ambitions to pay anything in order to learn at a night
school,

8-1527. Am 1 light in thinking that yoiu Mew is that if there was no
fee >ou might fill a school, whereas if there was a fee you would not expect
to fill the school?—That is so,

B-1528. On this question of the efficiency of the workmen, I take it that,
compared with Europe, we have to take his efficiency when he is working all

out, and we have to allow for his habit of being a slow beginner and leaving
Ins work more quickly. There are two sides?—Yes.

B-1529. When he is working all out would you say that his efficiency com-
pared very badly with the European worker?—I am of opinion that he com-
pares unfavourably.

B-1530. And on the top of that you have this habit of his of delaying
beginning ?—Yes.

B-153L So it is a question of his always being slow in getting on to his

work—quite apart from how* much work he is capable of doing?—That is so.

B-1532. Supposing better housing were provided for workers but that
they had to pay a little more rent for it, do you consider they would take
advantage of it, or do you think they would still prefer to live where they
are because it is cheaper?—Judging by the fact that even when they have
good quarters provided for them they are very keen to sub-let, it would seem
that if bigger houses were provided for them at a bigger price, they would
not take very much advantage of them. It is a matter of education—training

the man up to appreciate something more.

B-1533. Am I right in thinking that the worker would only take a better

house if he felt he could make more out of it by sub-letting and that he would

not take it if he were not allowed to sub-let?—If the cost was heavier I doubt

if ho really would take it.

B-1534. Mim Power: Sir Alexander Murray put the question that there

wai a very small percentage of children whose physique was poor, and that

this possibly showed that there was no necessity for the appointment of full-

time medical officers. Do you not think the figures possibly reflect rather

the inadequacy of the type of medical inspection made by the Certifying Sur-

geon than the actual state of health of the children ?—The Certifying Sur-

geon does his work well hut there is probably quite a lot in what you say—
that all Certifying Surgeons should be conscientious men.

B-1C35. You do not accept these figures as being typical of the standard

of health of the average child who applies to get into factory labour?—Not

absolutely, but it is very seldom that I find a child in a factory who is physi-

cally unfit, and whom T have to send hack to the Certifying Surgeon to be

re-examined.

B-1536, Sir Ihtahhn Bahmtooh: You make the statement that

“ there has been retrenchment in some industries owing to several

causes. In order to minimize the cost of production, there is a

general tendency for the introduction of labour-saving appliances and high

speed machinery in the industrial undertakings generally”. And you go

on a little later to support that statement by saying that “ the iron foundry
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industry is in a depressed condition owing mainly to the reported poverty

of the yield of sugarcane crop in the surrounding districts coupled with

increased external competition in recent years.” Then the whole problem

that we are asked to investigate depends upon the economic production of

factories?-—(Mr. Singh) These are the causes which have led to the surplus

of labour in Delhi.

B-1537. You say labour saving and high speed machinery has to be

brought in in order to meet external competition, and as a result unemploy-

ment increases?—Surely.

B-1538. The capacity of the employer to employ the number of hands

usefully depends upon his ability to produce on a basis by which he can

compete successfully with foreign imports?—Quite so.

B-1539. And therefore any pioposals to increase the cost of production

would probably have the effect of increasing unemployment, because if the

factory is unable to produce on an economic basis, and to successfully com-

pete, in the open market it would have to shut down?—Quite so.

B-1540. Therefore the problem has to be examined from the point of

view of successful competition?—To some extent.

B-1541. And in order to get that successful competition labour must be

efficient and the management must be efficient?—Quite so.

B-1542. Now if management and labour are both efficient, if the machin-

ery employed is up-to-date, then there is a fair chance of that industry

prospering and being a source of larger employment?—Yes.

B-1543. Anything that militates against successful enterprise would
adversely affect all the industries concerned?—Surely.

B-1544. Then you say “ The development of Home industries is known to

play an important role in the national welfare of a country.” And again
u The solution of the problem of economic salvation of the masses funda-

mentally lies in the organization and development of home industries.”

Dealing with the question of labour and its well being, would you advocate

a solution on the lines you have ino cated, namely, an increased number of

successful enterprises in industrial development with both management, and
labour freely efficient?—Yes.

B-1545. And the cost of production should not be such as would allow

successful competition. These factors have to be borne in mind in coining

to a decision on these problems?—Yes.

B-1546. Mr. Clow: Is primary education compulsory m this province?

—

In certain municipal wards.

B-1547 It is not general?—No.

B-1548, Are these wards in which primary education is compulsory wards
in which industrial workers live?—No.

B-1549. You mention that there is undue competition with Indian States.
To what States are you referring and to what industries?—Sarawar, Kishan-
garh and Vijyanagar.

B-1550. This does not refer to Delhi?—No.

B-1551, Have you any responsibility for the enforcement of the Boilers
Act ?—No.

B-1552. Ts Your work earned on entirely with Government funds or do
you receive contributions from employers?—The Industrial laboratory was
established^ from funds contributed partly by industrialists, but now it is

being maintained by Government.

B-1553. Employers are no longer contributing to it?—No,

B-1554. Could you give us a specific instance of any particular industry
which is competing with the industries of British India?—Cotton ginning
and pressing,

B-1655. How many ginning factories are there in the surrounding Indian
States?—I know of seven.
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5. Mm Power: You state that a large number of woman and chii-
mdiscriminately employed. Do you know whether there are more
nd children employed m the unregulated workshops than there are
. m the regulated workshops?—In the thread-ball factories, of which
} about 18 m Delhi, from 40 to 200 women are employed making
11s. What hours do they work?—Ten, eleven and twelve hours a

7. Can you answer my first question—whether there are more women
Iren employed in the unregulated workshops than there are in the
l workshops?—We have no statistics.

I Mrs . Ohatterjee: You state that a maternity home has recently

rted at the mills. Have any women been appointed in connection
.?—-A woman has been appointed as midwife.

). Is she a midwife or a nurse?—A midwife and a nurse,

). Has she had any special training^—She is a trained midwife.

[. You mention the question of unsatisfactory sanitary arrange-

certain places. Has the matter been brought to the attention of

th Officer?—I have brought it to the notice of the Inspector of Fac-
nder whom I act.

I Has the Inspector been able to do anything?—Not to my know-

l You lefer to welfaie work. Do you think the proprietors of the

anything for the workers in this direction ?—Libraries are provided

.terate people and the illiterate take part in games.

I Is there any particular organization existing which looks after

liters and which induces the people to avail themselves of these
?—There is a labour secretary, who entertains them.

>5. Do you not think some outside agency would be able to do it

-It would be very helpful

J* Colonel Russell: You say in your memorandum: ct The cooly

)usmg the industrial operatives employed in the building trades in

hi present not a pleasant spectacle, and suffer by comparison By
on with what?—Similar accommodation provided by the mills.

7. You are not comparing it with houses in Delhi?—No. I am
ig it with the houses provided by the employers.

J. You say u The food of the average worker is poor, and consists

or quality of flour, pulses, rice and ghee Is it a fact that the

are only supplied with inferior qualities of these things?—They
fford to purchase good qualities of food.

9. Do you know anything about vegetable ghee?—Yes. It is a

mmodity taken advantage of by the poorer classes.

). Would you have any objection to it being prohibited, or do you

is a valuable foodstuff m itself?—It is a commodity which is con-

y the poorer classes, but it is devoid of food value.

L, You refer to the question of medical facilities, and you say that

not availed of owing to the fear of th© worker of a loss of a day’s

tailed in the visit. Is it a common experience that the men do not

j of medical facilities because of the fear of the loss of their day’s

•They do not go if it means a long journey, because they would lose

fs wages.

I What happens if a man is very sick?—Then he is attended by the

loctor, or he is taken to the nearest medical man.

But they do make use of the medical facilities available?—Yes.

4, You refer in your memorandum to the general absence of statis-

ive you a statistician?—Recently I have had an assistant appointed

e.

5. What is his training?—He is being trained now. His
^
actual

1 commence from the 1st January 1930.
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B4576. Who is training him?—He is getting training here, locally, in

the Municipal Committee under me, and I propose to send him outside too.

B4577. So that you anticipate that from the 1st January your statistics

will be of greater value?—Yes.

B4578. Diwan Chcman Lall: You state that the average wage of an un-

skilled worker is 10 annas a day. Would I be correct in saying that the

average unskilled worker living on that wage is living on a starvation wage ?

—That is the minimum living wage for that class of worker.

B4579. Is it or is it not a fact that a minimum wage of 10 ann&s a day
for an unskilled worker is a starvation wage?—He can accommodate himself.

He is accustomed to accommodate himself within that limit.

B4580. You have given us in your memorandum a family budget for the
unskilled worker. You say that this budget is for a family of five. You
put down food at Rs. 17 a month. Does that work out to about 1] annas
a day per head?—Yes.

B-1581. Would you not agiee with me that, taking into account that on
food they are spending 1\ annas a day per head, that is a starvation wage?
—It Is an inferior quality of stuff which the man purchases. He takes suffi-

cient food to fill his belly.

B-1582 Would it be coirect to say that, because they spend only 1] annas
a da\, many of the workers go without the usual two meals a day?—I have
ho experience.

B4583. On what basis did you estimate the Rs. 17?—Flour.

B458I. How much flour would you require for a family of five?—Five
ihapatls tor the man, and five for the woman any! 1] for each of the three

childi on.

B4585 And what else?—And dal.

B4586. That is all?

—

Dal, oil, common salt, pepper and turmeric.

B4587. Supposing this is the diet that is given—one seer of atta, a little

dal I presume, oil, salt and pepper for a family of five. No milk, no vege-

table?—Nothing of that sort. Only on ceremonial occasions they take extras.

B4588, Do T take it then that the average unskilled worker is living on
this diet?—Yes.

B4589. Fn the skilled worker’s budget you have given in your memoran-
dum, you provide Rs. 18 for food for a family of five. Do I take it that the
average skilled worker’s family is also living practically on this diet, at only
^ diffeience of one rupee a month?—Yes,

84590. It is not a healthy diet. Nor a nourishing diet?—No.

B4591, A question was asked a little while ago as to whether these work-
ers would be ready to pay a little more rent in order to go into a better
class of houses. Is it because the margin of their wages is so small that they
cannot afford to pay a single anna even towards extra rent?—In my opinion,

they cannot afford to pay,

84 592. In your memorandum you mention that the permanent workers
in Delhi are 60 per cent., while (Mr. Abel) in his memorandum says they
are 80 per cent?—That may be m regard to factory labour.

B4593. There are two figures given, one is 60 per cent, and the other

is 80 per cent.; which is the correct figure?-—I have taken industrial labour

as a whole, including the factory labour. I have calculated 60 per cent, as

the total labour force which is permanent in Delhi.

B4594. There are no proper methods of calculation?—Only from personal

inquiries I have come to this conclusion.

R4595. You say that you are “ not aware of any appreciable degree of

dismissals nor of any voluntary retirements.’
5

Is it correct that the aver-

age agreement that a man enters into when he seeks work in a factory is

purely a verbal agreement?—Yes.
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B4596. So that at am time he can be discharged or dismissed ?—Mostly
that is the case.

B4597 There is no security ot tenure at all
5—No, in most cases.

R-1598, Yon say “ there is no marked distress noticeable amongst the
industrial population in tins piovince’ and yet you say that many of the
industries are passing through a period oi depression. That would entail

unemployment, T take it
5*—ft will throw out of work a certain number of

persons.

B-1599. You clo not mean to impl> that there would be no distress amongst
those who have been thrown out of employment ?—At present there is no
marked distress amongst the industrial population.

B-1600. What do you mean by “no marked disli ess
M

5>—-They aie not
going without food or clothes.

B40OL You mean even those who are unemployed and hare no means
of earning then livelihood?—Tho\ are earning enough tor their mainten-
ance.

%

B4602. Would you agree with me that there would lie distress if a man
were thrown out ot his job'"—He will get some other job to earn his main-
tenance.

R4000. Suppose he is not able to, considering that the industry is pass-

ing through a period of depression ?— Tf he cannot earn anything, of course

lie Will be in distress. ^
R4604 . Would you be in favour of a scheme tor unemployment insurance

in order to protect that particular class of worker
1

'
5—I think the unemploy-

ment insurance, under existing conditions, might he productive of idleness.

The thing is that industrial workmen are uneducated, they are illiterate,

they do not realize their responsibilities at present; so it might encourage

them to be idle. /

R-lGOo. Have you auv expetieme of the system ot unemployment insur-

ance in other countries?—No.

R4000. What is your suggestion regarding training and promotion of

workmen; have you any concrete suggestions v—.The Government industrial

schools can provide training for these people.

B-1607. You have got an industrial school here‘s—Yes,

B40O8. How mam pupils have you got in that incluslnal school ?—About
BOO.

B-1G09. In vour memorandum you say “The effects of contract work
appear to be generally satisfactory to the parties concerned 4 What do

con exactly mean by that? Let me put it like this; Do you mean to

imply that the average worker is willing to part with a portion ol his earn-

ings which lie has earned to a man who is a contractor who does no wort

hhnsel* and is pleased with the idea that he should part with a portion of

hi* earnings to that particular contractor?—I mean the employer who gives

a contract to the contractor. He gets an out-put from him, and the employee

who works under the contractor gets his wages.

B4610 Would von prefer such a system?— I wish to eliminate the

•middleman.

B4611 Are sou m favour ol setting up unemployment exchanges?—Yes.

R4012 You sav “The cooly-camps housing the industrial operatives

employed in»the building trades in New Delhi present not a pleasant spectacle

and suffer by comparison.” "Would you be in favour of a comprehensive

Housing Act which would undertake legislation in regard to housing?—

1

have no experience of it.

B4610. What attempts have you made to fnul out whether the workers

want better housing or not?—Have you any experience of that?—No.

* B.4614. Have you made any attempts to investigate the prevalence of

occupational diseases?—! have been enquiring every now and again during
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the course of my duties, and 1 have never come across any case oi occupa

tional disease in Delhi.

B-1615. No special inquiry lias been instituted P—No.

B-1616. Dealing with sickness insurance you quote the resolution of the

Assembly that the Governor General should not ratify the Draft Conventions

nor accept the ’Recommendations of the International Labour Conference.

What is your peisonal view about this matter?—I am in favour of sickness

insurance.

R4617. In your memorandum you speak of amendment of the Workmen’s
Compensation Act. You have made very helpful suggestions, if I may say

so Mr. Mehtab Singh. Are they the result of your considered Judgment
and practical experience m this matter?—Yes.

B-16X8. Dealing with the reduction of hours, you say:
“ There appears

to be no possibility of reduction in maxima as was indicated in the recent

speech delivered by the Employers’ Delegate from this country at the last

International Labour Conference,” What do you mean by that? Do you
mean that the employers are averse to it, or it would not be a desirable

thing?—I mean that the existing imperfect development of industrial organ-

ization in India does not make room for reduction in the maximum number
of hours.

B-1619. Do you mean to say that the employers are to blame for not

organizing Industry, or do you blame the workers?—The thing is that the

Indian worker is less efficient as compared with the foreign worker,

B-1620. And therefore you want longer hours of work?—I do not want
to adversely affect industry and, at the same time, the worker, because he
is mostly employed on piece-work system at present, will not he able to earn
what he is earning now if the hours of working are reduced.

B-1621. Dealing with Trade Combinations yon say that the Mazdut Sabha
met with no success. That was a local trade union that was formed,

I believe, last year when the Assembly was in session?—Yes.

B-1622, Is it a fact that the employers generally refused to recognize the

leaders of the Muzchtr Sabha ?—I cannot say.

B-I628. Knowing what you do, can you tell me whether the increase in

the cost of living in Delhi has been greater than the increase in the wages
of the workers in the periods that you mention in your memorandum ?—

I

have
given there the variations in the wages also.

B-1624. But what is your opinion?—That the wages have also fluctuated

to some extent.

B-1625. In your opinion, have the wages kept pace with the cost of living

in Delhi or not?—1 cannot say.

B-1626. The Chairman: Mr. Mehtab Singh, how long you have held
this present office?—Since 1924.

B-1627. And what is your previous experience of industry?—First of all

for sjx years I was employed as a lecturer in science in. the Gordon College

at Rawalpindi, and for 5 or 6 years I was doing business in indigenous medi-

cines, drugs, herbs and chemicals.

B-1628. You have given in your memorandum and in evidence some
opinions about various schemes, for instance, unemployment exchanges, sick-

ness insurance and also unemployment insurance. Have you made an estim-

ate of the cost of those services?—No. I am asked by the Government to
submit my opinions to them on these Bills and I make a personal study of

the existing conditions and submit my views to the Government.

B-1629. But you did not carry out an investigation into the cost?—No.

B-1630. Do you know if any investigation has ever been carried out in

India as to the cost from an actuarial point of view?—Not to my knowledge

(The witnesses withdrew.)
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tfUKERIEE, Mr. W. R. TAYLOR and Mr. SHRI RAM,
resentatives of the Punjab Chamber of Commerce.
nhe Chairman: Will you tell me about the organization oi your
Commerce?—(Mr. Mukerjeel The organization of the Chamber

s started in 1905. We have at present about 72 members includ-
luropeans and Indians. We represent all interests, banking,
mercantile, railway, etc., covering an area of the provinces of
and Delhi and certain parts of Ajmer-Merwara and Rajputana.

>o yon consider your membership fairly representative?—

1

are very few firms oi importance m these provinces which are
s of the Chamber.

Ire there any sub-divisions of your Chamber oi Coinmeice in
>yers in specific industries meet together?—They are not exactly
the Chamber of Commerce, but there is an association here in

. the Miilowners 5 Federation of which my friend and colleague
am is the Pxesident.

four Chambei as such deals not specifically with employers’
ut with general questions of trade and commerce?—We have
anding Sub-Committees m which we take up different matters,
e, if there is any question relating to Industrial matters it will

Ax by the Sub-Committee appointed for the purpose and if there
tion on banking, it will go to the Banking Sub-Committee and

L notice that you express sympathy with the proposal for sick-

nce on a restricted scale. You say that the cost of the scheme
equally in the proportion of one-third on the worker, one-third
uplayer and one-third on the State. Do I take it that the
vrthin your association are agreeable to bear their one-third P—
ferred this matter to all the employers and this is their com-
v.

You also agree to bear one-third in your secoud capacity as tax-
our income?—Yes.

Have you any evidence if the worker is willing to contribute his

-No.

Has your association formed any estimate of the cost oi a scheme
1?—No, we have not. We considered it as a general proposition;
fc gone into the details and we have not even considered about the
ty of instituting the proposal. There are practical difficulties in

It is a kind of expression of good-will?

—

i think it can be put
¥•

Referring to the question of the method of payment of wages
The system of monthly payment of wages is generally in vogue
il undertakings in the provinces of the Punjab and Delhi. Some
waver pay wages fortnightly ? \—Yes. For instance, Mr. Taylor
cases pays his labour fortnightly.

What kind of factory is this ^—Carpet factory.

Are wages paid foitmglitly m more than one cm pet factory ?—
r) In the carpet industry we pay fortnightly.

You do not find the men objecting to that because we have had
d m some quarters that they would hate to be deprived of the

yment?—We have not found it so, because we have always paid
Probably if we * were to pay them on a monthly basis they

it strongly, having got so accustomed to the fortnightly payment.

Your experience is that it has not done them any ham to be
thily?—No*
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B-1645. In your memorandum you make an interesting reference to pro-

hibition. You say “ As regards alcohol and drugs, absolute prohibition will

not only raise the moral standard of the worker but will also increase his

efficiency —(Mr. Makerjee) T think that necessarily follows.

8464(3. Do 1 take it that the members of your Chamber of Commerce

are ready for that proposal applying not only to the workers but to every-

bodyF—On that I have some doubts.

B-1647. Mr. (How: As regards the payment ol wages in the carpet facto-

ries, is that a payment to* the contractors or to the workmen ?—(Mr. Taylor)

Payment to both; we pay to the contractors who in turn pay to the work-

men; it is a general distribution.

B-1648. They do pay them actually fortnightly ?—Yes.

B4G49. Is there much delay in the payment of wages in this province:'

—

(Mr. Mukerjeo) They are paid monthly. If they are paid, say, on the

15th of this month, they will he paid exactly on the 15th ot next month.

B-1650. What is the usual period lapsing between the end of the month

and the payment ?—About 15 days.

B-XOoL Would yon find it very inconvenient if you were compelled to

pay, say, within 2 or A days ?—It is almost ineradicable, as it would be

impracticable to make up the pay-sheet even.

R4652. You could not do it P—J think big industries cannot do it.

B-1653. It is done in other countries?—T think in other countries they

pay weekly.

B-1654. Surely that is more difficult because more accounting has to be

done?—I do not think so.

B-1655. If a weekly .system were adopted, would there be the same
difficulty?—I think the difficulty would he greater for the change from the

system which obtains at present would not be liked by the workers.

B4656. But what is the difficulty in calculating the wages due in two
days? Is it lack ol staff?— It may be due to lack of staff, but in case the

suggested change ot payment is enforced, /.<?., within the first week of the

succeeding month it would lead to unnecessary increase in the staff who may
not have enough work for the whole month.

B4657. Take a factory employing 1,000 persons. Suppose Government
compels you to pay wages m three days how much extra staff would you
require?—(Mr. Shri Ram) The position here is quite different from the
position in the west. Heie wo have not only to* calculate the monthly
wages due to the man, but we have also to calculate the wages due to him
under the piece work system. We have to make deductions for rent, bad
work, advances paid, provident fund and so many other things. We have
to make all these calculations through human agency, unlike in the west
where they employ machines even tor ordinary calculations. Moreover from
time immemorial the workers here including the clerks have been accustomed
to receiving their wages once a month. Of course those employed on
inferior jobs such as road-making and building receive their wages weekly
or fortnightly. The rest would not like to receive their wages weekly or
fortnightly,

B4G5S, Because they would ieel that their status has been reduced?

—

Exactly.

B4059. The average man’s wage does not vary from month to month?

—

It varies on account of various causes such as his absence from work, the
advances he has received, and deductions for bad work. The regularity of
attendance here is nothing like the regularity of attendance in the west.
That is why the calculations take a long time to finish.

B-I660. Are advances generally given to the great majority of the
workers F—So far as my mill is concerned we give two sorts of advances,
provident fund advances and pay advances. Provident fund advances are
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tpenses such as marriage and pay advances are given every
ig small expenses before they get their pay.

rally what proportion of the pay is given to them as

the case of the monthly wage workers we give anything

30 per cent, and sometimes even 75 per cent, of the pay
for the old hands we give up to 50 per cent,

rou charge interest on these advances?—We do not charge
Liices against pay; but on advances from the provident fund
for buying land, for marriages and so on we charge 1\ per

>ther employers charge any interest on advances against

think anybody charges interest on such advances. The small

go on provident fund advances is intended just to keep them
much advances.

Birla: It lias been suggested that the employers in Delhi

favour of sickness insurance being introduced and that they

’ed to contribute their own quota to the sickness insurance

specific case of your own mills do you think that you would
contribute towards such a fund?—We have all of us sym-
sickness insurance fund. So far as my mills are concerned,

le sickness insurance I do not think any of our workers

le is sick he is helped in some form or other. He is helped

ill attendance is concerned, which he gets free. Even with

he is given some form of help. But if it came to a question

L would all depend on the conditions then existing in the

may be doing many things voluntarily, but it you are corn-

0 contribute to the sickness insurance fund would you do
idea what that amount of contribution will be. If it were
srtainly we would fall out of the scheme.

ie it you have not considered this question seriously and
expressed in this memorandum is a sort of lip sympathy?

—

xy exactly, but as the Chairman put it, just an expression

ou think that your workers will be prepared to contribute

fund?—Certainly not. It was years before we could make
und system compulsory

;
it had been optional all the time

1 did you start this provident fund?—About 12 or 14 years

3 percentage do you contribute?—Jobbers, mistries and
3 1/12 of their pay and we contribute an equal amount. It

scale for the lower staff. People getting Rs, 10 and below

contribute 8 as. to 12 as. a month,

i does your worker do generally if he is ill?—Does he take

d medical facilities provided by you, or does be prefer to go

five place?—If he has ordinary illness, certainly he takes

e medical facilities which I fortunately have in abundance,

ged on all sides with medical institutions like the Tibia

.y Willingdon Medical School, and the Municipal dispensary

riiich we contribute a good deal. Those who have been ill

j and those who have not become permanent residents of

tier go away to their villages,

ose a man is seriously ill and wants to go to his village and
3 the benefit due to him, would you be averse to pay him
;e of any unknown doctor; or how would you manage it?

iot easy to get doctors in our remote villages.—We are aware
js. We pointed them out when the question came before

overnment referred to them in their letter to us.
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B-1672. In your opinion apart from the difficulty of contributions, which

js you say is a small thing the employers might agree to, there are other

difficulties, vtz.
}

about administration. Therefore you think that at

present it does not seem to be a practical pioposition?—Yes, I think, so.

B-1673. All the same you are m sympathy with the object in view ^and

you would desire that some sort of scheme should be promulgated?—Yes.

B-1674. In your memorandum you say:
u As far back as 1920 a sugges-

tion was made by Government as to the desirability of interesting Local

Governments m the matter of housing which this Chamber fully endorsed

and it is understood that Government always assist by leasing out its land

for industrial concerns on favourable terms Is that your own experience

too?—My experience is just the reverse of it. I do actually want to build

houses lor my workers. But it is simply impossible to get any sort of

help from Government. So far as the Local Government is concerned they

are quite willing to help. In one case they recommended to the Imperial

Government that a plot of land might be sold to me at Rs. 4 per square

yard. The Imperial Government turned down that proposal and I had to

pay Rs, 9 a square yard for that land.

B-1675. What is the sort of help you want from Government?—We must
get land somewhere near the factories. Then we should get advances of

money on favourable terms* In their circular letter No. 628, dated 12th

August, 1920, the Government of India clearly stated that the Local Gov-

ernments and Municipalities would help us financially m building houses

lor the workers; but in practice it is impossible to get anything out of

them,

B-167G. You suggest that Government should not only give you lands at

reasonable prices, but that they should also grant you loans if necessary.

—

Yes.

B-1677. If has been suggested m certain quarters that if the working
hours ivei'e reduced the efficiency of the worker would be increased. Can
you throw any light on that point?—I doubt ii we could get any more
output in proportion if we cut it to 8 hours. At present for a 10-hour day
we are getting Si hours work.

B-1678. What is yom spinning efficiency.-'—I could not tell you since I

have been out of touch for the last mx or seven months. I think it might
be about 90 per cent.

B-1679. Hn Vutot oon: How many ounces do you get per spindle
on 2()\s?~-With warp spindles we get 61 to 6^ ounces.

B-1680. Mr. Bbla: T think it would be more appropriate if I put the
question a^ to what efficiency you get. Because so far as the number of

ounces are concerned, it all depends on the speed of the machine and the
quality of cotton. With cotton of bad quality the speed would have to be
reduced and consequently the output of thread m ounces will be diminished.
1 want to know what efficiency you get.

fchr Vutor Saloon: How is he going to work that out?

R-1681. Mr. Bhh: Ounces are not essential from my point of view. You
flunk it is 90 per cent, I think so, but ] am not quite sure.

B-1682. This 10 per cent, goes towards doffing, breakages and contraction
and all that sort of thing?—-Yes.

B-1683. If we reduce the working hours from 10 to 8 what do you think
will be the efficiency of the worker converted into 10 hours production? In
the ordinary course there must be a 20 per cent, reduction.—Efficiency does

9

not vary with the number of hours.

B-1881 What will be the percentage of efficiency converted into 10
hours production v—There might be 1 or 2 per cent, better efficiency. I
do not think there is room for much. When we wTere having a 16-hour day
the efficiency was the same as when we had a 12 or 13-hour day. Now’
1 think it is all different and there is not much room for efficiency.

*
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B-1685. Could you furnish the Commission with a statement showing
^hat would be the increase in the cost of production if the working hours
were reduced from 10 to 9 or from 10 to 8 ?—If the working hours are
reduced from 10 to 8 per day, it will mean an increase of 16 and* 13 per cent,

in the cost of yarn and cloth, respectively.

B-1686. Because I think that would be very helpful in finding out what
the increase in the cost of production would he in a cotton mill, if any
question of the reduction in hours were considered.—1 will work that out.

B-1687. You have experience of the double shift system?—Yes.

B-1688. I understand that your mills also work 10 hours during the day
and 8 hours during the night?—-Yes.

B-1689, What is your experience about night work
4

' Bo workers prefer

to work at night or during the day?—Certainly during the day. For 8
hours in the night I have to pa> the same wages as for 10 hours in the

day.

B-1690 Have you got cooling arrangements?—Yes.

B-1691. Does that keep the temperature down during the warm season

lower than it is outside?—Except in the rainy weather, it is comfortable.

B-1692. Have you any experience of trade unions in Delhi?—There is no
such thing as a trade union.

B-1693. There is no organized trade unions?—Organized or disorganized,

there is no such thing.

B-1694. Did you ever refuse to recognize any? T understand there was
one union some time back ?—A fewr people at one time collected together

and called themselves a Mtizdur 8ahha . (Mr. Mukerjee) What Mr. Shri

Bam says is that there was no registered trade union. (Mr. Shri Ram)
Registered or unregistered it does not matter. There were certain mush-
room trade unions which lasted for not more than a month or 15 days. I

do not think they lasted for more.

B-1695, Biman Chaman Lall

:

Why did they not last longer?—There must
have been some inherent defect m them.

B-1696. Mr, Birla: Did you refuse to recognize any trade union?—If

there had been any trade union I would have recognized them. There did

not exist any proper trade union.

B-1697. Are you doing welfare work?—Yes.

B-1698. What is the welfare work you are doing?—We give them every

week some soap and water to wash themselves with. Then we hold the

workers’ fair every year in which we give for each man half-anna tickets

worth one rupee with which to buy sweets and things of that sort, so that

there might not be any hoarding of money. We arrange joy rides, magic
lanterns, a laughing gallery and so on. They enjoy them immensely.

B-1699. Do you provide any sort of daily recreation ?—Since I came
back I started loud speakers and playing gramophones half an hour before

the mill starts, twice a day. We have some other small things in our own
way. We give them cinema shows.

B-1700. Does any outside agency ever afford any help to you in the

matter of your welfare work ?—When this so-called Mazdur Sahha was
started some well-intentioned people volunteered to work among my staff;

but I did not require their services, because I think I am in a better

position to serve my staff than those coming from outside who really do

not know the labour problems.

B-1701. Are there any social workers in Delhi who are working among
the working classes?—Very few, I might say, one or two only,

B-1702. What is your view about this drink problem? Do you think that

total prohibition of drink among the working classes would help to improve

their efficiency?—It is much less as it is, than it was ten years ago. If

compulsion were introduced T do not thrnk anybody would object except

very few old sinners.
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jB-1703. Would it increase the efficiency of the workers?—Certainly. The

advantage will be not in efficiency, but in better attendance.

The ('hai'nnun : Ton do not suggest Mr. Birla/tliat it should be applied

to one section of the people only?

R-1704. Mr. Birla: Is it not a fact that so far as Indians are concerned

they look upon drink as a sort of evil and generally ley do not drink, at

any rate publicly P—-(Mr. Mukerjee) I think there are many of those who

drink and do so publicly.

B-17G5. You think that Indian public opinion would strongly support a

proposal for total prohibition?—(Mr. Mukerjee) 3 think so. (Mr. Shri Ram)
I do not know about the country, but the Delhi Municipality of which 1 am
the Vice-President has already proposed to increase the duty on liquor from

nothing to Rs. 5 per maund during the last four or five months.

JB-1706. Mr, Cliff: What is the Delhi surtax?—Up to about a few weeks

ago there was none. I understand that they have imposed a tax of Rs. 5

a maund.

B-1707. Str Ibrahim Bahimtoola: On country liquor or imported

liquor?—Less on country liquor and more on imported liquor. I was away
and I do not know definitely how much it is.

B-17G8. Mr. Birla: May I take it from you that so far as Indian public

opinion is concerned they will support such a proposal?—Yes, there will be

a preponderating majority in favour of a proposal for total prohibition.

B-1709. Mis* Bower: In dealing with staff organization you say that
“ owing to lack of education it is not easy to train labourers for promotion

to the superior staff and there are, therefore, not many facilities to train

them *\ Do you know of any experiment being conducted by the members
of your Chamber to give any educational facilities of that kind to the lower

grade workers?—We are doing our very best to induce these people to attend

night schools and improve themselves and make themselves fit for higher

posts. As it is they cannot rise above the post of jobbers.

B-1710. Is there anything else for them except night classes?—Nothing
else except the night classes. Even the night classes they would not take
advantage oi.

B-1711. Do von not think that possibly long hours oi work has something
to do with that? People working 10 to 12 hours a day may not be inclined

to go to night classes after that.—I do not think that stands in their way.
That is mere change oi work.

6-1712. Our experience in the West has been that working long hours
stood very much m the way of attendance at night classes.—T do not think
that stands in their way here.

IL1713. Mr. Cliff: Why do you not think that it stands in the way?

—

That is my view. 1 have been with them for 25 years now and I know they
are averse to any sort of education. All that is now slowly changing and
they want to learn something. But still they are far behind.

B-1714. £hr Alexander Mat ray: Children below' the age of 12 years are
not employed; they could go to school ii they wanted to?—-Yes.

B-1715. Mr, Cliff: Do you provide a school for the workers in your
mill? —We provide the building and the Municipality provides the staff.

B-1710. Miss Power: In your memorandum you have stated that “in a
very restricted scale maternity benefits are available. An allowance of

three months’ wages is in certain cases given to women labourers, that is,

two months before and one month after confinement”. Can you tell me
how many firms are involved in a scheme of that kind?—I think only one.

B-1717. How many women are covered by that?—I cannot tell you about
this particular firm, but we have not 1 per cent, of female labour in our
mills.
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B-1718. So that it is less than 1 per cent. P—Mr. Birla has introduced
this maternity benefit scheme in his mills. I do not think they have many
women there,

B-1719. Would your Chamber be in favour of a Bill of the nature
referred to in your memorandum covering the whole of the Punjab and
Delhi?—(Mr. Mukerjoe) We lune said that ve have full sympathy with Mr.
Joshi’s Bill about maternity benefits which was introduced in the Legislative
Assembly before 1925. If the scales of benefit are placed before the
Chamber, we shall examine them and we shall be able to give a considered
opinion on the Bill itself. As it is I understand that employers in general
throughout the country have some sort of maternity benefit scheme.

B-1720. You say: “ Stringency of inspection and enforcement of regula-

tions are generally at times more than necessary both in seasonal and
permanent factories

15
. Would you explain what you mean. Do you mean

that there is not an excessive amount of industrial inspection?—I mean that

there is too much industrial inspection. If any mill applied to Government
for exemption to work over-time within limited periods, although it is

provided for by the Aft, such exemption is not usually granted, or if it is

granted it is done so too late. The mill authorities do not even get a

reply from Government in less than a month. Our practical experience is

this. This is one form oi stringency. Again they do not allow any laxity

on the part ol employers and the inspecting authorities are only too ready
to pounce upon them oven for small lapses.

B-172L Do they not give you a warning first?—They give a warning, but
they are also very prone to instituting prosecutions even for small lapses.

B-1722, Are you referring only to cotton ginning factories?—I am
referring to cotton ginning factories, mills and everything coining under
the Indian Factories Act,

B-1723. Do you imply that the cotton ginning factories never work above

the regulated hours?—No, they do not. They cannot, according to the Act.

B-1724. Your evidence, you probably know, is contrary to that of the

Factory Inspector who stated that there is a great deal of over-time work
in the cotton ginning mills in the Punjab?—That has not been my ex-

perience.

B-1725. How are you in a position to say that? Have you any means of

collecting information as to the actual number of hours they work every

day?—-We have not found that necessary.

B-1726, Mrs. Chattnjee: With regard to welfare work you said that you
give them soap and water to wash themselves with once a week and you

• conduct some fair when you give Re. 1 to buy sweets. Do you think that

is sufficient welfare work?—That is a matter of opinion. We think we do

more than what most of the factories do not only in India but also in the

West.

B-I727. What is your definition of welfare work?—That is again a diffi-

cult question to answer.

^ B-1728. Had you any definite scheme after you returned from Europe

regarding the welfare work ?
—

'Problems of India are quite different from

the problems of the West. What is necessary in the West is entirely

unnecessary here. %

B-1729. I could grant that it is so. But have you not to stretch your

imagination and try to suit those things?—I am thinking of them. We
have just started, as I said, playing the gramophone and the loud speakers

half an hour before the work starts, twice a day.

B-1730. JDiwan Clio mart Loll

:

Mr. Mukerjee,^ you state in your memo-
randum that the indebtedness of the workers is almost general. Can you

tell me what it is due to?—I am afraid I have to revise my opinion. On
further enquiry I understand that that is not so general as it used to be

ten years ago.

XABCOM VOLII PTII F
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B-1731. rf there is indebtedness, wluit is that due to J—

1

think tlie

indebtedness oi the labour population is due to the extreme poverty ot

the country.

B-1732, Bui you go on to say that raising the level ot wages will not

inc lease the efficiency of the labourer?—I peisonallv think that the labour

population does not understand the value of money. So long as they have

got enough to eat, they will not go to work. That is my personal ex-

penenee. Raising the wages will not necessaiily increase the efficiency ol

tin* w orker.

]VI733 . M/s. Vhatleijw

:

K not the inefficiency oi the worker really clue

to lack of food? The physique of the people is generally going down. Have
you not noticed that y—•-No, we do not say that; we sav that lack of educa-

tion is the main factor.

B-1734. You do not think that lack of tood has got anything to do with

ii think as long as a man is properly fed he is all right.

R-1735, But do you think the labourer is properly fed ?—

1

think so;

1 think the labour population is well fed; T think it is the middle classes

who are not well fed.

TR-1736. (
f

ol. Ihibsell

:

We have been told in other connections that

malaria sometimes exists in the Punjab to such an extent that it nun
affect 80 per cent, of the working population for two or three months. The
resulting cost of stub an epidemic would be far higher than the 12^ lakhs

you hare 1 quoted in your memorandum 9—Tf that is actually the fact, yes.

B-1737. Thercfoie it becomes still more difficult for you to face the

financial obligations involved in connection with an insurance scheme?

—

(Mr. Taylor) Yes.

K-1738. But m Tnclia you must not only consider normal malaria; you
must also consider the question of these abnormal epidemics that occur?

—

(Mr Mukorjee) The financial liability must be much more, but T do not agree

with the suggestion that malaria accounts lor 80 per cent, of the sickness of

the whole working population.

B-1739. You say that the “ accommodation provided by the employers is

generally satisfactory and in most cases it is far better than the standard
ol houses in which the working population lives m its village home Do
you think that is a sufficient standard on which to ha^e 3 our estimate?-—

]

think the housing conditions pro\ ided h\ industries generally are quite

satisfactory.

B- 1 7-10. Witn regard to the industrial efficiency ot the workers, you say.
4k

It is admittedly a (act fhar in recent \ears the efficiency of workers has
imprcned V Then um say tlmt the health, physique and standards ol

firing cannot be said to affect it to any appreciable degree. How do you
reconcile those statements.'—As I have '•aid in answer to Mrs. Clutterjee’s
questions, it is not the health, rhe physique and the standard of living that
account tor the inefficiency of the working population; that inefficiency B
tiuunh due u> lack of education.

B-17-1 1 . Ih in in i Iwtu/nn Ltd I. Would \ou consider that a man and his
family ii\ ing on J \ anna* a day tor tood well-Jed?—

'T do not think so.

B-1742. Js there unemployment and undei -employment in Delhi ?—There
is no unemployment of the labouring classes,

R- 17 -1*3. In \ouj* memoramlum \ou sa> that there is no “acute” un-
employment

;
I take that to mean that there is unemployment but that von

do not consider it to he* acute 1 ?—You must consider the answer in reference
to the question in order to follow it.

B-1744. 1 am taking the words in your own memorandum: “Amount
the working classes there does not seem to be acute unemployment ” ?—T "dm
not think there h any kind of unemployment.
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B-1746. Did yon ever try 1o hnd out‘'—Yes. We have asked the

Industrial Surveyor

B-1747. You have not im estimated the muttoi yourself; you have accepted

i ho statement ol the Industnal Surveyor-'-—We have investigated the matter
practically in this way We have to recruit labour and we find that labour

does not come to us. That means then 1 is no unemployment, because v/e

find difficulty in recruiting labour.

B-1748. What class oi labour- -unskilled labour r—We may not find much
difficulty m gelling unskilled labour, but there i* difficulty m i emitting
dulled labour.

B-17t9. We have evidence in the elieei that theie is no difficulty in the

lecruitment ol unskilled Inborn because there are mam people available

for that purpose, which proves that theie an many people seeking one

particular job. Thai leads to the iurthei ooiidumm that there must be

some kind ol unemploy incut (Mr Taylor) My experience Is that the

ordinary woiking class men do not as a rule remain tor any length oi time

at their job; they are always leaving lor some reason or other. It may he

lor no reason at all, or simplv to got a change There is a continual circle

>1 people leaving employment and getting otlmi jobs
,
one lum a conti-

nuous How oi people going out and coming in.

B-1750. It that is so. would it not be bettor to have some arrangement
to assist them tit hmliug the jobs for which so many are looking ?•—(Mr.

Mukeijee) There is no doubt about it. (Mr. Taylor) I personally do not

think it would sene the purpose eithei lor skilled or unskilled kibrnu,

B-1751. You are contradicting one* another-*—(Mr. Mukeijee) Wo say

there is no unemploy menl.

B-1752. Supposing people me continually leaving employment and seek-

ing employment elsewheie, would you have any ob]e< turn to a systematic

ariaugeineiit being made by means oi which the wankers could place their

letnands bedim* wmie organized body and asked that thev should he placed

m their paitnular jobs; what objection would you have* to that'—(Mr
Tayhn ) Xo objection at all, except that there seems to lx* no necessity for

it.

B-1753 Duran (luuinui Lull: Jn the opinion ol your Chamber would it

not be jucdeiable to make the Municipalities oi the State responsible tor

the housing oi the working classes?—(Mr. Mukerjee) Yes, we would welcome

it; in i act there was a Government proposal to that effect.

B-1731. In your memorandum you say that from the health point of

view such accommodation is generally satisfactory.—YYe have been told that

In some cases there is congestion in the living rooms, and a medical witness

says that the number of deaths due to tuberculosis is 12*b per cent, among
the general population. There are no exact statistics with regard to the

labourers. Obviously this is not a healthy state ol affairs

;

j
I flunk tuber-

culosis is more to be found in middle class families than among the workers.

B-17Y1 You say i author that “the moral effect ol industrial housing

conditions on the worker has noi been lound detrimental, otherwise there

would be many instances oi disturbances m areas where* houses tor labourers

are situated. J)o you mean that you lest the moral effect ol housing by the

existence or otherwise of disturbances:^— 1 think it follows.

B-1756, Then you say that the wages ol workmen are fixed more or less

verbally. \ take it that your Chamber would not be averse to a better

system oi mitering into agreement between employers and employees?'—It

would not.

B-1757. 1 understand you to say that efficiency is not governed by the

health, physique and standard of living of the workers. Surely a worker

in good health with good physique and who lives better would be a more
efficient worker'—That is in answer to some specific question; we say
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that it is not so much governed by the health of the worker as the efficiency

of the machinery.

B-1758. Yon speak of industries being in a depressed state. I take it

that the cloth mills are not in a depressed state?—They are very much more

so.

B4759. Yon refer also to the Indian States. Have
_

yon any more

information as to what the Government of India have done in regard to this

matter?—Not since I returned from Geneva.

B4760. Sir Victor Sassoon: Do yon consider that labour in Delhi is in

a better or worse state than labour in the surrounding agricultural

districts?—I think the industrial worker is generally better off than the

agricultural worker.

B476L Do you consider he is better or worse off in Delhi than he would

be in a large industrial centre?—I do not know.

B4762. You have had had a temporary influx of workers due to the

building of New Delhi?—Yes.

B4763. When New Delhi is finished naturally a large number of these

workmen will have to leave because there will not be employment in

Delhi P-Yes.

B4764. I take it that that is beyond question?—Yes.

B4765. May that be the cause of temporary congestion of housing ?—Yes,

B4766. May it be that the reason why that congestion was not obviated

was because it was known that the labour would be here temporarily?—

Yes.

B4767. So that the congestion that may have been existing during the

last two or three years in Delhi will not continue?—No, it is not continuing.

Had it been permanent labour the employers would have taken good care to

provide good housing conditions.

B4768. So that we need not expect that these unfortunate housing con-

ditions will continue?—No.

B-1769. Is it not a fact that the grain merchant is in the habit of giving

credit to work-people?—Yes.

B4770. He gives a month’s credit as a rule?—Yes.

B-1771. Whether the workmen were paid by his employers at once or at

the end of the month the price charged by the grain merchant would probably

be the same?—Yes.

B4772. He would pay the ruling price whether he pays at once or in

a month?—Yes.

B-1778, When a workman starts work, as you pay your work-people a

fortnight after the end of the month, he would not he able to pay his grain

merchant for six weeks?—Yes.

B4774. Do you think that the grain merchant would insist on being

paid or do you think that knowing that the workman was to he paid a

fortnight later, he would give additional credit for that fortnight?—I think

he would give him that latitude.

B4775. So that the workman would not have to go to the money-lender

in order to pay the grain merchant?—No.

B-1778. Afterwards the workman would only be a month in arrears?-^

Yes.

B4777. And if he changed his employment, I take it it would still only be

a month?—Yes.

B-1778. It is only the new worker who has that extra fortnight?—Yes.

B4779. Even if he were paid with only one week delay it would only

mean that he would have to take five weeks’ credit instead of six weeks?—
Yes.
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B-17SQ. Probably the workman is no woise oil by having a delay ol a

fortnight than it he were paid the day after because of the credit ho gets

from his supplier?—Yes.

B-1781. The workman would not have Lo go to the money-lender in order

to pay the merchant who supplies his gram?—Yes, because he gets advances

from the employer in the interim.

B-1782. What would these advances be for?—For his own daily iood.

B-1783. Does he pay cash for his daily food?—Sometimes he get

B4784. What does he do with the advances; would he use the

in order to pay the grain merchant?—Sometimes.

B-1785. In Bombay the grain merchants always give credit. Me would

not have to pay rent in advance?—No.

B-1786. Would he have to pay cash for his food P—Sometimes lie can

get advances.

B-1787. Would he have to pay the grain mei chant cash t—No. He would

get credit with the grain merchant and he will make payment after he gets

his pay.

B-1788. Therefore the advances \Voulcl be used foi extraordinary expen-

diture and would not be used to pay for his food or his rent?—No.

(The witnesses withdrew7
.)

»
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Raj Bahadur BAISAKHA SINGH, Contractor, New Delhi.

B-1789. The t'haimum: How long Imre you been a contractor in New

Delhi’'— In Non Delhi ivom 1912, but T have been a contractor since 1907.

JB-1790. How many men do you employ as a maximum P—2,000 at a

time.

B.1791. How many have you now?—Now ai different places I still have

about 2.00(1 They are at Multan, Lahore and here, i have got about

500 here, now.

B-1792. The term “ contractor ” with reference to youiself includes more

than merely collecting and supplying labour?-—-1 recruit the labour myself

and do the whole thing.

B-1793. That is to sav, you contract lor the doing of certain work?—
Yes.

B-1794. What kind of work do you undertake with the labour that you

bring?—Different sorts of work, with masons, carpenters, stone dressers and

unskilled labour.

B-1795. That is, general building work ?—Yes.

B-1790. Does it include actual erection of buildings?—The erection of

buildings also.

B-1797. Is it under the supervision of the architect?—Yes, under the

supervision of the Government architect and engineers.

B-179R. You take a contract to carry out the work?—-Yes.

B-1799. Theietore you are what in England is called a
£

building con-

tractor —Yes, a building contractor.

B-1S00. 1 understand there are other people in India called contractors

who merek tolled and supply labour and have no further responsibility?

—

There are some petty contractors, but f take up the work myself because

1 am an engmeei. I did some service for the Government in the beginning,

and 1 now take on woik which 1 supervise.

B-1^01. When Government enters into a contract with you lor some
large scheme oi building, which 1 take it they do, doe-. Government put in

any conditions or directions to you with regard to your labour force, or

is it left absolutely to you?—No, they do not make any condition as to

labour; u is leit to me. If the contractor does not pay, the labourers

generally go to the officers; but that verv seldom happens,

B-lSOd. No condition is laid clown as to housing or medical facilities,

or any thing ot that kind?—No.

B-lMKb There is one matter in your memorandum which I do not under-
stand. You my in one place improvements are possible if labour ex*

changes—that is, State Bureaux similar to those in Great Britain—are

established, where unemployed can register their names and occupations, and
to which the employer in need of labour may apply W in the next para-

graph von appear to say something which is (juite the opposite

—

u
Public

employment agencies should be discouraged, cm these would be harmful
considering the present labour conditions in India.’

1 What distinction do
you make-'—Thai should read Private 1 employment agencies should be
disc enragedY

B-IS04. NVa
Ihtuhtm Ktthutifoolu

:

You say Industrial workers are
generally recruited from amongst tlm ranks of those uprooted from the soil,

whose ancestral land has under file baneful influence of fragmentation
dwindled to a point at which it will no longer support its owner and his
family Thai is to say in your view the labour which finds employment in
industry is a surplus over what the land will stand. People who are unable
to maintain themselves on the land are driven to industrial occupations?—
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Yes. Those who cannot maintain themselves on the land base to seek lahour

outside.

B-180S. 2fa.s. (‘haitrrjfa: You say that the general health oi the worker^
is not very good. How do you account tor this;'—In the fust place they

have not good houses, which affects their general health. The houses ait

overcrowded, being occupied by three, tour or live families.

B-X806. Is that the only reason? Do not ,\ou think there is lack ot

food?—They eat very little.

JB-1807. You say the birth rate is low and that mlant mortality is high.

What are the reasons tor that*—-The health is had. They cannot keep their

children m good houses, and therefore the infant mortality is high.

B-1H08. You sav that their physique is generally weak. What is the

reason for that?—They have no facilities to improve it.

B-1809. You state that the provision of women doctors is u*r\ pom-. Can
you suggest any remedy lor that?—The Government should put in even
contract with its contractor* a clause providing for medical attendance lor

the workers. At present there* is no such clause in the (entrants. Some-

times { employ doctors tor the workmen, but it is in my private capacity.

There should be something in the agreement to the effect that the contrac-

tors are responsible lor the general health oi their employee*. Govern-

ment provide one or two doctors, but the number is not sufficient.

B-hSlO, Medual aid is too expensive* under the Western system ot medi-

cine. Has anv effort been made to- tn the indigenous system*- The people

were at one* time prejudiced against the English medicines, hut now that

prejudice is breaking down.

B-1M.1 . Sir Tutor non: Is it not a fact that with regard to Govern-

ment contracts Government provide doctors, dispensaries and medicine?

—

Yes,

B-1832. Is that the leason why Government does not ask tilt* contractor

to provide such things—because Government itseli provides them?—Yes.

B-1813. Mi. (loir: How do you get your labour f Suppose you want
more lahour to-morrow, what do sou do-—We know that there are certain

centres ot asm liable labour, and we have got mates, whom we send to the

villages to recruit labour which sve know* is available there.

B-1S14. Do the mates have to give advances.-'—Sometimes, yes—advances*

and railway fares.

B-1815. Not always-'—Not always. Those who have faith in us will not

adv t oi ad\ antes

{The witness withdrewA
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DELHI
TENTH MEETING

Monday, 4A November, 1929.

Present :

The RL Hon. J. H. Whitley (Chairman).

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.

Sir Ibrahim IUhimtoola, Kt.,

K.O.SX, O.LE.

Sir Alexander Mxrray, Kt., ,

C.B.E.

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Mr. Kabir-hd-Din Ahmed, M.L.A.

Mrs. J. C. Chatter,tee (Lady

Mr. G. 3D. Birla, M.L.A.

Mr. John Glut.

Mi. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Dxwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.

Miss B. M, le Poer Power.
Lt.-Ool. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.E,,

l.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

Assessor.)

Mr. S. Lvll, 1 C.S

Mr. A. Dibdix.
(Joint Secretaries)

Major J. R. B. WBB, Health Officer, New Delhi.

B-1816, The Chau mao: Major Webb, you are the Assistant Director of

Public Health, Delhi Province?—Yes.

R-1817. How long have you held this office ?—I have been here since

March 1928.

B-1818. Your previous experience?—1 was at Simla from July 1923

until the time of joining here, with a break of about four months, while

I toured India in connection with the interchange of health officers of the

League of Nations. Apart from that I was stationed in Bombay doing

public health work there from 1917. 1 was on active service during the

Great War, I have been serving in India since 1913.

R-1819. You have bog experience of the Indian health conditions over

a wide part ol this country*—I believe T may say so,

B-1820, And you have specially devoted yourself to the study of malaria

and its control?— f would not say entirely malaria, but field work in connec-

tion with the improvement of all classes of individuals living in India,

B-1821. And as a tesult of vour experience you in your memorandum
lay great stress on malaria as being the gieatest ill to which the health of

the Indian people is subject?—I do.

B4S22, Yon quote some figures where you say that well over a million

deal ns occur solelv from malaria?—These figures are quoted from the

Dim tor of Malari il Purvey in Tndia. 1,130,000 deaths occur per annum
from malaria alone.

R4S28, You suggest that the great number of deaths is only a fraction

of the harm that is done to the national health by malaria?—That is so,

B-1821. You again tell us that there is a loss of o\ er 300,000,000 working
day; per annum in India on the top of the death rate?—Yes, that is so.

1 *ook the figure from the Director of Malarial Survey of India.

B-1825. Has that loss oi so many working days per annum ever been
put nit* the form of a peicentage of loss of national working efficiency?—-No.

It bus been calculated in rupees, annas and pies; and tve find that there
is a potential loss to the country of about Its. 1,50,00,00,000 or £100,000,000
sterling.
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B-1826. Has that ever been put in the ioirn of percentages; ior instance,

would you say that the loss of working efficiency amounts to 20 per cent*

or 30 per cent,?—-] would not be prepared to make that statement without
reference to the Director of Malarial Survey. That question could better

he answered by him. ] have not worked that out.

B-1827. Could you obtain that from him?—I could do so.

B-1828. Because it would be most useful to os in oui work if wo could

have a reliable estimate on which depends -so many other things?—Exactly.

B-1829. Is it the case that this national weakening from malaria predis-

poses the population to other epidemics when they come along, for instance

cholera, plague and hookworm ?—That is so. Not only those diseases

which you mention, but other diseases such as lepiosy, pneumonia, mil uenaa

and weakening generally of the physical side of the people through re-

attacks of malaria. That is not generally appreciated by the workers them-
selves and those controlling labour.

B-1830. I take it that it is your deliberate opinion that the control

and practical elimination of malaria, or at any rate a reduction of malaria

to a small item in the national health, would do more than any other one

thing?—I do believe that. When one refers to the conditions in America
and the Federated Malay States where work is being done, there would

he no doubt felt in that respect,

B-1831. And T notice that you have pinned your opinion to a practical

point in your memorandum where you say:
11
1 do not believe that an

insurance scheme against sickness could he successfully introduced at present.

My reasons are as follows: Such insurance schemes cannot successfully

operate until we have reduced the incidence of disease to a reasonable

figure ” ?—I believe that is so. I understand from enquiries in Delhi that

insurance companies of a very small nature have been started from time

to time in connection with the insurance of labourers against death. These

are small insurance companies with no capital behind them admittedly. They
do not bear too close an inspection in respect of even insurance against

death. It would be more difficult to insure against sickness in our present

state.

B-1832. Therefore you consider that the control of malaria is a condition

precedent to any practical scheme of sickness insurance?—I do. That is one

thing. But other epidemics occur, such as cholera, plague, enteric fever

which are not brought; to the fore, and tuberculosis. All these revolve round
the same subject.

B-1833. J understand you to say that once malaria was conquered the

work of tackling other diseases would be simplified ?—Yes.
B-1834. Your reason I take it is that as long as this terrible national

weakening through malaria persists, the actuarial basis of any scheme would
involve such heavy contributions from the worker, the employer and the

State that it would not be a practical proposition ?—That is exactly the

point.

B-1835. Col. Unwell: In your memorandum you say that ££
In the earlier

days the labour was entirely controlled by the Public Works Department.”

Can you explain what that means?—That requires a qualification. The
Public Works Department representing Government did not directly control

labour in the sense of recruiting them and paying their wages directly. All

they did was to build quarters for them, afford them medical facilities, supply

them with good drinking water and arrange for the conservancy of their

quarters.

B-1836, The Public Works Department lines were built by Government
agency. Did the coolies pay any rent for them?—The coolies did not and
do not pay any rent for the coolie lines, with the exception to my
knowledge of one small coolie line in the notified area. I am
excluding Delhi City for the present from my remarks and speaking

of the Imperial Capital and the Notified Area, The Notified Area has a small

remains of coolie lines which at one time was controlled by Government and
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rthith the Commission "aw ,>esterdn^. The toolies there pay on an average 12

.annas per mensem to the contraetoi who at present owns these lines.

B-K37. In \oui niemoianclum you say that
u Government maintained

dispensaiies and sub-assistant surgeons to attend to the minor ailments of

labour How many dispensaries and how many sub-assistant

surgeons weie in use?—The history ol that in the Imperial capital is interest-

ing, At the beginning two sub-assistant surgeons, two compounders, a

small staff ol menials and one choulddar were maintained by Government

in one area. One sub-assistant surgeon worked in the dispensary and the

other moved into camps amongst labour carrying with him a certain number

of medicines lor treating the labourers. This formed the initial basis of

development ol what is known as the combined hospital at Xew Delhi. In

addition to this, one sub-assistant surgeon and one compounder were kept

in the southern area to look after the large mass of labour engaged in the

manufacture ol bricks. In addition to this a contractor paid for and started

a dispensary with a compounder in charge near the Secretariat. Later on

he moved that on to the stone-yard. The Municipality also employed a

compounder and a woman worker "who was not fully qualified to look aftei

a small labour camp. That served very well for the transitional stage before

the combined hospital was started. There was practically nothing else

lor the workers exoept a small creche which was developed at that time,

the welfare centre opened by the Baby Health Week organization and the

lady compounds who lived apart near the clerks’ quarters.

Then 1 take it you think that these arrangements were not

sufficient lor 30,000 coolies?-—] do not think so.

B-1839. Were theie no first aid posts ^—With the exception oi what 1

have described there was no first aid post actually in the camps at a later

rlate.

B-1840. 1 take it you approve oi the foundation of first aid posts?—

1

do most decidedly.

B-1B4I . Did you ever ask ioi these?—3 was not here at the time. Imme-
diately T came to Delhi I did ask for them.

R-1842. Yon say m your memorandum that tile creche was not a success.

Can you tell me why ?—There are several reasons why it was not successful.

One was that it was a new idea foreign to women labour. Secondly this

ciffehe was left entirely m the hands ol amateurs to operate. Thirdly,

there was the difficulty of breast feeding of children. Indian women feed
their children at the breast and there wras the difficulty of the wmmen return-
ing to their children. Attempts were made to bring women into the creche
foi that purpose. Fourthly, as the building progressed, the creche had to
be moved ironi one room to another. Lastly, this creche was paid for by
a contractor who withdrew' his subscription and gave it to another charity,

and the creche closed down.

Bdhhi Is it your personal opinion that tlie-e creches will always lie a
failure?—I do not think so, if they aro properly operated.

B-1B44. Then I tain* it that you would be glad to help in the development
of welfare work of that kind?—Yes.

B-1415. What have you done in this direction in Delhi J—When 1 fiist

tame to Delhi two ladies Miss Griffin and Miss Graham were carrying on
well are work here under the auspices of the Lady Chelmsford League of
India, an organization for welfare work. Later on Her Excellency Lady
Reading took a personal interest in the matter and started the Lady Beading
Health School. We had then a small welfare centre staffed by a compounder
and the lady worker to whom l just referred and who was chiefly working
’ttiong the clerks and not among the coolies. We then learnt' that this
welfare centre was under the control of the Delhi Baby and Health Week
Association, a most excellent institution whose aims 'and objects are to
formulate and establish centres lor welfare work in various part of India, and
as they become established, to hand them over to the local governing bodies.
We made a proposal to that association to take over the welfare centre
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at New Delhi and asked the Municipality to increase the work. It took

a considerable time and the matter was then settled in April 1028. Before

4

September of the same year we established six welfare centres in the tooolie

camps in the various lines. I may state here that we did not officially wait

for sanction as we knew that sanction was going to come. We 1 urged ahead

with what money was left in the balance of funds oi the Baby Health

Week Association and we personally established those centres in anticipation

of sanction,

B-1840. Have the labour ioree welcomed this work' - Yes, the) lone (lone

so. In this connection I would refer you to the pamphlet enclosed with my
memorandum, describing maternity and child welfare work in Delhi, in

three labour camps lor the year 1928. The camps were opened in May;
and before December oi the same year, the clinic attendance at one of them

was 8,180, at another, over a thousand, and at a third, nearly 4.000. On
page 14 yon will see that the house to house visits in these* camps range

round 4,000 lor each catnip. 1 may observe hen* that labour here is general!)

fatalistic in its outlook with regard to work of this sort and education is

necessary to firmly establish good work amongst them.

B-1847. From youi last remark J take it vou consider that some achamt*

in educational facilities would not only he appreciated, but would he made
use of?—Educational facilities are absolutely necessary. We see them making

some attempt. The coolies themselves in one particular camp have started

a small educational institution. They contribute two rupees pen* child, fn

tin* Notified Area we have a night school lor all adult coolies, which the

Commission saw yesterday. They also saw the school mentioned above. A
well-known lady of Delhi, whose name T do not mention here, lias started

an industrial school for workers m a highly populated village m the Notified

Area. That will be extending the work tor helping labour m industrial and

minor education.

BA 848. 1 would call your attention to a statement made m the memo-
randum sent in to the Commission which runs as follows: “The causes of

the troubles among Indian labour are ”—I will not read item No. the

growing feeling of unrest among Indian labour and the limited scope of

welfare activities
J1

. Have you any experience either to support or refute

such a statement?—In New Delhi and the Notified Area there is no unrest

amongst the coolies. They are disciplined. Tn this connection f would

mention that about two or three years ago the headquarters of the Communist
Party in connection with labour was actually stationed in Delhi, I am
told,—I was not here at that time—that there was some unrest at that time.

But tery shortly afterwards, in about six months the headquarters was
transferred io Bombay, because Delhi was not considered to be an industrial

city.

B-1849, Another witness says that medical facilities art* not proper!) used

because of the fear of loss of a day’s wages entailed in visits to hospitals and
dispensaries. What is your personal experience?—That is absolutely correct.

That was one of our reasons for establishing first aid posts in the labour

camps in New Delhi.

B-1850, You think you would solve that difficulty by establishing first

aid posts?—T do.

B-185L Has the piopagnnda work earned oui bv your deparhmmt beer

ol any lasting good t -Would you like to extend the work?™- Propaganda
work is a subject of its own. It requires a special staff. In Delhi tiiy,

the Notified \roa and the inial are is of Delhi mv small public health staff

lias done considerable propaganda work apart from their other activities

Last vear, they gave 88 cinema and lantern lectures with a counted
attendance of 40,000 persons. Similar work is being carried on by various

bodies like the Delhi Social Service union. Private individuaL such as

doctors and certain Medical Officers of Health are making efforts at doing
propaganda work in the city.

R-1852. In her memorandum Dr. Scott, Secretary of the National Asso-

ciation for Supplying Medical Aid by Women to the Women of India, lays
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stress upon the necessity of investigation into the causes ^of infantile

mortality amongst industrial workers. At present no such investigation

is made?—No. In this connection I would refer you to the memorandum

of Dr. Sethna, the Health Officer of Delhi Municipality, who deals with

this point. I regret to say that even my own figures in this connection are

not absolutely fool-proof,

B-1853. Then she bay-» “ Medical women in India have repeatedly

pressed for an enquiry info the causes of infant mortality.” Do you know

why that enquiry has never been made?—I presume it is a question of money.

B-18d1, is there any source at present from which you can get any reli-

able statistics -of the incidence of disease and low health of many of the

workers?—Not that I know of. There is absolutely none.

B-1835. What suggestions would you make for the collection and investiga-

tion of such, statistics?—I would suggest that essentially we require women
workers amongst the people to obtain these statistics. At present these statis-

tics are obtained tluough the agency of sweepers in various areas 01 through

menial public health servants in Delhi city. Two sub-assistant surgeons

are also employed by the Delhi Municipality to determine the birth rates

and death lates, chiefly the latter. I am unable to give you any details

in that respect.

B-1856. T take it you do not approve oi the method of employing sweepers

for collecting statistics?—I do not.

B-1857. Have you any practical suggestions as to how it can be carried

out y—It can be carried out by women workers if they are properly trained

and woik under the Public Health Department.

B-1858. Then you would agree with Dr. Scott when she says it is a very

important point that women medical officers and health visitors should be

used in order first of all to gain the confidence of women and then to

collect information?—-Yes.

B-1859. Is there any difficulty in getting medical women, trained mid-
wives and women to do welfare work?—There is the greatest difficulty. In
New Delhi and the Notified Area I had sanction for two women. It took
me six months to get one and nine months to get the other, because I was
determined to get one who would understand what welfare work was. We
tried women and we said good-bye to them; we tried others and said good-
bye to them. Eventually we were successful in getting two good workers
whom we have now.

B-ISOO. Thou* is one other statement in Dr. Scott’s memorandum which is

oi conude] able imparlance. She says.
u The provision of good medical and

health facilities for women would prevent the exodus of women to villages

for confinement and would tend to correct the disturbance of the sex ratio

in the nnlm trial areas. No one can doubt that both these factors would
help to stabilise labour.” Do you agree with that statement?—I consider
that to be so; it is mixed up with the question of sex ratio and on© has to

lonsklor other points in this connection; but, generally speaking, there is

no question that welfare work would tend to stabilise labour, because, as

wo know, women will stabilise men so to speak.

B-1801. This kind of work would also add to the efficiency of the worker?

—

I think so, yes.

B4%2, In another memoiandum submitted to us from Delhi it is stated
that the results of general welfare work are not at all satisfactory. Do yon
agree wiih that?—Welfare work in Delhi is in its infancy; it has been
started and an effort is being made; but it does not always get the support
it might have, and I am sorry to have to admit that the general public
do not know what welfare work is. I have personally communicated with
many contractors here, and I have a letter from a contractor in reply to
a personal ^letter of mine. That contractor is very kind and very helpful;
but he finishes his letter by calling my welfare centre a dispensary. That
indicates the mentality of these people ; they do not really know what welfare
work is, and not knowing I do not think they are in a position to criticise.
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B-1863.. Is it easy or is it difficult to get any Indian men and women to
take up this work?—It is not easy. In Delhi I can count on the fingers of one
hand the Indian ladies who have taken an active part in welfare work.
We hope that as time goes on the number of these ladies will increase.
But I must admit that it is not easy to get ladies to take an interest. Cer-
tainly it is not easy to get the right type of worker for taking up this work.

B-1864. The Inspector of Factories in his memorandum has stated that
the health of workers is generally good. Do you agree with that statement?

—

I would say no; the health of the workers and the physical conditions of the
worker in Delhi are generally poor. This may be due to many reasons

:

malaria which we have already discussed and similar diseases, domestic
worries, large families, difficulty of housing; food, etc., etc.

B-1865. Is there any clause m the contractors’ agreements in New Delhi
compelling them to supply housing or do any other welfare work for the
labour they employ ?—There is no definite clause; I believe there is a vague
statement to the effect that the contractor must attempt to help his labour.

B-1866. Do you ihmk that clause should be made more specific?—1 do.

B-1867. In what directions?—In connection with the actual buildings,

the way in which they could supply facilities for scavenging and general

sanitation. There is the necessity for improved conditions during epidemics.

These are the chief headings.

B-186S. The Chairman: Have you ever attempted to draft a clause which

you would like to see inserted in the contract?—I have not personally.

B-1869. Do you know of the clause which is inserted in England when any
large public works are undertaken?—No, I have no acquaintance with it.

B-1870. You say a clause exists in the contract whereby contractors are

held responsible for the proper housing of their labour?—I believe a clause

exists; I was told that by the Chief Engineer of the Public Works Department
at Delhi. The details could be obtained from him.

B-187L But there is no clause comparable with the one which exists

in similar cases in England whereby these matters are made subject to the

approval of the Medical Officer of Health?—No. That leads me to explain

that the whole of the Capital of New Delhi was built without any reference

to the Medical Officer of Health, and without any reference subsequently,

until I came here in 1928, since when references are made to the Medical

Officer of Health.

B-1872. Would you be in favour of the insertion of a clause in all such

contracts?—I would.

B-1873. To provide that where any considerable body of labour is being

imported into the district, provision for housing and general sanitary arrange-

ments should be made subject to the approval of the Medical Officer of

Health?—Most certainly.

B-1874. Do you think that a general clause of that kind would add

greatly to the efficiency of the labour?—I do. Without that clause may
I explain what happens here. In one of our camps we have labour making

bricks; in June of 1929 we had 35 cases of cholera; at first we could get

little done to improve that camp; we really had to send our men. Then

wo got into touch writh the Chief Engineer and we said
cc we must be

helped The Chief Engineer saw the contractors and we got that help.

B-1S75. If a clause such as I have suggested were standardised and made
applicable to such contracts all contracts would be on the same level?—Yes,

and we should automatically get that help.

B-1876. The contractors would take into account these requirements in

the making of their contracts?—Yes.

B-1877. Therefor© they would not be hurt in any way?— No.

B-1878. And you would then have no such camp established without your

approval of the conditions?—Exactly.
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B-1S7P. Col. You ha\e stated that the Public Woiks Depart-

ment never consulted the Public* Health Department in connection with

the construction of
-

these camps?—-Unofficially, hut not officially.

B-lMSO. You ha\ e also done public health work in other parts ot Liuba

Do the same conditions apply to those other parts ‘-'—No, the Public Health

Department i«. always closely consulted.

B_msl. I hue you got any type plans appuned b\ the Samtaiy Engmeei

and the Director' of Public ' Health for the housing ol workers on Govern-

ment works iJ—I have not seen any type plans but f am told that type

plans of a vague kind existed when the camps were originally established.

[ have not been able to see them and have not had time to make further

detailed enquiries, but \ou may take it generally that at the present moment
there is no type plan.

B-lSSlh Ariel an\ plan which was nropared was prepared without an\

consultation whatever with the Public Health Officer^—As far as T know, ;\es.

l)i> you see plans prepared by the Public Works Department tor

housing schemes, etc*.
lJ—1 do now see them.

B-HS4, Since when ?—Since 1 came lieie.

That is because yon Luo taken a petsonal interest m the matter ?- -Yes.

B-]SKo. But {here is no Gomr.mout emulation by which ihe\ have to

he sent to the Public Health Department for approval?— I cannot sen

whether there 1 is a Government regulation to that effect; it is always an
automatic thing elsewhere whomever I have been

B-188(j. Do )cm consider that a room 8'xKT is sufficient lor a family

of 4 or o living together?—Speaking generally, no.

B-1887. "What minimum would you suggest t—It is difficult lo lay down
a definite size because the health of the people depends not only cm the

actual size of the room but on the ventilation, the air, moving currents of

air coming in and out. One would have to take all these points into con-

sideration in laying down any particular definite size, nibic space, and soon.

B-18XX You have no statistics to show whether the sickness rate or the

death rate is higher among those1 living in one mom houses than those

living in two roomrt— f have no statistics to that effect.

B-lSS (

). Aie you satisfied with the 4 tvpe of the hou os at piesent promded
in the coolie camps which have been described by another witness as “not
a pleasant spectahlc — In reply to that question I would say it seems to be

an exaggerated statement. Admittedly the mud huts of the coolies are not

spacious and they are not luxurious as opposed to the better type of houses
the remains of Government houses, which are not at all bad. The Commission
has seen them and one would not sav that they are simply miserable human
habitations.

BA 890 But another witness says defnnielv they are unlit for human
habitation? -All f can sav is that T have lived in places very similar for

nearly three years during the war.

B-1S91. Which would von consider moie important the actual Horn

space within a but or the spacing of ihe huts in their lines?—The spacing
of the huts in their line is a very important subject. With regard to the
space between one series and another series, as you saw in the camps,
we Luo spacing in between lines in three of our camps here and not
sparing in houses except very occasionally.

"B-18B2. But 1 observed that in some cases the spacing had Leon done
and laid out it was allowed to he filled up?—Yes, encroached on.

B-lYOtf. You have no power at present to stop that?- -We have not.

B-1S91, ('oh RuH'irtl: One of the memoranda that we have had put bekm
ns states that there is a general im rease in mortality owing to the bad
system of housing. Have you any statistics to support or review that state-
ment?—-The statement cannot be regarded as being an accurate statement
because there are no statistics that I know of.
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B-]89d. You think this witness has no information which could confirm
4hat remark of his?—I believe that to bo so.

B-1896. There is another curious statement made liv the same witness;
he says that official supervision is lacking and boards oi health are too few.
Can you tell us exactly what he means by that?—1 entirely refute the
statement that official supervision is entirely lacking a^ lav as New Delhi
and the Notified Area is concerned. With regard to ihe city 1 would prefer
not to express an opinion as 1 am not in medical control of Delhi city.

B-1897. Is there airy maternity benefit m the Delhi province?—As iar as

i know there existed at one time an attempt in New Delhi towards maternity
benefit; at the creche labour workers made an effoit to get a woman paid
but not allowed to work

;
it was not very successful. I do not think more

than two or three women actually benefited from this effort
,
though there may

be a few more. Speaking generally, there is no maternity benefit.

B-189S. Are no allowances on leave given to women workers belore and
after confinement?—On enquiry f find an attempt has been made, on paper,

to try and allow the women worker to work at lighter work during that

period; but m actual practice it is impossible for a contractor to go round
and see that every pregnant woman does light work and in actual practice

it does not happen.

R-1H99. What pen outage of Ins earnings does the average labourer spend

on food alone u— 1 should say 70 per cent, of his earnings are spent on food.

R-1900. Does that include lood substances like sugar, ghee and milk v—

-

It does not include milk because the labourer cannot afford to buy milk,

and it does not include ghee because the labourer cannot afford to buy ghee.

In place of ghee he buys oil. Tt includes a small quantity of sugar, namely,

two ounces per meal at a cost of three pies. It is qiir, which is not sugar in

the sense of being purified Western sugar.

B-1901. Is the milk supply sufficient?—The milk supply is a big problem

and it will take a long time to solve.

R-1902. S take it you agree that milk is an essential part of a vegetarian

diet?—Yes. but the question is whether the labourer could ever afford to

get it.

B-1903. The Chumimn : You are no doubt aware that the same problem

arises in the poorer parts of oui cities in England?—1 am quite aware of

that; there is an absence of the vitamins A. B, 0 and D.

B-19CM. I mean there is inability to pirn base milk?—Yes, it is a question

of supply and demand and costs; it involves a hundred and one things, such

as the number of cattle and the grazing grounds.

B-1905, i'ul. HuwTl: Milk is highly expensive and grossh adulterated?-

Yes. An effort has been made in Delhi to supply milk, The Municipality

at one time started a small' farm on the eastern side of the river; all the

(jhoslus or cattle dealers were sent out of the Delhi city over Jo the other

^de where there was built for them a more or less model ullage, At a

later date this farm was taken over by Mr. Edward Keventer. The actual

proposal or hope of establishing a cheap milk supply foi Delhi city lulled

miserably. At the preseni moment the Delhi Health and Social Service

Union have a proposal to shut a similar undertaking. It means capital

and it means very careful supervision; to my mind if is very doubtful

whether such a- thing can be established without most careful thought,

B-1906. What about the question of vegetable ghee, which is sold very

largely in the bazaar? Tt has no nutritional value, m the chemists tell

us, "although it is a very useful fat for cooking. It is a very useful fat, is

it not Yes, Chemists June made their tests on cats led with vegetable

ghee, as you know, as compared with ordinary ghee and the results are not

very satisfactory.

B~19f>7. The Chainmni

:

But is not that corrected a good deal by a partial

fruit diet?—Yes.
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B-1908 The working classes m Enghnd seldom see real butter, what

we call margeune corresponds to your vegetable ghee?—Yes

B-1909 But lieie m India you have the advantage of a fruit diet?—

Having bought his ghee at a certain pi ice it is difficult for him to find

money to buy fiesh oranges 01 limes

B 1910 Mi Cliff Am I to undeistand that the working man gets hint

or does not get fiuit?—He does not

B-19X1 Col Ru^ell Haie you a Food Adultei ation Act m this pio-

vmce ?—There is the Punjab Food Adulteration Act, which they aie making

an attempt to introduce into the Province of Delhi It is only an attempt,

there has been a lot of talk but nothing has been done

B-1912 It is pi actically a dead letter?—Yes

B-1913 One witness says that the food is pool and consists mostly of

mferioi fioui, pulses, nee, oil or ghee Is that ^our experience ?—One
cannot say that the food, wheat and pulses aie of the highest standard

by any means, foi the lower classes you may say it is ralhei a low standaid

B-1914 Aie there any malnutiitionai conditions or diseases m your

Province?—The subject of malnutntional diseases «s one which requires

investigation The Commission have seen the state of the actual labour in

the camps m Delhi, they have seen that the children aie feeble I would

like to stiess the particular point that the child at birth gams weight and
is quite happy and healthy until it leaches the age of about 8 months,
then it starts to lose weight very rapidly That is accounted foi by the fact

that all children are breast fed until they are, rougaly speaking, 8 months,

or a year old As soon as they come off the breast they start to chew
chapatis and other adult food straight away and they simply go down m
health, and it is a question of the survival of the fittest

B-1915 That would be largely countei acted by impimmg the education

of the women?—-Yes I may say that what I have mentioned does not

by any means apply to the labouring and the cooolie classes only, it applies

also to our intelligent clencal labour

B-1916 Then do you agree that there is pool physique generally among the

labouring classes?—Yes

B-1917 Is that due to the poor quality of the food or insufficiency #f

food ?—I would say both pool quality and insufficiency
,
then there is disease,

lack of housing, worry and so on There are many causes, I do not think
you can attribute it to food alone

B 1918 Is it a fact that a coolie and his family m Delhi Province when
doing full work can earn from Rs 50 to Rs 70 a month We were told

that by one of your workers?—That is a statement which one of my workers
made to you yesterday that the wage was somewhere m the region of 50 to
70 rupees That is not m fact so as an a\eiage The position is this

the coolie man draws 8 or 9 annas a da}
,
generally m New Delhi it is 9

annas, a day, the woman is also a worker and she draws 7 annas a day,
the children are also workers, if they have passed the age of 12—at least

ve hope that they aie past the age of 12—they draw four annas a dav
If you tike that family to be fhe m numbei you will haie a round figure of

about; Lb it) i mo iib a Inn the ihuuiui ^kw up aid lecome oi app ai

to be adult thc\ will earn not 4 ami is but 9 annas the woge of a man
So that you may take it that the average earning obviously vanes m
- unifies according to the size of the family and the ages of the members
of the family I 'would put the figme at an average of about Rs 40, 42 or
43 The exceptionil families which come fox war cl and say they are draw-
ing Rs 50 to Rs 70 a month are very lucky

R-1919 Taking votu average figure of Rs 40 to Rs 43 would that
be sufficient to provide a physiological diet for a family of five?—No,
certainly not

B-I920 The Chairman By a “ physiological diet ” von mean an ideal
diet?—An ideal diet
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B-1921 Col Bussell. With the necessaiy vitammes, vegetables, and so on.

B4922 The Chan man The minimum scientific requirements tor full

health

B-1923 Col Bussell Yes?—It may be described as a balance with the
uages on one side and the diet on the othei

, they are just about holding
the ha 1 nice sometimes it goes one way and sometimes the othei way

B 1924 M) Cliff Is this physiological diet a minimum diet?

B-1925 Ike Chairman, It is a minimum physiological diet It is what
the doctors say vie ought to have

B-1^26 ( ol Bussell Would not the opening of food shops by employers
pretent the sale of mfenor ai tides of diet to the woikeis?—Heie m New
Delhi thexe was a difficulty m getting gum at one time, the coutiactoi,

aided (To\ eminent, staited a gram piessmg machine wheie the giam was
giound in a soit of common gnndmg place and sold at i ither cheap rates

Latei on this disappeared Laboui which comes fiom the Indian States

into Delhi bungs with it bad debts As the} bung with them bad debts

the mm who is looking foi these bad debts accompanies than, namely
the bum he comes to Delhi md plants himself down with the laboui, he
is an imputation with that batch of labour and I do not see how you are

going to get over that difficulty As the labour goes back to its own
country so the bania goes with it No doubt control of the supply of

food m the sense of co-operative societies would benefit labour considerably

B 1927 One of our Delhi witnesses has also stated that the economic

value of public health is not understood by the management and mclustnal

workers Do \ou agree?—That is absolutely true m Delhi

B-1928 Can you give us any idea as to the chief causes of absenteeism

amongst the workers?—Thexe are no statistics

B-1929 You have admitted several times that there aie no statistics avail-

able Would you faioui the formation of a body like the Industrial

Research Boaid m England for collection of statistics?—Most certainly

B-X930 How would you Staff such a board?—It is difficult to staff from

India, bee mse workers from India would not have any facilities for learn

mg woik of this nature, and the only method would be to select and to

send and to tram Indian workers m other countries

B-I931 You would send Indians to England to be trained?—Yes

B-1932 Would you favour the passing of legal provisions for places at

present outside the Factories Act?—Yes, most certainly, with definite

clauses is fax as housing, sanitation water-supply, epidemic diseases and
the like are concerned The Factories Act, I am given to understand,

is not \en definite on. these points

B 1933 Mrs Chatter'jee In answer to Col Russell, regai ding the un-

successfulness of the ct&che, you mentioned two causes, one was that it was

uncle i an amateur organization and the second was breast feeding Are you

aware of the fact that the person who managed the cieche wr is a trained

health woihei brought down fiom the Lady Reading Hospital ?—Mv inquiry

bowed that the management was started hy i laclv m New Delhi who was

not a health worker and that a subordinate, so to speak, was employed who
worked is x mation at the centie and that undet hoi worked two ayas

ot nurses I lmo an admission fiom the laches who woiked at the centre

B-1934 Ire you aware of the fact that I used to look iftet the cm he

when that laclv used to go to the hills during summer?—I am not aware of

that

B-1935 Aie you also aw«ue of the fact that at least Rs 300 oi Rs 400

a month was being spent on this cicche whereas only about 20 babies on

an average made use of it?—I was mfotmed that the cost was about Rs 100

a month that the maximum attendance was 20 and that the average attend-

ance was m the xegion of 8 or 7

B-1936 You say the monthly cost was Rs 100 Can vou tell me what

the trained health worker who had full midwifery qualifications was fcaid
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for that job:-- That rnohes round tlie question that the institution seemed

to lane Ikh n governed io amatems.

B-1937. The 1 'hairman

:

Your opinion on this particuiai point really is

^ecoiul-hancl?—Exactly ; I explained at the start that it was so,

B-19SS. Mn. Chattel tee: T supervised this thing myself during the lady’s

alienee n. the hot weather and 1 know as a matter of fact that Iks. 300

to Rs. 400 was being spent every month on this creche, including the salary

of the health visitor, the matron and the ayas. Bo you not think that

if you had four creches in different areas ot the working class people, you

could have made the creches more successful—1 admit that. 1 do not say

that creches are useless. I think they are excellent, but 1 do think

that unless they are carefully watched and handled, not weekly or monthly

but daily and some actual health worker is made responsible for their

proper working, we cannot hope to achieve any success. The creche that

existed seems not to have been successful clue to the facts which I have

mentioned.

B-1939. Are you not prepared to admit that there are not sufficient

number of creches or child welfare centres in Delhi, and one of the chief

i on sons is that anything that is started eithei by Government or under

Eniopean organization is made top heavy so much so your wants are to be

restricted, whereas by maintaining a low paid staff your wants can be

increased p—My experience is not that. At New Delhi when we had one

centre it cost a lot of money; to-day we have six centres which cost on an

average about Rs. 90 a month. 1 do not think that is too expensive.

B-1940. T do not blame you at nil; I know that you are doing very useful

work here. 1 am talking of other places?—That may be so

B-1941. With regard to housing, will yon tell me what is the average

number of occupants of each house?—On an average about 5 for a family:

\<>u know that well.

R-1942. You say that a large number of labourers go back to their homes
during the rains. What proportion of these labourers are agriculturists p—
I have not investigated the actual figures, but I should think that the

fluctuating population is about 40 per cent., and 60 per cent, are, at least

here in New Delhi, more or less farm labourers. During rains, when brick

kilns are closed down, they go to their villages and come back again after

rains.

R-1943. Regai ding the diet of the worker, a cjuestion has already been
put to you for not including ghee?—Oil has been included.

R-1944. Have you read Dr. Lancaster’s report on tuberculosis?—T have.

B-1945. T have not unfortunately read the report, but during a conversa-

tion l had with him, while ho was making this inquiry, he told me that a

groai percentage of tuberculosis was due to the lack of supply of ghee in

the food-stuffs, and (he classes who suffered most from tuberculosis were
those who could not afford to go in for ghee. As far as my knowledge
goes, 1 am personally convinced that oil is not a good substitute for ghee?

—

1 think 1 have made it sufficiently dear of what T think about it.

B-1940. About the weights of child! on You are awaie ot the fact that
1 li.no been managing bab\ shows since 1921 and 1 have got statistics of
weights ot different babies. To mv knowledge the weight of the labourer’s
hab\ is jar below the average; I should siv Hut 70 per cent of the babies
of the labouring classes in rural areas are under weight. In your child

weljaie centres two things are taught, ihvt, cleanliness and, second, feeding
ot infants According to the statistics that we have received from various
people, we hud that the earning of a labouier is only iust enough to keep
his hndv and soul together. Do you think it is possible for those babies who
are under weight as if is, when they are brought to child welfare centres,
to get average weight without any proper food?—That is a point that we
have been tmng to stress. Although food is not conveniently available, we
are tning to impress upon them the necessity for improving food conditions
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and the necessity foi teaching your people to improve not only bodily but
mentally.

B-1947. How can you manage that effectively 7—It is a question oi rupees,
annas and pies> is it not? 1

B-1948. As a medical man, can you say that a child who is under weight
will grow up to be a healthy mail, fit to do physical work which lie nnturalh
wr

ill have lo do?—That is a very difficult tiling to argue. I give wm the

example of a bab\ who won a gold medal tor being the best baby is now a
miserable specimen. That 1 was told by a very well-known health worUu hi

Delhi a tew days ago.

B-1949. I also know of cases of babies who died the veiy year in which
they won gold medals. Hate >ou got any means bv which you could increase

the weight oi the children?—1 do not know' what you want me to say.

Naturally you want to unpiove their diet which we admit; if you have
money you would spend it on improving their diet.

B-1950. You say in your memorandum that the average debt ot a c*ool\

is about Rs. 80 a year and yon also say that for his marriage he spends

Rs. 200 to Rs. 400. How does he meet these demands?—As far as 1 know
most of the coolies own land somewheie although they may ho in debt.

They go on saving small amounts hv which they huy e cow and la ml Tin*

bania, apart from lending money against the possible cost of that land, will

gladly lend them more and chase them lor the rest oi their live-,, getting

interest at 37*5 per cent, per annum.

B-1951. Have you made any personal investigation into this matter

or only heard about it ?—Investigation was made in 205 camps here. It is

a well-known fact that all your labourers are in debt to the bania, and f

am told that the investigation lasted sometime and the banias and the

labourers were together; the banias were asked questions before the labourers

and the labourers were asked questions before the banias and they had a

little chat amongst themselves, and thev put down tin* average debt at

Rs. 80 a year and the inteiest at 37 1 pm cent.

B-1952. The Chairman; What puzzles me is that there is practically no

margin between the dietary cost of living and the family income; yet the

bania prospers well?—He does because thev have got to find that money

for paying him his interest sometime during the year* it goes on mounting up

B-1953. Presumably lie does not go on lending and lending without any

repayment?— It practically amounts to that. Debts are carried on, and the

general feeling is that lu* will hold that money, only collecting his interest;

thev thus never get out of then debts.

B-I954. He only spares his debts in paradise. In addition to that, is

it not a fact that' on an average the coolies send something like Jls. 40 to

Rs. 50 even year to their village?—
1Thev do that although they are indebted

to the bania.

R-1955 Still it is a little bit of economic puzzle 2—The bania chases them

to their ullage and back again to their work, and lie is always in touch with

them.

B-1950, Mrs. ChaCnjee

:

You mention that there are no schools started

by your Committee. Why is that so especially when construction work in

Delhi has been going on for the hmt 15 years?—In New' Delhi one umtraeloi

who was a member of our Committee was desirous of starting a school that

was just when f tame to Delhi. J was desirous of introducing welfare work

first to be followed by a mIiooI, 1 still maintain that if vou have got

school vou bettor educate 'vour boys, and if you have got welfare work

you better start schools; if you have money to clo both it is well and good,

but if you want to have onlv one of the two T sav welfare wmk first and

education second. You may not agree with me

B-1957. T personally feel after ten yeans or more of experience ot health

work, that we must put education first and health after. You are talking

0f preventives whereas people need curatives 2—That leads to a discussion
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of the academic training of education as opposed to the vocational training,

ff voiir education is going to bo of a vocational nature and of knowing

to write vour name and to add up a fcv figures, then J say yes. But

what is education? If is an academic training which does not touch on

those vocational subjects which we know are necessary.

B-1958. The Chavman: You told us that the bama in your distiict only

thinks of getting 371 poi cent. ?—As I mentioned, that was the home that

\ anuwcf at auej uisa^ on m the presence of the bania and the coolie,

f am unable to say if rlmt is the definite figure but I should think that it is

raiil} correct.

B-I959. So there are modest banias in your distiict?—It appears to be so.

B-19G0. As a matter of fact, what really happens is that he does not so

much want an} return m his capital as a constantly increasing mortgage

on the lives of the people at the rate of 37J per cent.?—That appears to be

the posiiion.

B-1961. Sii Ib/alum Rahimtoola: In the process as between a bania and a

coolie it is hardly possible that the bania will continue to give debts to

the coolie indefinite! v. Do >ou sec that a possible explanation is that when
the debt ina eases the man has got to minimize m his food, in his clotliine

and in various necessaries of life in order to be able to pay a portion of

the debt <uid interest to the bania ?—That is quite possible, but he holds

on to his land and his cows as long as he possibly can.

B-1962. A stage must be reached, unless he pays up his debts by striving

to live on practically nothing, when the bania takes possession of the

land he may have or any cattle, and the fellow goes to rum. Is not that so?

Therefore the whole problem is an economic one?—-Yes.

B-1963. Mr. Clou': We saw a large number of coolies, both men and women,
this morning at the building of the New Press who were not getting what
you described as the pioper diet, yet to a layman’s eyes they appeared

to be fairly adequately nourished. Ts that due to a lack of observation

01 is there any other explanation?—There are exceptions to cver r rule You
will from mv statement that I have given there two diets—one is the

oidinary diet end m the other a little extra is added which may be called

the luxury uortion of I he diet. If you study the figures the cost comes to

about Es 40 for a family of five while wages is somewhere m the region

oi IK 40 ~0
5
00 or 70. If you investigate into the matter closely, you will

probnblv find tl at the healthy looking people are getting that diet—chapatis

and clal, which is called the basic diet, of the family, phis one anna per head
per day for ghee, oil and pur.

B-1964. They told us they only got gvr very occasionally when they had
extra money?—Yes. That may have been sufficient to keep the pot boiling.

B-1965. Mr. Birla: Regarding the question of malaria and the prevalence
of other diseases, do not you think it is -very closely connected with the
question of poverty of the people?—The actual infection of malaria is not
connected with poverty, but the resistance on the part of the people who
suffer from that disease, when it gets into the system, is very closely connected
with poverty, because in our present state of knowledge we do not know
everything about malaria.

R-1906. What I urns trying to point out was that in view of the low vita-
lity and the low resisting power, the worker is more liable to infection than
lie would be if he were properly fed and clothed, and if lie had all vitamines
such as you get in milk, ghee, etc., provided to him which he does not get
at present?—Do you mean to say that if people are properly fed, housed and
clothed, they will he free from malaria. Panama canal is an instance in
point,

B-1967. Is it not n fact that malaria is more prevalent among the poor
who cannot afford to purchase mosquito nets and provide themselves with
such precautions as are necessary?—You are now referring to the subject of
control,

^

Naturally, the wealthy people live in better houses, some are pro-
tected with wire gauze houses, some have mosquito nets; some people take
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precautions round about their houses to prevent mosquito breeding—as
opposed to the unfortunate labourer.

B-1968. Therefore well situated people have better resisting power. In
order to tackle the problem of all these diseases, you have, first of all, to
tackle the question of poverty P—If we can get industrialists to realise that
one of the most important diseases is malaria and if you could wipe out
malaria from this country both by control work and by improving the state

and physique oi the people you would have achieved something which would
transiorm the country,

B-1969. But you will agree with me that mere propaganda without side

by side increasing the resisting power of the people will not taelde the pro-

blem fully ?—No, I vsay both should go hand in hand. Propaganda, control oi

disease and improved food should all advance for the benefit of the people,,

but you should bear m mind that one of the most difficult problems that you
must tackle is malaria.

B-1970. How do you compare the nourishing quality of vegetable ghee
with that of the country oil?—It is a chemical point which I prefer a chemist

to reply to, but generally speaking, oil is valuable as opposed to vegetable fat

B-X97X. You cannot give us any opinion on the question whether oil is more
nourishing than vegetable ghee?—Vegetable ghee would be useful, as I

mentioned before, m cooking; it contains fat but not vitamines; oil does

contain some vitamines.

B-1972. If oil is more nourishing than vegetable ghee, would you consider

the question of discouraging the import of vegetable ghee which is at present

very largely competing with the country-made oil?—That is a very big

economic question. What appears to he ghee is sold, and it comes and

revolves itself round and about the subject of Food and Adulteration Act.

B-1973. Col Bussell: Vegetable ghee is a valuable fat food?—Undoubt-

edly.

B-1974. The only difference is it lacks vitamines?—Yes.

B-1975. Mr. Bvia: You refer to the rural uplift scheme of Mr. Brayne.

Have you any first-hand knowledge about the work which has been carried

on by Mr. Brayne?—I have not only very close knowledge but I claim that

we have done more rural uplift work in the Delhi Province that Mr. Brayne

in connection with public health amongst 304 villages.

BJ976. What I want to know is if, after the departure of Mr. Brayne,

the work lias been suffering or is it still continuing in the same way as it

used to be when Mr. Brayne was in India?—The work is continuing but it

is not continuing with as much zeal as it did while Mr. Brayne was present

B-1977. You mentioned that there is difficulty in getting the right type

of men and women for social welfare work. Can you explain why it is so?—

Our educational standard with regard to improvement in public health

work, especially amongst the doctor folk, is the same as that which obtains

in the West. Education was carried on for curative medicine, and it is coni'

parativeiy recently that public health work developed. Due to the economic

factor, there have been more doctors who do curative work than public health

work. That is the real state in India. Local doctors concentrate their

attention on curative study of medicines because they can earn more money

out oi it than out of public health work. Consequently in the first place it

is difficult to secure public health workeis if you do not give them a living

wage. Secondly a public health worker is born and not made. He lias to

start with a true desire to help his people, and there are exceedingly few

workeis in India to-day who are sufficiently educated to realise that their

work in the public health field is for the benefit of their people. Usually

the work is carried out for the benefit of oneself and not for the benefit of.

others.

B-J978, The Chairman

:

In all other countries this preventive work is a

comparatively new public service. It is not surprising therefore that the

supply in India at present is small, but it should increase by the help of

public opinion and of the universities as quickly as may be possible?- Yes,
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B-J 979. tin Ateromln Murnni. You say in your memorandum that the

labourer may earn 9 annas poi day, and that in pre-war days he used to

earn 6 annas per dav fherefoie there has been an increase ot 50 per cent.?

—-Yes,

B-1980. You sa\ that the cost ot Hung, lias risen out of all proportion;

that is to say, the cost ot hung has risen more than 50 per cent. P—Yes, I

base that on the cost ot a chapati.

B-19M. But von make a delibeinte statement that the cost ot living has

risen out ot ah proportion?—Yes.

B4982. You say that an aierago man oats five (hapat a

s

a day?—Yes, it

also depends on the size of them.

B-1983. You said that the cost ot thapaU has gone up trom three pies to

nine pies?—Yes.

B-1984. At nine pies each, and taking live thapuhb, that comes to four

annas a da\ Theietore lie is spending tour annas a day on dxapati s if he

eats five?—Yes.

B-1985. But your table slums that he only spends three annas a day?

—

The table winch \ ou now have before \ou is in connection with the Notified

Area of Delhi. The statement with regard to the diapati basis was made
trom personal enquiries from the coolies in the camps in the New Delhi area.

B-198(>, You sav that the lise in the cost of living is about 70 per cent, as

against a rise in wages ol 50 per cent.?—-Yes.

B-1987. You say in 1934 a diapati cost three pies, whereas to-day it costs

nine pies, that is 200 per cent.—Yes, in other words, you doubt the state-

ment with regard to the chapati ?

B-198S. Very much so. Who gave you these figures?—They were collected

from the people themselves in the camps. The figures with regard to food

were collected from Lhe local btmivn shops both m New and Old Delhi.

D-19H9, Tin ('lataman: Do \on mean to tell us that the cost of the items

composing chapati is 200 per cent, above pre-war?—Yes.

B-3990. tfn Ah*sainin' Mu naif: That is not borne out by the figures?

—

You arc questioning the cost of the chapati,

B-1991. Absolutely; 1 question the whole of your figures and J am taking

,umr figures ol chapati as topical ot the rest ot your figures.

B-1992. The ( hamuan: They were not prepared by a trained worker in

this class ot investigation?—The figures tor the Notified Area were prepared
by a gentleman who is now behind me, and the figures for New Delhi with

regaid to the diet, were propaiod by a second gentleman sitting behind me.

B-199B. HUr Alt Minin' Munoif: Was their experience such as to enable

them to do that?—Tlu\\ ha\e intimate 1 personal contact with these coolie

camps. Both these gentlemen have been bore since 1911-15.

B-1991. Who is the gentleman responsible tor the statement that the cost

of living has gone up h\ 70 per rent., when the chapati (which is the main
article of a worker’s diet) has gone up bv 200 per cent. You sa\ that a single

man can live on tour annas a day. Taking worn* figure at 9 annas there will

still he a margin ot 5 annas a day?—Yes

B-1995. II lie had onl\ a vile, with no children he would still he able to

hu» on 9 annas a dav r- -Yes,

B-!99o H he wanm ro siian>, the wedding ceremony would eost him
Irani two numbed to four hundred rupees Where would he get that money
irom?— Fie would borrow it against? his property.

B-1997. You su\ he has to pay Rs. JsO per annum to the baniya here-'

—

Roughly speaking, each tear, he gets Rs. 80 out of the baniya from time to
time- spread over the year.

R4998. Take 1927. He gets in that year Rs. % from the baniya. In
1928 he gets another Rs. 80?—Meantime he has paid back something, but
the usual thing is that it keeps mounting up.
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1999. Su [ it tor Sassoon: Mow much lias he paid hack."— 1 have not the
> here.

•000. Does he pay back the original capital s—He does not.

-001. /Sir Alexander Murray; 5 on say that he is indebted to the money
’ to the extent ot Rs. 80 per annum ?—'Yes.

2002. What does he repay limit

e ( hainnan

:

Does not the Coimssion think that we shall get some
5 from skilled investigators who have been at this work?
1 Alexander Murray

:

I hope so; but this statement is so interesting that

light it was put before us by skilled investigators and I wanted to
the figures as far as 1 possibly could.

•. Cliff: J understand this was compiled by a man who lias been asso-
with the coolies for 14 years. It would be oi advantage it we could

up this matter, f take this figure ol Rs. SO as re)) resenting the man’s
:lebt.

' Alexander Manny: But how did he pay Rs. 400 lor his wedding?

(7 iff. I am dealing first ol all with the Rs. 80. it seems to me that
an is borrowing new money to pay back the old money. He always has
erhanging debt of Rs. 80. And sometimes he is paying more m interest

what the original debt amounted to.

2008. Si i Alexundei Mm ray: You say the interest is only 87*5 per cent.?

i that mounts up.

2004. 1 am not taking your hypothetical hguie, I am taking the actual

i which you give us in your statement, and \ou say that he is in debt

illy to the extent of Rs. 80 and it includes a hea\y interest of 37*5

ent. per annum.

2005. Sir Tutor Sassoon: Does that hgure 80 include the interest?

—

2006. Sir Alexander Munay: You ha\e taken these figures on trust

rou cannot vouch for them? i personally have taken these figures from

loolies who were brought to the camp In* m,\ worker. 1 did not stay

ghout the whole meeting. The coolies were put on one side and the

as were put on the other and the discussion took a considerable time.

2007. The titan man: These figures were prepared yesterday?- No,

j six days ago.

•2008. Su Aluandn Munay: Now 1 am getting at what 1 want. You

hat the hamyas and the coolies were both there when the examination

place ?—Yes.

-2009. Do you think that a coolie would say exactly what he owed and

a clean exposure of it?—There was a most prolonged argument.

-2010. Who was the agrunient between?—Betamui the coolies and the

0 baniva who was ow?ed the money.

-2011. Did yon get the books produced?—No.

-2012. The ( hainnan: Did the bamya say to one man, u You owe

LOO; come and write there Rs. 50
M ?—No. it is most difficult to get

actly what is owTed to a baniya.

-2038. Mr. iHifj

:

The baniya and the coolies finally agreed after an alter-

n, that Rs, 80 was about the figure. Is that clear?—Yes.

-2014. Sir Alexandei Murray: Were you there?--! was there part of the

-2015. You were not there when they agreed?—No.

-2016, Sir Vidor Sassoon: Does it mean Rs. 50 to Rs. 60 borrowed, plus

•est?

ir Alexander Murray: He does not know, he was not there.

,2017. Biwan Chaman Lall: Who is responsible for the taking charge of

emies when they break out and what sort of epidemics are they?—Since
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I have been here we have had an outbreak of cholera. We get information

from our inspectors, who go round the camps after the first or second case.

You may get 80 cases m a night amongst a big population. The moment I

get information 1 personally go to the camp,

fi-2018. Bo you see that these epidemics aie controlled and that medicines

are supplied for that purpose?—Yes.

B-2019. Can you give me the number of deaths during last year from

cholera, small-pox and plague ^—Speaking from memory there were 34 deaths

m the camps from cholera. The number of small-pox cases has been exceed-

ingly few in New Delhi. We have no plague.

B-2020. it has not been a very bad year apparently for epidemics of this

class?—No.

B-2021. Would you thereioie be m favour of a system of sickness insur-

ance?—No, because you cannot take a single year or even a few years as a

guarantee of what is going to happen in future.

B-2022. What I am driving at is this- since you have been in Delhi,

have the epidemics been of such a nature as to make a scheme for sickness

insurance impossible from a practical point of view?—No, not the short

period. But it is impossible to base it on a short period.

B-2023. Since it is your duty to bring these epidemics under control would

it not be better to have a systematic method whereby the workers could go to

panel doctors, let us say?—I do not think that that system would succeed

with our present state of disease.

B-2024. You deal with the matter when an epidemic breaks out. Yon
have to spend money. You have to hand out medicines and send out doc-

tors. Would it be difficult to do that systematically year by year?—Yes,

because you get hundreds of deaths from disease when you least expect them.

B-2025. My point is that even now, when you get hundreds of deaths

you have to treat them and you have to provide assistance ?—We do. It is

the cheapest and mosr effective method. If you left control work to panel
doctors you would never get any control work done.

B-2026. Otherwise administratively you would have no difficulty?—No,

Sir Victor Samon: What do you mean by “ administratively ” ?

£-2027. Lacan Chaman Loll; That is to say, if you have a system of panel
doctors ?—I could not get them to work properly if they were not directly

under me. I would not risk control wmrk being done by panel doctors at

this stage of our education,

B-202S, Would you prefer that the system which you have at present
should be extended and made more permanent and practical?—-Yes, that is

what I have striven for all along.

B-2023 Mr. (
i

hfl Is that not only for
]
preventive medicine but also for

treatment I do not deal actually with the treatment. There is a separate
branch which deals with the curative side of medicine.

B-2030. 7)nran Chaman Loll; Mr. Clow asked you a question about certain

workers whom you saw and vho looked fairly healthy. Have you ever taken
any statistics about the weight ol any of these workers in order to find out
whether their weight was up to the average or below the average?—I have
not. I have been so busy with all sorts of other matters that the weighing
of workers has not been done. An investigation on this point is most
desirable.

B-2031. With regard to the question put to yon about indebtedness, is

it not a fact that the workers borrow money mostly on the security of the
little piece of land which they possess in the villages or on their cattle or on
the ornaments of their women?—I understand so.

JB-2032. So that the debt goes mounting up to the stage when the baniya
goes and pounces upon the man’s land and cattle P—I think it gets sometimes
even beyond that stage.
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B-2033. The Chairman: I, there any deed executed?—! cannot tell you.
Very often the Daniya cannot read or write.

B-2034. Sir Alexander Murray: What happens when the debt gets beyond
that stage P—The man is mined. What does he do then?

B-2035. Mr. K. Ahmed: He pledges his children?—I do not know that.

B-2036. Sir Vidor Sassoon

:

Is there any form of legislation which prevents
the baniya from taking the land away?—Not that I am aware of.

B-2Q37. JDhraU' Chaman Loll: You stated that during the War yourself
lived three years in huts?—I lived m dug-outs which were under the ground
and most unpleasant.

B-2038. Would you more or less compare the housing arrangements with
those dug-outs ?—The dug-outs were worse really, but it is not possible to say
that it is absolutely impossible to live ‘in them.

B-2039. Mr. Cliff: You say that you do not believe that an insurance
scheme aganist sickness can successfully be introduced at present. Have
you made any actuarial calculation?—No.

B-2040. You are primarily interested in the prevention of disease?—Yes.

B-2041. You say you have medical inspection of school children. Do you
make any provision for medicine or anything of that kind?—We do. We
have made provision in this sense—that the hospitals and dispensaries of

Delhi have set aside a time when school-children can be brought there for

treatment, apart from being taken to private practitioners for treatment.
The treatment given at the dispensaries and hospitals, roughly speaking last

year was between 30 to 40 per cent, of those actually requiring treatment.

Considering that this work was only started 18 months ago, that is a very

large percentage.

B-2042. Ts the treatment easily accessible to the children?—Fairly so.

These dispensaries are placed in various parts of the city.

B-2043. Are they given any nourishing food at all?—Some schools in the

city have started a system of what is known as
u Food for all ” movement.

The chilren go to the school with a small amount of pocket money
>
with which

they can purchase good ghee, wheat and other materials for making chapatis
,

and sweets of various sorts. The children pay the cost price to the master

who is running that particular branch.

B-2044. You said that prevention and good food should go concurrently.

Do you think it is advisable that, while you are doing all you can in your

branch, there should be a good medical service for the work people?—Do you

mean an insurance service?

B-2G45. First of all should there or should there not be a good medical

service for the work people ?—There should be a medical service. At present

it is worked in conjunction with our public health work.

B-2046, Could the two branches work in conjunction?—They could most

decidedly.

B-2Q47. Are you not compelled to admit the necessity of giving nourish-

ment in cases of sickness?—You mean to individuals not going to hospitals?

B-2048. Even at hospitals, or to cases at home?—They do get in the hospi-

tals what they require according to the nature of the disease.

B-2049. You say in your memorandum that it is not possible to give mone-

tary benefit; does that exclude any other form of benefit?—I do not think

an insurance scheme could be successful financially, taking into account the

enormous number of epidemics, and the enormous wastage of life which is

occurring over vast tracts of land. Taking a specific place such as Simla or

Delhi or any similar small town you might be able to do something in that

respect for a particular place, but it could not be generalized.

B-2050. Supposing you had a famine in India, is provision made for it?—

Yes, a certain amount of talari, as it is known, is given to the villagers,

B-2Q5L Is that provision only made in cases which may be said to be

dramatic cases?—You may say so. We have had a fairly considerable famine
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lound Delhi uiiutin^ 301 ullages owin^ to iuk of lain, and the miounts of

tala i which ut hue bun abb to hue been it illy \ei> small

B 2tf)J Is it not incumbent upon ill u sponsible putics heie to me least

the ntussuv piousions m oidu to mipiou the health of the w 01 k people 5 *—
1 sis us mu tunc ll is incumbent >n us beinng m mmd what mono's

thou i i ulibk loi the puiposc \\ r c umot giu inanej if we June not

got it

Din l But it is nit css n tc mike pi >v isi m J—

{

mkubltdh

( Tim witness wilhrhew )



NANNA, son of Elahi Baksh, called and examined.

(Diwan Chaman Lall interpreted).

B 2Uo4 Ih i hjj Wlnt occup ition ue you following 9—1 din a mason

B-2055 \\ eie you not jn fact lading bucks tin* nioinmg when wc s iw you 9

—1 w is laying bucks tins morning

B-2G50 Whit do y ou emi^—Rs 1-10 i ckn

0-205^ How lonto b n< you been woikmg m Delhi on this woik —
I c ant

lieie iiom irn \ilh0o lorn month* tgo, J hue been at woik foi two months
and fox two months I lnu been unemployed

B-20jS Mi i lov When, did yon woik beioit 9—1 un hoiking it Dehia
Bun, i vi is employ ed loi some tune md then 1 w is unemployed fox some time,
and Iiom time J went to Hvduabid (bind)

B-2050 So 1 Uuinfpi M until Wlnt p iy did \ou get it ( uli ol these

pi ices 9—X w is bokmg ibont m Hycleiabad foi fifteen days m seaich ol

w oik but did not fmd woik J used to get Rs 2 pci thy it Belli i Bun
B-2080 1// ili Win did \ou go to Tilda ibid il theie x\ is no woik

toi you theie 9— f lie u d theie was woik md theiefoie I went theie

B-2061 s n ih nui hi Muna\f How long do \ou woik m a d n ^ I 10m
O’clock m the morning till daik

B-2062 When do you ( it ^— 1 line nn loocl m the morning bclou I go

to woi k and X come back md hue nn food ignn when X get back I get

no xest during the day

B-206 \ Do you not like \m toor] with \ou to woik J—Jn sumnm when
the da\s ue long 1 tike some food with me but not m wmtei

B-2061 Tin ( hau man Is youi hnnly with you 9—Yts, my family is with

me

B-2065 Bo they woik 9—I hue one son two dmghteis and two sisters
9

they ue lmnois md they do not woik

B-206G Mi l lou Bocs yout wife woik 9—No nn wile does not woik;

she is m pmdah
Diuan i human I ill Tie is quite indignant that it should be suggested

that his wife woiks

B-2067 Miss Voxiu How main dependents hue your—One son, two

daughters two young sistas, one biothei myself md nn wife My biothei

is seven yens old

1»2068 Mi (Jim Is the yvhole family dependent upon you?—Yes, they

aie ill dependent upon me

B-2060 Sn Vnfoi Sassoon Ha\e you any land 9—No I had i little

Jand, but 1 fell ill one yeai md sold it to piy the expenses

B-2070 Wheie was it 9—In Bmilly m the United Piovmces

B-2071 Is youi tathei In mg 9—No
B-2072 Wheie do you lne 9—T live at Pihngunj and 1 pay Rs 8 \ month

rent

B-2073 Su Vicfoi Sassoon Do you owe my mourn 9—* F owe Rs 150 m
B irexlly

,
1 owe some to my biotin i-m 1 iw md some to the bann T have to

pay the hum Rs 1 i ytu A chbt oi Rs 8 lenums to be paid to the

bama

B-2074 How ue you paving the bum 9'-
1 pi\ Rs 3 tun veu on the

Rs 8 this is the 3 ist bit of the lorn lolt

B 2075 How me you paving youi biothei zn law 9— F do not piy my inter-

est on the money I houowetl fiom my biothei -m-law F owe m ill Rs 150

Rs 8 of tint T owe to the hum m Bnnlh the lest I owe to mv In other-

in-law
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B*2076. How much did you originally owe the bania and how did yon

pay him off?— I borrowed Rs. 50 from the bania originally.

B-2077, What interest did you pay on the Rs. 50?—Six annas per rupee

per year.

B-2078. The Chairman: That is 37£ per cent.

B-2079. Sir Vidor Sassoon

:

Then you have been gradually paying him

oil?—Yes.

B-2080. When was that Rs. 50 borrowed?—When 1 went to Hyderabad

[ borrowed this Rs. 50.

B-2081. When was that?—Over a year ago.

B-2082. The Chau man: Then when you have steady work you pay what

you can and try to get into a better position?—When I have steady work I

pay back the bama.

B-2Q83, Sir Victor Sassoon: How much did you pay for your wedding and

where did you borrow that from?—I borrowed no money when I married;

I had the money
;
my uncle and my father were both alive and they saw to

it.

B-2084. Mr. Clow

:

How many days work did you do in the last month,

October (1929)?—21 days.

B-2085. Miss Power:Are you paid weekly or monthly?—After a month.

B-2086. Would you prefer to be paid weekly?—It would be better for me
to be paid weekly.

B-2087. When you first got employment here were you obliged to borrow

before you got your first month’s wages?—I borrowed the fare when I came
here, and until I got my work I lived with some people in Paharganj who
make cotton carpets and I borrowed money from them to carry on.

B-2088. Did they feed you?—-Whatever they spent on my food they

debited to me.

B-2089. Sir Victor Sassoon: They gave you credit?—Yes.

B-2090. Where do you get your food from now?—From the bania.

B-2091. Does the bania give a month’s credit?—Yes, I had to pledge the

children’s things with the bania in order to get credit from him.

B-2092. Do you pay everv month for the food when you get your wages?
Yes.

B-2093. If you paid him weekly would the bania make it cheaper for you?
—If I were paid my wages every week I should not have to borrow but should

buy things for cash.

B-2094. Would the things then be cheaper for you?—If I have to borrow
it is naturally dearer.

B-2095. If you were paid by the week you would still have to get credit

for a week, would not you ?—The cash would be with me and then why should

I go and borrow.

B-2090. The cash is not with you until you have worked a week?—I would
ask the contractor to give me an advance on my wages.

B-2097. The Chairman: You think jou would be less dependent on the
bania if you were paid weekly?—That is so.

B-209S. If you were paid weekly, in vour opinion you could pay cash

and not be dependent on borrowing from the bania?—If I get paid week by
week then there will be no necessity for me to depend on the bania.

B-2099. How much do you pay for your atta ?—6J seers or 6J seers to the
rupee.

B-2100. That is what you are paying now?—Yes.

B-2101. If you had your money weekly and paid cash how many seers

would you get to the rupee?—I get 6£ seers on credit and I get 6| seers for

cash.
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JB-2I02. Sir Alexander Murray: On what day after the end of the month
do yon get your pay?—Fifteen days after it is due.

JB-2103. You say that if you were paid weekly, you would take the first

week’s money in advance from the contractor; why should you not take the

first month’s money also from the contractor?—I did not put in a full month*s

work; 1 only put m 21 days’ work, and the contractor would not advance m©
a month’s pay.

B-21Q4. Sir Vidor Sassoon: Gan you borrow at all from your contractor

even now?—The mi&tne takes the advance from the contractor and 1 take

from the mistrie two rupees or four rupees as the case may be.

B-2105. Mr . 67?//; If you have a son or sons do you send them to school ?

—

They are too small to send to school.

B-2106. Are you going to send them to schoolP—When they grow up I

will send them to school.

B-2107. Mr. hula: Have you to pay something to the contractor?—No,

I give nothing to the contractor.

B-2108* Do you get full meals every day for your family and yourself?

—

' I do not get any relief from the money-lender in respect of the money that

I owe, but I try to make two ends meet.

B-2109. Mr. Clift: Do you get full meals every day?—Twice a day.

B-2110. How do you spend your money?—I pay off the bania and I have

three or four rupees left which I use up for the coming week.

B-2111. Mr. hirla: What did you have to eat to-day?—I had my dal and

my roti this morning.

B-2112, How much?—Three annas worth of atta for the whole family this

morning; one rupee’s worth of atta lasts three or four days.

B-2113. hiwan Ghaman Lall: What amount were you getting at Behra
Dun?—Rs. 2.

B-2114. What are you getting here?—Rs. 1-10.

B-2X15. Why did you accept Rs. 1-10 here when you were getting Rs. 2

at Dehra Dun?—I accepted Rs. 1-10 because the contractor told me that

he was not being paid more than that by the Government and therefore he

#ould not pay me more.

(The witness withdrew.)
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PARA and KALI1E, representative women workers.

(Diwan Chaman Lai! interpreted).

B 2116 >/; (to TUm is \out mini nunc is P<in M% inme is

IV ilik

B .11” Wiiii is 30m o cup ition (P u )) 3 im i gaidenei (fvdhe)

r mi t sue

B ills I join \ huh clist ict do 3011 come-"—J upui

F -il Whit w i^is do \ou —

7

inn is 1 d 13

1 2120 Does tom iiusbind ilso woik'—dOi 1) M> hnsb md is disibled

and mi)! tinuioje woik (Kdiie) Ah hush md is in old nnn md does not.

w 1! 1 inn loin chi! lien md _,et 7 nuns 1 d 13 I find it difficult to

ui nnt 1111 ll 1 luimly

fi -.121 s // [lex ml< 1 11 in inf \\ h it is torn i
te

i '

1It I tUuf(< Slu ( mnot sn Geneidh they do not know

B 2122 V/ lit mult) Muni i Whit uethe igcsol 3 oui childieiH—One
dmjitei ot IS md one oi 11 1 bo\ oi ) md motlm ot A

R 2121 D> im it then & ) loi woik''—No

B 2124 l)i an (I until J ill Win not J Dots not the gui oi 13 gc toi

woik —No she 1 mnot teo to conti ut woik it tint ige IStcn when we do

woik \u ut sometimes tin own out

B 212> How much do sou owe to the b mi i
J—i owe Bs

a
200 to the bum 1

VII tint debt Inis t alien 011 1113 shonldeis bee uue 1113 husband is ten old md
my dnldun ue nunois

B 212b Whit mttKst do 3 )U pi\ '—Iwc pin pti lupee pei month

B 2 L27 How do ton pit the mteust -'—11 m\ bilmce is left ittei meeting
the Inusi hold expenses 1 pi\ otlienusc not

r

Jo en ible me to pn to the

hum 1 hue cut down m\ tood (Pua) 1 also owe Its 200 to the bmia
B 2 Us Wlnt did 3 >u e it tins monun*/—One \\ 1

1

1 (htjaft with one
„tein dll 111

B 212 ) \\ is it tlml oik '— \cs

B 21 10 l>) ton tik( milk md Jiee m 30m diet'—ho
1121)1 Do ton tike dd J—\es sometimes not eteij dry How can Im I if um (hy when J mi so pool ?

B 21 12 Jh 1 u 1 I han m I ill Docs mtb)d> othei tli m 30111 J unify mem
ms In m soui hut '—No

B 2133 Wlnt lent do tou jm '—12 um is 1 month (Kalhe) 3 n 1113 hut
1 Iso no mtsidei lite*

B-l i W! hud lu lut \ is it 3 >u 01 tin unpiotei J—A\ e omsehes
mil tli hut

B 21 ) D tm Inn tint von c tu ills owe Rs 200 to the bmia?—No
wo in nnt u n no k counts it depc nds upon the hum

B 21 ib How ioim h iu ton been u 01 king 111 Delink—(K i Hie) 3 team
Pml I \ ns

B 21 17 Did u u woik hi tic sunt kmd 1 woik bcioie 3011 came to
Delhi —

- \es

B 21 N W lieu w is it'— In Input

B2J10 Whit w uses win sou .,sttnm thin -We weie getting giam
w iges *

B 2110 Did so i nuke m\ upitsi nt ill hi 1) tom einplotei that you
should _,et 11101c wigis*'—~ inn is is the fi\ul 1 itt md we iccepted the
n\el 1 itt which w is _iun AMn is ^oitg to ^iu us moie than 7 innas

?

{ i he witnesses withdiew )
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Mr. J. A. WOODHEAD, LGS., Secretary to the Government of

India., Commerce Departoent.

B-214I rU( ( hm tttn You \u tin Suntu\ t» tin Govummnt of

fndn Deputment ol Commuu ' Se it tan f tin Commute Depot
nunt

B21I2 Y hi lu\< submitted to us i mtuiutndum chaim^ with the ques-
tion oi % mien undu the \ units lit ids l- mi qm stionn me Row long

hm \oti Ik Id \ out pic s<nt fha '—Since Muih U29
B-21M AMnt posts hm ton held j»tuioud\ J

I w is Joint Stuituv
Com me iu Deputment b< foie tint lot Is months 1 w is I inuiml Suntan
Buigal Government Utoii tint

B214I Cm \cu tell us low it uni ilnut tint tin question it m hian
tin u icc i uitiucnt uid tliui < mditions tonics undu \om DcputmmL uid
not undu i he Deputnnnt ot indusiins md S ihuu I think bu. xust w«

deil with iiicii mtili Jtnum questions

B 2145 1 lu ict oi c it is thought moH ippiojnuu pusiuiubiv *— 1 think st

1 Ik piousiousot tin Uw which ippl\ t s* mini m m ilu Inch m Meuli mt
shipping Get

B 214b Is tin ie m\ (outlet between \ >iu Deputment md tint oi Lndu&
tms xnd Loboiu on these questions —'Not i ui\ intim ite contact Each
Deputment consults tin othei Diputimnt on qmstions iffeeting both

1)< p utments

B 2147 In \oui mini u mdmn ck din^ with luiuitmnit \ou s w th it tin

question >t icusing the svsitin >1 miuifcmcnt ol si mu n it tin pi map d

puts ol Cilcutli md Bomb n h is lien uigigmg the ittuxtion ot the

Government ot luclii loi some turn p ist md it Ins ieantl> been decided

tint tin 1

1

should he two metlnds >t iccnutmuit ot su mgs md butleis

AM in w is tint decided-'— llu question ot m cniploMiunt ngistu toi su mgs
his been undu discussion toi s mu turn i find tension vv is u lived it

tow uds tlu end of list veai

B 214^ l h it me ms th it coin eh
}
utnnnt li is dehmtih hi ought ibout tin

eh i ages which \ou desmhc m \oui munoi indmii to us*' Yes we hxu mfcio

dined these changes

B 2149 W is that lolloum^ the uctmum nd itions oi the Glow Committee
Ri poit ^ —1 hit did not ibsoluteh lollow those i < commend itions Thee
loi low onh partnll}

B 2150 In \ oin munoi mdmn dedmgwith well in vou si> tbit
u
the

establishment oi in Inch m Sadois Home in Botnim his been unclei const

dei ition toi some time md i committee ippomted b\ Government is now

considenng tlu whole question YMiuh Government is th it ^ Is tint tin

tuitiil Government 1 Ik committee was ongiYnllv ippomted h\ the

Government of Bomlm
B-2151 Whxt d> \ou me in h oiigunlK * The commitUc Ins been

in existence toi souk tunc is tin question of well in woik was foimcriy i

subject dedt with I ugelv h\ tlu loci! Government YW hue liken this

subject o\ei smc< 1st April 1929 when tlu (entuih/ ition ot Muc mtilc Mximc
Admmisti ition took pi ice Befou 1st April Muc mtili Miime Ytlnmns

ti ition w is whit wc c ill an igenc> subject th it is it w is atlnmiisteied be

tlu loed Gov einment on belli 11 ot the Govei nment of Jncln

B 21 52 So tint it is now a committee ot the Guiti d Goumment - Yes

it was ongunlly ippomttd In the lood Government

B-21 53 Ancl >ou line liken oui the s uno committee Yes the sum
committee is continuing its woik

B-2151 H is it appio idled x decision now Wc hue not lecemcl un
mlonnation with legud to tint YYc line not meiud then lepoit is vet

B-21 55 Mi ( hff How kmg Ins tlu committee been sitting J-~T mi ifraid

T cannot stv clefrnitoh Time was tniunqnum loi sometime inti action
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was postponed, exactly1 for what reasons I do not remember. They started

sitting again towards the end of last year. It is a subject which w© did not

deal with originally
;

it came to us in April of this year.

B-2156. The Chairman; Are you taking any steps to promote the working

of this committee ?—The committee is sitting; we hope to receive the report

before very long. The local Government is still taking an interest in the

matter.

It seems to be falling between two stools ?—I do not think so. We cer-

tainty hope to mervo the hepoit befoie very long. The Chairman of the

Port CbmimssiQHeis, Mr. Neilson, is the Chairman of the Committee.

B-2I57. With legal d to periods oi wage payment dealt with in your memo-
randum is there an} system by which Indian seamen can make allotments to

their lam dies dm mg the time they are at sea?—The Indian Merchant

Shipping Act pio\ ides for the making of allotments, but I cannot say definite-

ly whether allotments are m practice made.

B-215S. I think it is a common practice in England, and seamen are

encouraged to make allotments to their families during the time they are

away 9-—Yes, Our Act also allows for allotments, but I have not heard of

allotments being made We have not got full information on this subject,

beeiuse Ihe admuustf at ion was only taken over on the 1st April (1929) from

(he lota! Governments Therefore on these questions it might be advisable to

get mioi mation from the ports from the shipping masters.

B-2X59, We shall pursue that no doubt, but do not you think it a very

desirable thing that making allotments to their families should be encouraged?

—You would have to take caie that no mistake was made with regard to the

persons to whom the payments were made. If a seaman has a wife she

would not usually appear in public.

B-2160. The man himself would say to whom the allotment was to be

made. Have you considered that?—No, we have not, while I have been in

the Commerce Department, dealt wuth this question of allotment.

B-2161. With regard to indebtedness of seamen you say that “ indebtedness

of seamen in Calcutta is extensive ”, that m one case 85 per cent, are m
debt, and m another 75 per cent., the debts ranging from Rs. 20 to Rs. 1,000?

-Yes.

B-2162. Has any attempt been made to rescue these people by means of

co-opeiative credit?—Co-operative credit is a local Government subject. I

could not say how far the local Government has made any attempt to do that.

B-2163. Would it be with seamen whom you have taken under your own
wing?—Yes, I think so. It must be remembered that the majority of

Indian seamen do not live at the ports. Their homes are m the districts,

miles away from the ports.

B-2161. 1 mean qua seamen, not qua citizens?—But then they are distri-

buted all over the countryside
;
they do not live in one particular port.

B-21 65. Mr. Ahmed * Mi. Woodhead, the Clow Committee report recoin

mended two alter natives for the recruitment of crews and lascars?—Yes.

Mi. ('low. This report is a strictly confidential document I understand
it is not published at Luge. If evidence is going to be led about this I

suggest that that should be confidential.

Mr. Joshi Yotu recommendations are not confidential; they were pub-
lished m the Government of India Gazette.

B-2X66. Mr. Ahmed: Theie the report recommended that recruitment
should not be through brokers winch was an abuse. Is not that so?—Yes, the
Clow Committee recommended that brokers should not recruit.

B-2167. That was m May 1922. Since then is not the same method of

recruitment tliiough brokers still m existence?—Not quite,

* The report has since been received.
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B-2168. What do
^

you mean by ‘ not quite
5
?—The reciuitment is still

through brokers; this nuisance is still existing?—Brokers were never em-
ployed in Calcutta by the British India and the Peninsular and Oriental
Companies. In Bombay the British India I think, at present do not recruit

through brokers.

B-2169. Bo you know that they have paid brokers?—In Bombay the Penin-
sular and Oriental did not employ ghat serangs. In Bombay the ghat
serang was a broker’s man.

B-2170. In Calcutta?—They employ ghat serangs who are their own
.employees, but do not employ the brokers.

B-2171. They get a certain percentage of commission from the lecruit-

ment?—No, the ghat serangs at Calcutta are paid servants of the British

India.

B-2172. He gets a certain amount of commission for supplying crews?—No,
for advances paid, not for recruitment.

B-2173. You count that as being on advances made by them ?—I think
that is the statement in the Clow Committee Report.

B-2174. Do you know that the ghat serangs at Calcutta also charge interest

on the money which is advanced?—No, I do not know that. It has been
alleged that the seiang who is the head-man in the crew, realizes certain sums
from the crew.

B-2175. Have you yourself made enquiries about this?—No. The Clow
Committee Report stated that the serangs did not pay the men the actual

pay they received from the company.

B-2176. About three or four years ago, when Sir Charles Innes was the

head of your department, the Government of India informed the Indian
Seamen’s Union at Calcutta that they had appointed a Special Officer for

recruitment; but though this officer Las been appointed nothing has been
done up to the present and the brokers aie supplying crews ?—I do not think

that the Government of India informed the Union that nothing has been

done.

B-2177. I do not say that the Government of India informed them that

nothing had been done. The Government informed them that a special

officer had been appointed for the purpose of recruitment and that no brokers

or ghat serangs would take advantage of the crew seeking employment
;
that

it would be done by a special officer who was there. Since then nothing

has been clone, though as a matter of fact a special officer has been

appointed p—I do not know which letter you are referring to, and hence it is

rather difficult to deal with the question. If the Government of India made
any statement it was to the effect that they had appointed an officer from

the Mercantile Marine, Captain Darvell, as Shipping Master. Prior to the

appointment of Captain Darvell the Deputy Port Officer, who is a Royal

Indian Marine Officer, was in charge of the shipping office. Captain Darvell

was appointed definitely in the hope that he would remove the evils which

existed.

B-2178. But he is not the sole recruiting officer. They are getting crews

through brokers and ghat serangs? The British India does not get them
thiough brokers.

B-2179. They are paid servants; they are employees of the company?

—

The majority of the shipping companies in Calcutta are now maintaining

employment registers for their own serangs. The marine superintendents,

the masters, or the chief engineers, select the serangs from the men entered

on those registers of serangs. The serang then selects his crew and brings

them to the marine superintendent, master or chief engineer, who approves of

the crew. By this means we hope that the broker will not be employed in

the initial selection of the crew.

B-2180. That was not your hope when the report was written on 5th May
1922?—The leport was written before anything was done at all. There have

been developments since the report was written.

XABCOM YOLII PTXI G
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R~2Ibl, When the report was written why was not your department able

to give effect to it and abolish the broker system altogether?—It was sug-

gested that we should hare a Government bureau for the selection of crews

by a rosier s\ stem
;

it is doubtful whether a rotation system would work,

B-21^2. What are the reasons, and who suggested that?—Government

resognbed that there were evils in the bioker system, and we are attempting

xo remove the broker as tar as possible from the recruitment of the crews.

B-2KL When are you going to make a start?—A start has been made in

Calcutta now. The companies, other than the British India, have now
opened employment registers for their own serangs. The British India has*

had such a register for some time.

B-2184. Is it not a fact that the formation of a committee was suggested

on which employers and employees should be represented, both sides selecting

the men?—The Clow Committee made two alternative suggestions. One was
for a joint supply, and the other was, if such a joint supply was not possible,

a Government bureau. I take it that a condition precedent to the intro-

duction of a joint supply is that the majority of seamen should be members of

the union or unions. I do not think that is so at present. The proportion

of seamen v. ho are members of the unions is extraordinarily small.

R-2185. Are there any seamen’s homes or recreation grounds in Calcutta*

for Indian seamen?—No. The seamen live in boarding houses.

B-2186. Do the keepers of these boarding houses extort money from the

Indian seamen?—I could not say personally. I think there is a statement to*

this effect m the Clow Committee’s Report.

B-2187. No housing accommodation is provided for Indian seamen by the

employers or by the Government?—No.

B-2188. And no school is provided for them or their children?—There is

no special .school, but I presume they attend the ordinary primary schools.

B-2189. Neither the employers nor the Government has provided any
school for Indian seamen or their children ?—The Government of India
does not provide educational institutions in the provinces. That is a provin-
cial .subject.

B-2190. Do urn know that there have been some criminal cases in connec-

tion with extortion of money from Indian seamen by boarding house keepers?
—I do not know.

B-2191, Have you any experience* of the food winch Indian seamen get on
board tlie ship 8—The scale is prescribed in the agreement which they and
the master of the ship sign.

B-2I92. The cost oi which is very small 8—I cannot say what the cost

actually is. The scale was prescribed some years ago. it prescribes the*

amount of each article or the diet.

8-2193. Do you know that the Indian seamen are not supplier with warm
clothing when they go to the Mediterranean?—-The Lascar agreement lays it

down that they shall be supplied with warm clothing if they are taken beyond
certain degrees of latitude. I believe warm clothing is alwajs supplied when
it is required to lie applied by the agreement.

B-2194. Is not the cost of that clothing subtracted from their wages?

—

Xu. The lasear is not so giossly ignorant in regard to these matters. He is,

I believe, always supplied with warm clothing according to the agreement
when he goes beyond certain latitudes. The agreement does not require him
to be supplied with warm clothing in the Mediterranean.

B-2195. Will you tell me which rule that is?—You will find it in the*

seamenL agreement. When they are taken bevond certain latitudes, north
and south, "the agreement prescribed by the Government of India requires
that they shall he provided with

+

warm clothing. If they are taken further
north still, the rule prohibits their being employed on deck.

B-2196. Do the steamship companies carry out that rule?—We have had?
no complaints so far.
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2197, Have not you had memorials, and resolutions iron) the Calcutta
ir—Not in my time,

2198. You were only appointed a lew days ago r— Six months ago.

-2199, Is it not a tact that since 1923 a great number of resolutions and
oriels have been torn aided to you, and you have not paid any heed to
? I cannot answer that off-hand. I can assure you that when the
go beyond certain degrees of latitude the agreement) requires that they
be provided with warm clothing.

-2200. With regard to rations, the scale only proudes for a \ery Mini II

mt of rations, does it not?—The scale is adequate so tar a* we know.
-2201. Is not the amount of wages received by crews of other countries
0 25 times more than that received by Indian seamen?—I cannot tell

-2202. T)'unm Chamun Loll: Hare you any eoinjnuative wage statistics ;*

).

*-2203. Mr, Afuurd ; Is it a fact that Indian seamen are not supplied with
is but have to sleep on deck?—No, certainly not. They are all supplied

quarters. Crew* accommodation is supplied on board every steamer.

*-2204 . That may he the rule, but is it always complied with**’—I think

rule is complied with.

*-2205. They have no fixed hours of work?— I have gnen the hours of

c in the memorandum.

1-2206, You must have travelled at least by the boats of the Inland
ni Navigation Company?-—I did not know you were talking about inland

arrays.

3-2207. They work day and night on those steamers, do they notr—Not
ar as I know,

3-2208. How* many hours do the crew* work?—I cannot say,

3-22U9. it takes two weeks for the steamer to go from Calcutta to Assam,

the steamer is working all clay and all night, is it not?-—The steamer is

ling all day and all night, but that does not mean io say that the crew* n
ting all day and all night.

3-2210. How* many hours clo they work—sixteen?—
1
presume the engine

n crew work by shifts, and the deck crewr are certainly not all cm duty

light.

3-221L [ put it to you that they work from 12 to 16 hours a day, Is

1 correct?—I cannot say.

3-2212. Th<> ('hui i man

:

Howr far has your Department any control over in-

steam navigation?—We exercise no control, except so far as legislation in

aeetion with inland steam vessels is concerned.

B-2218. Mr. Ahmad: Are you aw are that only a month ago at Geneva it

decided to fix the hours of work on inland navigation boats the same as

hours on the open sea?—The matter is under discussion at present in

leva. I do not think any decision has been come to.

[3-2214. An amendment was moved and accepted that inland steam naviga-

. boats should be included.

B-2215. Mr. Josh: What were your instructions to your delegates—to

port the Hours Convention or not?—The instructions were the same as

3e given in connection with the Genoa Conference in 1920,

R-2216. Lhnin ilmman Loll: hi 1920, Mr. Cuthbert Lawes
%
suggested a

rumination ?—The draft Convention of 1920, which was rmi accepted by

Conference provided for a differentiation.

B-2217. Mr. Josh: Were those the same instructions?—Those, I think

the same instructions to-day,

B-2218. Mr, Clow: As regards the Seamen’s Recruitment Committee, what

the results of the alteration of system which Has been introduced?—One

o 2
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result will be, we hope, that the brokers will largely disappear as recruiting,

agents.

B-2219. Has there been any result, for instance, on the sums taken by"

the serang from the men?—That can only be found out by enquiry.

B-2220. You were Marine Secretary in Bengal, and you may have some

knowledge of it?—No, I am afraid not, as the subject was dealt with by the

Deputy Secretary.

B-2221. As regards the reduction of unemployment has there been any

result of the change. Has it had the effect of ieducing the large mass of

unemployed seamen at Calcutta?—I do not see how it is going to reduce

the mass of unemployed seamen. You can distribute the employment among

the seamen, but the manner of recruitment will not affect the unemployment.

That depends on the supply and demand.

B-2222. This system was designed to secure moie regular work for the

seamen, and to eliminate the large number of useless and unemployable

seamen?—I do not see how any bureau is going to increase the total amount

of employment.

B-2223. Obviously, by limiting the numbers on the roster, the others will

disappear to their villages ?—You suggest that men who are useless should

be taken off the register and refused employment?

Yes. I do not know how many useless people there may be. It is diffi-

cult to bay whether a man is useless or not.

B-2224. Let me put it m this way. Is the mass of unemployed seamen

in Calcutta smaller than it wr
as in 1922?—It must be, because the number

of seamen employed is much greater now.

B-2224a. As regards wages, would you be prepared to agree that, taking

into account the ration, the wage of a seaman is on the whole higher than can

he obtained for the same degree of skill in other occupations in India?—Yes,

the very fact that there is such a large number ol men clamouring to be sea-

men proves that the employment is attractive. You can get any number in

Calcutta. We have restricted the issue of continuous discharge certificates to

recruits. Originally anybody could get such a certificate by going to the

office and saying he wanted to go to sea. The number of men who applied

wras very large. The present position is that no recruit is supplied with a

continuous discharge certificate unless he has obtained employment on board

u steamer.

B-2225. Therefore your system has reduced unemployment?—It has in that

wray.

B-2226. As regards the Indian Ports Act of 1922, when we were in

Karachi wye saw some wing children employed in coaling ships. Is that

coveied by the Act?—I think that is against the Act.

B-2227, Howr is the Act enforced?—The Act is enforced by the local

Government,

B-2228, In practice what is done to ensme that no children under 12 are

employed?—I am ah aid, I could not say.

B-2229. You did it in Bengal yom self That urns a matter rather for the

labour department of the local Government, f think the Karachi case is

an infringement of the law. There is no reason to presume that the word
“ goods

55
does not include bunker coal. The employment of children under

12 in loading bunker coal is, I think, prohibited by the Act.

B-2230. The Chairman: In the whole of India?—Yes, the provision is m
the Indian Ports Act, which is an Act applicable to all ports in British India.

B-2231. ¥/, Clmr- Is there anv provision for inspection by any independ-

ent authority in regard to the safety and health of the woikcrs in docks?—

I

believe there is no inspection beyond that by the Port Commissioners; I
however cannot speak with certainty,

B-2232. Do you not think it would be desirable to have some such indepen-

dent authority?—Yes; we wrote some time ago to all the local Governments
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enquiring what regulations are in existence as regards the safety of persons-
employed in the loading and unloading of ships and working in docks gene-
rally and whether they considered that regulations on the lines of the regula-
tions m England known as the Dock Regulations would be suitable in India.
We also enquired whether they considered that legislation should be passed to
bring such regulations into effect The opinions we have received are some-
what divided. The regulations in force at present are contained in the bye-
laws framed by the Port Commissioners. Bombay, Calcutta and Rangoon
have certain bye-laws which cover a considerable portion of the ground that
is covered by the Dock Regulations in England.

B-2233. Not Karachi?—No; if I remember rightly only Bombay, Calcutta
and Rangoon.

B-2234. I take it that in Karachi and Madras there are no regulations?

—

I think that is so.

B-2235. In ports the Port Commissioners who are in a sense the employers
are responsible for securing safety of the workers?—That is so. I am speak-
ing from memory but I think the Madras Government and the Madras Port
Commissioners were generally in favour of legislation. The Bengal Govern-
ment also favoured legislation, so also the Calcutta Port Commissioners and
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. There is, however, a difference of opinion
in Bengal as to whether the legislation should form part of the Factories Act.
The Bengal Government favours legislation as part of the Factories Act. The
Calcutta Port Commissioners seem to be opposed to that; they want a separate

Act. The Indian Chamber of Commerce m Calcutta seems rather doubtful

whether any special legislation is necessary. The Bombay Government and
the Bombay Port Trust are opposed to legislation. The Burma Government
are also not convinced that legislation is necessary or desirable; they think

that the bye-laws framed by the Port Commissioners are sufficient.

B-2236. What is likely to be done in the matter?—We have only just re-

ceived all the opinions and it has been suggested that we should wait for the

report of the Commission,

B-2237. Are there any statistics available to show the number of accidents

in docks, apart from the Workmen’s Compensation Act?—We do not main-

tain statistics of this character. I think the Bombay Port Commissioners* gave

figures for 1927-28. The Calcutta Port Commissioners have not, I believe,

given any statistics. Burma has given figures for three years; in 1926 in

Rangoon there was one death, 11 permanently disabled and 84 temporarily;

in 1927 there was no death, 5 permanently disabled and 121 temporarily; in

1928 there were 3 deaths.

B-2238. Did the reference which you made as to the possibility of legisla-

tion relate to hours of work?—No, it only referred to safety.

B-2239. There are no regulations at present for hours of work in docks?—

B-2240. As regards workmen's compensation you give us particulars in

your memorandum. You say that all the shipping companies have consented

to the insertion of the article in question. Does that relate both to Bombay

and Calcutta?—I think so.

B-2241. Is that obligatory now or is it voluntary?—It is not obligatory.

The difficulty is that the majority of the ships are registered in the United

Kingdom. *

B-2242, You have some means of making it virtually obligatory, exercis-

ing compulsion?—I do not think so; it is voluntary.

B-2243. Is not there any method by which Government can virtually

make it compulsory on shipowners?—Not $s far as I know.

B-2244. The system has been working satisfactorily?—Yes, all the ship-

ping companies agreed to this. If a ship is registered in the United Kingdom

and not in India—there are very few ships registered in India—the Indian

law, as far as I understand, would not, except for this voluntary arrangement,

apply.
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B-2245, Mr, Joshi: Have the conditions of Indian lascars on ships been

Investigated by any committee?—The only committe we had was the Clow

Committee.
B-2246. The Clow Committee did not investigate the conditions on ships?

—No,
B-2247. So for many years no investigation has been made into the condi-

tions of lascars on ships?—You mean as regards crew accommodation?

B-2248. As regards accommodation and other working conditions?—What
do you mean by “other working conditions ”?

B-2249. Hours of work?—There has been no committee of enquiry as

regards hours of work.

I ]-2250. Did the Government ever consider whether the conditions should

he investigated or not?—1 do not think so.

B-225L Has the Government ever considered whether the legislation as

regards conditions for seamen laid down in the Indian Merchant Shipping

Act is adequate or not?—The Indian legislation follows very closely the

English legislation. But there is a difficulty as regards the legislative power

oi the Government of India; it is limited very considerably.

B-2252. 1 suppose it is a sort of imperial subject?—

l

T
es; there is the

further difficulty that Acts of the Indian Legislature are usually limited tc

British India and cannot be given an extra-territorial effect.

B-2253. There may be some ships registered in India?—Very few. They
.are chiefly the ships of the Sindhia Shipping Company and the Bombay Steam
Navigation Company.

B-2254. Y
T
ou clo not think those companies have investigated this matter?

—I do not know.

B-2255. Has the Indian Seamen’s Union any complaint against the P.

& 0. Company?—So far as I am aware we have heard no complaint.

B-2256. Y
T
ou have said that the wages of seamen are a little higher than

an other industries. Is this explained by the fact that the wages of a seaman
are not really for the period of service but for a much longer period, because

he necessarily remains unemployed?—Not always; not on the coasting boats.

On the coasting boats the seaman is employed fairly legularly.

B-2257. I have here with me a statement presented by the Secretary of

the Bombay Seamen s Union which is a union of the P. & 0. Company lines.

It says that it they are employed for 12 months they remain unemployed for

13 months, in the P. & 0.?—I think the P. & 0. has introduced that system
because labour and the labour associations wanted some kind of system by
which men could get employment in rotation, and the P. & 0. Company 'in

order to lelieve unemployment has arranged that men vito have been out

of employment shall he given preference when a steamer requires a crew.

B-2258. The ('huunoni

:

Does that mean that there are twice as many men?
—It is difficult to say how many seamen there are. In India a sailor is

often an agriculturist as well; he finishes his voyage and then goes home to

his agricultural pursuits, and then he goes back again to sea. The number
of men available for employment at Calcutta is probably almost twice as

large as the actual number in employment.

B-2^59 Mr. AhmnJ: They go home because they have no provision for

housing?—I entirely disagree.

B-2260. Mr. Joshi: May I ask whether yon have made any census of the

wages ot seamen in India?—I have, in my memorandum, given the wages paid

4n the P. & 0. Company.

B-2261. You have no figures of other companies?—The wages of other

companies, 1 think, are slightly lower. T gave you the wages in 1915, and also

in 1923; there is a considerable increase between 1915 and 1923.

B-2262. As regards the broker system you said that it is not abolished

'but is being abolished. When clo you think it will be abolished?—No new
licenses are being issued.
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B-2263. Mr. Glow: It is proposed that recruitment should be carried out
by Government officers advised by a committee, When will that system
come into force?—At the present moment we think it will be extraordinarily
difficult to recruit through a bureau, giving rotation.

B-2264* What is the difficulty in the rotation system?—One of the difficul-
ties is that 3011 are dealing with such an enormous number of men. ribey
go away to their homes for months at a time; you do not know where they
are. Another difficulty is that the scran g, particularly in Bombay, brings the
crew. I think the rotation system was tried in England and was abandoned.

B-2265. In England they have got a joint committee system?—Yes, they
have what is called the joint supply, but it is not a supply by rotation; it is

first come first served in England.

B-22G6. Mi. Jushl: J want to put a few questions as regards the Con-
ventions and Recommendations passed at the Geneva Conference and the
action taken by Government as regards these Conventions. The memorandum
submitted by the Industries and Labour Department of the Government of
India mentions all these Conventions, First of all there is the draft Conven-
tion fixing the minimum age for admission of children to employment at

sea.—No legislation 1ms yet been undertaken, but the question of introducing a
single Bill dealing with all the maritime Conventions, so far as they have
been adopted by the Government of India, is under the consideration of the
Government of India.

B-226Ga. When is this legislation to be undertaken?—Wo hope it will not

be long delayed now.

B-2267. Mr. (
1

I iff

:

May I ask, in lespect of that particular matter, whether
you are waiting for the Commission?—No, wr

e are not. As regards the Con-

vention referred to by Mr. Joshi, the Indian legislature recommended that

the Convention should be ratified subject to two reservations. It has not

been ratified because a Convention cannot be ratified subject to reservations.

B-226K. Mr. Josh l ; That was in 11)20. There has been a delay. When
you say “ without delay ”, I want to know the approximate period. Will it

be within one year?—Yes, I should think it will be within one year.

. B-22C0. Then there is the draft Convention concerning unemployment in-

demnity in case of loss or foundering of the ship. When will action be taken-

on that?—That will be in the same Bill.

B-2270. Then there is the draft Convention fixing the minimum age for

-admission of young persons. You accepted the principle of that, and ratified

it, and yet no legislative action has been taken?—We have carried that into*

effect by executive action; it will be covered by the same Bill.

B 2271. Then there is the draft Convention concerning the compulsory

medical examination. Will that be covered by the same Bill?—Yes.

B-2272. Mi. Ghff: h there a draft of that Bill extant?—No, it has not

reached that stage. First oi' all, we thought of legislating for these matters

wffien wTe amended the Indian Merchant Shipping Act. That was a very heavy

and difficult task, and it did not seem likely that it could be carried through

at any early date. We therefore decided to take them in a separate Bill.

B-2273. Mr. Joshi: Can you tell me whether any action is going to be taken

in that Bill as regards the „,draft Convention concerning seamen’s articles of

agreement, Ninth Geneva Session?—We propose to consult the interests con-

cerned as regards that Convention. It will probably be in the same Bill.

B-2274. Will 1% draft Convention concerning the repatriation of seamen

be in the same Bill?—No; ihe Indian Merchant Shipping Act already pro-

vides for the repatriation of Indian seamen, and so far there is no difficulty.

There is, however, a legislative difficulty in regard to foreign seamen employed

on a ship "registered in
1

India but engaged in their own country. It is beyond

the power of the Indian legislature to deal with this point. Ratification by

His Majesty’s Government will require an amendment of the English Mer-

chant^ Shipping Act. We are waiting for that to be carried out. If the*
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English Act is amended so as to bring it into line with the Convention we
shall probably be able to ratify.

B-2275. So your Department is not responsible tor this portion of the

memorandum submitted by the Government in the Industries and Labour

Department?—I have not seen a copy of the memorandum.

B-2276. I find ir that memorandum that the/ June mentioned what action

you propose to take on certain Conventions, but they make no mention about

the recommendations passed by the Geneva Conference. Can you give us

information on that?—There is a recommendation as regards the limitation

of horns of work m the fishing industry. With the concurrence of the Indian

legislature we propose to take no action. As regards the limitation of hours of

work in Inland Navigation we propose to take no action, also with the con-

currence of the Indian legislature. With regard to the recommendations con-

cerning the establishment of seamen’s codes the position is the same. Then
there is a recommendation as regards repatriation of masters and apprentices.

Her© again the difficulty is a legislative one. We decided to wait and follow

the lead of His Majesty’s Government at home. Then there is a recom-

mendation concerning the general principles for inspection of the conditions

of work of seamen. We propose to give effect to this; effect was not given

earlier because it was considered impossible to do so until the mercantile

marine administration had been centralized. It has been centralized from 1st

April of this >ear and we now propose to give effect to the recommendation.

B-2277. In the Indian Merchant Shipping Act there is a racial discrimina-

tion made as regards the accommodation to be provided and the rations to be
given to lascars and European seamen?—Not as far as I know.

I am referring to Sections 85 to 91 of the Indian Merchant Shipping Act.

The Chairman: I think we are fairly convinced on that point. You would
not compel the lascars to wear boots, would jou? *

Mr. Josh: I am not talking about boots; I am talking about rations.

The Witness ,—I would like to say that the lascar is a popular seaman
to-day, which is proved by the increase in the number of lascars taken in

ships during recent years. Probably one reason why he is taken is because he
is cheaper.

B-2278. You admit that in Section 90 there is also discrimination about

the accommodation provided?

The Chairman: It is common knowledge that there is differentiation

between a European and an Indian.

B-2279. Mr. Joshi: 10 feet of space is provided for the European while 6

feet is provided for the Indian lascar?—There is a difference there undoubtedly.

B-2280. I want to know whether this difference can be minimized or not,

if it cannot be removed at all?—That is a question for the Government of

India.

B-2281. Did the Government of India ever consider this question ?—Not
to nn knowledge.

B-22R2. Will it consider it?—I cannot answer for the Government of

India.

B-2283, What is your view with regard to setting up machinery to fix a
minimum wage for Indian seamen?—We have not considered it.

B-2284. Who can speak on behalf of the Government of India and give us
their view on this matter?—So far as I know the Government of India have
not ct nsidered it. I think our general line with regard to seamen would be to
wait and see what was don© with regard to other classes of work-people
before we touched seamen.

B-2285. Mr. Cliff: Would it be possible for you to give us approximately
the number of seamen there are in India?—It is very difficult to give the
number of seamen because the only figures we have relate to the number of
seamen signed on and discharged, ‘i can give you the’number of men signed
on and discharged.
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B-2286. Is that divided as to coasting, deep sea and inland?—In coasting
ships, that is home-trade ships, the law does not require the men to be
signed on before a shipping master, and we do not compile figures for these
ships. We could, however, obtain the figure by reference to the agreements.
These agreements are delivered bv the master to the shipping office. I cannot
get you the number for inland steamers. The Government of India do not
deal with the inland steam navigation

;
that is dealt with by the local Govern-

ments.

B-2287. I want to get an idea of the number unemployed?—That is very
difficult. Captain Darvell made a guess in Calcutta, and I can give you that
guess for what it is worth. The difficulty is that the seamen do not all live

in Calcutta. There is a certain percentage living in Calcutta, but the large

majority live inland and they may be away from the sea for years.

B-2288. You have mentioned m \our memorandum that under the new
procedure the number enrolled each year is about 5,000, whereas it used to

be 10,000?—Yes. We definitely limited new enrolments to those who had
obtained employment, and this number works out at about 5,000.

B-2289. "What is the difficulty about a scheme of registration and rotation?

—The difficulty lies in the large number who live in their villages and not
in Calcutta.

B-2290. You can take the men present?—And is not the system of rota-

tion against the principle of freedom of choice laid down in the draft Geneva
Convention of 1920?

B-2291. If you were* taking a rotation, could you not take the men
present?—Yes. There would be a tremendous mob outside the office. I think

the system of rotation is opposed to the principle of freedom of choice for the

employee and employer.

B-2292. The Chairman: But I understand you are trying to reduce the

number of floating seamen, if I may so describe them, in Calcutta, so that

there shall not be the same disparity between demand and supply?—All we have-

done is to decrease the number of recruits who can get a continuous discharge-

certificate.

B-2293. So that you will not have so many unemployed would-be seamen

hanging about Calcutta?—That is so.

B-2294. Mr, Chff: I am trying to see whether they are really effecting a

reduction in the number of available seamen?—We are issuing continuous

discharge certificates to 5,000 recruits instead of to 10,000, so I suppose the

number is being reduced gradually.

B-2295, Is that all you are doing?—As regards the number of seamen

available that is all we have done.

B-2296. Then you cannot really -say that you are taking effective measures to

reduce the number?—A reduction from 10,000 to 5,000 a year is pretty good.
*

B-2297. It is only a reduction in the new entrants; it is not a reduction

in the number of seamen, is it?—I suppose if the body of new men coming

in is reduced, it will have the effect of reducing the total number.

B-2298. Yod are not suggesting that the wastage is equivalent to that, are

you ?—I do not know; I should think the wastage is pretty heavy. A large

number of those who go to sea for the first time in the monsoon never go to

sea again; they sign on, obtain a continuous discharge certificate, and are

entered in our books, but they may never go to sea again.

B-2299. Has this had any perceptible effect on the numbers waiting for

employment?—The actual number employed is certainly larger than it was

a few years ago, because the number of steamers visiting India has in-

creased •

B-2300. And the margin above the demand is less?—Yes, I should think

it is.
. „

B-2301. Will it go on diminishing?—It is very difficult for me to say, but

I presume so.

B-2302. It appears

happening?—Obviously
to he impossible to get a clear picture of what is really

if everybody who, having been to sea, and having'
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got a continuous discharge certificate, is entitled to call himself a seaman,

although he may have been away in his village for yeais or have been to

sea lor only a few months, it is very difficult to i educe the numbers rapidly.

B-23G3. Have you any authority to test the rations of ships ?
—

'Yes, there

is a section in the Indian Merchant Shipping Act by which we have power to

inspect; the shipping master inspects the rations.

B-2304. Aie they frequently tested?—I could not say from personal know-

ledge, but I believe the instructions are that they should he tested before

each voyage.

B-2305. If there were reports, would they come to your Department?

—

Thev would not before the 1st April.

B-2306. Have vou had any reports this year ?—I have not seen any. We
had a report from England as regards ghee. Some of the ghee was tested

and found to be vegetable ghee .

B-2307. Who is the Minister responsible?—The Honourable Member, Sir

George Rainy. The opinions I express here are not the opinions of the Gov-

ernment of India. I cannot bind the Government of India in any way.

The opinions I give are my own opinions.

B-2308. You answered a question put by Mr. Clow as to bunkering coal.

When we were at Karachi the Chairman of the Port Trust said there was no
regulation or control on the waterside of the ship. Would you say that is

•coirect?—I do not quite understand. I do not think there is any difference

between the waterside and the landside of the ship.

B-2309. And so at the moment is there no regulation on the waterside of

ihe ship if they do not make a by-law?—I believe the Section of the Act
applies to the waterside of the ship; hut beyond the local Government’s

officer’s on the spot there is nobody to see that the Section is complied with.

"The statutory provision is that children under 12 shall not be employed in

the loading or unloading of goods from ships.

B-2310. Sir Alexander Murray: Is there any differentiation between the

streamside and the dock side?—I do not think so.

B-231X. Sir Vidor Sassoon

:

But as far as the Port authorities are con-

cerned, they may say : We are only concerned with the dock side of the

ship?—I should not have thought so.

B-2312 Sir Uerancler Murray: In Calcutta, where they load in the stream,

the dock authorities would not he responsible?—The Port Commissioners, who
are the owners of the docks, have power to make by-laws regulating the loading

and unloading of vessels within the Port, whether within the docks or in the

stream. The prohibition against the employment of children under 12 years

of age is not contained in these regulations, but in the Indian Poits Act.

which applies to all ports. Of course, the Port Commissioners are not res-

ponsible for seeing that other employers of labour do not infringe the Act.

B-2313 Mr Cliff* I understood you to say that the question of statutory

regulation of hours was left for this Commission to make recommendations
upon?—-No. I said that wre had enquired of the local Governments and through

them of the Port Commissioners ns regards “ safety regulations ” in docks.

In England the loading and unloading of ships has been declared under the

Factories Act to be a dangei ous process, and regulations have been issued

controlling the loading and unloading of ships both as regards work on shore

and on the ships We wrote to the local Governments enquiring what regu-

lations existed in India, and whether they considered that regulations on the

lines of the dock regulations in England should be introduced in India. The
opinions wre got were somewhat divided. The by-laws passed by the Port

Commissionoi s at Calcutta, Bombay and Rangoon cover to some extent the

same ground as the dock mediations at home, but not entirely. We only got

the replies recently. The 12th International Labour Conference at Geneva

in May last considered the question of the loading and unloading of ships

from the point of view of the safety of the worker. Doubtless this Commis-
sion will examine the subject also. At present we are waiting the result of

*the Labour Conference at Geneva.
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B-2314. Utwan (Jhaman Lull : A statement has been made by the Indian
Seamen’s Union that there may be about 183,059 men on the registers
between 1900 and 1923?—I cannot say whether that figure is correct or not.
The registers go back to 1887. The registers will give the figures for new
men signed on between 1900 and 1923.

B-2315. That is quite right; they are figures from 1887 to 1923; it is..

1,86,059?—It ma) be so.

B-2316. They estimate that it you deduct from that number 86,000, that
leaves you with 100,000 seamen on the register who must be alive and seek-
ing employment?—Seamen who registered in 1880 may be dead by now.

B-2317. I am presuming that 86,000 are dead
;
that is what the Union says?

—limy have no basis for that calculation. I can give \ou the estimate made
by Captain Darvell which, however, is very largely guess work. Speaking
from memory I think the estimate was that there were about 140,000 seamen
available at Calcutta. I think he said the number actually in employment
wrouId be about half that number.

B-2318. The Union sav that out of that number no more than 21,490 can
be employed?—What do you mean by “ can be employed ”? A seaman who
has been aw rai at sea for 18 months will often go home for six months.

B-2319. The number of seamen available foi ships at any given time is

no more than 21,490?—I could not say; I do not know where they have got

their figures from.

B-2320 Sit Vicfoi Sassoon: That is a figure that could he got?—It is a

figure v e could get bi writing b all the ^hipping companies, including the

owneis of tramps.

B-2321, J)iu an Chaman LaU The statement has been made by the Indian

Seamen \ Union, Calcutta, that there are somewhere about 80,000 men who
have been or who are eligible for work on ships, who are unemployed at the

present moment 9—Yes, I should think that is about the figure, as near as

^ou can get it.

B-2322. Since 1920 this Union has been agitating for employment bureau

on the lines suggested by the Clow Committee?—They have been asking for

them at times.

B-2323. What has been your objection to giving them?—We think it extra-

ordinarily difficult to work a bureau on the rotation system.

B-2324. What difficulty do you apprehend in working it?—You get men
going home; *sou have thousands who are not employed. Further there is the-

difficulty as regards the attachment of the men to a particular serang.

B-2325. But wdiat is the difficulty?—The difficulty is that you have re-

gisters containing thousands of names; you have to go through hundreds of

names before vou get to a man wdio is there.

B-2326. Do not you know that that sort of system prevails in other

countries ?—No.

B-2327. What is the system in Great Britain?—It is not that; there is no

rotation in Great Britain.

B-2328, There are mercantile marine offices in Great Britain?—'Yes, but

they have nothing to do wdth the recruitment o[ seamen.

B-2329. Is it not a fact that in these offices seamen can sign themselves on

for engagement on board ships?—They are signed on after they have been

recruited. Recruitment is not done by the mercantile marine officer, fie

signs on the crew, and always has done so. We do the same and have always

dime so.

B-9330. Tn 1918 in Great Britain they adopted a different system, namely,

of jdint control?—That system is not worked by the mercantile marine office.

The system of joint supply is worked by the National Maritime Board formed

of the representatives of the shipowners and the employees.
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B-2331. And joint control by the shipowners and the men’s unions?—Quite

true, but the joint supply is not at the mercantile marine office which is a
Government office,

B-2332. There was joint control introduced in 1918?—Not completely,

because although the Shipping Federation joined with the National Sailors’

and Firemen’s Union, the Employers’ Association of the Port of Liverpool

•did not join.

B-2333. Is it not a fact that the Mercantile Marine Office kept closely in

touch with this method which was introduced?—What do you mean by “ closely

in touch ”?

B-2334. Did they or did they not keep in touch with this office in regard

to the recruitment of seamen?—The Mercantile Marine Offices did not take

any active pait in the actual recruitment of seamen; they I believe helped in

disputes, as we do.

B-2335. Mv information is a little different from years; I should like you
to verify }our information and I will verify mine?—I have mine from a note

prepared by Mr. Gilchrist who studied the matter while in England.

B-2336. Is it not a fact that Japan has ratified the system, and other

countries, such as Spain and Holland, have ratified the Geneva Convention?

—I presume you refer to the Convention. Ratification of the Convention does

not mean a bureau by rotation, because that would obviously be against the

article of the Convention which prescribes freedom of choice.

R-2337. Would you be prepared to ratify the Geneva Convention as regards

India?—I cannot say what the opinion of the Government of India would be;

I would, however, point out that the Geneva Convention definitely laid down
that there must be complete freedom of choice both for employer and employee,

and I suggest if you have a system of rotation, you have not got that freedom

of choice.

B-2338 Supposing a demand is made on behalf of the seamen here that

there should be set up a bureau jointly controlled, with compulsory advisory

committees?—-A joint bureau and a compulsory advisory committee are entirely

different; a joint bureau is a joint bureau organized by the employers and
employees.

B-2339. Would you he agieeable to that system?—If the trade unions were
representative of all the seamen, then I think there would be no objection;

you have got it in England.

B-2340 For a number of years you have had a recommendation to that

effect made by the unions?—Yes, but the unions are not as yet fully repre-

sentative of the seamen.

The Ghahman * Was it made by all the unions?

Diwan Chaman Lall: Yes—According to the figures we possess, the mem-
bership of the unions at Calcutta is as follows :—Indian Seamen’s Union 8,000,

the Indo-Asiatic Union 2,000 and of the Indian Quartermasters’ Union 1,500;

that is out of a total say of at least 100,000 seamen.

B-2341. Mr. Ghff

:

Is there any other body able to express the opinions of

the seamen 9—Those are the only bodies we know which are representative of

seamen.

B -234-2 Divan Chaman Lall: vSupposing you took those bodies and said:

We shall deal with you, what difficulty do you apprehend in the working of

this system?—I think the condition precedent for the establishment of a system

of joint supply is that you should have a representative body of shipowners

and a representative body or bodies of seamen. You have not got a representa.

tivs body or bodies of seamen.

B-2343. It does not matter whether the membership of the unions is 8,000,

10,000 or 20,000 ;
it makes no difference

;
you would not restrict your muster

rolls or registers to members of the unions.

B-2344. Sir Victor Sassoon: "Would it not be rather forcing the men into

tha unions?—That would be the natural result and it happened in England*
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)nvan Ghaman Lall: The alternative system is that of a State
' did you reject that?—We have not rejected it absolutely, but,

$ opinion is that the working of a State bureau with a system of

s enormous difficulties, and I express the opinion that a system
s opposed to the Geneva Convention.

>o you vt ill have neither the Geneva Convention nor the system

sau; is that the idea?—No, I have not expressed that opininn

lie Government of India will content itself with the appointment
aasters?—I have not expressed the opinion that if you had unions

jented the large majority of seamen it would be impossible to

rou call an employment exchange.

he Chairman : May we leave it at this, that under present condi-

not see your way?—We do not see our way under present condi-

>uld like to make the point clear that joint supply in England is

by rotation.

: We have that quite clear.

)hcan Ghaman Lall: You said there was no promise given by the

in regard to the setting up of any bureau?—I do not think

'here was a letter sent by the Deputy Secretary, Marine Depart

mment of Bengal, in which he said :
“ I have the honour te

the receipt of your letter ... in which you ask to be informed

bruiting bureau will be started and the name of the officer who
as the head of the bureau. In reply I am directed to state that

cent of Bengal hope to appoint a special officer with a view to

ew method of recruiting at an early date.” That letter is dated

igusfc, 1924?—At that time it was not contemplated to start a

low would you interpret this reply which was given?—We have

t new system as I have stated.

)id you have any representations made to yon in regard to re-

respect of seamen who were killed during the war?—-You mean
b of war benefits?

t
r
es?—I do not think we have received any representations lately.

i

T
ou do not know that there has been a great deal of correspond-

n the Government of India, the India Office and the union on

There has been no fresh correspondence through the Commerce
recently.

iYho could give us this information?—I do not know exactly what

wring to.

f am referring to the question of German reparations and wrfr

as not clear as to German reparations and war debts. Pensions

es have been given in respect of men who lost their lives or were

le war.

There were 3,427 Indian seamen killed during the war?—Probably
it know the exact number.

The question was raised as to what was to be done in regard to

ants of these seamen?—Yes.

The Government of India were approached and in reply they said

rernment of India and His Majesty’s Government were making full

r the dependants of lascars who died in the war, that if money
d from Germany it would be used for that purpose; that it was

y that the full amount would be obtained. The Union approached

)ffioe, but the position remains the same, namely, that no satis-

v has been received from the Government of India in regard to

?—What is the question at issue,

The question at issue is what sums of money are you obtaining

arman Government and what sums of money are you going to pay
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to the dependants of the^e seamen?—I have not seen any correspondence*

about that,

B-236L Wilt you look into tins matter and tell us the latest that the

Government of India has to say in regard to this matter?—Yes, I will look

and vee if there is am correspondence.

B-2362. In regard to the question of racial discrimination, is it a fact

that for the same work Indian and European seamen are paid different

wages?—Wages are not on the same level.

B-2363, Is it true that a European fireman gets £9-10-0 a month, which

is equivalent to Bs. 142-8-0, whereas an Indian fireman gets only Rs. 23

per mensem?—I do not know uhat the actual wages of British firemen .are;

you will get that from the standard rates of wages laid down by the National

Maritime Board.

B-2364. Sir Vidor Sassoon: Does the efficiency differ?—I do not employ

lascar seamen or British seamen, and I really could not say.

B-2365. What h the system of recruiting in Liverpool, wffiich you
^

said

just now was different?—The system of recruiting at home under the National

Maritime Board is this : only one union of seamen is recognized and repre-

sented on the Maritime Board; there are other unions, but these have not

been recognized by the employers and are not represented on the Board.

The union which is represented on the Board is the National Seamen’s and

Firemen's Union: that is Havelock Wilson’s Union. The employers are re«

presented by the Shipping Fedeiation and the Employers’ Association of the

Port of Liverpool.

B-2886. You said that Liverpool was different?—That was at the time

when the Maritime Board and the system of joint supply was first intro-

duced. The Employers’ Association of Liverpool did not at that time join

with the Shipping Federation in introducing the joint supply with the National

Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union.

B-2367. What did they do?—They kept aloof, but they joined subse-

quently in 1925.

B-2368. What was their method while they were keeping aloof?—I am
not certain. Under the present system of joint supply there are at each
main port officers called " Port Consultants that is one representing the

shipowners and another representing the National Sailors’ and Firemen’s
Union. A& a matter of fact, a man who wishes to get employment often

goes to the ship first of all and gets a letter from the officers
*

of the ship

to the Port Consultant.

B-2369. Mr Cliff

:

He must go through the Union?—Yes, he must go
through the Union.

B-2370. Sir Vidor Sassoon: The Union, of course, covers a large majority
of the seamen?—Yes. There is, however, another union called the Amalga-
mated Marine Workers’ Union; that was organized by Shinwell and Lewis.

B-2371. Mr. Cliff : That is dead?—It is dead now, but it was alive a few
\eais ago.

B-2372. The seaman must go to the Union in order to sign on; the officers

of the ship will not sign them on unless they present their card from the
Union office?—I think that is right; but I think I am correct in saying there
is no rotation system.

Mr. Cliff : There is no rotation system.

B-2373. Sir Vidor Sassoon: Do the majority of the seamen belong to the-

Seamen V Union?—Yes.

B-2371*. Diu'an Ghaman loll: If you did recognize this joint control,
would it not help this union to bring in those who are not members?—I think
a system of joint supply is impossible till the union has grown and is repre*
tentative of the large majority of seamen.

" 1

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. E. E. COOMBS, Controller of Priatia® and Stationery,

Government of India, Delhi.

B-2375. The Chairman: Mi. Coombs, have m front oi us a lueniotan-
fdum by Mr. Charles T, Letton. That was written while you were on leave?

—

Yes.

B-237t>. Under your instructions?—No. under the injunctions of the De-

partment of Industries and Labom.

B-2377, But you have no doubt since juui letum from lea\<? read that

memorandam?—Yes

.

B-2378. And you have come before us to-day in Mippoit of that memo-
randum?—Yes.

B-2379. Dealing with the experience of your Department with regard to

Works Committees, the memorandum says
kt

I was Manager of that Press,
5 ’

does that refer to you or not?—No, that is Mr. Let ton.

B-2380. That appears to suggest that worts committees haw had a Aery

\aried career?-—Rather,

B-2381, Depending greatly on the peisonality oi the Manager of the

particular press?—To a certain extent, yes, not totally; for instance at

Aligarh Press the Walks Committee has hardly ever functioned vei y well,

because I consider the employees there are a very poor lot oi illiterate men
and they really do not understand the benefits of the Work* Committee
although they have been explained to them.

B-2382. Do you not think that the more ignorant tile man nun )>e the

more tact it needs on the part of the management?—Yes, it does need a

Jot of tact in that instance, but we have tried to get them to take a more
real interest in it and they do not seem to do so in the Aligarh Press.

B-2383. now does the position stand in Delhi?—! should say it works

very well
;
they meet, regularly every month and I get the minutes sent to

me regulaih every month; they try to help the Manager and the Manager
listens and decides nearly every question in committee with them.

33-2384. In that case you have found that it has been beneficial both to

the management and to the workers?—Yes, certainly.

B-2385. Howt long lias this Delhi Committee been in existence?—1 do

not know when the first committee was started; but they were all started

more or less at the same time; thea have been functioning ever since I hate

been here, and that is five a ears.

B-2386. We aie told that the one in Calcutta became defunct in 1924-25,

while the one in Simla flomished from the very start?—Yes. Mr. Letton

wr
as in Simla in 1924-25, and then he went to Calcutta. I was not here

then, but I suppose that the Calcutta Committee was not working very well.

B-2387. The memorandum tells us that in Calcutta after Mr. Letton had

taken charge he resuscitated the Committee and when he handed ewer charge

in 1927 he found it also substantially advantageous to the management and

to the worker?—Yes,

B-2388. Ho that evidently Mi. Lefton had taken a live intent in il«

success?'—He has always.

B-2389. Does not that seem to show that it requires certain qualities in

the management as well as in the workmen?—'Yes, it does, but if you read

further on you see that the manager of this Simla Press had even drafted

questions for them and they did not take any interest in it,

B-2890. That is to say the manager of the Simla Press, after Mr. Letton

bad left it?—Yes.

B-2391. That suggests to me that his successor did not take the .same

live interest or possibly had not the same personal qualities?—I think they

•all try to help them as much as passible. But every man k not quite as

•good as another in these matters.
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B-2392. Of course it is recognized in England that- it does squire certain-

qualities on both sides to make a real success of organization of that kmd.

and that they vary practically in proportion to the qualities which such men

possess?—Yes, that is so.

B-2393. But very often the lack may be just as much on the part of

the management as on the part of the workmen?—That may be the case.

B-2394. Sir Ibrahim Bahimtoola .* The memorandum states *. In order

to provide for the training of Indians for supervising posts in the Govern-

ment of India Presses five apprentices are trained in the Government ot
*

/India Press, Calcutta. The period of apprenticeship is five years during which

an apprentice is paid Rs. 50 per mensem as subsistence allowance. Ihat is*

to say, it requires five years training in Calcutta
.

before he is
.

considered

qualified for appointment.
11

Facilities are also provided for the higher train-

ing of apprentices in England at the rate of one each 3
rear - If he is going

to stay out in this country altogether and not be sent to England, we consider'

that five years is necessary for his training, but if he is going to be sent’

to England he goes by selection; he is generally selected after two
^

years

and then sent to England for three years, so that he has five years in all.

Only selected men are sent to England.

B-2395. What are the prospects of the men who are not sent to England,

that is to say the men who put in five years in India against those who put'

in two years in India and three years in England?—The prospects are that

if they are capable they can becofhe readers, foremen, section holders, etc.

B-2396. Are the prospects uniform?—No, the prospects are rather better'

for those men that are sent to England.

B-2397. On what pay would you start these people who are trained hr

England?—It depends on the vacancies that we have for them.
' B-2398. What about those who return from England duly trained?—"We -

have only had one so far; he returned this year.

B-2399. You say that the training of apprentices at the Calcutta Press

is not altogether satisfactory. Why?—Because we have not got sufficient

staff of the proper kind to train them.

B-240G. Bo I understand you to maintain that even with regard to printing”

there are not in India adequate facilities for full training?—Certainly not;
-

there are not adequate facilities.

B-2401. That is to say there is something special which is required for

printing work which can only he learnt in England?—That is my opinion.

B-2402. Can you explain to us briefly what that distinction is?—Yes; t&‘

begin with, the printer at home starts work and works with men who know
their trade, who have learnt their trade by five or seven years apprenticeship.
In India these men start and leam their trade from men who have never
learnt their trade properly as they do in England.

^B-2403. How long is this process to continue i'n a trade which I should
1

think is a very ordinary trade required in every country. Must it always
depend upon foreign training?—Unless we start

’
proper schools for training’

these people such as they have in England, T am afraid they will never make
any headway.

B-2404. But you know that India has a very large number of printing
presses spread over the whole country. Is it your view that those printing
presses are not up-to-date?~I will not say that of all of them.

B-2405. In how many of these presses are there English qualified officers?
'—The Press of the Times of India in Bombay, for instance, is worked pretty”
well up-to-date but if you take the number of Europeans in the Press of
the Times of India and compare it with the Government of India Press,
you will find they have a very much higher percentage than we have,

B-2406. Is the idea of sending the apprentices to England for 'training
to gradually Indiamze the services?—That is the idea.

B-2407. Your memorandum shows that under this scheme the first man-
parted training m 1922, but up to 1932, that is ten yem, only four meir
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will have been qualified?—-But the scheme for sending them home to India5

did not start until I came here in 1926; I put it up to Government- when
I came over from Bombay.

B-24G8, But Mr. Sen started apprenticeship in Calcutta in May 1922 ?

—

He then went to the Government Security Press, Nasik.

B-2409, He was then sent to England for training in 1926; that is to say f

he had four years training instead of five years?—That is a peculiar case'

because Mr. Sen was originally one. of the Government of India apprentices;’

and he was transferred to the Security Press after a time. When Govern-
ment gave a scholarship to send a man home to England he was the selected

man.

B-2410. If you take all the four cases, the first two drew Rs. 50 a month
as a subsistence allowance while the other two were unpaid apprentices?—'

Because they asked in the beginning to be taken as unpaid apprentices.

B-2411. After getting all this training extending over five to seven years,,

on what pay will they be started and what prospects have they of rising in

their profession?—Mr. Sen who has just come out has been appointed Offi-

ciating Overseer in the Government of India Press at Calcutta, on a starting

pay of Rs. 250 a month.

B-2412. What are his prospects; how far can he rise in the department?'

—He can rise to be Controller of Printing and Stationery if he is good enough.

B-2418. In how may years?—That depends on vacancies.

B-2414. I am asking you this question because you say in your memo-
randum that of recent years the type of man taking up printing" as a liveli-

hood has deteriorated, due to the fact that the emoluments available offer'

insufficient inducement to the type of men you obtained 20 or 25 years ago?

—

But that is not speaking of apprentices; that is speaking of the ordinary

workmen of the press.

B-2415. Then do you get the right class of recruits for apprenticeship?—

Yes, because we select them.

B-2410. Is there a great demand for these posts?—I get large numbers 1

of applications for them.

B-2417. As you have pointed out, the prospects after seven years are'

Rs. 250 to start with?—I get quite a large number when we advertise every

year for them; that is because we pay them Rs, 50 a month to start with.

They are selected men who are graduates.

B-2418. I take it that in your view it is not possible to provide the

necessary training in India and that in order to Indianize the services British

training is essential?—I consider so under present conditions.

B-2419. How long do you think that process will continue before some

effect is produced in the services?—I am afraid that is a question I cannot

answer.

B-2420. Mr. Glow: With regard to that statement to which Sir Ibrahim

Rahimtoola referred, have you a long experience of printing in India?—Yes,

a fair amount,

B-2421. Bo you agree with Mr. Letton’s statement that the type of man
taking up printing has deteriorated?—I do not know; judged by my personal

experience at Bombay and here I should think it is about the same; J

should think the same class of men is still taking up the work; we are not

getting a better class of men.

B-2422. The pay which is given in your press for such workers as linotype

and monotype composers compares very favourably with the pay which an

ordinary matriculate can get in any profession?—Yes, I should think it

does. If they once become monotype or linotype operators they have not

much prospect. I think that would keep away the inarticulate and other

educated people.
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B-2428. Time aue a good number oi unemployed matriculates? They

have to leam the trade first without getting very much, and they do not

like that.

B-2424, I take it that youi system of reciuitmg apprentices has some

reference to the probable vacancies m the department?—Yes, except that as

fai as apprenticeships in the Calcutta Piess are concerned we take in one

every year. As far as sending them home to England is concerned, it w^ould

probably depend on the vacancies that are likely to occur. Government

might quite possibly stop the scholarship if they found they had sufficient

men under training. The Bombay Government have got a scheme, I think

Madras also has, and 3 am not sure about Burma.

B-2425. As legards medical facilities, have you any statistics of sickness

m your presses?—No, we have not got any actual statistics. As Mr. Letton

has said in his memoiandum, on an average 18 per cent, of the men are

array because of sickness or other reasons. It is generally sickness because

they cannot get away unless they get a medical certificate. But I cannot

give you any statistics as to the sickness.

B-2426. Have the recent additional medical iacihties which have been

provided had any noticeable effect upon absenteeism?—I cannot answer that

because I have not had the figures. I should not think so; I think it is

just about the same.

B-2427. Have you ever experimented by altering the intervals of rest,

substituting a large number of short rests?—I have not clone anything like

that
;
they have always had the same intervals, as far as I know.

B-2428. Do you think it would be worthwhile to make such experiments?—
Do you mean instead of half an hour?

B-2429. Yes, if it is possible under the Factories Act?—It -would be very

inconvenient for the presses, to stop more frequently and then go on again.

Every time a man stops he generally stops for more than half an hour, and if

you stop him lor ten minutes he will probably make it 15 minutes.

B-2430. The Chau man: But most of your men are on piece-work?—Only
the compositors, the binders and the machine minders an Calcutta, and the

compositors here in Delhi; the other men are on monthly usages.

B-2431. Were not we told that the linotype men were on piece-work?

—

The linotype men are on monthly wages, but they have to give a certain

out-turn for their pay; they are not actually paid so much per piece.

B-2432. Mr. Clow: Is the service pensionable?—In all cases except tem-
porary men, and some of the temporary men are now7 given pensions after

25 years
7

service. We have now abolished most of the temporary places.

B-2133. Do you find that there are many vacancies occurring or do men
stay with you throughout their service?—Once they get in they never want
to leave. They do not want to leave the service of the Government of
India because they are paid so much more than in other presses; the pay
and conditions are very much better than they can get in the ordinary
printing press,

B-2484. Then do you get a better type of men than there is in the private
presses?—I cannot say that they aie a better type of men. I should not
think they were.

B-2435, You ought to get a better type of man?—Yes, but then we have
not clone any recruiting for a very long time. The reason why we do not
get a heter type of man is that when they start they have to start on a
very low pay; it is only when they have learnt their trade for a number
of jeais that they are able to earn better money.

B-2436, Sir Alexander Murray: What is the starting pay?—There are
various starting pays.

B-2437. You say the reason you do not get a better class of men is that
they have to start on a very low pay?—A compositor would come in as
quite a young man and would only get Rs. 15 or 20 a month; it will pro-
bably be 7 years before he can earn Rs. 40 or 50.
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B-2488. The Ghainnan: He is a learner?—Yes; they do not* learn their

trade in the way the) do in England as an apprentice starting on 6a, a day

and going up to £1*

R-2439. Mr. Cliff: Why do they not learn their traded—They pick it up

in the best wav they can; there is no system of apprenticeship for them.

B-2440. Then why does not the Department go into that problem and set

up a proper system of apprenticeship?—It could be done, of course.

B-244L But the Press has been going on now tor a very long time. If

you go on like this, a man is never going to leam In working alongside a

trained man, is he?—Not unless they aie trained first.

B-2442. Is there any reason vhv the men have not been trained in a

proper way?—Yes, because we have not the trained staff to teach the men.

B-2443. But are you not going to make a beginning?—I am peitectly

willing to make a beginning if the Government will give me the money and

I can secure the men.

B-2444. Mr. Clow: If, as you say, vou are pacing substantially higher than

other presses, surely you ought to be able to athaet men who have been

trained in other presses?—Bui you see we have not done any recruiting lately.

B-2445. AD. Cliff: I gather vou do not recruit journeymen; you only

recruit apprentices or learners?—We have not been recruiting for some years

at all.

B-2446. I have two documents in my hand and to the best of my know-

ledge they are printed in the Government Press. Do you say the standard

of efficiency in piinting amongst certain of your people is not sufficiently

high for them to train others?—No, I do not think it is, not to train them
in the wav thev would be in England.

B-2447. Never mind about England for a moment; can you commence
to train these men with the men vou ha\e already got .in the Press?—They
will only teach them their ovn methods; that is all. If the Manager has

time to give them personal instruction he would do so, but he has not time

B-2448. Mr. Clow: Normal conditions are restored now; I take it you do
not contemplate any substantial reductions in your staff?—No, I do not

think so.

B-2449. So that from now onwards you should be able to recruit a better

tv pc of man?—Yes, if thev are available to be reciuifced. [ do not say they

are in Delhi. I should think we have in the Government Presses the best

available class of men.

B-2450. There are many presses in Delhi?—-Yes, but f do not suppose

the men are as efficient as our men are.

B-2451. Sir Vidor Sassoon: I take it your real difficulty is that you have
not recruited since 1922?—We have not.

B-2452. If you were recruiting, I take it you could get one or two trained

men from outside who would very quickly get into your ways, and then you
could use them as a start to train the journeymen, if not the apprentices.

Your trouble is that you have got nobody who can train men into your
own v ays

;
your present men have bad habits and they will not get out of

those habits"; is that it?—Training is rather a difficult problem. "The men
would have to be put into a section and leam their work in that section.

There might be a do/en sections and the man at the head of one section

might be quite capable of training while the man at the head of another
section might not be capable.

B-2433. What you really want is a series of section trainers to start

training the voting men when you start recruiting?—Yes.

B-2451. You would thus get a nucleus?—Yes
;

I should like to get *
vow much heibw class of men to train, if it were possible*

B-2455. Would it be difficult to start one section of apprentices, and get
ahead in that particular section, and when you are next recruiting get it

better claw of apprentices at the start?—I think that might be done.
°
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B-2456. Do you think it \)ould involve serious cost?*—No, I do not think

it would. We should start it in the composing department and teach a

number of men m that department.

B-2457. I am assuming that in your composing department you have one

man whom you could use as a teacher?—I should have to make enquiries

about that before I could give a definite answer. Teaching is quite a different

thing from doing the ordinary work.

B-2458. You hope that somewhere in the whole organization theie^is one

man who is suitable to be a section head for teaching?—Yes,. I think we

could find one in each press who could probably give them a fair training.

B-2459. Then that would be the man to choose to train your better class

appientices?—Yes. He would have to devote an enormous amount of his

time to that work.

B-2460. I suggest he would be almost a specialist in th&t work?—I agree.

In other words, I should have to ask Government to sanction a special poet

for the purpose. If Government can give me the men and the staff, we can

do the rest.

B-2461. Could you find such a man to put into this position in your

existing staff?—He would not be a man trained in the way an Englishman

is trained; that is the only trouble.

B-2462. What you really want is one of these apprentices who go to

England?—Yes. Your suggestion is that these apprentices trained at home
should be used in the first place not in an executive capacity but in a tutorial

capacity. They could use their latest knowledge from home to train these

-other people.

B-2463. And you would be able to get a better class of apprentice to put

under them?—If it would attract the right kind of man. I do not think

the educated man likes manual labour very much in that way, and it does

not attract him.

B-2464. But surely that type of man would rise quicker than your present

men?—He should rise quicker, but we do not get applications from that

type of man at all.

B-2465. But is not the point that if you had the system, you might then

get applications when they could see a future?—Yes, but are you prepared

to pay these people for learning?

B-2466. You would pay them for learning?—A veiy small amount.

B-2467. If I remember aright, on the railways they pay them Rs. 20 a
month while they are learning in their railway school, and they are getting a

good class of men?—If Government would sanction that.

B-2408. I think they pay them Bs. 22 and arrange to mess them if they
want it?*—That is a scheme one would have to w^ork out; I would have to
get Government sanction for it.

B-2469. I take it if the increase in cost was infinitesimal Government
would he^ more likely to be sympathetic than othei wise?—It depends what
you call infinitesimal.

B-2470, Bs. 22?—But you would have to pay the overseer as well.

B-2471. At the present time you are paying these newcomers Bs. 18 or 20,
are you not?—No, they get what they earn as compositors. They may only
earn Rs. 15 or 20 a month or what they actually pick up by piece-work.
There is no system of training them at present. Nearly all the new hands
are pieceworkers as far as the compositors are concerned. In the bindery
they are salaried hands in Delhi; they are on piece work in Calcutta.

B-2472. What would you give an untrained man coming into the binding
department in Delhi?—They start here on Bs. 18.

B-247S. So that if the railway system were put into force you would only
be giving them about Bs. 4 a month more?—Yes, and if we had redly good
men it would be worth it.
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B-2474. Sir Alexander Murray * What apprenticeship does a printer or a

linotype man do- in the printing trade at home?—Five or seven years. I

served seven years,

B-2475. Do all apprentices still serve seven years?—I think it is five now.

B-2476. What is their pay?—I started on 8 shillings a week.

B-2477. What do they start on now?—I cannot tell you.

B-2478. Sir Victor Sassoon: What did you get at the end of your appren-

ticeship?—£1 a week after seven years.

B-2479. Sir Alexander Murray: Is it the experience at home that boys

can break away in the fourth year of their apprenticeship and seek a job

as workmen elsewhere?—No, I do not think so.

B-2480. Have you had any experience of apprenticeship in this country?

—

Only those I have got in the Calcutta Press.

B-2481, Do you find them going away and seeking jobs elsewhere?—No.

B-2482, You have not come across cases such as T have in some of the

Government workshops where a boy selves an apprenticeship on a salary for

two or three years of his apprenticeship and becomes a comparatively skilled

worker and then leaves before the end of his apprenticeship?—I have not

come across cases like that.

B-2483. How do you meet that difficulty here? There are a great many
printing establishments outside your establishment. How would you be sure

that the boy would stay on and serve his full time?—I really cannot tell

you whether we have any particular rule on that subject—whether we take a

certain amount of their pay and keep it back for that; I cannot answer

straightaway.

£-2484. You say that over-time work at Delhi is excessive?—During the

cold weather season.

B-2485. Are the men paid piece-work during that time chiefly?—The com-
positors are paid piece-work or time wages.

B-2486. Do you find that longer hours have an effect on their health?—It
must have an effect on their health when they are working such long hours
without any recreation. I cannot say individually that T know of particular

cases where it does affect their health, but it is obvious that where a man
works for three months at high pressure it must affect his health to a

certain extent.

B-2487. Mr. Letton in his memorandum stated: “I am afraid the only

conclusion to be arrived at is that the health of the employees is indeed

in a bad state if their general health can be judged by the number of

medical certificates received.” What do you mean by that?—Mr, Letton

evidently means that a man gets a medical certificate on every possible

occasion in order to get leave
;

it does not follow that he is really ill. Lots

of people have colds and stop at work while other people who have colds

stay at home.

B-2488. Do you mean to say that if a certificate is brought to you signed

bv a properly qualified medical practitioner you accept it?—We have to

accept it.

B-2489. Even if a medical certificate is brought to you no matter fr< m
whom, or whatever your personal opinion may be?—We have got to accept it,

B-2490. You have no medical officer attached ?—There is a sub-assistant

surgeon attached to the Calcutta Press who gives medical certificates there,

B-2491. A Calcutta man can come with a certificate from any medical

officer?—Supposing he is ill at home, unless we send the medical officer

down to find out whether he is really ill we have to accept a private medDal
practitioner’s certificate,

B-2492, Naturally he would go home and get a certificate from his private

practitioner and send it on to you?—Yes.
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B-2493. Do \ou find that instances oi sickness and medical certificates

are equally bad' in Calcutta as in Delhi and Simla?—I have alwajs found

that a tremendous number of medical ceitificates are being submitted
,

if a

man wants leave he invariably sends in a medical certificate.

B-2494. The Chairman: He does not receive pay for Ms absence?—Yes r

if it is casual leave. If he is a piece-work compositor he gets 16 days in the

year up to 10 years service and 23 days over 10 years up to 20 years service,

31 days above 2o years service.

B-2495. Sir Alexander Murray: How long does the time-worker get?—He

gets casual leave—a month's privilege leave every year, and leave on half-pay

for sickness beyond that, and all Government holidays.

B-2496. Are these leaves to which a man is entitled taken lull advantage

of?—Yes, in 75 per cent, of the cases.

B-2497. The Chairman: Has not the system been long in operation?—Yes.

B-2498. Sir Alexander Murray: Does it mean that if a man can get a

certificate from anybody he can take Ms maximum leave?—There are only

a few who do not do so.

B-2499. You say
a
In the Delhi Press it is noted that the physique of

the workers appointed locally appears to be somewhat better than that of

the Bengalee employees who’ were transferred from Calcutta.” Do you mean
to tell us that the type of men that we saw working in your press are

better than the aveiage Bengalee?—That is Mr. Letton’s opinion. I cannot

say.

B-2500. They probably are. Dealing wTith trade unions you say that

the Press> Employees Association
11
has not received recognition by the Gov-

ernment of India as it does not conform to the requirements under which

such organizations are to be recognized What is that?—That I am afraid

I must refer you to the Government of India. (Mr. Clowr

) : Speaking fiom

memory, the Government instituted that, as a general rule, unions of servants

shall be confined to Government servants and should not embrace other

employees.

B-2501. Is there any objection to your workers having a union?—None
whatever, as far as I know.

B-2502. The Chairman: This point is dealt with bv the Industries and
Labour Department in their memorandum.

B-2503. Mr . Cliff: In Mr. Letton’s memorandum it is stated: “ In the

the Calcutta Press, they could not be much worse. Here a large number
of the workers perfoim their allotted task daily with the aid of artificial

light as the workrooms in places are dark and badly ventilated. They are

overcrowded.” Do you concur in that opinion?—I think it is a very unsuit-

able building for a press.

B-2504. Can you tell me which is the body that one can speak to about
it?—Industries and Labour Department.

B-2505, Again, it is said in the memorandum “ The possibility of a reduc-
tion in the working hours of the Presses is a question wMch has periodically
arisen during the last 20 years.” Do you deal with that or does the Indus-
tries and Labour Department deal with it?—The Industries and Labour De-
partment have fixed the number of hours, but they cannot control the number
of hours of over-time altogether; that depends upon the work that is sent in
to the press.

B-2506. It is said that this emergency has arisen during the last 20 years.
Would it be up to you as Manager of this Press to put up a solution or
is it the Department of Industries?—I should have to put it up if anybody
did have to put it up. I have already asked for more staff for the Belli!
Press. It that is sanctioned the over-time will he reduced to a certain extent.

B-2507. Does it mean more machines or more shifts?—Neither; it means
more staff.

B-2508. Can you cops with the work with the machines that you have at
present’—With over-time we do it somehow or other.
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B-2509. ] f you weie going to have the same machines would you not have

^shifts if you were going to reduce ovei-time?—It L only at certain times

oi the year that this over-time oecins, when the budget is on and the Legis-

lative Assembly is in session.

B-251G. Tf seems to take about five months?—Yes; it is from the middle

of November to the end of March.

B-2511. Have you made an application foi mure staff?—We have got a

floating grant by which we can employ, and do employ, more staff during

that time. But we never know what w'oik is coming m : we cannot say whether

we are going to get 5 pages or 500 pages.

B-2512. Miss Power: What is the aveiage number ot hums of work done
during that pressure?—I should think it is 10 to 12.

B-2513. Mr. Joshi: ITow do you gei over the Factories Act during that

period?—We get exemption.

B-2514. Who gives you the exemption?—The Thief Commissioner of Delhi,

B-2515. Mr. Cliff: Does the Chief Commissioner of Delhi goon giving you

exemptions without seeing that you are really facing this problem and endea-

vouring to find a solution?—The exemption has been given even7 year so far;

in fact, wTe have a general exemption.

B-2516. What is your solution of this problem ?—Less work.

B-2517. With the work that is confronting you, wdiat is your solu-

tion?—I do not know that I could suggest any particular solution at the

moment. It would want careful thinking out.

B-2518. Tt is being under consideration for 20 years?—The over-time, not

the work.

B-2519. Over-time, according to Mr. Letton’s memorandum, has been under

consideration for 20 years. Am I reading the document wwongly?—The ques-

tion has cropped, up periodically for 20 years.

B-2520. This matter has been in front of you as a department for a very

considerable number of years, and I am anxious to know what is the solution

you have put up, or which ^ou can put up, to do away with it. Can you
farm out some of your regular work?-—That would not make any difference

to this partcinlar over-time work.

B-2521. In 1922 there was a considerable reduction in the number of staff.

Recruitments winch have taken place have been taken from that staff. That

indicates that there are still a considerable number of unemployed printers

an Delhi. Is it not possible to have a reserve staff out of that unemployed

list for these five months in the year?

The Chairman: I take it your point is that there ought to be a sufficient

number of men and machines to do this special five months work without

unreasonable over-time and to regard the work as average for the whole year.

B-2522, Mr. Cliff: I think so. If you want additional staff do you have

To make application lo some othei department ?—Always.

B-2523. Is that the Industries Department?—Yes.

B-2524. With regard to the fixing of wages, you say flint these intes are

sanctioned by the Government of India. Is that the ' Department of Indus-

tries and Labour?-~Yes, and the Finance Department.

B-2525. Does that same department determine the cost of living figures?

--No, it does not,

B-2526. Is it your department that fixes these cost of living figuies?—No,
T do not think that any department fixes the cost of living figures,

B-2527. How do you fix the w^ages without knowing the cost of living?—

This question I could not possibly answer.
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B-2528. What I do not understand is this. Here is a department outside'

yourself. They fix the wages. Do they not fix the wages on your recom-

mendation?—They listen to me sometimes, but not always. Generally they

cut them down.

Mr. Cliff: I will not press it any further as the department responsible is

not here.

B-2529. Mrs . Chatterjee: You mentioned that applications for leave on

account of sickness are not general. Is it not a fact that the workers generally

work in an unhealthy area?—I am afraid I cannot say whether it is a very

unhealthy area or not. The Health officer will be able to say that.

B-2530. Are you not aware of the fact that a number of employees when

attacked by malaria go on attending work till they are absolutely compelled

to stop?—They do it of their own will. They can always get leave if they

are ill. "We do not compel any man to work if he is ill.

B-2531. Col. Russell: Most of the members of the Commission were

impressed by the fact that the general body of the workers in the Press were

of very poor physique compared with other workers outside. Can you give

us an idea why it is so?—I cannot tell. I have not seen any other workers

to compare them with.

B-2532. You do not admit that they were of a lower physique than others?

—I do not think they are any worse than other press-men in the city.

B-2533, Mr. Joshi: "With regard to the recognition of the union can you

tell us which condition the union does not fulfil?—I cannot tell you.

B-2584. You toll us that you did not get the type of men you used to

get?—-It was Mr. Letton who said that. I said that I did not think there

was much difference between them.

B-2535. With regard to -works committees have you ever thought that

such committees could he made compulsory by legislation?—It has never
entered by mind.

B-2536. The memorandum says that the committee considered certain

questions which were beyond their purview. Can you mention some of these

questions which were considered to be beyond the purview of the committee?

—

They probably questioned the rulings of Government which have been settled

and then they wanted to discuss them in committee. Really they should
not discuss them. They should put them up through their manager to the
Controller who would go up to the Government about them.

B-2537. With regard to quarters for inferior servants, are they all single

room tenements?—I think they are all one room tenements. However they
are moving out of these as soon as new buildings are put up.

B-2538. With reference to the remarks contained in the memorandum
on industrial disease, why is not a thorough medical examination made
in order to find out whether there is industrial disease or not?— They
are not examined to find out whether they have industrial disease in them.

B-2539. Is not printing one of the trades which is liable to lead poisoning?
—Yes.

B-2540. Therefore from time to time should vou not see by medical exami-
nation whether there is industrial disease or not?—That will’ mean an exami-
nation of the men about every six months. There has been nothing arranged
for such an examination.

b

B-2541. Miss Power: Is there any system of ascertaining whether employees
who are absent for longer than ten days are entitled to workmen’s compen-
sation if they are suffering from compensatable diseases? Does the Govern-
ment take no responsibility for seeing whether an employee gets compensa-
tion when he is entitled to it?—If he is away on medical leave he gets pay.

B-2542. Mr. Joshi

:

With regard to temporary men, they get ten davs
r

leave?—Yes,
* b J
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B-2542«» Bo those temporary men serve only for a few months or for a
long period?—It used to be like that. We have lately made a great number
of temporary men permanent. Bo it only applies to a very much fewer

number,

B-254J3. The table given in the memorandum shows a much larger number?
—I have now got that matter under consideration. I have asked for report®

as to the number of permanent and temporary posts, and 1 am going up to

Government to make as many as possible permanent.

B-2544. Bo you interpret regular employment by an attendance of 90 per

cent, hours of work?—That ivas when the old rule was in force, but the

rules have been altered. Thev now get 16 days leave in a year.

B-254;>. Without those conditions?—'Yes
f
without those conditions.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.
,

Sir Ibrahim Eahimtoola, Kt., I

K.CS.L, C.I.E.

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt.,

C.B.E.
j

Mr. A. G, Clow, O.I.E., LC.S.

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A,

Mrs. J. C. Chatterjee (Lachj Assessor)

Mr. S to, I.C.S.

|Mr. A. Dibdin. )
' 1

Mr. G. D. Birta, M.L.A

Mr. John Cliff.

Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Diwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.

Miss B. M. le Poer Power.

Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell (Medical

Assessor).

Mr. J. A. SH1LLIDY, I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of India

in the Department of Industries and Labour, and Mr. A. M.

ROUSE, C.I.E., Chief Engineer, Public Works Department,

New Delhi, called and examined.

B-2546. The Chairman: Mr. Shillidy, will you tell the Commission how
long you have held your piesent post''—About a foitmght.

R-2547. Your previous otfic e -Home Department of the Government of

India.

B-2d48. I understand that your immediate predecessor in your present

office was our Secretary Mr, Lall?—No; Mr. Lall was the Deputy Secretary.

B-2549. And before that our colleague Mr. Clow?—-Yes.

B-2550. So we have the benefit of a good deal of knowledge on the subject

of your Department at our table?—A good deal more than I have.

B-2531. May I fust thank you and your Department for the memorandum
that you have given to us on the subject of our inquiry. I propose myself

to confine my examination, in the first instance, to two points. The first is

some remaiks that are made with regard to the question of recruitment.

In your memorandum it is stated :
“ Owing to the illiteracy of the workers

and the variety of languages spoken by them, employers in India find it

almost impossible to maintain any direct touch with their workpeople.

This accounts for the presence of intermediaries, who are largely responsible

for the abuses which have sprung up in connection with recruitment.”

Further on it is stated: “ It; would appear therefore that education and
organization are the only means by which Indian workers can escape from
the clutches of intermediaries who like harpies are ever ready to prey on

them.” Arising from those two statements I want to ask you whether you
have any knowledge of cases where an endeavour has been made to over-

come those difficulties by the appointment within the works of labour officers

who form a direct contact between the illiterate workers and the heads of
the firm?—The only instance I can think of on the spot is the garden*

sardars at the Assam tea gardens.
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B-2552. The garden sardars in the tea gardens are not the kind that I am
referring to. I mean a labour officer whose duty it is to be in touch with
the humblest workers in a large industry and at the other side to have
contact with the directing heads of the firm?—I am told—but I should like

to verify it further—that in some of the Burma oil mills they have their
own labour officer in that way.

B-2553. Do you not think that what you say in your memorandum
emphasizes the need for some such labour officer to deal with the two points
that you have raised,

.

namely, the contact between the employer and his

workers and also to bring some organization into the system of recruitment
of labour?—That would he a matter, I think, for each industry and each
business to decide. J do not know how we could lay down any general
precise rule that this must be so.

B-2554. No, t was not suggesting either legislation or administrative

action. It would be a question of course, as you say, for each industry,

but it seems to me to lollow tronfVhat you have said that there is a need
at present unfilled by the majority of industries?—I think it would he rather

difficult to make a general reply without reference to the detailed conditions

«of each industry and each business,

B-2555. If there was such a labour officer within an industry then welfare

work in its broad sense would be based from the beginning on the co-operation

of the workers themselves, not imposed from the top, but there would be
an opportunity at any rate of letting them feel that all kinds of welfare

work, including provident funds, were partly their own work?—It would
depend a good deal on the lelations established between a particular labour

officer and the workmen in general.

B-2556. Of course it would; it would call for a man of high quality to

fill such a post. My second question is with regard to the proposals that

have been made from time to tune, which are set out in your memorandum,
for such social services as sickness insurance and unemployment benefit.

You have given us in the memorandum a very complete picture of how these

proposals have been examined by the Government of India and by the

Provincial Governments up-to-date. There is one thing I find lacking in

the memorandum, perhaps because it does not exist, but I wish to ask you
whether any actuarial estimate has been made on these subjects of the cost

to the worker, to the employer and to the State?—You mean of a sickness

insurance scheme ?

B-2557. Yes—Not so far as I am aware.

B-2558. Is there any machinery in the Government for making such an
estimate?—The Director of Commercial Intelligence might he able to help

us and probably would be brought in.

B.-4559. So far as you are aware no work has been clone on those lines ?

—

No definite detailed work lias been done on that line.

B-2560. The only references that I find in your memorandum are two;

*One *o the mnse of Japan where the labour circumstances are very different

frm^thosei^India, and the other is to a small estimate made by Professor

Jcuons in Burma and probably covering only a very .small number, 1 think

60,000 workers?—1 think the reason why no actuarial statistics have been

carefully gone into is that we have decided not to proceed at the present

moment with the legislation and that we are awaiting the recommendations

of this Commission,

B-2561. But do you not think that any recommendations wherever they

come from must be based on an actuarial estimate ?—Yes, they must when
they come or when they are to be put into force, hut there is a certain

amount of doubt as to whether it is practicable in the conditions of the

country to introduce this scheme.

B-2562. In considering the question of practicability surely an actuarial

estimate lies at the basis of the whole thing?—It does, hut it was quit©

evident that the cost would lie large; I do not think that would be denied
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and that sickness insurance, at all events, was a bill which, the local Govern--

ments would hare to face and the local Governments simply stated that they

were not in a position to face it.

B-2563. You are aware no doubt that the English scheme was based on

the cumulative experience ot the friendly societies and th© trade unions,

and to some extent on the experience in Germany with a somewhat similar

population?—-Yes, I have no doubt that if we took it up, and of course that

will depend upon the recommendations of this Commission, all that inquiry

will be made, but so far we have not got to that stage. I think it is evi-

dent that it will cost a good deal, and as the burden will fall on the local

Governments, and they have stated that they are not in a position owing

to their finances to contemplate such a scheme at the present moment, further

detailed actuarial calculations hardly seem necessary at this stage.

B-2564. I should have thought they were the basis of proper considera-

tion of the problem ?—1 think for a full consideration of the problem,

certainly.

B-2565. But there is nothing existing even in the form of a provisional

actuarial estimate?-—No, there have been certain rough estimates; some-

body said that so many workers will require so much on a certain average;

nothing beyond that.

B-2566. Based on the sickness rate, for instance?—No.

B-2567. No estimate of the incomings and outgoings of the fund?—No;
1 am not aware of that.

B-2568. Then you could not say in the least, I take it, if there is to

be a proper insurance fund, whether it would mean two annas a month,

four annas a month or eight annas a month contribution from the workers

and employers?—No; I am not prepared to say that.

B-2569. Nor as to the period which would have to elapse before benefits

accrued in order to put the fund on a sound basis?—No, we have not gone
into details of that kind.

B-2570. Sir Alexander Murray: May I follow up these questions of the

Chairman regarding sickness insurance and other things for the benefit of

the workers? Can you tell us actually what the relations are between th©
Central Government and the Provincial Governments in that respect at the
present moment? Let me explain. In your memorandum, taking the ques-

tion of sickness benefits as an instance, you explain how you wrote to the
provinces and how you got replies stating which local Governments were
of the opinion that any system of sickness insurance would be practicable
or impracticable under present conditions, and you go on further and say
that the main difficulty with the local Governments was the question of

finance. Let us take these points. What is the position? Supposing you
were to introduce a system of sickness insurance, what would be the
procedure; who would pass the legislation and who would be responsible for

its administration and for finding the money?—Under the Devolution Buies,
industrial matters

#

included under provident funds, industrial insurance,
general health, accident and housing, are provincial reserved subjects.

B-2571. Does that mean that for sickness insurance it is not the Minister
but the Member who would he responsible?—Yes.

B-2572. We have a very interesting book in front of us called “ The
State and Industry by A. G. Clow. On page 24 of that boot it is stated:
“ The development of industries became a transferred subject in all provinces,

and with the introduction of the Reforms at the end of 1920, the main
responsibility for the development of industries by official agency passed
to the newly appointed ministers.” Now, is it the Ministers or the Members
in the reserved departments that are responsible?—The development of
industries is with a Minister, but industrial matters included under the
head, 'welfare of labour, including provident funds, industrial insurance*
general health, accident and housing is a reserved subject.
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B-2578. You pass a law to bring ^^y'foTwitb the previous

£S£ rr^.utB.rM »
»satSn Str.-;Sirfria«ae°Iu^uteudeuc., direction «*

control of tlie Government of India. . , bv the

B-2574. But take maternity benefit; it
if

e

? Equally passed by the

Government of Bombay. Would sickness benefit be equally p

Government of Bombay?—It can be passe
.

, . ,
. ass a sjck-

B-2575. Assuming that the Bombay '

mp—from the provin-

ness benefit scheme, where would the _mon y expenditure on

oral revenues. The general ®d
provincial subjects must be from the p

on central subjects from central revenues.
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• Holland Com-
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Sir Alexander Murray; That is so. The Holland Commission recoin*

mended that there should be an amendment ot the law to the effect that

where Government was satisfied that the acquisition of land would be for

public good or for housing accommodation, the land could be acquired.

The Chairman: Yes; but nothing has been done ?—The witness

:

Nothing.

Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola: I know there is a judicial decision that if

Government declares any land to be required for public purposes, the land

can be acquired for it, and there can be no question as regards the decision

.of the Government,

B-2587. Mr. Ahmed: You have stated in your memorandum that the work-

people are very badly treated and are the prey of the money lender. Has
Government taken any steps to remedy this evil?—That is rather a broad

question; I should be glad to know in what particular direction your

question is put?

B-2588. With regard to indebtedness P—We have a Usury Act, if that is

what you are referring to.

B-2589. Has your Government taken any steps with a view to a limita-

tion of the rate of interest?—I am not aware of any definite limiting of the

rate of interest as such.

B-2590. Do you think that the condition of the people could be greatly

relieved by the introduction of a weekly system of payment of wages
instead of monthly or fortnightly?—I think all these provisions of an
arbitrary or a hard and fast kind can be evaded. The chief provision in

which some persons were lately interested was the definite limitation of

interest. But it was found that they were attempting too much; that so

far as the benefit to the debtors was concerned it was a very simple matter

to evade the provisions of the law. We prefer to deal with it in the way
we have under the Usury Act, which empowers a court to re-open proceedings

and to examine the history of the case.

B-2591. Do you think co-operative societies uould be helpful in this

* direction?—Co-operation is a very large question which hardly comes within

my particular purview at the moment. Co-operative societies are also a

provincial subject and they are primarily the concern and interest of the

local Governments.

B-2592. The Chairman: We of course know about the village co-operative

movement, but how far have co-operative societies been established in indus-

trial areas?—If you make your enquiries in Bombay I think you will find

that co-operative societies in industrial matters have been very largely

taken in hand and there are a large number of them.

B-2593. Mr. Abel, the Inspector of Factories, told us he was in favour
of increasing the number of inspectors. Are you ot the same opinion?

—

The inspection of factories is a reserved subject.

B-2594. Would vour answer be the same?—-Not necessarily.

B-2595. Will you agree with what Mr. Abel has said?—] am not pre-

pared to agree to anything until I have seen the full statement of the case.

I do not think we can necessarily take the opinion of one officer as

conclusive.

B-2596. Sir Alexander Murray

:

But factory inspection still remains a
central subject in the hands of the Government of India?—No, factory
inspection is a provincial reserved subject.

B-2597. Mr. (Tiff: Has your department any power io intervene in a

dispute between employers and workpeople?—We would intervene in our
own Department.

B-2598. Would you intervene in industry generally ?—There again it is

primarily the concern of the local Government.

B-2599. When you say you would intervene in your own department,
do you mean that you would intervene as an employer ?—No, I do not
<think so.
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ild you intervene in a dispute between railway workers and

oard?—Yes, we would intervene.

er what power ?—The ordinary administrative power.

\ou spell that out for me s> that I may know how far you
r ?—I am not quite sure in what way you mean,

e the Bombay trouble; there has been the Fawcett enquiry;

ttee of enquiry set up under the provincial Government?—-Yes.

lining there Is a dispute between railway workers and the

; are you distinct and separate from the Railway Board?

—

ay so in that matter.

Id jou intervene in a dispute?—We could set up a similar

ry,

u‘ a strike has occurred?— Or if u strike is anticipated.

I you tell me of any case where a dispute has been appre-

> not 'jet reached the stage ot a strike when your Department
;ervened ?—No ; 1 cannot say that straight off,

you think it is likely that there is a case on record?

—

(How: 1 think Mr. Shill idy has misunderstood the question;

can intervene between a Department and its own employees;

nraenfc of India can do thasP—I am referring to the Govern-
Did you refer to a Department?

('hij: f am referring to the Department which you repre-

l \ ou tell me the exact scope of your Department in relation

it only as far as labour legislation is concerned?—Yes. It

supervision, direction and control, and that is all. I think
d that our position really with regard to all labour questions

primarily the concern of the local Government, but is, like

ibjects, under the superintendence, direction and control of

it of India.

it is with regard to legislation and enforcement of legisla-

1 actual administration of the subject is provincial,

ter the normal operation of industry, is there any interveu-

Dopartnient where a dispute is apprehended; have you power
mable \ on to try and effect a, settlement?—No, not as a*

ve jou at any time endeavoured to establish a satisfactory'

index in your Department?—Not in our Department,

:i jou tell me about the Government of India?—The Director

Intelligence may have one. but he is not under our Depart-

am not quite sure to what extent he has carried out his

y we know whether it is under consideration to obtain a
f living index figure by your Department?—It is not under

mid it be within your scope?—I do not think so as the consti-

Victni bassoon

;

That is within the scope of the Government
the constitution stands, yes.

, Clow; T do not think that is correct, because we made an
>22 ?— I am well aware of that. But the Act had only just

when that particular Department was abolished one of the

for not opposing it at all was the fact that all questions with

ur are provincial subjects.

. Cliff: Ail subjects with regard to the welfare of labour aw
jects? -Yes,
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B-2621. Is this the position that the compilation of a cost of living index

is regarded as welfare and is therefore a provincial subject?—I should

regard it as such*

B-2622. The Chairman: From your memorandum it is clear that you

do take steps with regard to legislation?—Yes.

B-2623. Mr . Cliff: I want to get, if I can, a clear distinction with regard

to welfare?—The weifaie of labour is a provincial reseived subject; it is

therefore primarily a concern of the local Government, subject to the superin-

tendence, direction and control of the Government of India.

B-2624. When you come to interpret welfare, your present interpretation

is that the compilation of a cost of living index hgme is welfare?—Yes

B-2625. Apply that if you will for a moment to the Railway Board and

the railway system in India. Would the establishment of a wage fixing

machinery under that system be interpreted by you as being a matter of

welfare ?—Yes.

B-2626. And would it be impossible for you to take steps to recommend

legislation for the purpose?—Where a subject is Central, the Government of

India take the position of the local Government.

B-2627. The Chairman: And Railways?—As a rule, yes.

B 2628. Mr. Chff: So that as far as railways are concerned, you would

be able to move if it were considered desirable?—-Yes.

B-2629. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

As a Department or as the Government of

India ?—Always as the Government of India.

B-2630. Mr. Chff: I am a little confused as to the distinction between

the Department and the Government of India?—All work done and all

orders issued by the Department are issued in the name of the Governor

General in Council.

B-2631. You are the Department?—We are the Department issuing orders

but they are the orders of the Governor General in Council.

B-2632. Mr. Cliff : Yesterday we had before us an officer from the printing

works, and he said that wages were fixed with the sanction of the Govern-

ment of India?—Yes.

B-2633 When we pressed that a little further we found that subject to

consideration by the Finance Department you settle the wages?—-No.

B-2634. Will you make that clear?—We deal with that question, but
the orders issued aie die oidexs of the Governor General m Council The
Department as a Department does not issue an order.

B-2635. Do you practically settle these wage rates ?—We consider them
and the whole examination is carried out in our Department, subject to

the approval of the Finance Department.

B-2636 The Chairman: The actual executive act is m the name of the

Governor General in Council?—Yes.

B-2637. Mr. Cliff: We were told yesterday that the wages were fixed first

in relation to the cost of living and that your Department had very largely

settled these rates Can you tell us on what basis you proceed to settle

the wages in your Department ?—I cannot say now; I imagine that is

fairly old history, is it not?

B-2638. I think some of these have been settled as lately as 1927?—We
certainly examine them in connection with the cost of living and on the
figures and facts as they are reported to us.

B-2639. As I understand from the Printing Department, you exercise the
responsibility of rejecting their recommendations or modifying them?—Yes.

B-2640. I was trying to ascertain on what basis you do that?—We should
consider on the facts and figures as they were presented to us, whether the
recommendations of the Controller of Printing were supported by the facts
and figures that he put up*
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R-264I, Is tlion ‘ no settled basis on which you determine these things?—

* am (pite sure that I know what you mean by a settled basis,

B-2642, First ot all the Printing Department tells me you do it in rela-
tion to the cost ol living* -That is one ot the factors,

B-2643. ttn Vufoi Hahmm: k it in i elation to the tost oi living or m
relation to the use of the cost ot living?—Well I take it that it is mainly
cost of living,

B-2614. Mi, (liff: f take it you have no satisfactory index of cost of
living?—We may not have a satisfactory cost of living index, but we have
figures which must be pul up to us on these occasions showing how prices
have i wmi, and these will be taken into consideration.

B-2645. Do you determine the rates foi am scale that there m$y be in
any particular grade?—Yes, l suppose so.

B-2646, ! am wondering about the competency oi the Department really

to determine these wages? 1 cannot snv anything about the competency of

the Department.

8-2647, [f labo ui < omrmssioners weie desirable, they would have to be
appointed by the provincial GovernmentsP—'Yes, Will you tell me what
uere the pie< iso poweis of the commissi oners of labour that you had in mind?

B-2648, Mr, Ball says to me that there is nothing to prevent the Central
Government passing legislation?- *Yos.

B-2649. Would legislation to appoint a labour commissioner be desirable P—
I want to know exactly what the powers would be and what powers yon
propose to give; it is a question whether it could he done by executive
powers.

B-2650 There k a (Vunnusuonei appointed for the depressed (‘lasses?

—

Yes.

13-2651 Who acts leally to serve depressed classes as 1 understand it?

—

•That is only in Madias; there was no legislation thine,

13-2652 Theic was no need for legislation ? - T said theie was no legis-

lation.

B-2653. The Cl airman: It was an administrative a<t?—Yes.

B-2654. Mr. Cliff: If commissioners were desirable to assist labour and

to be an aid to labour, would you lequire Central legislation or could that

be clone administrate «»h ft would depend on the powers which you

propose to give to them.

B-2655 How tar could the powers go?—I am afraid I cannot say that,

B-2656. Diwan Chanwm Lrtll: With regard to sickness insurance you said

that no actuarial estimates have been made. In your memorandum there

is some sort of an estimate which is not an actuarial estimate. The gentle-

man who writes those words contemplates that the Government of India

"working on a basis on which Japan works, would require about 90 lakhs

if they had accepted the amendment moved by Mr, Joshi. Would there be

much difficulty if a scheme like this were to bo brought into force, costing,

roughly, say a crore of rupees?—-The first thing T should want to know

is whether it would cost a crore of rupees.

B-2657, Supposing it did?— That T imagine is a matter for the local

Government to decide, whether their revenues can stand it; I cannot give

an answer to that,

13-2658. Supposing you weie to i entralize it, the Government of India

T take it is quite capable of passing legislation with regard to sickness

insurance?—Yes.

B-26S9, And centralizing the whole subject?—We are not capable ot

doing that unless the Devolution Rules are changed.

R-2660, What is there in the Devolution Rules which would prevent the

Government of India undertaking legislation with regard to sickness insur-

ance applicable to the whole of India?—There is nothing to prevent them

I,ABCOU VOTiTI PTTI H
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uudei taking legislation, but on the other hand when the cost of any such

scheme would fall on local Government and local Governments in reply say

that thev are not in a position to meet the cost, it would be absurd to pass

legislation which the local Government cannot give effect to.

11-2661 is tli 01 c anything to prevent the Government, of India from

making a contribution up to a erore of rupees towards this scheme ?—The

general mle is that eential lovenues shall not be spent on provincial sub-

jects and provincial 2 ©venues shall not be spent on central subjects.

B-2662 Does that apply to Road Board which has recently been set

up ] s il not a fact that so far as the Road Board is concerned, central

revenues arc being spent for piovmcial pin poses? —That point at the

present moment is under process of discussion and some of the provincial

Governments have objected.

B-2663 That is an objection w legard to administration. The point is,

is it not a fact that the Government oi India are not prevented by any

Devolution Rule from spending the money which they receive from the

euiH' mi pctiol for road development purposes in the provinces?—

Tht, Cl an man* We have been told Mr. Shillidy, that there has been a

proposal nth regaid to loads, to divide expenditure between Central and

Provincial Governments.—I have not the papers here but I think in that

partieulai matter some change was made.

B-2664 IJnmn Ohaman Lall: You may take it from me, I was a mem-
ber of the Road Committee and also a member of the new committee. The
position is as I am putting it. Central revenues are being applied and
are intended to he applied to the provinces. Is there anything in the

’Devolution Rules preventing a contribution of a crore of rupees to be

made to the provinces for the purpose?—I do not accept the analogy

between the two. I am not fully acquainted with the Road Board cases

at the piesent moment. 1 have an impression that some change was mad©
in that regard. The general rule and the one which we have always followed

is, with the division of piovincial and central revenues, and with the divi-

sion of provincial and central subjects, central revenues cannot be applied

to provincial subjects, and provincial revenues to central subjects.

B-2665. The* Chairman: Is not the position this? The Central Govern-
ment could give a subsidy if they pleased in aid of certain provincial

subjects.—No, it goes beyond that. It has been held that they ought not,

in the spirit ol the constitution, spend central revenues on provincial

subjects.

B-2666 Mu Clow: They cannot, on Transferred Subjects.—I am giving
the geneml rule.

B-2667 Duvan ('human Lull: I want to ho perfectly clear about the
position nut to urn bv the chairman, and it is a very pertinent question.

Is theic anything to prevent the Government of Tndia from making a
contribution to the provincial Governments in the way of a subsidy?—

I

should say, yes.

B-2668 The Chairman: But by practice rather than by law?—The general
rule is that it is contrary to the spirit of the constitution, in view of the
division of eential and provincial subjects, to allot funds from one to the
other.

The Chairman: I think it is for us to consider whether the present
<vstem is right or not.

B-2660 THwan Ohaman Lall: In your memorandum, dealing with uimui-
pknment vou say that “ unemployment, as it is understood in the West, does
no*, exist What enquiries have been instituted in order to find out whether
unemployment as understood in the West does or does not exist?—We did
make enquiries about the establishment of unemployment agencies, and the
general reports were as we have put it down here,

B-2670. The general reports were from the local Governments, I under-
stand P—Yes.
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v® yon any information as to whether the local Governments
tituted any enquiries ?—They made enquiries and reported

at sort of enquiries?—They appointed enquiry committees,
in the provinces,

ve you read the Unemployment Committee Report of the

ft afraid, not,

it similar to the reports which other provinces have furnished?

art Irom this >ou have no information as to the existence or

)i unemployment in India?—No.

their despatch to the Secretary of State regarding unemploy-
irernment ol India say: “Wo have under consideration the

creating regular public employment agencies in such eases.**

that they did not proceed with this matter, because there

tave been a series of reports in 1921 that unemployment did

rase there was an excess of supply over demand of industrial

is became we made these enquiries and received these replies

ot go on.

b you say further on in the same despatch: “ We are under-

unination of the possibility of collecting further information

tmployment.” Would it not have been the proper method,
ter a resolution had been passed by the Legislative Assembly
i a committee of enquire to find out whether there did or did

iployment in India?—That I think, is a matter of opinion.

cat further examination, apart from the reports you received

Governments, did you undertake, having mad® this promise

ent of \miFvS?—We have made further enquiries from the local

art from further referring the matter to the local Govern-

farther examination have you undertaken since 1921 in order

ether the situation has changed since then or not?

ian: As far as the Central Government is concerned, enquiries

riting round,

ran Chaman lall: In almost every page of your memorandum
oinent about the migratory character of Indian labour. What
you instituted ui order to find out whether the statement is or

I do not think it was necessary to institute any enquiries,

it a matter of pure intuition on the part of the Government

>, not in the least. It is a matter of very close observation,

lat observation ?—We find it in individual places and w©
ly.

it a question of individual observation or of definite enquiries

you?—In Delhi, in 1914-15, April, there were 22,000 labourers

October, they sank to 6,000. They went to their fields,

Y we were told by a contractor that he had recruited 1,000

i time and 500 at another and taken them to the Punjab,

fcantly fluctuating and migrating.

,ve you seen the statement of the Inspector of Factories,

Abel, to the effect that 80 per cent, of skilled labourers in

manent?—T have not seen it.

art from these individual observations, observations which

1914 .
- No, we have charts which show the seasonal

Phff Does that apply to Bombay?—Yes, it applies to

would like to see these charts—I have not the figures for

speaking as a District Officer in Bombay it came to my

if 2
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information that people are constantly coming from the districts to the?

mills in the off-seasons and returning for the harvest to their fields.

B-2688. The Phahman: Is that not common knowledgeP—Diwan ChamaB.

LaU Hill not admit it is. The question is as to the proportion; its existence

is common knowledge, i undei stood that Drwan Chaman Lall denied the

correctness of the statement that it was migratory.

B-2889. Union Ghaman Lall

:

What I am driving at is this. Does the

Government oi India take this statement more or less on trust as it has

taken the statement about absenteeism :
“ The only recent figures of

absence from work are those given in the Bombay Labour Gazette for the

textile nulls m Bombay Presidency. ” Do you not know that the

Bombay Government memorandum says that these figures are incorrect?

Yet you take them as being correct ?—They may be incorrect in odd cal*

dilations, but these figures are worked out for very many years. Possibly

the method of calculation in giving the average may have been wrong.

B-2690. The Bombay Government memorandum says: “As is pointed

out in the section dealing with insurance, the monthly absenteeism statistics

may not be strictly accurate owing to possible variations in the falling off

of returns, because all mills do not follow a uniform practice with regard to

marking absentees,
5 ’ —That was a matter of difference of opinion as to the

correct method at which to arrive at statistical averages.

B-2691. Got Bussell: In your memorandum, dealing with industrial

diseases you say that “ little information is available about the prevalence

of industrial diseases in India ”, Is there any source at present from

which you could get reliable statistics of the incidence of disease and ilk

health among workers P—I do not know of any.

B-2692. In the same connection you say that “the Government of India

did not consider it necessary to establish a special medical service for the*

purpose, but they pointed out to Local Government the desirability of

strengthening the medical services of the country in areas where many un-

healthy industries are situated
55

. Did the Local Governments take any
action in this respect?—I could not say; I am not aware of any.

B-2693. Apart fiom the question oi industrial diseases, there are such

questions as the effect of fatigue and long hours and the lesult of introducing

rest periods with regard to the efficiency of the worker. You have no depart-

ment or individual who would investigate such questions?—'We have none.

B-2694 Do you not think that it would be a good plan to institute-

some agency by which such information could be collected?—I am sorry I

must go back again to the question of provincial and cential subjects

B-2695. Apart iiom it being provincial ot central, do you vouiself who-

have been associated with labour questions lor some considerable time,

think it would be a good idea to have some agency foi the collection of
these important matters?

The Chan ruan

:

Do you mean a central agency 0

B-2696. Pol, Russell: Either central or provincial?—I do not think I am
free here to express what I personally think.

B-2697. In Great Britam, during the last fifteen years they have had a
board called the Industrial Health Research Board for the investigation
of such matieis. Do you think that an institution similar to that board
in India would be useful or not?—We shall be very glad if the Commission
in the course of enquiries will go into this matter and let us have their
recommendation on it, when I can assure them, it will be dealt with carefully.

B-2898. You yourself are not prepared to express an opinion?—No, I am
not free to express an opinion.

B-2699. Miss Power: With regard to the abolition of the Central Labour
Bureau referred to in your memorandum, do you not think that there is
great necessity for an All India Bureau for industrial research as well as for
the collection of industrial statistics?—I am sorry I have to be obstinate^
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1 have to get back to the diusion. Development of industries including
industrial research and technical education is a provincial transferred subject*

B-2700, Would that necessarily preclude a research section?—I am afraid
it would,

JB-2703* If it does so, without such machinery, what exists to enable the
different provinces to lenni b} each other’s expo* ience m the industrial field;

that is to say, to pool experience such as is done for the different Depart-
ments of Industry in America by the Federal Department of Labour?—I am
not aware of any. There is none at present.

B-2702 Is not that a great lack, if the constitution is such that no
machinery can be instituted That 1 think, might he a defect in the
constitution. But the Labour Commission might give us the benefit of their

investigations and recommendations in this regard.

B-2703 Tht ('huuman On this point of the Labour Bureau which had a
brief existence ot three years, is there in existence any report of its activi-

ties during that period J
It would be interesting to the Commission it

we might have a statement of its initiation, its relation, its work during that

period and its abolition,—The abolition was on the recommendat on of the

Jnchcapa Committee If you would like I can let vou have a note on the

matter.

B-27G4. Miss Voxoei

:

In ,\om memorandum \ou say that between 1921

and 1928 the number of registered factories lias increased by 85 per cent.

Apparently there has been nothing like a con esponding increase in the
inspection staffs of the different provinces; and I am anxious to know
whether the Central Government in pressing for increased inspection gives

any guidance to the local Governments as to the standard of industrial

inspection which it considers necessary Yes, il does under its powers of

superintendence, direction and contioL

B-2705. Exactly what sort of guidance does it giver—It consider whether

in any particular province there is a lack of inspectors and suggests to the

local Government that the number should he increased where they find it

necessary.
to

B-2706. It simply says, “ increase them 3

’, but does not actually set a

standard of industrial inspection?—1 am not awaio of any hard and fast

standard of the kind having been laid down.

B-2707. In your memorandum vou say that “the nmnbei of women
employed in lactones m 1927 was fto per cent higher than In 1921 ”, Later

on \ on s«n “In 1921 the Government ot India drew the attention of

local Governments to the desirability of appointing medical women as lady

inspectors, hut, so far, only one such appointment has been made/’ Has
the Central Government taken any further steps since

.

1921 , to ’ bring

this matter to the attention of local Governments in view of this big

increase in the number of women employed?—1 am not aware of any.

B-2708. Does the Central Government admit the distinction between

medical and industrial inspection and the necessity for appointing women
inspectors other than medical for the purely industrial side of inspection?—!

should think there would be a natural distinction. T am not aware if it has

insisted on any such distinction. F shall look up that particular point.

B-2709. In your memorandum dealing with carpet factories you say:
1 An enquiry has been addressed to the Government of the United Provinces

regarding the conditions under which children are employed in the carpet

factories situated within the province and the reply of the local Government

is awaited ,f Has any reply been received?—We have received replies,

not official replies. We made enquiries and found that the Governments

of the Punjab and the IT, P. were of the opinion that it was not necessary

to bring these carpet factories under the Factories Act.

B-2710. Were the conditions similar to those in Amritsar?—I cannot say,

but I understand that children were employed in the United Provinces and

in Amritsar,
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fl-2711. That brings me to the question of unregulated factories and work-

shops. Is the Central Government making any enquiries as to the numbers

employed in those of the larger places where no power is installed, with a

view to considering the necessity of bringing them under the Factories Act?

1 am not aware that any enquiries are being made.

B-2712. With regard to minimum wages what sort of investigation is

meant by a “ thorough enquiry ” ? Does that imply a circular letter to

the local Governments, or does it imply a central investigation, or does it

apply to the investigations of the Koyal Commission?—! think you have

hit it correctly there. If an investigation was started, 1 think we should

write to local Governments. We would then see the amount of information

we have got. If the information uas not sufficient and if w© considered it

necessary to arrive at a more satisfactory solution, I have no doubt we would

appoint a committee
;
but I cannot commit myself till I know what amount

of information we shall get from local Governments on the subject.

B-2713. When requests are made by the Central Government for investi-

gation by the Provinces, what steps are taken to see that Provincial Govern-

ments look all round the question and do not merely apply to employers

and employers
1

associations; m fact that they include the workers’ point

of view?—When a local Government reports, it also sends up with its report

the letters it has received from various associations, and we can see for

ourselves from the letters that we have received both from employers"

associations and labourers’ associations, whether the conclusions of the local

Government are such as to appeal to us.

JB-2714. Suppose there are no associations of labourers?—1 am afraid we
cannot distrust the local Governments.

B-2715. Suppose there is no arrangement made by a local Government
to try to get the point of view of the workers?—I can only speak for one
local Government, the Government of Bombay, and I know that the Bombay
Government invariably goes out of its way to try and find out the views
of labourers.

B-2716. That is one province?—I cannot speak of other provinces. We
cannot of course issue definite instructions distrusting local Governments
to the extent of supposing that when we ask them to make full enquiries,

they are only going to make one-sided enquiries. 1 think it is reasonable to

believe that local Governments will exercise their responsibility wisely and
imjuirtially.

B-2717. ill/*. Joshi: In your memorandum theie is a reference made to

m interim injunction issued against the branch of a registered trade union
nfe Sholapur in spite of the passing of the Trade Unions Act. Has the Govern-
ment of India taken any steps in this matter?—I am not quite sure to

what Mr. Joshi refers. We could not take any action with regard to an
interim injunction which was issued by a civil court. I think it is an un-
registered trade union.

B-2718. My point is that they have defeated the object of the legisla-

tion by asking for an injunction saying that the union is not a registered
union?—I think that is a legal question.

B-2719. Has the Government of India considered whether the Jaw is

defective in that respect?—No. That is assuming that the law is defective,

B-2720. Has the Government of India not considered the matter even
after seeing that such a prosecution has taken place in spite of the law?—
We could not any way consider the point until the prosecution, or the
interim injunction or whatever it is, had been disposed of by the court,

B-272L The Chairman: And that is not the case at present?—-Not that
I am aware of.

*
B-2722. Mr. Joshi: The object of the employers is not to get a convie-

tiofi because their object Is served by the interim injunction which may last
for ten years.

The Chairman: Surely an interim injunction cannot last for ten years.



Mr, Joshi: The employers are not anxious to go on with the case because
their purpose is served. However, I wil! leave the point at that.

R-2723. We were told at Lahore that the Government issued a circular
to the Registrar of Trad© Unions in Lahore stating that the unions of
Government servants should not be registered. Is that a fact?—I am not
aware that we issued any instructions.

B-2724, The statement was made by the Director of Industries, Punjab,
who is the Registrar of Trade Unions there 9—The whole question of the
association of Government servants and the conditions under which tl ev
can form associations are at the present moment under the consideration of
Government.

B-2725, My question was whether such a circular was issued?—No, not
by the Government of India.

B-2726*. Dnvan (hetman Lull: Was it not hsml h\ the Home Dopiiu-
inent ?—When instructions were being issued on the subject 1 was in the

Home Department, and I know that no such circular was issued.

B-2727.^ I can assure you that it has been issued?—The Home Depart-
ment has issued no such instructions,

B-2728. The Chairman: Then the Registrar at Lahore was misinformed 9—
He may haw© been.

B-2729. Mr, Joshi: M^y I ask you, as your opinion, whether such instruc-

tions will not he against the very law itself because the decisions of the

Registrar are subject to appeal to the High Court?—-That is a matter of the

interpretation of the law.

B-2730. You have given in your memorandum the activities which are

permitted by the Act, but forbidden by the Government Servants’ Conduct
Rules. Take item (in)-—the maintenance of a member of a legislative body.

Will you explain the reason why this should not be clone by a union of

Government servants?—I think it is on the whole desirable that Govern-
ment servants should not as a rule be implicated in politics.

B-2731. When Government servants are given votes, they are certainly

given the power to elect any one they like and even to pay for him?—No,
not to pay for him.

B-2732. Yon think they should1 not elect a man and pay for him No.

B-2733. In spite of the fact that the law gives them the vote?—The
maintenance of a member of a legislative body is a thing that is forbidden

by the Government Servants’ Conduct Rules.

B-2734 . The Chairman: Following the question just raised, of the rules

applicable to Government servants restraining them from taking part in

certain political activities, which to some extent follows the English system,

I notice a remark in your memorandum * which J do not understand i

u Rending the consideration of this difocuit question. Government have

relaxed the provision contained in the existing Rules, for the recognition

of associations consisting of its employees which requires them to register

under the Act.” Can you elucidate that sentence P—There are two sets of

rules: on© is the Government Servants’ Conduct Rules, and the other is

the Recognition Rules. In the Recognition Rules it is stated In the

©vent of legislation being passed which will permit of the. registration of the

association, the association shall be duly registered.” Legislation was passed,

and when this question came up, of the conditions on which Government

servants should be allowed to form associations, it required very consider-

able examination and, in order not to put these people in a wrong position,

it was decided to relax this rule which said that in the event of legislation

being passed which will permit of the .registration of the association, the

association shall be duly registered.

B-2735, That is to say that associations of Government servants have a

right to claim registration; at least the Government agrees to their registra-

tion, but they are still subject to the rales relating to the Government

Servants’ Conduct?—Under the rules, the individual servant should abide %
the Government Servants’ Conduct Rules.
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B-2780. Mr. Josh: Do you apply the same rules of Recognition to the

industrial* employees of the Government as well as to the other employee*

<of the Government who receive pensions and are entitled to leave?—

A

e

inquiry at the present moment is going on as to the distinction that

may be diawn between permanent salaried employees and what aie called

artisans, associations of Government employees.

B-2737. Is there any central department which looks after the welfare

ot the employees of the Government of India 0—'Do you refer to the centrally

administered areas ?

B-2738. I want to know which department is responsible for labour wel

fare in the central territories managed by the Government of India them

selves?—The local administration is, in the first instance, responsible.

B-2739. And the Government ot India is not-1—Not in the first instance,

but they are under out tontiol.

B-2740. You do not look after the welfaie of laboui J—We do watch it.

B-2741. The administrations which are responsible for labour welfaie in

the territories managed by the Government of India directly have no legisla-

tures to help them?—No.

B-2742. Is iheie any cential department which looks aftei the welfare

of the employees of the Government of India themselves?—I am not quite

sure in what way you want it to be done. There are various departments

and the department concerned will do that

B-2748. But the Government of India as a whole does not concern itself

about the welfare of the workers employed by themselves?—I am not quit*

sure what you mean by 4

4

the Government of India as a whole n
.

B-2744. The Chairman: Except in so fai as your department exercises

supervision and control?—The general question of welfaie naturally comes
to our Department and ne tonsidei the general lines and principles under

which it Is to be administered.

B-2745. Mr. Joshi

:

For instance, there are employees in Government
railways, Ordnances and other Government factories. I want to know
whether the Government of India have certain policies of labour welfare for

their own employees, corresponding to the appointment of a labour member
on the Railway Board p—No

8-2746. Sir Vidor Sassoon: There are territories which are directly

administered by the Government ot India. Do not the Chief Commissioners
in charge of the administrations administer them in the same way as the

head of a provincial government does?—Quite so.

B-2747 Sir Alexander Murray: Can they pass legislation?—No; they are
subject to all-India legislation,

B-2748 Mi. Jotfu: As legal ds the labour bmeau which was abolished, I

want to ask you whether such a bureau oi such a machinery is not necessary
for considering labour legislation?—! have already said* that we should
be very glad to have lecommendations of the Labour Commission on this
•point.

B-2749. As legaids the migratory character of the labour, has the
Government of India considered whether it cannot he changed so long as
the housing conditions are as they exist in Bombay and so long as there is

no provision for old age?—I do not think the Government of India have
to take up am special policy to change tire mrgratorv character or the
labour.

B-2750. The Chairman You have in your memorandum referled to the
desirability of improving the position of migratory labour?—Yes, but not
necessarily doing away with the character of it

Mr. Johhi: As regards Assam, you have under consideration m
Bui dealing with iccruitment. Does that Bill provide for repatriation of
workers. If it does not, has the Government of Lidia considered that
repatriation should also form, part of the Bill P—The Bill relates 4o Mertdt



m
Mient only and not to the conditions ot employment m the fields and ted
gardens.

B-2752. The Chairman: Repatriation therefore is not considered part
of recruitment ?—Not of the worker who is already employed, but of the
worker who goes for employment in the tea gardens.

B-2753, Mr, Glow; Does it contain piovision tor repatriation of recruits
who go there ?—-This is the relevant section of the Bill. “ Subject to
any orders which the local Government (that is the Assam Government)
may make in this behalf, the District Magistrate (or any othei magistrate
©mpoweied by the local Government in this behalf) may, if he thinks fit,

detain and send back to his native district or to the place of his recruit-
ment, m spite of the fact whether this Act applies on not, any person found
within the jurisdiction of the said magistrate, together with his dependants
(if any), on the ground that that person was recruited for manual labour
on the estate by any coercion, undue influence, fraud or misrepresentation,
or of any irregularity in connection with his recruitment, or on the ground
that that person is unfit for work on the estate.”

B-2754. The Chairman: The actual repatriation after a period of sei vice

Is a matter of good-will on the part of the employer >—The question will

then come whether it is on the ground of irregularity or on the ground that
that person is unfit for work on the estate.

B-2755. Sn Vidor Sassoon After the man works loi some time, unless

rt is for any of the causes just now mentioned by you, the employer is not
bound to repatriate lump—-As I said, this Bill deals with 1emutin curt.

But if the District Magistrate finds that a man is unfit for work on the
estate he may order for his repatriation.

B-2756. 1 he Chairman: The Bill has no reference to the 1 ©palliation of a

man after a period of satisfactory service 9—No; this is a recruiting Bill

There is another section in the Bill to which I might draw the attention

of the Commission; it is Clause 10 of the Bill; the Bill appears as

Appendix I in the memorandum that we have submitted.

B-2757. Is that the existing law or the draft Bill P- li is the draft Bill

B-2758. Mr, Joshi: Is theie going to be sepai ate legislation providing

for inspection of plantations and regulating the sanitary and health condi-

ditions on plantations 9—It is not under contemplation,

B-2?59. How is that to he done in that ease?—The Assam Government
will have to do that.

B-2760. Is the Assam Government going to do that Not that T am aware

of.

Sir Alexander Murray: They have an Act already.

Mr, Joshi: That Act applies to workers recruited under a certain Act;

that Act is not applied to workers who are recruited under this Act,

The Chairman: That is one of the points we will look into*

Sir Alexander Murray: Clause 16 of the Bill empowers the local Govern*

ment to frame rules to carry out various things, and I think inspection

of tea gardens is included in that,

B-276L Mr. Birla; As regards the question of housing, the difficulty

so far as the employer is concerned has been twofold; one is about the

land to which you have already replied to Sir Alexander Murray and the

other is the question of money. Would you approve of a scheme under

which the Government may advance loans to the employers to the extent

of 50 per cent, at a reasonable rate of interest for building houses for their

workers?—-I do not think this question has been discussed by the Govern-

ment of India; at least I have not seen any discussions and am not aware

of any conclusions they arrived at; I am not aware that thin subject hm
been discussed, but I would point out, harping back again, that this is a
provincial subject and therefore the money should come fmm provincial

governments.
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B-2778. Mr, Btrla: I am trying to find a solution for future difficulties-

#f that nature, and I am afraid Mr. Shillidy has not been able to suggest
any solution for such a difficulty?—! could only suggest a solution which
has received the approval of the Government of India.

B-2779. I think your Department is the only Department which can
suggest a solution for such a difficulty?—I could only suggest solutions
which have received the approval of the Government of India.

B-2780. Mr, Clow: I take it that when the Central Legislature has
definitely entrusted certain responsibilities to the provincial Governments
it would not be correct for the Government of India to issue directions?-
It would not,

B-2781. Unless the Act contains the words “ subject to the control of

the Governor General in Council ”, as it does occasionally ?—'Yes.

B-2782. So that on this occasion it would not be a correct procedure
for the Government of India to say “ This responsibility which has been
given you should be exercised in a particular fashion ” P—It would not be
correct.

B-2783. I understand both the local Governments and Centra! Legislature
are competent to legislate on labour subjects?—Yes.

B-2784 In the case of the local Legislature sanction is required
j

is that

the sanction of the Governor General or Governor General in Council.

Mr (hff; In the memorandum it says u Governor General ”,

The Chairman: Section 80A of the Act definitely gays “Governor
General”. In the early part of your memorandum you say “with the

previous sanction of the Governor General That is right, is it not?—Yes.

B-2785. Then later on theie are several references to the “ Governor
Genera! in Council ” ?—Those are different things.

B-2786. Therefore there are two categories ‘Yes, there is a distinct

difference 'between the “Governor General” and the “Governor General

in Council

B-2787. Mr, Clow: With the exception of the Industrial Disputes Bill

in Bombay, do you know of any occasion on which sanction was withheld to

the introduction of a labour measure?—No.

B-27S8. As regards a cost of living index number I think you suggested

(1) that it was not competent for the Government of India to do it, and (2)

that they abandoned the proposals because of the views of the Inehcape

Committee?—! am ah aid I do not know what happened; f cap look it up

and give you the details.

B-2789. Is Statistics a Central subject?—Yes.

B-2790 You publish or did publish statistics for gome time as to prices?—

Yes,

B-2791. And a wholesale index figure?—-You must know; I do not.

B-2792. It would be perfectly competent for the Government of India to

publish figures showing the cost of living, of the working classes and to

incur expenditure on that account?—I think it then at one© becomes a

question of what is the purpose of these statistics.

B-2793. The Chairman

:

Apparently there is some question as to whether

it conies within your sphere ?—Personally I have no doubt about it at all

B-2794 Mr . Clow: The whole of Statistics is a Central subject?—Yes,

B-2793. And statistics published by the Central Government^ may be on a

large number of provincial subjects?—They are sometimes, I think.

B-2796. For example, statistics as to factories?—We call them “ returns
”

under the Act.

B-S797. I tote it that the Labour Bureau during the period of it»

existence was mainly concerned with legislation?—Yes.
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B-2798. And though it was abolished in name, efforts were made to carry

on most of its work?—Yes, in the ordinary Department.

B-2799. You do publish statistics as to strikes ?—Yes, quarterly,

. B-2800, Do you regard that as falling outside the province of the

Government of India?—No.

B-2801. But it is a provincial subject?—I do not think so; under our

Factories Act we must do it.

B-2802. You publish statistics as to strikes in concerns which are not

factories?--We may do so,

B-2803. I was putting it to you that the publication of certain central

intelligence in this matter is not regarded as a function lying outside the

functions of the Government of India,

The Chairman: General information of industrial importance covering all

British India?—I am not willing to bind myself to any general statement.

B-2804. Mr, Glow: I am only asking because earlier you made some

general statements?—I still maintain my previous statements,

B-2805. As regards superintendence, direction and control, I take it the

general attitude is that whatever may be your view as to what a local

Government is doing, you do not interfere unless the matter is one of

substantial importance ?—Yes.

B-2806. You have issued instructions from time to time relating to the

inspection of factories?—Yes.

B-2807. In fact I think you suggested to one province that they must
appoint a wholetime inspector?-"Yes,

B-2808. You have also issued instructions regarding the granting of

exemptions?—Yes; we have reviewed exemptions proposed to be given fey

local Governments from time to time.

B-2809. And issued general instructions?—I have not been long enough
in the Department to have seen those, but I have seen cases where we hawe
actually written to local Governments about the exemptions which they
proposed to give under the Factories Act. In these cases the Act definitely

specifies that exemptions are to be granted subject to the control of the
Government of India.

B-2810. The Department of which you are the head is a Department
subordinate to the Governor General in Council?—Yes.

B-2811. The Railway Board is in the same position?—Yes.

B-2812. If therefore it Tvas desired to interfere between the Railway
Board and the employees in a particular dispute, that could not be done
by your Department, but could only be done by an authority superior to
the Railway Board? The Department as a Department does not issue
orders; it issues orders as orders of the Governor General in Council. If
therefore it desires to issue orders affecting any Department the matter must
be referred to that Department and the views of that Department must be
obtained. If an agreement cannot be obtained, the matter must go to

Governor General in Council who will issue orders which in fact control
all Departments.

B-2S13, The responsibility for the welfare of railway employees is a
matter for the Governor General in Council and not for your Department?"—

B-2814. Mr. Cliff: But if the Department initiated a movement to' try
to effect a settlement on the Railways, it would go to the Governor Generalm Council. ;

^

^ow: I thmk it would be outside their province to do so under the
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B-2815, Sir Victor Sassoon: Is it under Commerce?—No. it is not
actually under Commerce,

.

The Chairman: Its relations are direct with the Governor Generalm Council? The Railway Board is directly under the Member for Commerce,
who is of course a Member of the Governor General’s Council; the papers
go direct from the Railway Board to the Member; there is no other Depart,
ment intervening in those discussions, except so far, of course, as they might
affect, other Departments; If they affect any other Department the views
of that Department must be obtained. But there is no other Department
intervening between the Railway Board and the Member.

B-2817. Sir Ibrahim Bahimioola.: In the first part of your memorandum
you say that more than 70 per cent, of the adult male population derive
their livelihood from the land. For many years I have heard that percentage
stated.

^

Has the Government of India any statistics showing the total

population dependent upon agriculture; I mean in numbers?—Those figures

have been obtained from our census statistics.

B-28I8. Is there no information now available with you showing what
has been the increase in population? If the population increased or

decreased it would alter the percentage engaged in agriculture. I do not
think this memorandum contains anything more than what was the posi-

tion at the last census in 1921. My point is this; I propose to deal with
unemployment; it is therefore essential that the extent of dependence upon
agriculture by the population should be known, not in percentages, but in

numbers, so that we may be able to judge what population the land can
support by agriculture ?—These figures can no doubt be got from the census

statistics; I have no figures other than those.

B-2819. You will admit that if population increases by a few millions

every decade, the percentage would be altered?—I think it decreased last

£ime<

B-2820. The general impression is that the population of India is steadily

increasing. If that was so, it would mean that the land would throw out

of work the additional population and they would drift to other occupations?

—I presume so.

38-2821. Therefore if other occupations are not available, there would be

increased unemployment?—It would depend on the extent to which there

has been intensive cultivation and how much more population the land

would hold for the purposes of agriculture. s

B-2822. The Chairman: Is not that dealt with in the Report of the

Linlithgow .Commission?—It maybe. :

B-2823. Sir Ibrahim Bahimioola: If occupation is required for more

people in this land, it becomes very important to consider how to provide

it in order to enable it to live. 1 now draw your attention to the state

ment in your memorandum :

":u The latter half of the 19th century, how-

ever, saw the rapid decline of the indigenous handicraft industry. It is

not necessary here to examine the causes which ^produced ^this result, but

the point which it is important to bear in mind is that this decay had set

in before modern indnsteah^ih .'had been established to any appreciable

^extentywith the result that the population of the country was to an increasing

extent thrown back on the land.” Do you think one of the causes of the

decay of these handicraft was the development, of the 'railway system and

the import of cheaper goods carried to the local markets in competition with

the hand-made goods produced there?—I am sorry, but I cannot,,. answer

that question straight away.

The Chairman: That is a large historical question.;'
,

B-2824 Svr Ibrahim Bahimioola: Tt is of 'material
,

Importance to the

Labour Commission because what we wish to investigate U not only .the

Conditions of labour but the question of unemployment and the causes

have led to that unemployment. It was because of these factors that

industrialism by machinery became necessary. It did not occur till the latter

tiSf of tie 19th century m 'you say; but subsequently m the old handicraft
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#ocupation8 of the people gradually disappeared from these causes, people had

to seek employment in other directions and to start manufacture by

machinery in competition with goods which were being supplied to India from

abroad at cheaper rates. Lower down you say ;
“ Over 20,000,000 workers,

in industry, including cottage industries, mines and transport; railway

mileage in excess of that in every country except the United States.” I

take it that your estimate of 20 million workers includes different industries,

such as mines and transport. Have you separate figures as to manufacturing

industries, mines and transport?—I understand these figures are derived

from the Census Report.

B-2825. The Census Report is of 1921, but we are now in 1929.
.

These

are industrial statistics. Am I to take it that the Government of India have

not kept themselves up to date in regard to these statistics of employment,

but have depended simply on the census?—We have certain figures.

B-2820. In your memorandum you say: “The vast majority of the

industrial labourers belong to the poorer classes of peasants who have been

driven by adverse circumstances from the fields in their native villages

to seek employment in a factory.” Do you think increase of population has

anything to do with these statistics?—Very probably it has some bearing.^ I

do not know that it is du© to population
;
I have not gone into the question

of agricultural economics.

B-2827, Then I take it that you mean that these people are driven out

from these villages to industrial occupation through want?—Yes.

,

R-2828. Through inadequacy of the means of livelihood?—Yes.

Then you say “The true explanation of the scarcity of labour is to

be found chiefly in the unattractive conditions of employment and also

partly in the conservatism of the labourer who is always reluctant to

wrench himself away from his fixtures ”, What do you mean by
“ unattractive conditions of employment”?—Housing is t think one of the
factors, i

B-2829. That brings me to your reply to Mr. Joshi. You know as a

matter of fact that the Bombay Government decided to supply this want
and decided to build 50,000 one-room tenements to meet sanitary require-

ments for the housing of industrial labour in Bombay city. You further

know that the Government of Bombay had to stop short after constructing

16,000 one-room tenements. You further know that a large portion, more
than 50 per cent, of the 16,000 rooms remain unoccupied. Then how can it

he said that housing is one of the causes of the unattractive conditions of

labour? Here the Government of Bombay has, at public expense, provided
sanitary accommodation for these people. They only built about 30 per
cent, of the estimated requirements, but still more than 50 per cent, of that
accommodation is not utilized by labour. Can you give me any explanation
of that? Surely very attractive conditions of housing are present?—Attrac-
tive from our point of view but not necessarily from the labourer’s point
of view,

%

B-2830. Sir Victor Sassoon

;

Supposing this Commission decided to recom-
mend that certain all-India statistics should be prepared, would 1 not the
Governor General in Council through you issue a direction to the provinces
to get certain statistics to enable it to prepare all-India statistics ?—

I

cannot say straight away, but I think it would be something on those lines.

B-283L Apparently you cannot force a province to collect statistics in .the
1

form you desire? Have you any control over the provinces on this cpies-

tion: if you are trying to get all-India statistics ' hdtulhlly
l

al! - those statis-
,tics woulq have to be in, the same form. The - direction therefor©- to .each
province^would be to get out these statistics in a certain definite form?—
I do not thmk there would be any, difficulty about that. Statistics is a

",

,

subject, V " ”
,

,

•< ,*
1

1 & '

<

,

B-2832. Then
province h get



India statistics P—Subject to a closer examination hj the experts of the

•constitutional position I should say “ yes

B-2833. I am now, talking of statistics qua statistics. Will the Govern*
ment of India be in a position to say: We want statistics as to cost, of
living in your province so' as to make out an all-India average cost of living

figure. Would that be considered as welfare and would the position he
that you would not he allowed to ask for them?—I prefer not to gay straight

away* I think I should like to examine that question before,! give my
.opinion.

B-2834. It seems that, this is a matter which it is necessary for the Commis-
sion to know

; I feel it would be very helpful if we are going to make recom-

mendations to know the powers of the Government of India, because

naturally we should only get all-India figures by having the provincial

figures collated?—If the Commission would like to have a note on that

subject I would have the question examined and put before you
;

I can. get

legal opinion on the point as to, what the exact constitutional position would
be in, that

,

respect. I am not willing to commit myself at the moment
because these constitutional questions are sometimes very difficult

B-2835. T&e Chairman: Perhaps you, will see that we have a note
#

on
that?—We did consider at one stage the question of a Central Statistical

Bureau, I
,

do not want to commit myself to any statement, but w© did

find a considerable amount of opposition from local Governments on the

point. For example, 'one local Government wrote and said:
t

“As for the
centralization of statistics this Government are not in a position to agree

to hand over to ' the Central Government the control of compilations for

the publication of which they have to find the funds and for which they are

answerable to the Council*”

B-2836. Sir Vidor Sassoon

:

There might be costs?—Yes. I am not pre-

pared to say straight away how these particular costs would be met, whether
'from the Local Government or the Central Government,

B-2837, Will you therefore consider whether, if the Central Government
decides to defray these- costs, that would be in accordance with the Devolution

Rules on the point?—Yes. Another Local Government said: “ If the Com-
mittee^ proposals that was the Indian Economic Enquiry Committee—
a

involves the exercise by the Central Bureau of any measure of control over

the collection and compilation of provincial statistics, then the Local Govern-
ment must take strong exception to it. The functions of the Central Bureau
should, in the opinion of the Local Government, be advisory only, and the
provincial Administrative Department should be free to accept or,.reject the

advice tendered.” It is not a simple question; it is a very thorny one,

B-2838. The Chairman: That puts very clearly the difficulties you find

yourself in?—Yes, it is a very difficult question, and that is why 1 am diffident

in expressing any opinion at all.

B-2839. Sir Vidor Sassoon: If you are correct in your last opinion it would
not be possible for you to bring the census figures up to date?—I do not know
that that follows,

B-2840. Could not the local Government take the view that it need not

follow your advice and supply you with census figures under the headings of

agricultural workers P—Surely u Census ” is a Central Government subject,

B-2841. You might get powers as to statistics?—I cannot say; it is a very

difficult question. I am merely quoting these two Governments to show how
difficult the question is and how impossible it is for me to give anything in

the way of a definite final opinion at the present moment.

B-2842. In the note which you are going to supply it would be most useful

to the Commission if you would consider the point of view of the Commission

considering the advisability of getting statistics for All-India?—You want
information on two points: whether we can get statistics for All-India and
the,, method of getting them, and the question of cost,

,

,

,

-Z;

B-2843. Yes, how we could recommend .getting these statistics which could

,

--either in the first instance be All-India or eventually collected and'
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s© as to become All-India Would it be necessary to have legislation or an

alteration of Devolution Rules or what?—You want to know whether under

the constitution as it stands the Central Government could give orders, in

detail if necessary, for the collection of statistics in a particular form, and

in addition to that, hou the bin den of the cost of preparing these statistics

would have to be borne ?

Sir Victor Sassoon: That is light.

B-2844. The Chanman ; In your memoi andum, you say that in 1922 there

were “ ovei 20,000,000 workers in industries, including cottage industries,

mines and transport
55

. Could you bring that up-to-date and also sub-divide

that under the various heads—textile, jute, coal mines, and so on—so that we
might know the number of workers in various industries?—I will make a note

of that and do my best.

Q. Pushing a little furthei the point with regai d to migiatory labour, I

take it from what you have said, that your department views the migratory

system as it exists as not an evil ?—No, I did not say that It has not been

decided that it is not an evil. I understood Mr. Joshi to ask me whether we
were going to take steps to do away with the migratoiy system. T replied

that it has not been decided that the migratory character of Indian labour was
a necessary evil.

B-2845 No doubt we shall jeport our views on that; but assuming that it

is not an evil, and a thing which has giown out of Indian life and custom,

a good thing in itself, tbeie still remains the problem of how far it can be
impioved, You suggest in your memorandum that “ Education and organiza-

tion are the only means by which Indian workers can escape from the

clutches of intermediaries .. ” What had you in mind when you used the

word “ organization T could not say; T was not the author of the memo-
randum.

B-2846. Theie aie two possibilities one is trade union organization which

obviously might be considered to be in an elementary stage and capable of

improvement; and the othei, what I may describe as stabilization of migra-
tory labour, by which the migratoiy worker could be encouraged by employers
to go again and again to the same woik, so that they might accumulate
mtain amount of skill and thereby be of more value to their employers?

—

Tt may be so. But I have not examined that point, and I am not aware that

Government have come to any definite and final decision that it would be

good thing to mtioduce stabilization.

B-2847. Sri Alerandei Min ray * Mr. Glow mentioned the Trade Disputes
Bill which the Government of Bombay had chatted They wore told to wait
bv the Government of India who then proceeded to put through an All-India
Trade Disputes Bill.—Yes

B-2848 What were the special circumstances that caused the Government
of India to do that in this case? If they could do that with the Trade Dis-

putes Bill, why cannot they do that with all factory legislation?—They can
do it with all factory legislation. They do not always consider it necessary
or desirable. Local Governments also can legislate for themselves.

R-2849, Quite true, bufc you told us that “ Trade Disputes J ’ was a tians-
fcured subject?—No.

B-2850. A provincial subject?—Yes.

B-2851. Here the Trade Disputes Bill was drafted in Bombay and the
Government of India said;

(< Wait, and we will make an All-India Bill/’

Whut is there to prevent them dealing with All-India labour questions in the
same way as they dealt with the Trade Disputes Bill?—Anything which comes
un4er this heading is subject to legislation by the Indian Legislature :

a
fac-

tories^ settlement of labour disputes, electricity, boilers, welfare of labour
including provident fund, industrial general health, accidents an®
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B-2852. When you tell us that that is a provincial matter, as a matter ot
fact, the Government of India can initiate legislation dealing with welfare?—
Yes, we can legislate,

B-2853. That gives me an entirely different impression from what I had
two hours ago, I was under the impression that all these things were provin
cial subjects not capable of being dealt with on your initiative by the Central
Government?—We can legislate. There are two separate things; one is

administration and the othei is legislation

B-2854. Is there anything to prevent your putting through any Act deal-

ing with welfare work and various other things of that description throughout
the whole of India?—But we must cany Local Governments with us so fai

as we can.

B-2855. You say you can put through legislation foi the whole of India,

but money may be necessary to administer it?—Yes.

B-2856. That is where the local Governments come in Yes

B-2857. Have you no means of devoting a certain amount to encourage
local Governments to come in with you?—That is how it has always been
expounded to me on authority that we cannot spend money from central

revenues on provincial subjects,

B-2858 Although you can legislate for the spending of money by the

Provincial Governments?—Yes.

B-2859. Su Victor Sassoon * Can you legislate so as to cause the provin-

cial Governments to spend their money?—Yes. For instance, we might
provide m the Factories Act for certain staff of factory inspectors, or some-

thing of the kind.

B-2860. Sir Alexander Munay: You told us that factory inspection under

the Factories Act was not a central subject m any way. But in your memo-
randum you say :

“ When the revision of the Indian Factories Act was under

consideration, the Government of India impressed on local Governments the

necessity of strengthening the whole-time inspecting staff in the provinces..
n

Presumably you have the power to make that recommendation?—We have

the power of superintendence, direction and control

B-2861. Sir Vktot Sassoon; It is difficult to know where it ends?—I quite

agree it is a very wide term. You will find in the Standing Orders of the

Legislative Assembly and the Provincial Councils that any provincial subject

is primarily the concern of the local Government.

B-2862. Sir Alexander Murray: In your memoi andum you say:
“ A com-

plaint which is often repeated in the factory repents is the inadequacy of the

fines inflicted by magistrates for deliberate violations of the factory law ,J
. Is

it not within your province to send a circular to anybody suggesting that

adequate fines must be imposed?—I think it would be most improper,

B-2863. There is a difference between instructing a factory inspector and
instructing a magistrate?—Yes, we cannot possibly instruct a magistrate as

to what he should do in the exercise of his magisterial duties,

B-2864, One is instructing an executive officer and the other a judicial

officer; there is a clear difference between the two?—Yes,

B-2865. Mr, Ohff: Are those functions sometimes combined in one person?

--Yes. But I do not knov of a factoiy inspector who is a magistrate,

B-2866. You could not tell a magistrate as you can an executive officer,

to do something?—I am quit© certain, if we did anything of the kind the

High Courts would take exception to that.

B-2867. You cannot tell the executive side to do something which would
react on the judicial side?—No, certainly not.

B-2868. Why is it then that you have retained “ Mines 55 with the Central

Government and not transferred it to provincial Governments am afraid

1 cannot go back to the original division of subjects.

B-2869. But il Mines 55
is a big industry like the “ Factories In §#*

one case the Central Government transfers them, to the local Governments;
1
^

1
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m the other ease it retains them with themselves.—I do not remember exactly

what reasons were given for this division. If you are 'very anxious to know

why f£ Mines” were placed m the one and “Factories” in the
^

other, f

will look it up, I can only get it from the definite leports and decisions. J

do not remember exactly why this distinction was made.

B-2870. Sir Alexander Mnrunj: There is a movement among the people to

transfer eveiytlimg to Provincial Governments. Ii you do that, how would

you deal with International Conventions in a case of that description p—Tf

the Provinces were entnely autonomous with regard to Industries, I do not

know where they would lank. ft is a very difficult constitutional question,

on which 1 should not wish to give an opinion. I imagine constitutional

lawyers would aigue many an houi upon that paitieuLu point.

B-2871. I notice that in the Montagu-Ghelinsford "Report when the Reioras

were introduced, they weie veiy stionglj oi the opinion that if the resources

of the country were to be developed, Government must take action. Thej

proceeded to say that the Government must shoulder its responsibility for

the industrial development of the country. Is that the Government oi India

or the Provincial Governments ?—T could not say without looking at the

sections.

B-2872. Mr. Ahmed. If legistued uinoiib correspond with your depart-

ment do you geneially send them a reply ?—I think we do.

B-2873 Do you reply to their resolutions and recoinmendations when the>

aie sent to you?—Yes, we do.

B-2874. Generally speaking, if unions put their house m order and satisfy

the rules of recognition, you have no objection to recognizing them?—

I

presume ure recognize ordinary trade unions if they are registered.

B-2875. I am referring to industrial woikers’ unions generally?—Do you

mean ordinary private labour?—Yes. We generally i ©cognize them.

B-2876. Mr. Rouse, the contractors recruit labour and thereby make a

profit. Instead of that if you recruit them direct and pay them direct the

contractor will not make a profit. Is that not advisable from the point of

view of labour?—It may be advisable from the point of view oi labour, but

I am not sure.

B-2877. Are you in favour of such a system?—No, I am not in favour of

employing labour direct.

B-2878. Will not the labourers get more wages if they are recruited direct

instead of through contractors who make a profit?—That is a matter of

opinion.

B-2879. Is it not an admitted fact that the contractor makes a profit out
of his recruitment?—He makes a profit out of his contract.

B-2880. Therefore if you paid the labourers direct instead of through
contractors, they would get more?—(Mr. Shillidy) The contractor takes up a

piece of work and he has to employ labour.

B-288L And out of that he makes a profit?*—Out of the price he charges
for the work, not out of the labour,

B-2882. What protection do you secure to the labourer to see that he is

not swindled by the contractor?—(Mr. Rouse) I have no legal or official

standing to give any such protection. But whenever I hear a complaint that
a contractor is not paying his labour properly, I make it a point to enquire
into the matter, If it happens that the contractor’s hill has not been paid
and that he has not sufficient money to pay his men, I direct my Executive
Engineer to put the contractor in funds and see that he pays his men.
Beyond doing this unofficially I have no legal or official powers.

B-2883'. Do you sea that the contractor supplies pure drinking water to
the men under him?—The supply of pure drinking water is under the
of the Healths, Officer* The labourers get the
we drink here.

*
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B-2884. But you are only confining yourself to the city of Delhi?—I am

working in Delhi; I carry on also a certain amount of Central Government
works in Dehra Dun and in the United Provinces.

B-2885. So that you are answering questions from the point of view of

these three places?—Yes.

B-2886, Not on behalf of the Central Government or Public Works Depart-

ment ?—No.

B-2887, Is there any provision made in the contracts for the supply of

pure drinking water to the workmen ?—No, there is none.

B-288S. Are you in favour of inserting a provision to that effect?—

(Mr. Shillidy) I could not express an opinion as to whether such a condition

should b© inserted or not. It is a provincial transferred and not a provincial

reserved subject.

B-288%. The Chairman

:

If the P. W. D. is carrying out a piece of work
in the United Provinces, have you no right to stipulate with the contractor

as to the conditions of labour?—I do not say we have no right. I say we
cannot express an opinion here as to whether such should or should not he

done in the provinces, because in this matter they are not under our control.

(Mr. Rouse) The work I do in the United Provinces is work done for the

Central Government.
!

It is under my control and I am referring to that

and not to works dope by provincial Governments in their control

B-2890. I am speaking only of works done by your department whether

here in Delhi or in another province. You told us that at present there was

no clause in your contract dealing with supply of pure drinking water to the

workers?—Yes.

B-2891. Mr. Ahmed is asking you whether you would be in favour of the

insertion of such a clause?—I think the contract might be made more specific.

B-2892. Your opinion would be the same with regard to housing and
conservancy arrangements?—Yes, but that is my personal opinion. In this

connection I should like you to refer to paragraph 277 of the P. W. D. Code
which lays down sanitary rate on extensive works. As regards the works I

do in the United Provinces, they are mostly small works, possibly up to

three or four lakhs of rupees. They are all in towns where you have the

necessary accommodation. You get your labourers who live in the towns. It

is only in such big works like the building of the new capital at Delhi, and
the building of the BVest Research Institute and the Railway Transportation

School at Dehra Dun, where you have to employ a very large mass of labour,

at a site which is far away from the towns, and where the accommodation
already existing is not sufficient for all, that you have to establish camps for

the temporary accommodation of labour. But the works in the United Pro-

vinces to which I have just referred are not big enough to necessitate the
establishment of temporary camps.

B-289S. Would you approve of a provision being made saying that where
more than 200 workers arc to be employed for a longer period than six

months, necessitating importation of labour for which there is not adequate
housing accommodation within a reasonable distance, suitable arrangements
must be made to provide temporary accommodation for the workers?—Yes, I

would.

B-2894. Mr. Ahmed: You would not allow child labour below 12 years of

age on your works? fn England, I think it is nob allowed below 14?—

I

would get that information for you.

B-2895. I say this, because yesterday we went out to inspect and we found
two boys one 10 years of age and the other 11 years. One boy was emaciated,
weak and appeared to have had nothing to eat. He had no clothing and was
perfectly naked, a skeleton, getting 2 annas per day. There was another boy
10 years old, getting 1 anna 6 pies per day. One comes to this place coming
from the Western Hostel on the way to the station. They are bqilding the
new printing press, Tt is only about 500 yards from here, I may tell you.

,,
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The Chairman: Is that building being done by your department ?—Yes,
The work is being done by our department through a contractor,

B-2898, Mr, Ahmed: The boy 10 years old is getting 1 anna 6 pies per

day and the boy 11 years old is getting 2 annas a day.—I shall make an

enquiry into that, suck cases have never been brought to my notice.

B-2897, The Chatman 1 suppose you have a rule as to the age at which

labour can be employed.—In factories. This is not a factory. There is no

legislation that T know of with regard to labour on this sort of building.

B-2898. Then the only question that arises is as to whether you could

make conditions with yoxir contractor or not as to the conditions of labour?—

We could put it in the contract.

B-2899, M*> Cliff: Have you any effective control ovei the hours of labour

worked at the site of the new punting pi ess?—No.

B-2900. Do you know anything about the hours of labour at all?—I know
as a matter of practice that you will not find much work going on in the

cold weather before 8 o’clock in the morning, and the works begin to shut

down about 5 o'clock.

B-2901. We were told that there was no interval for meals in winter, and

there is an interval in summer?—In practice there are many intervals, I

dare say it is true that officially there is no interval in the winter, but in the

summer there certainly is. You will not see anyone at work then for probably

about two hours in the middle of the day.

B-2902. Is there any suitable housing accommodation available for the

labour working on that site?—That labour nearly all lives in the camps which

you saw, which are less than a mile from there.

B-2903. Some of the people do not live in those camps?—There are some
who live in the city.

B-2904. Is this frequent leaving of woik, and many intervals, caused by
the fact that labour is so cheap that the proprietor allows it?—I should say

it is simply because you cannot control it entirely. They are controlled more
by their output than by the horns of work.

B-2905. You remember there was a man approached us who was entitled

to workmen’s compensation but the contractor had gone bankrupt. Did you
ascertain, with regard to that question, as to whether a man having work-
men’s compensation was entitled to have first claim on the assets?—I have
been making such, enquiries as I could, but I have not yet got a definite

answer. I am asking the Government Pleader whether he can give me an
opinion.

The Chairman

:

The Act provides that here in India the! first claim on the
assets, if there are any, is the workman’s compensation.

B-2906, Mr, Cliff ; Has the Department ever taken a wage census in any
industries?—(Mr. Shillidy) No.

B-2907. Do you exercise any control ovei ticket-of-leave labour oi convict
labour in prisons?—No.

B-2908. Do you take any account of their conditions at all?—We have not
so far,

B-2909. You refei to absenteeism. Would you give me your definition of
absenteeism?—I am afraid I am not prepared to give a definition at the
moment.

B-2910. The Chairman: Perhaps you can answer the question to this ex-
tent,

_

Does “ absenteeism ” as used in your memorandum, and as used gene-
rally m India, cover absence from sickness; and does it also cover return to
the village?—It covers all kinds of absence.

B-2911. Mr. Cliff : Does it cover absent through lock-outs or strikes?—No,
I do not think it covers that.

Sir Vidor Sassoon: B does not as far as
concerned.



B-29T2. Mr. Cliff: Does it cover those people who go bad to their villages

lor 2 or 3 months?—No.

B-2913, The Chairman: I thought you told me it did?—No, it does not
cover those people. It refers to the absence of people who are working in the

factory at the time.

Sir Victor Sassoon ; In the case of textile mills, when a workman goes

home he provides someone to take his place, and then lie does not get marked
as absent.

Mr. Cliff: So that if a worker provides a substitute when he goes home
for a month or a week from the mills he is not regarded as absent?

Sir Victor Sassoon: No.

B-2914. Mr, Cliff

;

But absenteeism does include sickness?—So far as I

know.

B-2915. If the Central Government desired to initiate social legislation,

and that cost money, could the Central Government make financial provision

from its own revenue in order to meet that cost ?—Not if it is a provincial

subject,

B-2916. That is to say, a provincial reserved subject?—A provincial subject.

B-2917* Of any character?—Tn regard to a provincial subject, if it is social

legislation, the Central Government cannot make financial provision, but it

can impose legislation?

Sir Victor Sassoon: Only if it is reserved.

The Witness

:

Yes, if it is reserved.

B-29I8. Mr. Cliff: Therefore the Central Government can initiate legisla-

tion and impose on the provincial Governments, according to the Constitution,

certain financial liabilities?—It can, but it does not do so without consulting

local Governments.

B-2919, In regard to work which is undertaken by the Central Govern-

ment, in which they engage contractors, does your Department ever make any
provision in the contract for the protection of the labour employed on those

contracts?—(Mr. Rouse) No.

B-2920. That can be taken for all over India as far as Central Government
is concerned?—Yes.

B-2921. The Trade Disputes Act says that if any trade dispute exists or

is apprehended between an employer and any of his workmen, the local

Government, or where the employer is the head of a Department under the
control of the Governor-General in Council, or is a Railway Company, the

Governor-General in Council may by order in writing do certain things, and
have a Court of Enquiry or a Board of Conciliation. Assume a dispute in

one of the Departments which goes direct to the Governor-General (and you
are m a Department, as I understand, which goes direct to the Governor-
Oeneial), who initiates the movement for effecting the steps which are pro-

vided under this particular clause?—(Mr. Shillidy): I do not think it would
necessarily mean that it would always be one and the same person. It may
b© an application from one of the parties, or we might do it on our own
initiative possibly if we saw a dispute was pi oceeding and we thought it

necessary to bring it to a head.

B-2922 ff both parties apply then it says there u
shall be

H
. You said

this morning in the case of disputes on the nailways, your Department would
not move It seems to me under this clause *that you can move, and I am
wondering where the drive comes from in order to get any attention paid to

a dispute that has either actually oecuired or is apprehended?—I do not

know how you can read fxom this that it would be our Department who would

deal with it.

B-2923. I am wondering whose business it is. The reason I ask you is

that you are the Department of Industries and Labour. It would be the

Ministry of Labour in England who would commence to move, I am wonder-

ing whether your Department would really initiate any steps?—They could.
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B-2924. But would you?—If we received an application we could, yes,

B-2925. The Chairman. That is to say, the Minister at the head of your

Department would be the person who would advise the Governor-General

in Council That is the position ?—Yes.

B-2926. Sir Vidor Sassoon: Is not the position this that in the case of

Railways the Railway Board or the Member in charge takes the place of the

employer?—Yes,

B-2927. So if he agrees and the other agrees it goes through automatically.

But supposing he does not agree and the men ask for it, would it be the

Department of Industries and Labour who would take the position of the

Government ?—We would issue the ordeis of the Governor-General in Council

R-2928. In that way you would initiate it?—Yes.

B-2929. Mr. Cliff: The Fawcett Committee say that unclaimed wages

should be paid. Is legislation necessary to secure that payment?—I am sorry

I cannot give an answer on that. It would be a matter of an ordinary civil

contract between labour and its employer,

B-293Q. I understand at the moment that there are certain rules m
operation in these factories whereby the worker forfeits his right to the un-

claimed wages; but the Fawcett Committee recommended that they should

be paid in any” event. Am I right in saying that with that rule there, legis-

lation would be necessary?—X do not know of any legislation whereby we have

the power to make the employer and the worker enter into a contract.

B-2931. That is the rule in the factory. Would it require legislation to

upset that rule? Will that rule stand in the civil court?—It seems to me it

would. It depends on the nature of the contract and the agreement between

the two parties.

B-2932. The Fawcett Committee Report dealt with that. I am wondering

whether your Department considered that question and whether legislation

was contemplated?—So far we have not.

B-2933. Diwan Chaman Lall

:

Mr. Shillidy, in your memorandum you have

made certain statements on the strength of the report of three Committees,

the Indian Industrial Commission, the Assam Labour Enquiry Committee,

1921-22, and the Indian Coal Committee, 1925, m which ceitain allegations

are made against the worker regarding drink and increase in wages leading

to greater idleness and so on. Can you tell me whether a single labour

organization gave evidence before the Indian Industrial Commission?—I am
afraid I cannot answer that question.

B-2934. Can you tell me whether it is not a fact that the Assam Labour
Enquiry Committee themselves stated that they did not examine a single

worker in Assam, believing in the testimony of their own eyes rather than
the testimony of any witnesses, who could come before them to give evidence?

—If they have stated so, I am prepared to accept it.

B-2935. Can you tell me whether it is true that the Indian Coal Committee
never examined a single workmen’s representative?—I do not know; I can
only say by referring to the proceedings of that Committee.

B-2936. In your memorandum you say that the question of a compulsory
scheme of maternity benefits is premature. Why do you say it is premature?
—Such enquiries as have been made seem to show that a compulsory scheme
which meant contributions from the workers would meet with very considerable
opposition from the workers themselves.

B-2937. What do you mean by u compulsory ”P—Compulsory and contri-
butory.

B-2938. What is the opinion of the Government of India in regard to a
Rheme like the one which is introduced in Bombay?—It came up for Vm
Governor General’s approval and there was no objection raised at all. '

B-2939,

Mr. Joshi’s !

w* mm vne govern
Jill ?r~I will have to look up the j

I opposed
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B-2940. Then 1 will leave that question. Gould you tell me something
about the correspondence that has passed between the Indian States and Lord
Birkenhead when he was Secretary of State for India in regard to bringing
the Indian States on to line with British India in the matter of factory

legislation ?—I am afraid I cannot give you any information on thab*

B-294L If it is not confidential, could you make the correspondence avail-

able to us?—I could not possibly undertake to produce it.

B-2942. Could you tell me who could produce it?—I will make enquiries as

to whether I can produce it or not.

B-2943, Then one question about the Trade Disputes Act. Are you aware,
when questions were put to you by Mr. Birla as to how you would get over

the difficulty that has arisen at Golmuri, of a suggestion that was made
while the Trade Disputes Bill was being discussed, that the right should be
given to either party to demand a court of enquiry or a board of concilia-

tion?—It may have been so."

B-2944. Are you aware that it was the Government who opposed that

suggestion and insisted upon both parties coming with a joint demand?—

J

was not in the Department at that time and I cannot say.

B-2945. Would this have materially solved the difficulty that has arisen at

Golmun—an amendment of the Trade Disputes Act on those lines?1—I cannot

say. I should have to get the facts of the Golmuri case before I could express

an_ opinion on that.

He Chairman; You are aware of the discussions which have been going

on in England on this particular point—that it would really detract from

the collective bargaining between parties if it were possible for one or other

party to be always saying “ Well, I will have recourse either to conciliation

or arbitration ”,

B-2946. Colonel Bussell; 1 raised the question this morning of the collec-

tion of statistics by some organisations, such as the Industrial Health Re-
search Board, and I would like you to refer. to the Devolution Rule under

Schedule I on page 202 of the Government of India Act. No. 33 says that

the Central Government retains control over central agencies, institutions

for research, etc., or for the promotion ol special studies. It seems to mo
that under that section the Central Goveinment has complete power to insti-

tute boards such as the Industrial and Health Research Board?—! understand
you were referring almost entirely to industrial research. If I may refer

you to Part 2 ol Provincial Subjects, you will find “ Development of

industries, including industrial research and technical education

B-2947. But that is subject to Devolution Rule 33?—No. 33 is not a
Devolution Rule, No. 33 is No, 33 in the list ot Central subjects and No, 25
is No, 25 in the list of Provincial subjects.

B-2948 But under 26 it says. “Subject to legislation by the Indian

Legislature ”?—26, yes; but not No. 25.

R-2949. Under this section the Central Government lias no power to form
such a body as the Industrial Health Research Board although it says dis-

tinctly here “for the promotion oi special studies”?—It would be a very

difficult matter to know whether any single proposal of that kind would fall

under No. 33, or under No. 25 of the Provincial subjects. You would have to

explain what precise duties were going to be allotted to your Industrial

Research Board.

B-295G. Similar duties to those carried out by the Industrial Research

Board in England?—I am afraid T do not know what those are.

B-295I. 2Jfr, Glow: Diwan Ohaman Lall suggested that it might solve the

difficulty present to his mind if any employee or group of
^

employees could

have a court of enquiry or a conciliation board on application. Do you not

think that would give rise to an impossible position if Government were com-

pelled to appoint a court for every group of employees who alleged a dispute

with their employers?
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Diwan Chaman Lull: It does not say “ group it says “ majority ”,

The Witness: I think we should have a great many courts of enquiry

going on.

B-2952. Mk Clow: As regards consultation with local Governments, has

not 3'our Department on many occasions expressly asked local Governments

to consult the associations both of employees and employersP—That is always

the rule. They always do ask local Governments to consult both sides.

B-2953. In practice, do you think the local Governments do what they can

to consult both sides?—Judging by the letters and reports that we get there

is always a strong attempt made. We get a large volume of labour opinion

and I know that in the local Government of Bombay theie was a large

list drawn up of unions and associations which had to be consulted on all

matters relating to labour. 1 cannot say what the practice is in different

Governments. 1 think if one looks at the replies which are received from

Governments on any questions which have been referred to them, one will

find that there are a great many replies coming from labour associations

B-2954. What is Ihe ordinary procedure in labour legislation? After u

start has been made by a suggestion in the Assembly or on the initiative ol

the Department, what happens then ?—We examine it, and consider whethes

w© can put before a local Government certain general principles, on which

we ask for their criticisms. When we get their replies we go on to a further

detailed consideration in order to see whether we can draw up a Bill or not

at that stage. It is possible that we may be in a position to draw up a

Bill at that stage and introduce it. On the other hand it is quite possible

that we may bring in certain details which are mentioned by one Government
and which have apparently not come to the consideration of other Govern-
menus. This may mean administrative measures, or it may mean matter*
of finance. If we are going to adopt those, and they mean any expenditure
or any difficulties in administration, it is quite obvious that we must get

the opinions of local Governments generally on those points before we pro-

ceed to the definite drafting of a detail Bill. In some ol these respects local

Governments have at time* been rather critical of our action in proceeding
with legislation, or in proceeding with the drafting of Bilk or proposals
which subject them to financial expenditure or to difficulties in administra-
tion, when they have not been consulted before hand. Once we ha\e got to

the stage of introducing a Bill into the House, it is not possible definitely

to say whether we shall always move for circulation or go on. It will depend
on what has happened up to that date as to whether we move for circulation,

it tery often happens that the House itself prefers that the Bill should be
circulated, and we may have to yield to that. It is not possible to say
definitely whether Government will, as a general rule, move to proceed to
the first, second and third readings, or to a reference to a Select Committee,
oi will agree to a motion for circulation. It will depend on what the deve-
lopments up to that stage have been and whether w© consider the Bill, as
drafted, is sufficiently well known to local Governments and that we have
been fully appraised of their opinions to permit us to go on without furthei
consultation.

B-2955. It is possible lor the Government of India to legislate in lespecfc

of all provincial subjects—for the Province of Delhi, for example?—Yes,

B-2956. Sir Ibmhini Bahmtoola: Several questions have been put in-

regard to the Trade Disputes Bill. That is a piece of central legislation
relative to Provincial subjects. Is it the position of the Government of
India that once the Trade Disputes Act is passed it will be administered by
Provincial Governments and that they will have nothing to do with it, there-
after?—Where the Legislative Assembly has definitely put a duty upon the
local Government, and upon the local Government alone, that duty can I©*
performed only by the local Government.

B-2957. My question is the operation of that, central
Trade Disputes Act being in charge of fecal. Governments.
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ion that once that piece of legislation has passed through the central

legislature the Government of India has nothing further to do with it?—No.

B-295S. Then what is jour position? Would you interest yourself further

n it?—We might.

B-2959. Would you consider that you have a right to interfere, or interest

yourself, in the manner in which that Act was being worked?—Yes.

B-2960, Take the case of the Bombay strike. You know that the Govern-
ment of Bombay appointed a Committee of Enquiry. That Committee made
a report and, apart from the relations between the work-people and the

employers, certain aspects have been brought to the notice of the Government
of Bombay as the result of that enquiry. The report was submitted several

months ago. The public are not aware of any action having been taken by
the Government of Bombay in connection with that Report. Would it be

one of the duties and functions of central Government to ask the Provincial

Government why they have taken no action with regard to it?—We could

do it, but 1 do not know that you could call it one of our functions.

B-2961 . You have the power to do so? Interpellations in the Legislative

Assembly would be relevant on the subject?—I am not quite sure about that,

because the rule runs “ Matters which are primarily the concern of the

Local Government,”

B-2962. But this is an Act parsed by the central Government and the

central Legislature P—*Labour disputes are primarily the concern of the local

'Government.”

B-2963. That is to say, then, that there is no authority which could

influence the Government of India to interest themselves?—I do not definitely

say no, for the simple reason that if a question of this kind is put it has to be

decided whether it does relate to a matter which is primarily the concern

of the Governor General in Council

B-2964. The Chatman

:

The President would have to decide that point

In the Assembly?—Yes.

B-2966. Sir Ibrahim Itahimtoola: Apart from that, can you suggest any

way by which any representative member of the public can bring the matter

officially to the notice of the Government of India?— I do not like to give

m opinion definitely one way or the other. It would depend ora each parti-

cular question. T do *nofc think I can commit myself to a general statement.

Some of the questions might well he within the limits, and other questions

might well be ruled out.

B-2960. In your memorandum about recruitment; at the mill-gate it is

stated
11 The employer does not recruit himself the men required for bis

establishment, but holds the overseer, jobber or mukadam responsible for

the adequate supply of labour in the department. The latter takes the place

of the con trader, and exacts bribes from the new recruits. He also acts as

a money-iendei and thereby reaps a double lamest from the needy labourer*

It would appem therefore that education and organization are the only

means b> doth the Indian workers can escape from the clutches of inter-

mediaries who, like harpies, are ever ready to prey on them”. That is a

very fine sentiment, but 1 .should like to ask whether it is not the actual

financial < outfit ion and needs of the people wanting employment which lends

itself to this state ot things, I will put it in another way. You say that

this man is acting as a conti actor and is also acting m money-lender. Could

it be, as wo lane been told in other places, that this man gets labour by

advancing money to the labourers, and thus gets complete control over the

earnings id I hose labourers^ -That .sometimes happens, I understand.

B-2967. OnU sometimes? Wo are told it is frequently the casa If that

is so, how could education and organization cure that evil, arising as it

does out of the immediate want of the man seeking employment?—! think,

quite easily. It would be the normal way,

B-2963. Will you explain what you mean by education? Perhaps it will

take a long time* What form of
<{ organization ” did >ou contemplate

when you used that word r—Organization of unions.
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B-2969. Do you mean a union of men who have not been in any employ-

ment til! then?—Any union.
. .

B-2970. Unions of people who have had no employment whatsoever?—

No, I did not mean that at all.

B-2971. To my mind this is a very serious problem which this Commis-
sion has to investigate. Large number of people do not find sufficient means
of livelihood through agriculture in their villages. They are anxious to

engage themselves to do hard work elsewhere. They cannot do it because

of these middlemen. Their want is so great that they cannot wait. They
go and borrow money from these middlemen. Thereafter they are com-

pletely at their mercy.—I think unions or friendly societies could solve this

problem.

B-2972, The Chairman: I suggested to you a labour officer engaging
labour for a firm and responsible only to the head of the firm?—1 have heard
that tli at is working in one or two places.

Sir Victor Sassoon: Are we now dealing with labour employed in towns?
1 thought we were dealing with labour in up-country parts.

Sir Ihrahm- Bahhntoola: 1 am dealing with people driven by want to

industrial towns.

Sir Vidor Sassoon: Are you talking of them before they arrive and get

employed in industrial towns?

Sir Ihrahm Bahhntoola: They arrive and seek employment. But before

they get employment they fall into the clutches of these middlemen, I do

not refer to people who go out to the village to recruit.

The 'Chairman: That is undoubtedly one of the most important points?

I think the sentence is perfectly clear.

B-2973. Sir Ihrahm Bahimtoola: What has been done with this import-

ant question of unemployment niter the following resolution was passed by

the Legislative Assembly:

u This Assembly recommends to the Governor General in Council that

he may be pleased to appoint a Committee with a non-official

majority to investigate into the problem of unemployment in

general, and among the educated classes in particular, and
devise suitable remedies, whether by a system of industrial and
technical education, or by a revision of the existing system of

education, or by offering encouragement to the starting of new
industries, or by opening new avenues of employment, or by
the establishment of employment bureaux, or by all these or

any other means ; and that the said Committee do make a

report on the latter problem as early as possible.”

. Why did not the Government accept the resolution and give effect to it?

--It was because Government thought that no useful purpose would be served

by appointing a committee. Moreover what was required was an All-India

Committee; and if we took any such action we should be trenching on the

domain of the provinces.

B-2974. Have the Government of India given any consideration to this

problem?—Yes, 1 they have.

B-2975. Have they examined the various suggestions contained in the

resolution in order to find an effective remedy for this evil? Have they
come to any definite or tentative conclusions in regard to each one of these

suggestions?—I have said already that if we appointed an All-India Com-
mittee we should be trenching on provincial subjects,

B-2976. But has the Labour Department of the Government of India'

which admits the existence of the evil, examined the suggestions contained
in the resolution

;
has it come to any definite or tentative conclusion dm

each one of those suggestions ?—We have referred the matter to local Gov-
ernments, who themselves have appointed committees,.

;

5

"

B-2977. Only in. one yV;
. f,

|

,
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B-2978. Do I take it that the result is that is
;
done?~~It is

best to ask local Governments. We sent the matter down to the local Gov-
ernments as the matter lay within their province. Four Provincial Govern-
ments have appointed Committees, and if the Commission wants to know
what has been done, it would be best to ask local Governments themselves.

B-2979. And the Government of India does not know whether anything
has been done ?—-We know that some of the recommendations have been fol-

lowed by local Governments. Bui as this is a matter more or less concern-

ing the conduct of local Governments, I think it would be better to get an

account of their proceedings from the local Governments themselves.

B-2979. The Chairman: Mr. Bouse, Has your department any reasons

against direct employment of labour without the intermediary contractor?

Has it ever been considered?—There is nothing against it in the codes. We can

employ labour direct, but it is a matter of practice to give the work on con-

tract. It is a very difficult matter and would require a large amount of

-experienced staff to employ labour direct. We tried direct labour in build-

ing the Western Hostel in Delhi, the reason being that we thought that the

•contractor’s' rates were extremely high. It was my predecessor who tried

that. And from the point of view of expense the results were disastrous.

B-2980. Was this the reason ; that apart from the contractors, there was

a scarcity of men with experience in handling this kind of labour?—The

•contractors have men under them who are accustomed to do this work, but

the Government have not,

B-298L Is the Western Hostel the only experiment which has been made?

—That is the only large one. Besides that we do occasionally employ direct

labour on small works. We have a considerable amount of permanent labour

engaged on maintenance.

B-2982, Is that direct?—Yes, that is direct.

(The witnesses withdrew *
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Dr. RUTH YOUNG of the Couatess of Dufferin’s Fund.

B-2983. The Chairman: Dr. Young, you speak in connection with the

Countess of Bufferings Fund ?—Yes.

B-2984. Exactly which office do you hold y— T am personal assistant to

the Secretary.

B-2985 Will you in the first instance give us a little history oi the Fund
and its purpose?—The Fund was founded by the Countess of Dufferin when
Lord Dufferin was Viceroy. She wanted to -see more medical aid given to

women in India by medical women. At that tune there were very few medi-

cal women in India. She raised a fund for that puipose, the income from
which is still used in our office. After a few years there was a good deal

of dissatisfaction in connection with the working oi the Fund, because

medical women thought that their status was not sufficiently good and high.

After that some medical women wanted a service to bo founded and run by

the Central Government. But that was not conceded and the Government
now gives a grant of Bs. 32 lakhs to be admimsteied by the Countess of

Buffering Fund Council, instead of running it themselves. In addition, in

our office there are two other funds which were founded by successive

Viceroys’ wives; one, the Lady Chelmsford League, founded by Lady Chelms-

ford to look after child welfare work, and the other founded by Lady Oursson

for promoting the work of training indigenous imdwhes—do is -in India.

The Office where I am working administers all these funds.

B-2986. The (Jhahman: Are all those All-India funds? -Yes, they me.

B-2987. Administered from what centre v—From Delhi and Simla.

B-2988. Col. Hussell: In her memorandum, dealing with infant mortality,

Dr. Scott says that ‘‘the figiues for infant mortality in industrial areas

compare unfavourably with those in other towns and in rural areas.” There-

by implying that the death rate is higher among industrial workers than
among the genera] population? Is it not a fact that infant mortality is very

high throughout the whole of India? Have you any information to support
the implication of Dr. Scott?—We can only go on the figures published in

the animal reports.

B-2989, In the annual reports there is no differentiation made between
infant mortality amongst industrial workers and among the general popula-
tion?—1 admit that. But the inference is that as infant mortality in indus-

trial towns is very high, the cause is industry. However I am afraid I cannot
make a definite statement about it. And that is the very reason we give for

an enquiry into the question of infant mortality.

B-2990. Br. Scott rather makes an implication that there is higher death
rate amongst children of industrial workers than among the general popu-
lation?—Yes.

B-300Q. Have yon any figures to support that view ?~ Only the figures,

that we get for urban areas as compared with the figures for rural areas,

B-3Q01, Dr. Scott says:
li
Investigation on this point is urgently requir-

ed.” What kind of investigation do you desire?—! would like to see investi-

gation in selected places, both rural and urban, undertaken by medical women
with people like nurses and health visitors working under them for a definite

period of time. That would at any rate give us some facts to go on.

B-3002, You consider that such an investigation is “ a sine qua non for

the formation oi proper child welfare schemes,” Surely, it is already univer-

sally admitted that proper child welfare schemes are essential. Do you mean
to suggest that until such an investigation is carried out, child welfare

schemes should not bo properly developed?—! do not suggest that. If I did,

I would not be working where I am, I am at present working at
the development of child welfare schemes. What is meant there is that until

we know what are the real causes of infant mortality, we cannot tackle them
in the proper way.

\
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B-30Q3, W ith regard to unregistered births referred to in your memor-
andum do you think that sanitary inspectors would be able to investigate
and register them

P—
‘Yes, I think they would, to a certain extent; but I

think women workers would be able to do it more effectively in North India,

B-3004. How could health visitors check the causes of death?—I have
guarded myself by saying,

u
to a certain extent

,J

j
because I quite admit

that they would not be able to pronounce what the actual cause of death was.
At any rate they would get a better idea than either the parent or the
sweepress of the House who at present reports the death,

B-3Q05. In her memorandum Dr. Scott says that there are no women
medical officers employed in the Public Health Department, Do you think
that such women are available in India?—I do not think they are available

in large numbers at present. I think, if the demand is made for their ser-

vices, they would become available.

B-3006. Where would they come from?—I think they would come from
both Great Britain and from India.

B-3007. Should they be wholly Indian ?-—Not necessarily,

B-3008. Do you not think that Indian women will be more kindly received

among the women workers than English ladies P—It depends on the previous

experience and the gifts of the European woman, The fact that we are

working shows that that is possible.

B-3009. In what directions would you use their services in public health?

—Their services could be used for developing child welfare work, con-

trolling maternity services and if passible for helping women industrial

workers.

B-3OJ0. In her memorandum she says:
ki
These suggestions, which could

well form the basis of schemes at the present day, have hardly been acted

upon and no first class medical women have been asked for, for this work.”

What does Dr. Scott mean by
u

first class medical women ”P~-I think she

means, women belonging to the cadre of the Women’s Medical Service.

B401I . Are there any second class medical women?—No, we have only

one cadre, no second cadre,

B-3012. I presume Dr. Scott suggests that some second class medical women
are working in this field ?—Medical women are working in some industrial

areas in Bombay and Nagpur,

B-3013. But the) are not first class?—They may have excellent qualifica-

tions, but they do not belong to the Women’s Medical Service,

B-3014. Dr. Scott suggests that creches should be increased. Have you

any experience in working erbehes?—1 am sorry, that is not the intention.

I disapprove of creches.

B-3015. The Commission has been more than once told that these creches

have proved unsatisfactory?—'1 wholly agree with that view. The intention

of the paragraph in the memorandum is simply to show that some provision

is made, not that we approve of the provision.

B-3016. The Chah man

:

In what respect do you consider a creche un-

desirable?—It is undesirable, because it means getting labour cheap on the

part of the employers,

B-3017. Would you prefer the exclusion of married women?- -The married

women with children.

B-3018. Assuming the continuance of married women with children in

these works, do you think that the creche is worse than taking the child into

the actual factory?—Perhaps not. But I can assure you that I do not think

that leaving children under a tree in the fresh air is any worse than taking

them into a creche,

B-30I9. Sir Victor Swoon: But you <lo not get fresh air under trees in-

Bombay ?—No, I was thinking of a place like this.
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B-3020, Col Bussell: But the babies should be looked after by some women
who have got certain qualifications for looking after children?-™"! do not think

many of them are very well run.

B-302L 1 quite agree. But that is no reason why they should not be well

run?—I do not believe in the principle ot creches These women ought to

be looking after their own children.

B-3022. It is stated in the memorandum that difficulty 1ms been experi-

enced in securing suitable medical women. Would nob the same difficulty

arise in the case of health visitors as in the case of medical women?—It arose

in the case of health visitor, certainly.

B-3Q23. Can you tell us why?—The reason is this: there are veiy lew

women available to take up prolessional work of any kind. Of those that do
take up and reach the matriculation stage, the majority prefer to enter the

medical profession or the teaching profession; because they consider that

these are more honourable occupations and also more profitable financially,

B-3021. Would you not anticipate the same difficulty with regard to recruit-

ment of medical women?—No.

B-3025, I have been told that in the Punjab there has been difficulty both

m recruiting medical women and recruiting public health visitors,—I think the

number of medical women is increasing faster than the number of health

visitors,

B-3020. In her memorandum Dr. Scott speaks ot “ a complete scheme of

medical women with health visitors and midwives working under their con-

trol ...” and so on. Does she suggest that these medical women should form

a separate unit independent of the Public Health Department or should

they be working under the man at the head of the Medical cadre?—They
would form part of the present Public Health Department. 1 do not think

you can have two heads in the province

B-3Q27. Can yon explain what Dr. Scott means when she says m her

memorandum that
c£ the earning power of all professional women in India

is greater than that of men, so that their work is relatively expensive ??
P

—

Because it is a fact. Tf you enquire into the salaries, you will find that the

salary of a B.A., B.T. woman teacher is higher than that of a B.A., B.T.

man teacher.

B-302S. What about medical women? —In the case of sub-assistant sur

geons, on the whole their earnings are more than those of men,

B-3029. Even according to your argument you would find more difficulty

in recruiting women sub-assistant surgeons for extension of public health

work than recruiting men sub-assistant surgeons.—Yes.

B-3030. That is because they would be able to make a larger income out of

private practice?—-Yes, they are able to make more,

B-3031. The Chairman: In their case the demand exceeds the supply.—
Yes, it is so in the case of medical women,

B-3032. Col. Bussell: With regard to the sex ratio in industrial areas, the

number of women per 1,000 males in Calcutta and Suburbs is 500, Bombay
524 and in Delhi 672. Do you agree with the importance attached to thi&

question in the Government of India’s memorandum?—Yes, I would

B-3033. Have you any actual experience of the evils alleged to be asso-

ciated with disparity in the numbers of the sexes in industrial areas?—I have
no personal experience because I have not worked in Calcutta or Bombay.

B-3Q34, Dr. Scott says that if the sex ratio were made more level no one
can doubt that both these factors would help to stabilize labour. Have you
got anything more to say in support of that statement I think it is a

statement supported by common-sense.

B-3035. Is there a larger amount of venereal disease amongst fqmaJe
industrial workers than among the general female population?—I cannot

quote any figures to support that.
4 ,

B-3036. What is your impression P—'My impression is that it is greater



11-30,17. liters are no ac ttial figures to suppoit it?—No.

B403H. Because these figures which are mentioned so often would be a
direct proof of irregular family lifeF—Yes.

B-3039, But you still maintain that these mil do exist v—It is a general
notion that the ainou nt of venereal dLease in places like Calcutta and Bombay
is larger than in rural areas.

B-3040. And you would suppoit the statement that that increase of vono
real disease was clue to the disparity in h>x ratio? -Yes, 1 wouM.

B4041. What important o do you uiimh to nuleniily bench 1 gimmes'
Are such themes so important :m to be dealt will) by the Central Govern
mail oi hy the provinces and/or by Use employers' Which would vou pie-

fcr P—As a general principle one would prefer it to he dime by legislation

but 1 thuik it would he administratively \en difluull for the Central Govern-
ment to undertake legislation on this question,

B43042, You prefer it to be done be the provinces?- I Hunk that would
be more feasible,

B4043. This question has been raised before the Commission already. Do
you think if maternity benefit m homos wore inttodueul they would lead to

the diacharge by employers oi women worker* and their replacement by hoy&

for instance ?— [ think that is a thing that could only be proved by working
the schemes; 1 think it is a possible result.

f13044. Do you think that would he n natural attitude taken up by the

employersP—Yes, I do.

B4045. Would it be of advantage to appoint women factory inspectors?

By that I mean both medical and lay inspectors, especially as yon say that

women take very little advantage of the provisions made bv mill and factory

authorities for medical health * - Yes, it would.

114046. If you were increasing the staff oi lac ion inspectors, would von

appoint female inspectors?—Yes.

R4047. Can you tell us anything ol the conditions of women workers in

unregulated workshops?—I know very little about it personally.

R4048. Does the health level, that is the physique and general appear-

ance, of the female industrial worker, in your experience, indicate that the

average wage is sufficient to main! am the worker in health and efficiency p—

That is a very complicated question became it is bound up with the ques-

tion of family wage, not mutely individual wage.

B4049. Arising out oi your answer, “ Wise dieting is not necessarily more

expensive than unwise dieting -it should he passible to secure a balanced

diet at a price not larger than is paid for an unbalanced diet P—T doubt H,

B40f)fS. You will be surprised lo hear that rhnt is a quota! ion ^ from a

papa* read bv Mu McCarrisen three days ago?—T bow io his authority.

B405L Mm Powei

:

In 1921 the Government of India drew the attention

of the local Governments io the desirability of appointing a medical woman

as factory inspector. Does jour Association think it wise that the functions

of a fadory inspector and those ot a medical officer should he combined, or

do tiuy feel Unit the work of medical attendance and that of industrial

inspection are entirely separate ami require a different typo of training?—

F do not think they have made any pronouncement on this subject, but f

mvse!l feel that they require different i raining.

B 3352. You do not feel that the appointment of medical women to the

laetoiy inspection service disposes of the question of industrial inspection

as regai ds women and children?-—I should not think so, Ai any rale if Jduyv

wore to be used in that way they would need to have some special training,

R4053. You said in answer to Col Russell that if the demand were made,

suitable women would be forthcoming for new branches of medical and social

work We are sometimes told, in both written and spoken evidence, that it

is doubtful if women would be able to cope with such work as that of factory

inspection. Is it your opinion that such women would be forthcoming if the
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^demand were made for suitable women lor both types, that ib, women iudus-

triai inspectors and women medical officers in the industrial field ?—Yes, I

think that they would be forthcoming
;

I do not say there would be a rush

into these professions in a year or two years, but I think that there would

be a steady increase in the number if the posts were opened.

B-3054. Would you suggest that if a demand was made for women in this

work it should be an Indian Women serviceP—Bo you mean a service of

Indian women only
4

?

B-3G55. Yes-—Not necessarily.

B-3056. You would have both European and Indian?—Yes.

B-3057, You were asked a question in connection with unregulated work-

shops. W© have come up several times against the question of the child who
is rejected by the certifying surgeon as medically unfit for factory labour.

Under present conditions there is nothing to prevent that child from going

into the worst types of industrial employment in unregulated workshops or

-on construction work and so on?—Yes.
*

B-3G58. Has your Association any views as to the necessity for bringing

such places under industrial regulation ?—It has not any formulated views

that have appeared in print, but it would certainly support the demand for

regulating them.

B-3059. We are also told very frequently in both written and spoken evid-

ence that women industrial workers are less ready to avail themselves of the

medical facilities provided than in the case of men. Is it the experience of

your Association that this is entirely a question as to whether these facilities

are available to women through the medium of men or women doctors?—

I

think almost entirely.

B-3060. Do you think that were these facilities available through women
doctors they would be used by the women as extensively as they are in the

case of men?—At any rate they would be used as extensively as they are used

by women in an ordinary town where there is a Women's hospital, and that

I suppose is almost as much as men in an ordinary town,

B-3061. Col. Russell was asking you about the sex ratio. Has your

Association had any views as to how far this disturbance is due to the re-

cruitment of the industrial worker from agricultural sources and how far it

is due to the conditions under which the worker when recruited is obliged

to live, making it impossible for him to settle down into a stabilized indus-

trial unit?—I should say certainly the latter because other things being equal

there is no reason why women should not want to come if the housing condi-

tions and so on were suitable,

B-3062. You think if the social conditions of the worker when he first comes
to the town to seek industrial work were better, he would bring his family

with him and settle down and become a permanent industrial unit?—They
would certainly bring them in much larger proportion than they do at present,

B-3063. Mrs . Chatterjee; You say that medical women in India have
repeatedly pressed for an inquiry into the causes of infantile mortality. What
are the reasons which have delayed the holding of such an inquiry?—Lack of

money. No grant has ever been made towards it. When the request was
first made—I think it was in 1919—it was for quite a modest sum—a few
thousand rupees—and it was rejected by the then Education Member who was
reported to have said that it did not matter if a few more children died,

B-3064. Then I understand also that you are opposed to a woman who has

a baby working. Do you know what the average wage of an unskilled

labourer in industry is ? Take for instance Delhi : Are you aware that the

average wage of an unskilled labourer is As, 10?—Yes.

B-3065. What do you think is more essential, that the baby Should be
looked after or that they should be sufficiently fed** ~T made the statement
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"that women should look after the babies as a matter of principle. I did not
then enter into the question whether the man was getting a living wage or
not, J>ut I cb feel that in industrial areas the fact that women go to work
makes it possible for the employers to pay lower wages and the man has no
chance of earning a wage which would support the whole family. It is not
that I think women do not need to work ; I know that they do need to work
and I admit that it most ordinarily be more necessary for them to work than
stay at home and look after the child; hut as a general principle 1 think it

is wrong.

R-3066. But taking things as they exist to-daj, do um not think that
creches are necessary ?—Yes, ihev may he but 1 always object to this sort of *

thing which is a kind of red herring making people think that children are
being looked after very nicely and everything is \ cry nice and indefinitely
postponing the proper state of affairs.

B-3Q67. The Chairman: I think you have experience of Indian life, both in

villages and in industrial areas?—When I first came to India 1 worked in a
town in the Punjab having about 50,000 inhabitants and I visited villages

from there in connection with medical work. Then I have been in Delhi
since; I have visited industrial areas in connection with medical work.

B-3Q68. Then you have some experience oi what is (‘ailed the migratory
labourer, that is to say, tho labomer who preserves las attachment to his vil-

lage and his land; he comes into the city to work for certain periods, return-

ing at harvest time and so on ?

—

T know’ about it, but I have not had much
personal experience of it.

B-3069. Taking that system as it exists on the one hand and the other

system of a permanently settled industrial labour living round the factory,

do you consider that the Indian system lias virtues w hioh would commend its

maintenance, or would you prefer to see the factory labourer separated from
the land?-—I do not feel I am quite in a position to answer. From the point

of view of the capitalists 1 suppose they would prefer the labourer to ha
always there.

B-3070. But Dam not looking at it from that point of view; I am looking

at it from the point of view of the nation ?—I do not feel I have a right to

give an opinion.

B-3Q71. But supposing the custom persists you would think that anything

that could be done to stabilize in the sense of helping and directing the flow

of labour and making it acquire skill by repeated returns, to the same place

of work would he an addition to the national efficiency?—Yes, certainly.

B-3G72. And* that in itself would assist schemes of welfare work because

the ebb and flow instead of being haphazard would at least have some guid-

ance and some motive for stabilization?—Yes, I think that is the case*

B-3073. Mr. Cliff: I see that the Government of India when faced with

“the Draft Convention for sickness insurance made enquiries of local Govern-

ments and other bodies. Can you tell me whether they made an inquiry of

your Association in respect of sickness insurance in 1927 ?—No ; I am sure

they did not.

B-3074. In 1919 the Draft Convention for maternity benefits was before

ihem and they made similar enquiries?—Enquiries were made then.

B-3075. Did you put in a report then?—I do not know if we went to the

length of a fonmll report, hut there were conversations of which we have got

files and reports in our office.

B-3076, I was just concerned to see whether the Government really enquire

of Associations like yours in connection with sickness schemes, health and so

on?’—Thpyieertainly did about maternity benefit I know, but I am practically

certain that they did not about sickness benefits.

B-3Q77, Have you had any close personal observation of the diet of women

and children?—Yes, fairly close.

liABCOM VOL1T HII 1
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B-3078. Can yon tell the Commission whether it is a satisfactory diet from

a physiological point of view as our Medical Assessor puts it?—-You mean the

labour classes?

I am speaking at the moment of the industrial population ?—No, I think

it is very unsatisfactory on the whole,

B-8079, Is it insufficient ‘''—It is probably not so much a ease of insufficiency

as oi wrong balance as Col, Russell says.

Colonel Bussell Now you admit vhat you did not admit before,

B-S080. Mr, Cliff

:

In your view in is not insufficiency but a wrong bal-

ance —Yes. I do not mean to contradict Col. Russell, but if you correct the

balance you do not necessarily get the same amount of things for the same
price because a diet like milk is much more expensive than, say, rice,

B-3081. In your opinion is it necessary for women and children to have

milk?—Yes, at any rate for children.

B-3082. I am told that on the wages they earn they cannot buy milk e\en

if it were available?—No, they cannot.

R-3G83. Then is their diet insufficient?—Children’s diet certainly is.

B-3084. The question is. Is the woman’s diet insufficient?—I think the

woman’s diet is often insufficient too. I think milk is the lacking factor,

B-3085. Is the diet sufficiently varied to be appetizing?—It would not be
appetizing to us.

B-3086. I mean to the Indian women and children. I have looked at it and
wondered, and I am asking your opinion P—It can be quite appetizing if it

is properly cooked. But if it is rot?, that is, bread made of unleavened flour,

with a little dal or perhaps not even that, I do not think it is very appetiz-

ing
;
but of course hunger makes them eat it.

B-8G87. Sir Victor Sassoon * Could you say whether the diet of the woman
industrial worker in Delhi differs largely from that of the woman worker in

rural districtsP—I do not think that it differs a great deal, but in the rural

districts the women have a chance of getting a certain amount of green stuff

which is not easy to get in the towns.

B-3088. Would the women in the rural districts get better diet from the
poinl of view of quantity than she would in Delhi ?—No, I do not think she
will get more in quantity, but probably she will get a better quality.

B-3089. It is really a question of difference in their diet. They differ in

that ift the rural districts they would get more green food?—They have more
chance of getting green food because at certain times of the year they can
eat unripe gram and sugarcane.

B-3090, Mr, Clow: And there is more chance of getting milk?—Yes,

because they can keep cows, goats or buffaloes.

B-3091. Sir Vidor Sassoon: Would you say from your observation that the
women in rural districts looked healthier than in industrial districts?—T think
thax requires investigation also.

B-3092. I am not asking you to say anything that you do not know your-

self. From your personal experience you can speak because you have visited

villages?—The women mill workers in Delhi, I do not think, are specially un-
healthy, but I have never compared them scientifically with the women in

villages.

B-3093. Without comparing them scientifically; what is your general im-
pression? From looking at them would you say that the women here are
better off than in the rural areas?—Not better off.

B-3094. About the same?—Yes.

B-3095. You would not say that those in the rural districts obviously

looked a great deal healthier and of better physique than the women here?—

I



think the Punjabee woman would be, but I do not think the ones near Delhi
are 1 am trying to compare the woman industrial worker with the rural

worker*

B-3096. Mr, Cliff: Would you compare the area of 50,000 inhabitants in

the Punjab where you worked with the villages to which you went?—I think

tlm Punjab women of the villages are better physically than the town-dwellers*
* But the country surrounding Delhi is very poverty stric ken

;
it is a very poor

area*

B-3097. Sir Victor Sassoon ; It really conies to this: in the Punjab you
find that women in the rural districts are better than m the district of 50,000

inhabitants in which you were working?—I think so.

B-3Q98. You would not consider that the women m the rural districts

round Delhi were better off than the women engaged m industrial pursuit* in

Delhi ?—No.

(The witness withdrew and the Commission adjourned.)
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DELHI
THIRTEENTH MEETING

Thursday, 7th November, 1929.

Present

:

The Rt. Hon. J.

The Rt. Hon. V.S. Srinivasa

Sastrx, P.C.

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.

Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, Kt.,

K.C.S.L, C.LE.

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt.,

H. Whitley {Chairman).

Mr. Kabik-xjd-Din Ahmed, M.L.A.

Mr. G. D. Birla, M.L.A.

Mr. John Cliff.

Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Diwan Chaman Lall, M.L.A.

Miss B. M. LE Poer Power.

{Medical Assessor),

C.B.E.

Mr. A. G. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Lt.-Col. A. J. H. Bussell, C.B.E., I.M.S.

Mrs. J. C. Chatterjee (.Lady Assessor).

Mr. S. Lall, I.C.S.

Mr. A. Dibdin. |
(Joint SecSecretaries.)

Lt. GENERAL Sir EDWIN H. ie V. ATKINSON, K.C.B., KJBJE*

C.I.E., Master^Genera! of the Ordnance in India.

B-3099. The Chairman

:

Will you tell us, in the first place, the position

you hold, how long you have held it and what Departments are under
your control?—Previous to holding my present appointment I was 3 years

Engineer-in-Chief of the Military Engineer Services. Before the war I

was Principal oi the Thomason Engineering College for 12 years. In that

appointment I had a great deal to do with the training of Indians in the

engineering line, and a great deal to do with labour in various ways.

Six years ago there were three principal Staff Officers to the Commander-in-
Chief : the Chiel of the General -Staff, the Quartermaster General and the
Adjutant General It was found that certain services, such as the ordnance,
were inadequately represented to the Commander-m-Chief, and it was
decided to create a fourth principal Staff Officer. He was called the
Master General of Supply; he corresponds to the fourth principal Staff

Officer m England who is called the Master General of Ordnance. My
duties as Master General of Supply were to take over the purchase, manu-
facture and provision of everything for the Army from ghee to 6-ins. guns;
that includes clothing, saddlery, harness and everything the army uses.

For this purpose we have 9 Factories in India, as we have not got general
manufacturers running in India in the same way, as you are well aware,
as they have in the United Kingdom. We manufacture everything we
possibly can in Tndia. My principle has been that we will manufacture
in our own factories nothing that can be got otherwise from Indian sources
of supply, but these articles must of course, be up to our standard.
Further, I made it one of my guiding principles that we should endeavour to
foster Indian industries whenever we could, not only from the point of
view of the Government of India or the good of India, but from the point
of view of the Army, because in the event of war the less we have to bring
overseas and tbe more we can get from indigenous supplies in this country

y

the more efficient and self-supporting will the Army in India be. After
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holding my post^ for four years, I was given an extension of two years, and
that extension is now coming to an end. In the meantime, two years

"the home authorities began considering the re-allocation of duties bet-
ween the various staff officers, I may tell you that as far as possible .we
try in India to follow the home organization, because in the event of having
to fight side by side, it makes very much for efficiency if we are organized
on the same lines. The home authorities finally decided to transfer the
whole of the ordnance services as to retail supply, or what we call the
Services of the Director of Ordnance, who is in charge of arsenals, from
the Quartermaster General to the Master General of Ordnance at home*
We undertook to follow the home organization as far as local conditions
would allow, and last June the oiders came out to make the change and so
last June I took over the arsenals. The Quartermaster General up to that
time had made what was called “ provision that is to say, he calculated
from the stocks he held in arsenals and from the wants of the troops,
what quantities of various articles he required. I had to provide the goods
at “Priced Vocabulary” rates, I handed them over to the Quartermaster
General and he stored them in his arsenals and issued them to troops. I
now carry out these duties.

In the factories which I have controlled for 6 years I have appren-
ticeship schemes, welfare schemes, labour bureaux, trade testing, co-opera-
tive stores, co-operative societies and so on. The arsenals have few of these
schemes, but I would advocate introducing them by degrees when I think
they will increase efficiency and welfare. You must also remember that in the
factories I deal with a large number of skilled workmen. The arsenals deal

chiefly with unskilled workmen) except in their repair shops which require

skilled workmen.

B-3100. We have had submitted to us five statements, but we have no
consolidated memorandum from you with regard to the points with which
we are concerned, that is to say, industrial labour under your control.

Would it be possible for you to give us a consolidated memorandum cover-

ing the whole of the work that is under your control so far as it is relevant

to our enquiry?—Certainly, if you will tell me the lines on which you
want information. I have seen some of the statements submitted; they

are very detailed and technical, and the conditions vary in different places

very much.

B-3101. Sir Alexander Mud ay

;

T think the General might expedite the

delivery of these other statements to us and in addition give some remarks

on the whole of them giving reasons for the differences.—The Calcutta

statements were to be sent to you on some future date when you will be

approaching Calcutta. The difficulty for me will be to consolidate all these

statements in time. Two or three years ago I got out what I called a note

on vocational training in the ordnance factories, which dealt with all my
suggestions. It is not so much for workmen as for my different forms of

apprenticeship and education. It shows how I was training Indians to

hold the various posts of chargemen, foremen, assistant works manager and

so on, and my proposals for sending people to England. It gives my own

ideas of how it ought to be done.

B-3102. The Chau man: Thai would be useful. Have you anything

similar which sums up your expeiienee with regard to joint councils?

—

Joint councils have practically been started this year. I could give you

our experience so far. It has taken some time to form the Whitley coun-

cils
;
but they are formed tor my factories. We have a main Whitley

council for all the factories and a subsidiary council for each factory. These

latter refer their questions to the main council not for decision, but for

putting them forward in the manner they wish. I could give you the details

as to how our Whitley councils are formed and what work they have done

up to date.

B-3103. That also would be most interesting to us, I do not see that we
have so far any statement of the total number of workmen employed under
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youi direction.—1 do not think von have. I have no idea myself. It is

very Mg. I could give you details.

B-3104. The Chairman : I suggest that it would be of gieat value to us

to have a memorandum giving a consolidated view of all the factories and

arsenals under your control as obviously you yourself have been taking great

interest in the kind of questions with which w© arc concerned. Though some

of your methods may be new and not have had long trial, they are none the

less valuable to us as an indication of what you have thought possible in

the direction of improved organization and improved consultation with the

workers under your control.

Would you wish to say anything more at tins stage P—Yes, I should.
^

I

have had a" workmen’s union in my cordite factory at Aruvankadu, 8 miles

from Ootacamund on the Nilgiris. About three or four years ago they

formed a workmen’s council. There was no method of recognizing them at

that time; they are recognized now. As a matter of fact I told them;
u You cannot be recognized at present. I do not like your having a

European agitator in your councils, but I shall be very pleased to see you

all the same and I would be glad to meet you informally.” I met them
several times before they were recognized, and far from being annoying or

detrimental they were of great help to me. They produced several good

ideas which I got through for them and which I had not thought of.

There were other minor details. For instance, the Assistant Medical

Surgeon only looked after the workmen who were living within a mile of

the factory. Some of them lived three or four miles away and they had
some difficulty in getting medical assistance. I had to get Government to

agree to an additional allowance to the Assistant Surgeon, because he would
not go more than a mile on his present allowance. There were little things

like that, but very useful.

Then I have a European Foremen’s Association. My European foremen
have practically all to come from England at present; because my work
is of such a technical nature in the way of production of lethal weapons,
ammunition and so on, that there are no Indians who could possibly have
had a chance of being trained to occupy the position of foremen. As a
really first class foreman makes all the difference they have practically all

come out from home. I have experienced some difficulty in that direction.

We have done a great deal for them. We have got them educational
allowances for their children and other things. I have also an All-India
Clerks’ Association. ] have been trying to help them with regard to their
grievances, but the file has now reached its fourth year and is very volu-
minous. They have a genuine grievance, but it is very difficult to put it

right owing to departmental delays and u All-India repercussions

When you go to Calcutta, I hope you will go to Ishapur. There I

have two factories, a rifle factory and a metal and steel factory. The rifle

factory is my best factory as regards workmanship. You will see some of
the best Indian skilled workers there. You will also see all that we have
done with regard to housing accommodation and welfare schemes. In every
factory we have our boy apprentices, who are as a rule children of our
workmen. They work so many hours in the factory and so many hours in
the school. We have a school for quite small children. We have an
ordinary school for children and boy apprentices and a technical school
to flit up the gap in between the time they can go into factories. We have
night classes for the workmen. We have a Labour Bureau and a Co-
operative Stores

;
we have a co-operative society which in addition to acting

as a co-operative society, pays family allowances to men’s families in the
villages if they wish it to be done, so that there shall be no trouble over
the post office and that sort of thing.

B-3105. The Chairman ; How many men are there at Ishapur p—I should
say about 5,000 in the two factories, the rifle factory and the metal
factory You will see everything on the spot.
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B-3106. Uncan Chmnan Lall

:

Was the Cordite Workers 5

Association in
the cordite factory at one time affiliated to the Trade Union Congress?—

1

think it was.

B-3107 . Why did Government call upon them to disaffiliate from the
Trade Union Congress?—I should like to do what they do in Parliament
when such qiiestions are put: I want notice of this question. My rough
idea is that it was because they had outsiders in their Union. There is a
rule with regard to these trade unions that they must all be Government
employees.

B-3108. Mr. Clow

:

I do not think that that is a general rule in Gov-
ernment departments,—At any rate that has nothing to do with me if the
union was not recognized. It disappears from my ken and goes to the
Home Department.

B-3109. Dhran Phaman Lall . You have kindly offered to furnish us some
information. Would you kindly keep this in view also?—-Yes, I will.

B-3110. Sir Alexander Mimay : In that statement will you tell us what
happened to the Kirkee union ?—That actually happened before I took
over

;
the arsenal was not under me at that time. I understand that on

the introduction of trade tests, certain propagandists some of whom were
Europeans, worked up this case, got the men to strike on this point and
formed a union.

B-3111. They objected to trade tests?—Yes, just to make trouble. There
was no real trouble among the men

;
they did not really want to strike and

they all came back again. I had the same thing at Shajahanpur in the
clothing factory. All my tailors were worked up, probably by the gangers,

because I was introducing piece work rates and wished to get rid of

gangers for the good of the workmen. I said; “ If you will only try piece

work rates you will find that it means a great deal more money. 55 However
they vent on strike. About a section of them remained in. The gates

were closed and they were told that if anybody liked to come back they
could do so. In ten days they all came back, as the sections that remained
at work were concrete examples of the advantages to be gained.

B-3112. Mr. Ahmed

:

Will the General kindly give us information with

regard to the men engaged in the Royal Indian Marine at Port William,

Calcutta.—I have nothing to do with the Royal Indian Marine beyond
repairing their guns,

B-3113. The Chairman

:

Is there anything else you wish to put before

us?—In my factories, naturally I have to have the maximum number of

people on daily wages. My work is such that I can only do what I get

money for. Orders that come from the Army vary very much according

to what is required. The result is that I have to keep on taking men
and discharging them. I dislike that intensely especially as regards the

skilled workers. 1 have to discharge the men, because I have no work for

them to do. I do my best and my Labour Bureau keeps on record all their

antecedents and the "places where they live so that I can try and get my
men back again. If I have to engage new men, it means that I have to

train them. I have to waste materials, damage machines and all that sort

of thing. So that one would like to keep and one does try to keep the

nucleus as constant as possible. I found that a man who is only a daily

worker and has served in my factories faithfully for say, 25 years, when he

goes sick, under the rules gets nothing. He may serve me till he is an old

man; and when he goes he gets nothing. The only thing that I can do for

him is to give a bonus of so many months 5 pay out of the fine fund. I

pointed out that that was an unsatisfactory state of affairs and that these

men ought to be paid by the Government of India instead of from the fine

fund. I have now succeeded in getting through a provident fund for daily

paid men, but of course the men do not come into the benefits of the

provident fund unless they have served for so many years continuously. So

that all my really old and faithful men cannot get any advantage from the

tiew Provident fund. In addition to this provident fund I should also
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have very much liked to have a system by which the men could have so many

months’ pay when they go, just as they have it on the Railways, Up to

date I have succeeded in getting a provident fund in which Government pay

50 per cent, of what the men pay. If the man pays Es. 10 Government jpay

only Rs. 5, whereas I understand on the Railways Government pays 75 or

100 per cent, and give also a bonus. I have given orders so that at present

bonuses will be paid all right, though it is going
#

to be paid from the fines

fund. I am hoping that the thing will be put right some day.

B-3114. Diwan Chaman Loll

:

Did I understand you to mean that the

provident fund would be made applicable to the daily rated staff F—Yes*

they have got to serve for so many vears before they could come into it.

B-3115. Will you also give us a note explaining why although the majo-

rity of the workers are daily rated and remain on the works for a con-

tinuous number of years, they are not put on a monthly basis, and why
the privileges regarding leave are not given to the daily rated staff P—I put

as many people as I can on monthly basis. I can tell you why they are

not all on a monthly basis. Owing to the continuous change of the load

on my factories, I cannot keep a complete continuous staff, because 1 may
not have sufficient funds to pay them all. I have to keep them on daily

wages so that I can discharge them if I am forced to do so. In many cases

I give them a month’s leave without pay. That does not sound very

generous, but it just enables them to go on a holiday, when I tell them that

probably m a month I will take them back again. I want to ask you to

remember that my budget is in the Army budget, and as you know, the

Army budget is very limited. At the present moment it is difficult to get

the equipment of the Army into an efficient state, so that it is also difficult

to get the chiefs of the Army who are trying to introduce modern mechanized
units and so forth, into India, to recognize that welfare is of great import-

ance. They naturally point out that thexe are many other people as well

as my staff who want welfare measures. However we have got a great deal

and I am thankful for what I have got. With regard to housing I considered
that it was the duty of Government as the largest employers to set an
example to the other employers m India. When I worked out wrhat it

would cost me to build workmen’s lines for even body—my general staff,

my clerks, superior aitisans and so on,—it came to quite a large sum
(66 lakhs). It was no good asking for that large amount. But the Secretary
of State accepted the principle, which is a good thing. I then asked for two
lakhs a year and I have been getting that amount for six years. I am
budding my workmen’s lines in positions like Ishapur. Where my factory
is m a city like Cawnpore, there is not so much difficulty in housing the
people and does not so much matter. Ishapur is surrounded by basin
and tanks of water. It is 23 miles from Calcutta Some of the men have
to come to the factory at 7 o’clock in the morning. They have to come by
tram from Calcutta It is a vexy hard day, especially it they are going to
do overtime in the evening. Naturally I have done my best to spend the
money in those kinds of places. That has meant buying of land to start
with and that was not easy. We have to dram the land of the water
which is withm a foot of the surface These are the lines on which I have
spent most of the money so far.

B-3I16. 2 he Chairman : In addition to Ishapur which other places would
you wish us to visit?— Jubbulpore and Cawnpore. At Cawnpore there in
the Harness and Saddlery Factory. I am beginning workmen’s lines there,
though they are not so necessary there as at Ishapur. Cawnpore is a huge
town and the factory is quite close to it, but I think that probably workmen
have great difficulty in finding houses, as there must be an enormous mass or
workmen in Cawnpore with all the mills and factories,

R-3117. CoL Bussell: Would you refer to have your lines outside the
town of Cawnpore? Yes, we have got our site and we are starting the
work.

B-3118. Diwan Chafnan Lall

;

How are they at Jubjbuipore?—We have
got a workman’s village there; they are I think happy and contented. There
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is a big gun carriage factory* Perhaps you might also visit the cordite
factory at Aruvankadu in the Nilgiris.

B-3119. Mr, Clow

:

We are not going to visit Rawalpindi, The Colonel
there has sent us a short memorandum in which he says : Efforts are being
made to restore over-time and holidays as seasonally the arsenal is unpro-
ductive for 100 days yearly. Will you explain that to a layman?—Does that
mean that the arsenal does not work for hundred days in the year?—

I

imagine probably it would be so, They probably have every holiday.

B-3120. Is not that an unsatisfactory system from your point of view
as well as from the point of view of the men?—I think very unsatisfactory.

B-3121, You have to pay overhead charges all the time.—That is one of

the things I can say to Diwan Chaman Lall who asked, why not put these
people on monthly wages. The moment 1 put them on monthly rates of pay
they want the factory closed on every holiday

;
if they are on daily rates of

pay they want the factory open on every holiday.

B-3122, The officer in charge of the Allahabad Arsenal complains of the
Responsibility thrown on him by the Pac Lories Act; the Factory Inspector
comes round and orders him to do certain things; and then there are files

of correspondence, and the Financial Advisers prevent him from carrying
out what he is ordered to carry out?—I do not agree with that statement.

My factories are much more mixed up with the Factories Act and the
Inspectors, but we have no complaints to make.

B-3123. Sir Alexander Murray : I see an Arsenal suggesting that in fix-

ing wages they ought to take into account the poverty line. Will you say
on what basis you fix wages?—We fix wages according to the man’s skill

but based on a minimum living wage. He goes into the Labour Bureau,
there he is tested with certain tests and according to the result of those

tests he is credited with so many rupees a day. If he comes forward and
passes a higher test, up he goes. It was the introduction of this system
into the Arsenals that has caused the trouble. They have a number of

workmen who are highly paid but whose skill was not up to standard of their

pay, and when they are put to test, naturally their pay goes down. I will

explain wage fixing m more detail m my memorandum,

B-3124. How do you get at the basis; do you pay a little more than
the surrounding industries pay their labour?—I should think that we pro-

bably pay a little higher pay because if we do not, the railways or somebody
else would pinch them. It is not very much more, it is really a fair rate

of pay at which they are anxious to serve.

B-3125. The railways, for instance, in addition to giving pay, give provi-

dent fund, gratuity fund, clothing and other amenities that you do not

give. Therefore I take it that as far as the money wage is concerned,

which is chiefly what you pay, you have got to pay a comparatively higher

rate m order "to attract workers?—I cannot answer the question straight-

away; I do not think we pay them very much higher rates of pay.

B-3126. Sir Victor Sassoon

:

If it is not going to be regular work, would

you not have to pay more than the lailways which give them steady work?—
i suppose we would have to. I really cannot answer on the spot; it is a

matter of detail.

B-3127. Sir Alexander Murray: 1 know about the apprenticeship scheme

m Tshapur, How many years has a boy to serve as apprentice?—Five
years.

B-3128. Will you tell us your experience whether the boys after working

as apprentices for three or four years and having acquired a certain amount

of skill leave to seek employment elsewhere as full-time workers, or do they

stick on and get into your higher grades?—You will find that information

m the note that I have promised to send. At Ishapur over and above the

“ boy apprentices ”, I have got two sorts of apprenticeships—one of, a high

standard and the other of a moderate standard; I think even in the. inode-

rate standard they are mostly B.A’s* and B.Sc’s,; they are a well-educated
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lot of Bengali Attei thei complete then five \ears of apprenticeship, I

say to them u Now \ou aie not fit to be a chargeman yon have got to go
now and do a couple oi yeais woik m factories as an impioiei 1 Even
though m the beginning they that the lailwavs oi somebody else will

take them thei do not invariably leave ns because they know they cannot be

taken on the xailwavs as chargeman Thus they work fox a couple of

yeais moie I ha\e now got a scheme foi sending some bovs out of those

that we tnrn out to Eui ope as impi overs—I think we turn out about 200

a year altogether—I want them to go into the workshops at home and work
m competition with British workmen Five of my appi entices from
Jubbulpoie have gone there, of these fhe, foui went at then own cost and
one is a seholaisfaip holdei of the Central Piovmces Government Those men
aie all m firms at home, they aie working as impioveis and against Butish
workmen, earning £5 to £7 a month, they aie doing yery well These men
when they come out haye i chance of using up to the post of a foieman

B-3X29 How long weie these five boys m youi workshop altogethei before

they went home?3—Five yeais

B-3130 How long did they woik m factones at home before they were
taken as regular workmen —They were taken straightaway as workmen

B-3131 Weie they started on the same pay as they aie getting now ’
3—

They staited on a smallei pay and they ha\e gone up I know one of them
is drawing £7 He could earn more but he wanted all-round expei lence

so that when he finishes one job of work he takes up another job of work,

natuiaily he did not go up but went down m pay when he got mto a new

job

B-3132 I recollect from personal experience the instance of a boy who
after serving as an apprentice for two or three years and acquiring a

certain amount of knowledge preferred to go to a shop at Calcutta where

he got more money lathei than to stay on and complete his apprenticeship

What is the leal inducement you giye to the boys to stay for the full

period of five yeais ?—In the beginning he starts at a certain amount a day
and gets moi'e eveiv year—I will give you detailed information m my
note—and m his fifth year he will be drawing about a rupee a day (tins

refers to boy apprentices The higher class apprentices in their 5th yeais

can draw Rs 80 per mensem) From this we deduct a few annas which
go to meet his railway expenses when he wants to go home on leaye

B-3133 If you pay him one rupee a day aftei five years of appren-
ticeship theie is no wondei that he wants to go away?3—But they are very

j oung

B-3134 You spoke of building houses for your workmen At present
when you shut down or dispense with a certain number of men owing to

want of employment these men go back to their homes m the country
round about wherever that happens to be But if you build houses and
the workmen bring their families what will happen to them if they are
cut away from land and you shut down?—My building programme is a drop
m the ocean Out of a large number of woikraen at Ishapur I have not
got accommodation for more than a few hundreds Everybody is after the
houses and they are given only to those people who aie likely to stay on

B-3135. With regard to a statement that there is indebtedness pretty
generally amongst workers, and a suggestion that the fact of their being
indebted makes them unfit for positions of responsibility, can you draw a
distinction between your particular type of service and the ordinary civil

employment?—I should say that that is a very true statement, but it is not
confined to us only, it exists throughout India Most Indian workmen get
mto debt and there is no doubt that it is a most fatal thing if they do
That is the reason why I have started a co-operative society from which a
man can borrow money He subscribes so much a year and when he i$ m
need of money, say, when he has to get one of his daughters married, he can
borrow from the fund instead of going to the bama
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B-3136 Sir Vidor Sassoon Who put up the capital?—They put it
themselves.

B-3137 They got no heln from outside?—No
B-3P8 Sv A1Grander Mm i ay In youi long expenence, can you recall

any instance wheie while piomotmg a man to a position of responsibility
^ou took into account his indebtedness factois?—No, unless he was so
heavily indebted that I would know about it

B-3139 Mr Ahmed Do you think that the wage of 8 as a day that
you give to an unskilled bo^^ is sufficient foi him to live on?—No Probably
he is the son of one of the w oilmen there, he is not supposed to live on
S as

,
he is only bi ought m theie to be of help to his fathei, and to give

him education and training.

B-3140 How old will the hoy be?—I cannot saj

B 3141 Belov 12 years ?— F do not know Mostly the} aie the sons of

woikmen m factories, we hive them as boy aitisans I have forgotten the
Jtactoiy rules, but I think the} have to work foi 4 hours m the factory daily

and have got to put m ten hours per week m the school as well. These
details will all appeal m my memorandum

mr Vidor Sassoon These boys will be undei 12 years ?—Yes

B-3142 Mr Ahmed May be 7, 8 oi 9 years 0—I think a minimum age

has been laid down

Mi Cliff It is 12

B-3143 The Chairman They aie under the Factories Act?—-Yes

B-3144 Mi Cliff In the memoranda from the Arsenals it is stated that

i welfaie scheme is under the consideration of the Army Headquarters Do
l take it that that really means that you aie applying to the Arsenals

what you have been putting into opei ation m youi factories ?—What they

really lefei to is the Provident Fund scheme which I got for my factories

The Aisenals will want it but thej have not got it yet Whether it will

come m time will depend upon mv successor I should certainly be very

anxious to introduce it but the question of finance stands m the way

B-3145 The Chan man I gather from what you have told us that you

introduced it m the factories and you found that it produced increased

efficiency?—We have not yet introduced it The discussion has been going

on foi the last four years, and I think the Secietary of State has agreed

to give effect to it horn the 1st April 1930 I had no money m my budget

to pay loi it this }eai I do not think it is going to cost more than Its 50,000

to start with

(The witness withdrew

)
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Messrs. ABDUS SUBHAN and ABDUR RAHMAN, representatives

of tke workers in the Government of India Press, Delhi.

B-3146. The Chairman You come before as representatives of the

workers in the Government of India Press?—(Mr. Abdur Rahman) Yes.

B-3147. Will you tell us what your position is? Are you a worker in

the press?—I am a piece-worker.

B-3148. On what machine?—I am a compositor.

B-3149. Mr. Abdus Subhan, yon are a worker in the press?—Yes.

B-3150. Are yon also a compositor?—I am an Assistant Section Holder.

B-3151, We have before us three papers- one is by the Press Union

affiliated to the Calcutta Press Workers’ Union Are you members of that

body ?—Yes.

B-3152. And you appear in suppoit of that memorandum ?—Yes.

B-3153. We have also a paper submitted by Mr, Shanker Lall on behalf

of the Section Holders of the Government of India Press, Delhi. And we

have a paper submitted by the Secretary, Government Press, Delhi,

Reading Branch, and signed by Mr. Shanker Lall and Mr. Joshi. Will you

tell the Commission how long this Branch has been m existence?—(Mr.

Abdur Rahman) for about two years.

B-3154. Can you tell us how many member* it has?—About 300.

B-3155. Is it a registered union?—'It is a branch of the union which is

registered m Calcutta.

B-3156. Can you tell me how it was that this memorandum of yours

reached us only yesterday? When was it prepared?—On the 5th of

November.

B-3157. T see the name of one of our colleagues here, Mr Joshi, as being

its President?—Yes, he is the President of the Delhi Branch.

B-3158. Sh Alexander Mm ray : When was he appointed as President?

—

About two years ago.

B-3159. The Chairman ; I rather gather that Mr, Joshi was not aware
of this memorandum. Did Mr. Joshi attend the meeting at which this

memorandum was drawn up?—No, he was not present,

B-3160. Therefore, his name is attached only because he became the
President of the branch two years ago?—Yes

B-3loi. These three papers deal with a number of detailed questions,
like claim* lor increased wages and conditions of service with which we are
not dealing. We are enquiring into the general conditions of labour both
m Government undertakings and elsewheie, so that, I think, we should
confine ourselves to the points in your memoranda which deal with more
general questions. From what you have told us, I understand that many of
you have been brought to Delhi from Calcutta?—Yes, many of us have come
from Calcutta.

B-3162. Were you also m Calcutta before you came here?—(Mr. Abdus
Subhan) I came from Simla. (Mr. Abdur Rahman) I came from Calcutta.

B-3163. You complain that your conditions m Delhi are not as good as
they were in Calcutta?—The piece-work rates are the same in both places,
but the pay of salaried hands in Calcutta is higher than that in Delhi.

B-3164. Is the cost of living less in Delhi than in Calcutta?—It is about
the same. During the malarial season the expeases go up because Delhi
is very malarial as compared with Calcutta.

.

1 see ^at included in your statement, but the general impres-
sion is that there is more malaria in Bengal -than in Delhi and also the
cost of living is higher there?—You can find out from the health officers
whether it is not a fact that in Delhi there is more malaria than in Calcutta*

* ?!< .. t
. 4 f

'
.*

:
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B4166, You have stated that the recent alteration in the leave rules ha®
been to the disadvantage of the workers?—That is so. They have made
three kinds of rules, fundamental rules, industrial rules and supplementary
rules, which have not been to our advantage owing to discrimination bet-
ween salaried employees.

B-3167 . In what respect are they to your disadvantage?—Under funda-
mental rules we were getting two months 5

leave after 11 months 5

service, but
now under the industrial rules we get only one month; under the former
we were entitled to medical leave with full pay but under the latter rules

we are entitled only to half pay
;
under the new rules for the temporary staff

we get only 16 days leave while under the fundamental rules we were getting

more leave.

B-3168. Do you claim that the lules are special to Delhi or they have
been introduced m Government Presses everywhere?—All Government
Presses, Delhi, Simla, Aligarh and Calcutta,

B-3169, The Chairman: We understand that during five months of the

year, when the Legislative Assembly is sitting, there is a great deal of

overtime at Delhi?—Yes, we have to put in an excessive amount of overtime

during those five months

B-3170. Is it anticipated when the Press is moved to its new premises

in New Delhi that that overtime will continue, or will it diminish?—The
overtime will still continue; it is because of the urgency of the work.

B-3171. Is not the overtime during the five months compensated for by

short time during the remaining seven months of the year?—No, it is not

compensated for. We have to work not less than normal hours, that is, 6

hours on Saturdays and 9| hours on the remaining days of the week.

B-3172. There is no holiday to make up for the pressure of work during

the five months?—No.

B-3173. I suppose this overtime is to your advantage in the matter of

pay, but your complaint is that it is too much strain on your health?—That

is so. We have to work from 12 to 13 hours sometimes. In Winter when
we leave the Press very late we are liable to exposure and get pneumonia and

various other diseases.

B-3174. Then the remedy for that would be a larger number of machines

and men which would diminish the overtime during the busy five months;

hut that would also mean that you would have shorter hours or fewer

days of work during the remaining seven months?—-If the total wages that

are paid to us are reduced we would not like it; we would like to have a

living wage so that we can make two ends meet. If the working time is

reduced we will get less and our children will starve.

B-3175. In your statement you say something about the difficulty of

obtaining proper medical attention for yourselves and your families?—Yes

;

there is that man Mr. Durand, sitting over there; he was asked to produce

a medical certificate, and because he had not the means of doing so he

was dismissed from service. He had put in about 14 years 5

service,

B-3176. You tell us that those who come from outside Delhi have to main-

tain double establishments?—That is so.

B-3177. When the new Press quarters are built at New Delhi will those

men still propose to keep their wives and children in Calcutta or Simla?—

What we mean is this; we bring our wives and children with us, hut the

other members of the family, e.g., the brothers and sisters have to remain

behind, and we have to go to our homes occasionally for marriage and other

ceremonies.

B-3178. But you do regard yourselves as being settled in Delhi?—That

is so, but we cannot leave our homes, our brothers and sisters ot parents

entirely; nor can we ask them to come here and live with us.

B-3179. That hardly amounts to maintaining two establishments ?—That
is so; we do not spend any

4

money on maintaining an establishment there.
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Ail we say is that twice or thrice every year we have to go there and that,

means expense to us. Moreover, whoever has got his own house there cannot

give that up.

B-3180. Then you say: “ We may kindly he provided with quarters

bearing sufficient accommodation so that we may not have to undergo-

hardship and difficulty to reside with our families
n P—The accommodation

provided at the present time is such that we cannot keep our families with

us. It is impossible for ns to live in those rooms. Although they are-

permanent quarters they are not convenient.

B-3181. You say the Government affords no special facilities for^ the

education of the children of the Press employees, and has not established

, any school for their free education. I take it that they send their children

to the ordinary primary schools?—The city is about three miles away; and

we cannot send our children so far as that.

B-3182. Bo you mean to say the nearest school is three miles away?—
There is a middle school there

;
but if after the middle course we -want to

send our children for higher education we cannot afford to do so as all

those schools are located in the city.

B-3183. What you really ask for is facilities for higher education for the

children of press employees?—-Yes, after the primary school course, for

secondary education.

B-3184. Bo your own children go to school?—(Abdur Rahman) I send them
to the primary school near our place. (Abdus Subhan) I have a daughter;

she does not go to school.

B-3185. Bo they have to pay fees in primary schools-—Yes, they have to

pay fees. The school belongs to the Notified Area Committee.

B-3186. I thought that in Delhi they had adopted the system of com-
pulsory free primary education P—Only in certain wards of the Municipality.

Primary education is free in the Municipal area but not in the Notified

Area.

B-3187. Mr. Clow: When did you come from Calcutta?—In 1912,

B-3188. Have you ever been to Calcutta since 1912?—No. Those whose'
home is in Calcutta they go to Calcutta. Our home is in Allahabad.

B-3189. How did you happen to go to Calcutta?—In search of a job.

B-3190. How did you get the job?—I put in an application and I got
it.

B-3191. Bid you give any bahshish to any boy?—No.

B-3192, You find Delhi is more convenient than Calcutta?—It is just*

about the same.

B-3193. Is it not a fact that when the new rules were introduced all

salaried permanent employees were allowed to retain the benefit of the
Fundamental Rules?—Not those who had been confirmed before the intro-
duction of the new rules.

B-3194. As far as piece-workers are concerned, when the change was-
inade the result was an increase in the amount of the leave admissible to*

all the older men. Piece-workers with 10 years’ service who formerly got
16 days’ leave, received, after the new rules were introduced, an increase in
the amount of leave?—Yes.

B-3195. Sir Victor Sassoon : I take it that you would prefer to have no-
overtime for the whole 12 months?—We are not willing to do overtime,,
provided our wages are not reduced.

B-3196. In other words, you want more pay for the same amount of
work?—That is so.

B-3197, Supposing the Government say: “We cannot offer to pay
more;'’ would you prefer to continue with overtime or would you prefer
to have no overtime and so earn less?—We cannot carry on now as it isf
if you stop our overtime remuneration we will not be able to carry on. ?
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B-3198. So I take it that if there is to be no more pay for the work
turned out you would prefer to continue to do overtime?—If we do not
-agree to that our children will starve.

B-3199. Are the wages that are paid in the Government Press higher ox

lower than those paid in private presses in Delhi?—The private presses

cannot compete with the Government Press.

, B-3200. The private presses do not give as good wages?—No.

B-3201. Do private presses have as long overtime as Government
presses?—They work only for 8 hours, with an interval.

B-3202. With no overtime?—No.

B-3203. Therefore if you find that you cannot manage on your pay
without ‘overtime, the position of a man in a private press must be much
•worse?—Their condition is worse than ours.

B-3204. Do the Government Press employees get leave on full pay or on
half pay?—Up to one month on full pay, rest on half pay, according to

their leave account.

B-3205. Do private presses get any leave on full pay?—The private

presses are a contractor’s business, while the Government Press is a Boyal
Press.

B-3206. Therefore you consider that the cost of the work should be more in

.a Boyal Press than in a private Press?—If you compare the two you will

find that the Government Press work is done more expeditiously than work
done by any private press, and further it is confidential and secret work.

B-3207. In regard to the quarters, is it your present quarters or the

quarters that you are going to get that are considered to be inconvenient?

—

The quarters that we are going to get.

B-3208, What do you mean by “they are not convenient
5 ’?—There

should be more rooms and a courtyard.

B-8209, Therefore the new quarters are inferior to the present quarters?

—Yes.

B-3210. Have you put this point before the authorities?—-Yes, we have

isent in petitions.

B-321L Was that before the lines were actually built?—No, we gave

them details and said that this was the type we wanted.

B-3212. Was there a big difference in cost?—No.

B-3213. Mr. Ahmed: On account of the transfer of the Capital from

Calcutta to Delhi, the men originally employed in Calcutta have suffered

great loss since 1912?—They have neither lost nor gained.

B-3214. Is it not inconvenient for these people to live her©?—Yes.

B-3215. You asked for warm colthing, because the winter her© is 10 to 20

degrees cooler than in Calcutta?—Yes,

B-3213. With regard to medical assistance in case of malaria or typhoid

-do you expect any help from Government?—Yes, we do.

B-3217. Do you also want facilities for the education of your children?—

Yes, we expect assistance from Government.

B-3218. Borne of you were originally appointed in Calcutta and transferred

‘here later on. Do you want free passage to and from Calcutta once a year

during festivals and so on?—Yes, not only for Calcutta but also for other

places from which many of us have come.

B-8219. We found also some of you submitted applications before the

Commission with regard to wrongful dismissal on the part of Government

-officials who did not give any explanation of their decision for dismissing

you. Do you know the names of those people who were dismissed?—Yes

we can give the names of those we remember at the moment. There i

one instance of this man, Shivdhar, standing there, who was asked som

questions by Mrs. Chatterjee and from that very day he is being threaten*

with dismissal by the management.
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B-3220. The Chairman: Not dismissed?—No, not actually dismissed. It

was because some questions were put to him by Mrs. Ohatterjee and he gave

replies. From that very day he is being bullied by the management and

threatened with dismissal.

£-3221. By whom?—Both the Manager and the Assistant Manager, and

we also are afraid that we might be victimised.

B-3222. What is the name of the Manager?—Mr. T. Carter.

B-3223. And of the Assistant Manager?—Mr. Saroda Chandra Chunder.

The Chairman

;

We have listened to the statement from their side; we-

do not, of course, necessarily accept it but it will be my duty as Chairman

of the Commission to make proper enquiries.

The witness : The man is here now and you can ask him yourself if you

like.

The Chairman: We have the statement; what I wish to hear is the

statement of the other side. Any one who is called to appear before us

may be quite sure that no such action will he taken * against him.

The witness j We are afraid because a similar thing has happened to one

of us. I was actually dismissed and then taken back. We have got to think

of our children.

Mr> Clow: It was not for that reason, I can tell you.

The Chairman

:

That is, of course, my reason for not accepting an
ex parte statement, I am accustomed to find there are generally two sides*

to a question.

B-3224, Mr. Cliff: With regard to these works committees, how often did

they meet during the current year?—Once a month.

B-3225. The officer of the place says that the works committee has been
functioning satisfactorily. Has there been an application put before th®

works committee asking for reduction of hours of work, by the people o®

the works committee?—No, we did not put in any application because suck

questions are not allowed to be discussed.

B-3226. With regard to the new lines that are built for the workpeople,

were representations in respect of them put before the works committee?—
We put it up once before the works committee.

‘

B-3227. There are three different memoranda submitted to the Commis-
sion. Are the complaints stated in them being put before the works
committee?—There are certain rules which govern the working of the works-

committee. Under that we can bring only some matters before the works
committee.

B-3228. Can you bring the question of increased rates of pay?—No, not
generally.

B-3229. Such questions like leave or payment for sickness and so on?—
No, we cannot. These are all referred to the Department,

The Chairman: These are rules governing other places.

B-3230. Mr. Cliff: Is the works committee elected by the workpeople?—
Yes, that is elected from among the workpeople,

B-323I. What concessions have been obtained as a result of represent-
ations made at the works committee?—No concessions have been obtained

B-3232. Are you both members of the works committee?—I am still on the
works committee whereas my friend here has ceased to be one.

B-3233. May I ask the gentleman who has left whether he agrees with
the controller that the works committees are working satisfactorily ?—No, we
do not agree at all. We tell them what we want and they do
like.

,
,

1

,

",
;

B-3234. Sir Victor Sassoon: Have they never granted anything that the
works committee recommended?—They grant such, minor requests like putting
up a light in one place for instance.
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B-3235. Mr , Cliff: Are there any general standard rates in the presses
in the city?—They have standard rates in the Hindustan Times Press and the*

Chronicle Press.

B-3236. Are the men engaged on any maximum and minimum rates?—-*

There is no piece rate; they are all salaried.

B-3237. Do they commence with minimum rates and go up to the maxi-
mum rates? Are they incremental ?—'Yes, it is the same system in all

presses.

R-3238. Taking two grades, say compositor and foreman, what is the*

commencing rate for a compositor in the Government Press and for a com-
positor in private presses?—In the Government Press he starts on Rs. 40;.

in private presses he begins with Rs. 35 to 40 and sometimes really more.

B-3239. What is the maximum rate in both cases?—We cannot compare*
both.

B-3240, The piece work is the trouble. Now take a reader. In a private
press he gets Rs. 300. What does he get in the Government Press?—The*

head reader gets Rs, 300 in the Government Press. That is the maximum.
B-3241. Take the Controller’s memorandum. There are four grades of

readers and I shall take the middle grade which starts from Rs. 160 and goes

up to Rs, 200 by annual increments of Rs. 10, How does that compare with
the rates obtaining in private presses?—It is practically the same in the
private presses also. It depends on the seniority and efficiency of the man.

B-3242. Take warehousemen. There are men getting different rates,

Rs. 16, Rs. 18, and Rs. 25. How does that compare with the rates in

private presses ?—In private presses also, similar rates are paid,

B-3243. Do all the employees in the Delhi Press, from the lowest paid to’

tli© highest paid, get payment for sickness ?—The monthly rated staff and the

salaried hands get one month’s leave with pay for every 11 months’ service.

Those who are governed by industrial rules get half a month every 11 months,

Mr. Clow: I do not think that is the correct position. If you refer to the-

Controller’s memorandum, you will find that they get one month for ©very

11 months and another half a month with medical certificate.

B-3244. The Chairman: Prom what we have heard it appears that there'

is not much difference in rates between the Government Press and the private

presses in Delhi.-—There is a difference in this way. While in private presses

lino, operators and mono, operators get about Rs. 200, here in the Govern-

ment Press they stick at Rs. 100.

Diwan Chaman Lull: In my experience the average for lino, operators is

about Rs. 145.

B-3245. The Chairman: Do men from the Government Press leave to join,

private presses?—Sometimes they do. One Oharan Dass, mono, operator

from the Government Press, Simla, left it and joined a private press.

The Chairman: So that I do not think these men would favour nationali-

zation. «

B-3246. Mr. Clow

:

Was -that man permanent or temporary?—He%as tem-

porary, but one permanent man by name Dhiren Chatterji went from the

Delhi Press to join a private press at Calcutta.

The Chairman: I should take it as it happens elsewhere that private

service is less stereotyped than Government service.

B-3247. Mr. Cliff: I want to follow that question about sick leave,
#

Do the

feippotory people get any leave and if so, how much?—Tinder the supple-^
;

to©ntai^y 'rules they get days’ casual leave. ,

B-3248. In the document submitted by the Press Union they deal with the*

ItoduciupA.Af'staff which took place in 1922 and ask that those who have been

reinstated should not be regarded as having had a break in service.
, 5#^

(

afiy representations been made in respect of them?—We made several re-

presentations on several occasions in the matter,'
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B-3249, Are any members of the staff who were reduced in 1922 still un-

employed ?—There are a number of them who have not been taken back.

R-3250. Can you give me any idea when the last man was reinstated?

—

Within two days after the reduction a few hands were taken back and some
lifter one month.

B-8251. What is the maximum fine imposed on workpeople?—The maxi-
mum is Its. 5; it depends upon the whim of the man fining.

B-3252. But the maximum is Rs. 5?—Yes.

R-3253. For what class of offence is a man fined Rs. 5?—It depends on
.the whim of the Manager

;
it may be for a trivial offence or a serious offence.

B-3254. There are no rules on the matter?—There are no rules.

B-3255. Mr. Clow: Do you remember the accident in Delhi Press when
mo men were killed and three were injured?—Yes, we remember that.

B-3256. Rs. 1,500 was given to Sarash Chandra Bose?—-I think he was given

its. 1,575.

B-3257. What did he do with the money?—He took the money and went
«o Calcutta.

B-3258. Harchandrasingh who is here got Rs. 1,750. What did he do
with the money?—He has opened a little shop.

B-3259. The third was Muhammad Yakub. Is he here?—He is still

working in the press,

B-3260. He got Rs. 800; what did he do with it?—He had some debt
which he cleared off and spent a portion on wedding.

B-3261. The Chairman: Have you anything more to say?—As regards the

hours of work, instead of 9-| hours work ’we should have only 8 hours, includ-

ing over-time, with interval. With regard to gazetted holidays, w© get only

16 days, including the six days communal holidays, while in the Calcutta

Press they are given 42 days and in Aligarh 40 days. Instead of pension,

we want the system of provident fund to be introduced in the press,

B-3262. Why do you prefer provident fund to the pension?—The real

reason is this: because of the hard work and the low physique men die

probably within six months after beocming eligible for pension and then the
pension stops. But if we got the provident fund we could, after retirement,

hand it over to our heirs.

(The witnesses withdrew, and the Commission adjourned.)
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AJMER
SIXTEENTH MEETING

Tuesday, 12th November, 1929.

Present

:

Tilt; lit. Hon. J. .H. Whitley (Chairman).

Mr. Kabir-ud-Din Ahmed, M.L.A..

Mr. John Cliff.

Mr. N. M. Joshi, M.L.A.

Miss B. M. le Poer Power.

Bt.-Col. A. J. H. Russell, C.B.B.,,

T.M.S. (Medical Assessor).

The lit. Hon. V, S. Srinivasa
Sastri, P.C.

Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart.

Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, Kt.,
K.C.S.I., C.I.E.

Sir Alexander Murray, Kt.,

C.B.B.

Mr. A. C. Clow, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Sir Ernest Jackson, Kt., C.I.E., Agent, A
B., B. & C. I. Railway Company,

|

Limited.
I (Assistant

Lt.-Col. H. A. J. Gidney. r ' Commissioners.)

Mr. M. S. Gregory, M.C.
|

Mr. Govind Prasad. J
Mrs. Tara Martin (Lady Assessor).

Mr. S. Ball, I.C.SMr. S. Ball, I.C.S. , . .

Mr A Dibdin \
• oin^ ‘-Tc-refaries.)

Mr. W. H. ABEL, Inspector of Factories, Punjab, Delhi, North-West

Frontier Province and Ajmer.
'

Witness: May I be allowed to make two corrections to my memorandum
before you start. On page 3, the whole paragraph (43) under “ Safely ”

relates to all factories including Railways, so that the word “ Railways ”

is really superfluous. Secondly, on page 7, paragraph (139) where it is stated

that “ the number of factories in this province at present is 40 and the staff

'is adequate”, the word “adequate” should be corrected to read “inade-
quate ”.

B-3263. The Chairman: You told us on a previous occasion of a fear that

legislation, particularly factory legislation and workmen’s compensation legis-

lation, had a tendency to drive industries out of British India into Indian

States, where there is no such legislation. Is that particularly the case in

regard to Ajmer?—It is particularly the case in this district.

B-3264. Have you any actual instances here ?—I have no absolute inform-

ation beyond what I can collect from the factory owners themselves, but in

the case of Beawar, an industrial town about 40 miles from Ajmer, which is

surrounded by Indian States, I find that ten or twelve years ago the cotton

ginning industry wrs-..$o very' .flourishing that possibly two or three hundred
1

cart® of raw cotton came in daily for ginning; to-day there are probably not

more than 20, and the industry has practically gone. This, factory owners
tell me, is due to the fact that factory legislation is applicable to these factories

within
1

British India-—that is, the hours of work and other regulations,

whereas they art not hg^Bed fe-imlmn States; they also tell me that in

addition to that, a tax is put on the raw cotton going out of a Pate into-

British India, so that the tendency is rather for factories to be built within.

mi
Mm
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B-3265. Not the actual moving of existing factories, but a tendency

towards an increase m the number of factories outside British India?—-Yes,

B-3266. Is there any move at all with a view to improving the conditions

there?—Not that I know of.

B-3267. The second question arises from what you have stated under the

heading “ Health ” m your memorandum. You teh us: u Health of work-

ers m all factories appeals to be generally good, but in the absence of statis-

tics it is not possible to say what peicentage stay away from work owing to

sickness.” Do you think that employers might be called upon to keep

better registers which would separate sick leave from other kinds of leave?—

It would be helpful, but X doubt if you would get really useful figures. The
workei, particularly the unskilled woiker, turns up for his work when he

feels disposed to woik and the tact of his being absent would not show the

employei whether he was really sick or merely absent on leave,

B-3268. But you see that many of the projects which have been under
discussion depend on the accuracy of the sickness return. You would get

something like useful statistics taken in well recognized factories, but I do

not think you would m seasonal factories ?—No, I do not think in seasonal fac-

tories. In the bigger mills and railway workshops it is not difficult to tell

whether a man is ill because theie the doctor has to certify him before he is

put on sick leave. In the seasonal factories it is very unusual to report to

the mill at all unless a man is actually found to be ill in the factory itself.

B-3269. You think in the more organized industries it would be possible to

separate sickness and leave?—Yes.

B-3270. Would that require legislation ?—It would, to enforce it.

B-3271. But you do not see any difficulty in carrying it out in perennial

factories ?—Theie would be no great difficulty.

B-3272. The third question relates to what you speak of “ efficiency
,J

m your memorandum. You tell us there that m your opinion health is

one of the chief factors governing the efficiency of the workers and that
unless the labouring classes are well fed by an increase in their wages, it is

not possible to effect any improvement m this behalf. Do you think any
increase m wages under present conditions would be spent on increased food
and thus tend to produce more efficiency?—To some extent it would.

B-3273. We have been told that it is not so much the quantity as the
kind of food which is deficient?—Exactly. The illiterate and the unskilled

worker freuqently buys a much cheaper class of food than is good for him,
not necessarily because he has not the money to buy better food—that is no
doubt one of the factors—but because he is so much in debt to the bania;
and also the unskilled worker spends a great deal of money which he cannot
afford on holidays and festivals and thus becomes indebted to his bania,

*

and as a result he has to live on bad food which is not good for his health.

B-3274. He has to take what the bania gives him?—Yes; he is very much
in the hands of the bania.

B-3275. Would an increase of wages benefit him if there is sufficient

spread of education?—Not at this moment, but it would be an improvement
m that direction.

B-3276. He would have more money to spend on food even though he
were in the hands of the bania?—He would have a little over; not a lot. At
present he has very little indeed.

B-3277. Mr. Clow

:

In the memorandum which he has sent to us the
Commissioner has suggested that the minima for workmens compensation
are too low, and that the compensation for more poorly paid worker should
be increased. Do you agree with that view?—No, I do not think I do,

B-8278, He gives us a case where a factory worker lost the use of one
hand and was given only Bs. 126. That appears to be due to the fact that
his pay was Rs, 12 a month. Is that the common scale of pay here? It is

a very low scale of pay. What sort of a man would he be?—It is an unusual
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case. He might be a cotton opener, but he would be working on a pay o!
B,s. 18 to 25 a month.

B-3279. Is Its. 12 a month a regular pay?—I do not thins: a workman
who would be in a position to lose a hand through machinery would be en-
gaged on a pay of Rs. 12 a month.

B-3280, What are the hours of work in cotton ginning factories?—60
hours a week, that is, 10 hours’ a day for a six-day week.

B-3281. Bo they get any exemption for an exceptional pressure of work?
—Not for the last four or five years. After the Act was amended in 1922
we gave exemptions; but they have been gradually decreased, and during
the last three years no exemption has been given.

B-3282. Do you know anything about the hours of work in the States?—
[ only know that they are very much longer. I have no authority to go
there, and I cannot definitely say for how many hours a workman would he
employed. In Gwalior where there is a big mill the hours are definitely

from 70 to 72 per week. It is a spinning mill.

B-3283. T suppose in cotton ginning mills the length of the hours practi-

cally determines the production ?—Exactly.

B-32S4. In referring to the factory inspection staff in your memorandum,
the Civil Surgeon is omitted?—That is so.

B-3285. His inspection is confined to the medical side only?—Yes.

B-3286. Miss Power' Mr. Abel, you have told us a certain amount about
the welfare work undertaken by factories. Bo you suggest that it would be
a good thing if the Factories Act here could operate as regards welfare very
much on the lines of what is done in England, where we have Statutory
orders covering the welfare work to be undertaken in a particular industry?
—X think it would be the only way of getting any real welfare work done;
if there was a law it would be applicable not only to the employer, but also

to all others who took any steps in that direction, and it would be the best
way of getting welfare work done.

B-3287. Bo you think that is the best method?—I must say it would be
a very important and a very useful thing.

B-3288. You mention as one of the causes of the increase in the number
of accidents, that “ underpaid and unskilled workers are put on jobs of

which they have no experience.” Bo you suggest that it would be a good
thing to adopt some safety measures on the lines of what is don© among
Illiterate workers in part of America. There they have a very successful

method of propaganda entirely by means of posters?—The average unskilled

worker that is put on such job as cotton opening would not b© able to

understand posters. We have posters now very similar to those In America,

showing the kind of clothes a worker must wear, the way he should tackle

a machine, and so on, and when possible we go round and make a demonstra-

tion
;
but the trouble is that the average worker will again do things almost

exactly the same way as he did before. He is not sufficiently educated to

appreciate the instructions that are given to him.

B-3289. I take it that it is a question of time?—It is a question of time.

B-3290. I was told in Lahore that the system of training uneducated

dais by means of picture posters has been very successful. Do you suggest

the same thing for the more complicated machinery in the factories?—It

would be helpful, but it would be necessary to launch a very vigorous propa-

ganda. The worker would need to have a very full description; and you

would have to do it continually day after day and do it very clearly, other-

wise the worker would not take notice until you came round again.

* B-3291. We have a paper circulated to us by the Government in regard

to industrial labour in this Province. It shows that roughly half of the

industrial establishments and three-fifths of the employed workers in the

Province are covered by the Factory Act. Would you he in favour of ex-

tending the Act to cover the remaining half of the places of employment

and two-fifths of employed persons?—If is a job which would be perfectly
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possible to begin if von have the right quality and quantity^ of inspection.

It is not quite an impossible 30b if we were to get the inspecting staff. But
it is unfortunately somewhat difficult to undertake the inspection and con-

trolling of these smaller factories which are situated in bazaars, it is more
difficult than with the bigger ones

B-3292. If you are going to increase your number of factories by 50 per

cent, including all the at present unregistered factories, you would then

need to double your staff ?—I cextainly think all these small factories should

b© brought under the operation of the Factories Act; it would be a very

good thing, but we would want a very big staff to administer the Act in

such cases.

B-3293 How much would it mean ?—We would need to double the present

staff.

B-3294. The present staff is unable to deal with it?—That is true.

B-3295. Are you likely to get additional staff ?—There is at present little

likelihood of persuading Government to give us the staff, and it would take

a long time to secure sufficient staff. It would be an ideal to work up to
and it is very necessary,

B-3296 Would three trained men be able to do it?—Yes.

B-3297. You do not think that is an excessive number?—I do not; Gov-
ernment might.

B-8298 Mr. Glow: Suppose you were given a full-time Inspector for Delhi

and Ajmer, would that he adequate?—No.

8-3299. Mrs. Martin: In your memorandum you say “ The present regu-

lations with regard to the employment of women in factories are quite

suitable Is it in the regulation that women can be put to work side

by side with men?—There is 110 regulation against it.

B-3300. But they work side by side?—They do in many factories where
possibly no room can be set aside in which women can do their work apart
from men and in which there is no machinery so as to enable them to have
their children with them if they wanted. But there is no actual regulation

against women working in a room along with men, and I do not think
women object. I have never found such objection.

B-3301. They do not object?—Ordinarily they do not.

B-3302. You do not think it is necessary to make it possible to put
women separately from men?—In many cases it would be impossible because

they work machines on which men are also employed.

JB-3303. Mr, Cliff * With regard to the adequacy of factory inspection you
told Miss Power that for the whole area which you cover, three full-time inspec-

tors would be sufficient. Is that so?—Inspection is a work that you can ex-

pand enormously; you can make work for 30 men if you want to. But,
firstly, we would never get that quantity of inspectors, and secondly, we
have not taken up all the work that an inspector could find under the

pi ©sent law. Three, at this moment, would be very much better and would
be very useful; if we could get more we would certainly find ample work
for them.

B-3304. Assuming that the Factories Act was extended to the places not

now covered, would three inspectors be, in your opinion, adequate to cover

the whole area?—It depends to what extent you would apply the Act. If

it were to cover all the unregulated factories employing 10 persons, whether
power was used or not, then certainly three inspectors would not be suffi-

cient.

B-3305. How many would be sufficient in that event?—Unless one investi-

gated the number of factories which would come under the Act, it is

impossible to say. But presuming that there would be twice as many fac-

tories brought within the purview of the Act if it were extended to both the

types of factories, it would mean that we should then have three times as

many factories as we have at present, and under the new regulation they
would lequire far more attention than under the old one so that ve Would
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need more than six or seven Inspectors for carrying on the Inspection work
as we are having now.

B-3306. In answer to Mr. Clow you said that one inspector is not ade-
quate for Delhi and Ajmer, Did that relate to the present scope of the
Act?—Yes,

B-3307 * Your answer with regard to three inspectors for the whole of
vour area was also related to the present scope of the Act?—Yes.

B-3308. Mr. Ciow^ asked you a question about compensation. I believe
you answered that, In your opinion, compensation paid in accordance with
the present rate of pay was adequate. Just take these two cases that were
given by Mr. Gibson, the Commissioner. I will take them separately. The
case given is of ah employee who was receiving wages at the rate of Bs. 12
per month. As a result of an accident he had four fingers amputated and he
received Rs. 126. Will you apply the present scales to this particular case
and tell me whether they are adequate?—I cannot imagine a man working
on a machine on a pay of Rs. 12; I do not think that is correct. It is

possible it may have been the pay that was allotted to him in the register.

If he were earning his proper pay and he was paid according to the schedule,

his compensation in that case would be somewhere near Rs, 200 or 300
which would enable him to buy cattle, goats or take some interest In land
which would provide him with a living.

B-3309. But this is a case registered by the Commissioner; it may be that
the accident did not occur through machinery ?—-In that case I certainly say
that the compensation is not sufficient. I was going on the schedule of com-
pensation as compared with the wages which I find reported to me at the

end of the year by employers.

B-3310. Then he quotes what might happen : a workman drawing Rs. 10

if he loses any other finger than the index finger, he Is, in accordance with
the provisions of the Act, entitled to receive compensation amounting
to Rs. 21?—'Yes, that is true.

B-3311. Is that, in your opinion, adequate ?—There again I say I do not

know of any person who is working on that pay per month.

B-3312. With regard to housing, you say in your memorandum, “The
bulk of the labouring classes in Beawar and Ajmer employed in the cotton

ginning and pressing factories live in quarters provided by the private land-

lords ”, Is it also true that the bulk of the labouring classes that are

employed on the railways live under private landlords?—Yes.

B-3313. Has it ever been a part of your duty to inspect the housing

condition?—No, never; houses outside the factory premises are not my con-

cern officially.

B-3314. Have you ever seen them unofficially?—I have,

B-3315. How would you describe them?—Undesirable. I think they

might be improved.

B-3316. Is that the strongest word?—Possibly not. In many cases cer-

tainly they should be improved very much,

B-3317. Again you say,
a Medical facilities for the workers and their

families are provided in the case of bigger mills and factories I take it

you also include the railways to which you later on make a reference?—Yes.

B-3318. Is it practicable for an ordinary workman living three miles away

from the hospital to avail himself of the facilities?—No, certainly not; I am
alluding to the worker within the factory. When he is a mill employee and

during the course of his work he falls ill, he receives medical treatment.

B-3319. Suppose a workman meets with an accident in railway workshop

;

he is treated, but he is not detained in the hospital and goes home. Is any

provision made for visits at his home?—I am afraid I do not know; that

would be outside my province.

B-3320. Your observations here do not go further than the facilities pro-

vided in the mills or factories?—No; I have no authority and also no time to

go beyond that.
,,

» i
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B-3321. Mr. Ahmed: In your memorandum you say, “ Two of the textile

mills in Mewar and the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway Work-
shops, Ajmer, have, however, made a provision on a restricted scale for the

accommodation of their operatives at a reasonable rent”. What do you
mean by this ?—I am referring to the housing accommodation provided within

the workshop premises or close to them for such people as chowkidars, gate-

keepers and other employees who must essentially remain on their job. Those
houses, to my mind, are fairly good. I take it you are alluding specially

to the railways. In this case they are provided by the railway authorities..

B-3322. Has no provision been made for accommodation of the labourers?

—Only in the case of those I have mentioned, within the factory premises

;

I am not sure what arrangements they have made outside the factory premi-
ses.

B-3323. You say, “ The housing conditions of the Bombay, Baroda and
Central India Railway Workshops, Ajmer, in so far as the accommodation
is provided are on the whole satisfactory in relation to drainage, water
supply and sanitation 55

. Do you mean to say that provision has been made*
for quarters to the permanent staff like managers, clerks and others?—No.
I am alluding to those houses and dwellings which are provided for the staff

which must remain on their job most of the time. That is in the case of

probably less than 5 per cent, of the entire railway workshop staff.

B-3324. You have already said that the efficiency of the workers will be*

increased if they are given higher wages?—Yes.

B-3325. And indebtedness to the bania is their real grievance?—Yes.

B-3326. Do you not think that if payments are made weekly, it would
1

relieve their indebtedness to the bania?—T do not think it would.

B-3327. If you pay them four times a month they can pay their debts

earlier?—They can but it does not follow that they would, I doubt very

much if it would be an advantage to the monthly worker to get bis pay
weekly.

B-3328. Why not?—He usually gets his food in bulk for the month. He
is always indebted, whether you pay him by the week or by the month. I

do not think he would really be better off by merely getting a small amount
of money at the end of the week instead of a good amount at the end of the
month. It is the habit of the worker, on pay day, to want the rest of the

day as a holiday, and he would not want to forego that holiday if payments-

are made weekly. The result would be that he would get three extra holi-

days in a month.

B-3329. Sir Victor Sassoon: We have been told by the representatives of

the railway workers that outside the railways the usual rate of pay to the*

lowest class is Re. 1 to Rs. 1-4-0 in the industries at Ajmer and in the

agricultural districts Re. 1 per clay. I have here the evidence of the

General Manager of the Court of Wards who states that in industries the*

wages are from 6 annas to 10. annas and in agriculture 4 annas to 6 annas.

Which of these statements is, in your opinion, correct?—I should say the*

latter one
;
my experience shows that the latter is more correct.

B-3330. You do not consider that in industries outside the railways the-

usual rate of pay for coolies is from Re, 1 to Rs. 1-4-0?—1 am sure it is not,

B-3331. What do you think would be the rate of pay in industries outside

the railways?—It would be nearer to 8 or 9 annas—that is for the unskilled

work. I collect statistics regarding that at the end of the year, and covering

the entire area it works out at about 11 annas for a man and 5 or 5J annas
for a woman

;
that includes the railways, and it is generally recognized that

the railways pay slightly more if anything.

B-3332. That is recognized?—I have always presumed so.

B-3333. In this district ?—Yes, slightly more.

B-3334. Have you any experience of the rates paid in the . agricultural-,

districts surrounding., Ajmer?— Tffiave not,.
’

.{The witness withdrew .) v
: r
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Rai Sahib CHANDRIKA PRASAD.

154335. The Chairman: Rai Sahib, the questions that I shall put to you
on your present memorandum will really deal with the questions which you
have been good enough to discuss. I may talce it that the sum of
your claim is as stated in your memorandum where you say: “It
shows the necessity for Indianisation of Railway services from the top
instead of from the bottom as has been done to some extent so far.” Now
there are one or two. other interesting points in your memorandum. You
•claim that vocational schools are altogether inadequate P—Exactly.

B-3336. And that they ought to be greatly increased to give the oppor-
tunity of training Indians for the higher posts in the railway service?—Yes,
both for higher and subordinate posts.

13-3337. Dealing with the question of workmen’s compensation
you say :

“ The Workmen’s Compensation Act has in some cases

curtailed the allowances of full pay to railway workmen for

absence due to injury caused by accidents in the performance of their

duties.” By that do you mean that the provisions of the Act are less

liberal than what was being given in some cases by the Company before

the Act was passed?—Exactly. The previous practice was to allow full

pay for the period of sickness under medical certificate. Now the Act limits

it to something like 10 days or so. But I am glad to notice that the

Railway Board is allowing the former practice still to continue.

B-3338. I was going to deal with that question. My recollection is that

we were informed by the Railway Board that where their own rules were

more favourable than the Act, they would allow their own rules to

operate?—Yes, I find that is so from the Railway Board’s memorandum.

B-3339. That is satisfactory?—Yes.

B-3340. In your memorandum you tell us the purpose of these unions

of railway employees. We were told here in Ajmer yesterday that a new
union has been recently established?—Yes.

B-3341. Is that union reconized by the All-India Railwaymen’s Federa-

tion?—It is not at present affiliated, as far as I know, to the All-India

Federation.

B-3342. Has it applied to be affiliated to it?—l am not certain; I have

nothing to do with this union.

B-3343, Therefore you do not speak to-day in the capacity of a represen-

tative of the men engaged on your Railway?—I am speaking in my personal

•capacity, because the All-India Railwaymen’s Federation has not yet decided

the question whether they should co-operate with this Commission.

The Chairman

:

I understand.

B-3344. We had under consideration here, and have had under consi-

deration elsewhere, the question of the relation of staff committees or

works’ committees to trade unions. Are you aware that in England it has

hefen- found possible to work the staff committees or works’ committees, by

whatever name they may be called, with the perfect goodwill of the trade

unions?—I am not aware of that, but here I know the staff committees are

proteges of the Railway officials, while the railway men’s unions are inde-

pendent bodies who represent the views and wishes of railway employees.

That is the position in India.

B-3345, That is an early stage of organization. There is nothing to

prevent the staff committees or works’ committees being worked with the

assistance and approval of the trade unions? That does not come within

your experience?—No, it does not. I have no experience in regard to that.

B-3346. Sir Ibrahim, Bahimtoola: In your memorandum, you give a state-

ment showing the maximum and minimum wages per month of different

classes of labour in different countries, and you say that it was worked
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out for the Ac worth Committee m 1920* Have you any statistics to show

what the present position is ?—

1

have not got the statistics since then;

but I think these figures are very recent
;
they were only collected after the

war*

B-3347. Is your position the same as it was then? Has there been no

real variation m the proportions shown m the statement during the last

nine years "—1 do not think there is any material difference now. The

statement holds good to-day very materially so far as India is concerned.

B-3348* Then you go on to say: “True remedy lies in laying down a

scale of salaries for the staff ol the Indian Railways on the same scale as is

in iorce on the Japanese State Railways, thus bringing down the high

salaries of the higher officials, and raising the salaries and wages of the

low-paid staff and work people, without serious rise in the operative ratio .

55

Can you tell us what you mean by a system prevailing in Japanese State

railways?—I mean that the maximum salary of a Railway official in Japan
is about Rs. 1,000 a month. Here m India the maximum salary of an

Agent goes up to Rs. 4,500: 1 have given it in the statement as only

Rs, 3,500. I consider that the salaries of higher officials on Indian railways

are very much higher than the salaries paid in Japan. Japan being an Asiatic

country has very much the same conditions as wre have in India, and that

is an ideal for us to follow’.

B-3349. That is to say you would work up to that level in future?—No,
I will work up to it now.

B-3350. Do you think it is a matter of practical politics to suddenly

introduce that system, and wrould sufficiently qualified men with technical

knowledge he available m India on the salaries you advocate?—I do not
mean to drive out the present officials; I would keep them on their present

salaries, but I would have a new scale for all those that will come into the

service henceforward on the basis of Japan.

B-335L Does Japan train its own railway officials?—Yes, certainly: they

have a very nice college there for the training of rail

w

ray officials.

B-3352. Then your scheme, in essence, is that steps should be taken to

provide educational facilities to supply the demand for higher officials

employed on the Railways?—Exactly; all higher officials should be trained

m India. We have available in India a sufficient quantity of educated
material which could be trained.

B-3353. Further in your memorandum you say: “The arbitrary powers
exercised by the Supervising Officer or subordinate, without impartial check,
often leads to favouritism, racial discrimination or corrupt practices, which
affect the efficiency of staff and lead to waste of public money .

5

5

What kind
of impartial check would you advocate?—At another place I have suggested
that ive want Indians in the higher places. At present the European mind
is biased against the Indians, more or less.

B-3354. The point is thm. You say theio should be impartial check.

What kind of check would 3 ou exercise to prevent what you call “favouri-
tism, racial discrimination and corrupt practices

55 ?—I wrould have a Railway
officer of a Department that is not concerned in fhe matter : for instance,
T would have an officer of the Audit or Accounts, or even of the Agents
Department—an impartial officer to check these things. I have been pro-
posing a Staff Committee of three instead of leaving these matters in the
hands oi a single individual. Let all establishment matters, that is, matters
relating to staff, their appointment, promotion, and so on, be settled by a
Committee of three.

B-3355, How would you constitute that Committee of three?— [ would
take one officer from the executive staff of the Department concerned say,
from the Carriage and Wagon or the Loco, workshops, or the Engineers3"

Branch, or the Traffic Branch
;

I would take another officer from the Audit
and Accounts Department

;
and the third member would be a representative

of the Railwaymans union.
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R-335f>. You mmk that under that system racial discrimination, favour?*

iism and corrupt practices would disappear P—Tes^

R-3337. You do not think that by multiplying the authority of employ-
ment there will be much more nepotism?—No, I think a Committee of three
will not be influenced by any undue consideration,

R~33.>^. That is your opinion. You do not think there is a danger of

largei favouritism resulting from your scheme?—Single individuals have
^exercised autocratic powers; these will be toned down by a Committee of

three That is my opinion.

8-3359. Rv larger distribution of favouritism?—That is not my opinion.

H*M), I do not say it is your opinion: there is a likelihood of it?—

1

do not see any likelihood of it. I see an improvement.

B-S36L Mr. Clow : In your memorandum you say:
£C No facilities are

allowed by the Railway administrations for insurance against accidents.”

What do you mean by that?—What I mean is that there ought to be some
institution by which the lives or bodies of railwaymen should be insured

against accidents; there is nothing done by the railways to insure their

lives; they ought to encourage the railwaymen to form an institution or

fund by which lives of men could be insured.

B4362. Do not the compensation rules provide something of that kind?

—

That is not enough.

B-3363. You mean the men should be compelled to subscribe?—No, the

railway ought to do it.

B-3364. The railway provides compensation?—Compensation they give on

death or injury. But I say an institution should he formed beforehand

from which the men should get money. At present the B., B. and C. L
Railwaymen’s Union at Parel (Bombay) does something in that direction; it

provides grants within its limited means in the case of accidents, sickness

or unemployment.

B-3365. Mi. Sastn: In the nature of an insurance scheme?—They give

an allowance when a man is injured or is sick.

B-3366. Mr. Clow : But you are talking of accidents and not of sick*

ness ?—I should say the same principle should apply in the case of accidents

too
;
when a man is disabled they ought to do something

;
some institution

ought to he established.

B-3367. But they do something at present?—That is not enough They

pay a lump sum which is spent in a few years
;
then the man is left without

any means.

B-336S. Then would it not be preferable to give a pension instead of a

lump sum?—Certainly that would be preferable.

R4369. Is that what you mean by your statement?—Yes. In England

you have National insurance.

B-3370. That is health insurance?—Yes, but in accidents, instead of

giving a lump sum I would prefer a pension.

B-3371. You do not want the workman to pay a premium?—No, he is

not able to pay it,

B-3372. You say, “ Effect has not been given bv the Government of India

to the Washington and Geneva Conventions .... the hours of attendance

-should not exceed 144 hours for clerical staff...,..,.,”. How did you reach

that figure?—144 hours a month or 36 hours a week. That is the demand
of the railwaymen put through the All-India Railwayman's Federation

;
they

passed a resolution to that effect. Under the present P. W, I). Code no

man should work for more than 6 hours a day.

$4373. You think that the clerical staff should work for much shorter

hours than the other staff?'—Yes, because it is brain work; in the Indian

climate they cannot work continuously for more than 6 hours. *
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6-3374. Is the climate felt more in the open air or inside the roam' The

workmen work for 12-14 hours?—I still work for 12 to 14 hours,

B-3375. With your hand P—With my hand and with my brain.

B-3376. That is more akin to clerical work?—I do out-door work also.

B-3377. Only about two months ago there was no union here, is not that

so?—The union has been more or less here for the last seven years,

B-3378. What do you mean by more or less?—By more or less I mean,

very many obstacles were thrown by the railway officials in the way of

the formation of a union. The Trade Union Congress gave a grant specially

to organize a railwaymen’s union at Ajmer but all our efforts failed because

of the attitude of the railway officials.

B-3379. But has the formation of unions elsewhere been dependent on

the attitude of the employers ?—But Ajmer is an autocratic province and
the men are at the sweet will of the authorities

;
they are afraid of them.

Do you see a single Indian railwayman here? They are afraid to come
before my friend Sir Ernest Jackson; they would not come here—I am
speaking plainly—the poor people have not the courage to come.

B-338G. You are an ex-President of the Trade Union Congress?—Y"es.

B-3381. It does not seem that much progress has been made with trade

unionism in the long time that you are here, Rai Sahib?—A prophet is-

never honoured in his own country.

B-3382. Mr, Joshi

:

You stated that some men here were also discharged

because the officials thought the men were organizers of railway employees
union or leaders of strikes. Can you give us any definite information on
this?—I might give you the instance of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway—T am
speaking here for All-India and not for the B., B. and C. T. Railway only.

On the Bengal-Nagpur Railway a number of men were victimized simply

because they were leaders or workers of railway unions. This came to my
personal notice m my capacity as President of the All-India Railwaymen’s
Federation.

The Chav man : We can hardly deal with that here.

B-3383. Mr, Joshi : In your memorandum you say,
c{ Employment in the

railways is generally permanent in cases of men on monthly pay as well as

those paid on the daily rates of wages . . . Why are these people kept on
daily rates of wages although their employment is permanent?—I cannot
offer any explanation because this has been the system for many years;

but I think it is wrong. The men claim to be brought on monthly pay,,

and I am glad to say that the Railway Board have given us an assurance*

that they will be brought on monthly pay.

B-3384. You also say, “ The practice of raising debits against the station
staff for errors in booking or collecting charges from the public leads to
corrupt practices ”, Can you explain this'?—Suppose a consignment m
booked, say, from Ajmer to Bombay, Bombay is responsible to recover the
correct charges. Either through over-sight or through the complex nature
of the goods tariff, if the goods clerk at Bombay fails to realise the correct
freight, the audit department will raise a debit against him, without regard
to his pay—it may he for Rs. 100 or it may be for Rs. 500. He is called

upon to realise it from the party concerned; if he fails, the debit stands
against him and is recovered from his pay. This, 1 maintain, leads to
corruption. When you levy such heavy debits on a poor man where is he
to bring the money from?

B-3385. Are the officers m the railways made to pay any debits for their
mistakes?— Cei tain iy not, officers go scot free always.

B-3386. T will ask you a question on a subject on which we had had
some information, but I think it is necessary to ask that question. Will
you explain how m practice racial

#

discrimination is maintained incite
of the fact that the railway authorities state that they have done away
with it in theory?—It will be in your recollection, Mr. Joshi, that Mr.
Samarth put certain questions in the Legislative Assembly, and the Railway
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Board assured the assembly that racial distinctions would be abolished*

That was something like 10 years ago. But what do we find to-day P The
railway memorandum submitted by the B., B. and 0. I. Railway Co*
clearly shows instances of racial discrimination.

_

B-3387. Will you explain the methods by which, in practice, this is main-
tained?—For instance, the different scales that have been laid down—A, B,

0, D and E. There are two scales which are extremely low where no
European or Anglo-Indian would come to work,

B-3388, Are the Europeans employed on the lowest scales for guards or

drivers?—No, they are employed only in the upper grades. So long as you
keep these low grades you are maintaining racial distinction.

B-3389. You state that Anglo-Indians and Europeans are not recruited

on the lower grades but are directly recruited on the higher grades?—Yes,,

and they keep ahead of Indians.

B-3390. Is there any method by which Europeans and Anglo-Indians get

ahead of Indians?—By rapid promotion too
;
they are favoured always.

B-3391. Miss Power : In your memorandum you suggest that a minimum
of Rs. 35 per month with varying allowances for towns and big cities be
paid for unskilled employees. 1 take it you mean that figure as a minimum
for railway employees in the more rural areas?—Yes.

B-3392. Further on you say, “ The rates of wages in the surrounding
agricultural areas should not be considered in fixing the wages and salaries

of railway employees? What I want to arrive at is on what basis yon
fixed Rs. 35 as the minimum?—It is considered to be the lowest with which
a man could maintain himself and his family.

B-3393. Even in the more rural areas?—Rs. 35 is the minimum; that

has been decided by the All-India Railwaymen’s Federation.

B-3394. What difference in the method of living is there between a
railway employee in the more rural areas and an agricultural worker?—In
the villages an agricultural worker gets fine vegetable and many articles

free of charge either from his neighbour or from his own produce. Here
a labourer has to pay for every bit he requires for his consumption; there

he has his own cottage where he lives, here he has to pay house rent;

so the difference is very great in rural areas and in towns.

B-3395. 1 was not referring to the labourer in towns but to the railway

employee in the more rural areas. You suggest a minimum of Rs, 35 with
allowances for towns and cities?—Yes; Rs. 35 is the minimum for an
unskilled labourer and a higher amount for others.

B-3396. Colonel Gidney

:

I believe you are an advocate of levelling up
of wages of the subordinate staff?—Certainly; I do not mean to cut down
any salaries of subordinate staff.

You are also an advocate of levelling down the salaries of officials?—Yes.

B-3397. I believe you were present when I asked the Railway Board in

their evidence, for figures, to establish a comparison between the total

salaries of subordinates as compared with officials in various railways. If it

is found that there is a great discrepancy in favour of the officials, would
you advocate levelling down the salaries of officials?—Yes.

B-3398. You just now complained of a great distinction between the

Anglo-Indians and Indians. You would not complain if the Indian is

levelled up to the Anglo-Indian standard of wages?—No.

B-3399. Do you think the railways would function if this were done?

—

Why not?

B-340Q. Why is it that no Indian witness from the railway workshops
has appeared before this Commission ?—They have not the courage

;
they are

afraid of their superiors.

B-340L Do yon think they would be victimized?—Yes.

B44Q2. Have you any real reason to think so?—I have already cited

one instance on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway, Here a few months ago fte*
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men were thinking of organizing a union and one of the officials called

the leaders and told them not to join or form any union.

B-3403. I hare no reason to doubt your statement, on the other hand 1

may hare reason to support it. The Commission is out here to examine

the gne\ ances of the raihvaymen and if there is such a thing as victimi-

zation of any witnesses the Commission would not be in a position to examine
those witnesses and they would be placed at a very great disadvantage ?•—

They cannot come forward; they have not the courage.

B-3404. I think you were at Delhi when 1 asked a question of the

Railway Board as to how long it takes for a fireman to become a loco

foreman or a ticket collector to become a station superintendent?—Yes, 1

heard the question as well as the answer.

B-3405. It was said that the average service necessary for this promotion

was between 20 and 25 years. Will you agree with me if I say that the reason

why Anglo-Indians and Europeans occupy a large number of such superior

posts to-day is because they have been continuously in service and at a

time when the educated Indian did not seek Railway employment?—Indians
have been more continuously in service. Look at the percentage; over 97

per cent, are Indians.

B-3406. I am not talking of the percentage, I am talking of these appoint-

ments and the length of service necessary to attain such ranks?—I put in

37J years
5

service.

B-3407. Will you agree with me that till a few years ago the educated
Indian did not seek employment on the railways?—Why? He has always
been after railway service.

B-3408. Will you agree with me that 15 years ago the Indian was not
keen on working on railways ?—No, certainly not; I joined the railway in

1877.

B-3409. I am not taking you as an example
;
you are an exception. I am

taking the class as a whole?—I am speaking of the Indians generally.

B-3410, Is it a fact that 15 to 20 years ago drivers and guards did not
know how to sign their names?—Yes, because you did not take any educated
men; you promoted khalasis to the rank of a driver.

B-3411. You made a statement about the appointments committee; I

think there was a lot in what you said; it impressed me very much. My
friend Sir Tbrahim Rahimtoola suggested to you that there would be
more nepotism if you had such a committee?—If I were to he on that
committee I would serve honestly.

B-3412. Colonel G'idney

:

Do you think that much of the trouble on
railways is really due to the ignorance amongst the staff of leave rules,

over-time claims, service bonds and other privileges to which they are
entitled ?—Yes

B-3413. Would you advocate the issue to all employees of a condensed
pamphlet of these rules?—The B., B. and C. I. Railway have done that;
thej v ere good enough to send me a copy of it.

B-3414, I do not know whether it is the general practice on all the
railways^—I think that is very necessary.

B-3415. Mr. Clow asked you a few questions about compensation. Do
von think that if the B., B. and C. I. Railway accepts the system of insuring
the lives of their employees that I recommended to the Railway Board
and which they agreed to consider, that is, that every employee of the
railway be allowed to insure his life and pay the premiums from hi*
accumulated Provident Fund, it would help the Indian employee?—I should
'think so.

B-3416. You talked just now of long hours of duty. A general statement
is one thing; can you substantiate what you said to the Commission by
giving concrete eases of men doing 15, 18 or 20 hours duty a day?—T never
said 18 hours; T said 12 hours.
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B-3417. Well, let it be 12 hours?—Here is ft statement which shows that
the station staff do 12 hours work.

B-3418. Can you give it to the Commission?—I will show it. It gives
the hours from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Assistant booking clerks, head booking
clerks and so forth work 12 hours during the day; I am speaking of Ajmer
station which has pretty good work during the day.

B-3419. The Chairman

:

Without any interval for meals?—It is what
they call intermittent work; but still the men have to remain longer hours;
they cannot leave the station where they are kept for 12 hours. But there
is an admission in the Railway Board's memorandum that some of the staff

have only 8 hours rest in 24 hours.

B'3420. Colonel Gidney: In your memorandum yon say that you favour
a time scale promotion. Do you mean by that that a ticket collector can,

bv increments, automatically rise up to the post of station superintendent?
—Yes, automatically as they have done in the postal department.

B-3421, I know a time scale promotion exists in the postal and telegraphs
departments, also in various other Government departments but do you
think this is practicable in the railway department?—Why not? What is

practicable in the postal and telegraphs departments is equally practicable

in the railway department.

B-3422. What will be the greatest benefit if such a system were intro-

duced^ Do you think it would remedy the present hardship of blockage of

80 per cent, of the staff in the upper grades?—Tf there is blockage in the

postal department there may be blockage here as well.

B-3423 T know such a blockage does exist in the telegraph department
and that is their chief complaint?—I cannot foresee; I have made no
calculation.

B-3424. You have just given the history of Unions on the B., B. and C. I,

Railway. Is it your experience, in your long and distinguished service in

various grades that the railway official on this Railway looks askance on
railway unions or any such bodies, and look upon such bodies, from a
hostile point of view?—Yes.

B-3425. Ts it your experience that the officials put their hostility into

practice ?—Yes.

B-3426. Could you give instances in which this has happened?—Yes.

B-3427. And therefore you think this is the chief reason why unions have

not succeeded on this railway?—Exactly.

B-3428. Do you think this is a correct attitude?—No, that is not a

correct attitude.

B-3429. Do you think that if the railway administration had frequent

consultations with unions and other organized bodies of workmen as associa-

tions, etc., in matters concerning their own interests, there would be less

mistrust, unrest and more satisfaction ?—Certainly
;
but you should abolish

these sham staff committees,

B-3430 What would you put in in their place?—The Railwaymen's

unions. If the railway officials will favourably receive these railwaymen's

muons, I assure you that railwaymen will be very reasonable.

B-3431. Would you accept a grievances committee; T mean a separate

department to be created in the Railway in which the men would have a

big representation and a big voice ?—Certainly, if there are representatives

of the railwaymen' s union.

B-3432, Mr, Gregory : In your memorandum you say “ except in

the case of train running staff some of these are discharged for three or four

months of the rainy season which is treated as the slack season on some of the

railways Do you include the B., B. and 0, I. Railway in that?—I do.

B-8433. Can you let us know what you refer to in your statement?—In

the rainy season when traffic is slack some of the men are given leave for

three mouths—what is called compulsory leave during the slack season.
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B-3434. Str Ibrahim Bahimtoola

:

Without pay?—Yes, certainly.

B-3435. Sir Victor Sassoon : For how long?—Four months will he the

longest period; it is during the slack season when there is little traffic;

that has been the practice

B-3436. Mr. Gregory: You have used the expression “compulsory

leave Which class of staff do you refer to?—T am referring to the

running staff, drivers and guards.

B-3437. In reply to the Chairman you said that you considered the

provision of vocational institutions inadequate. Having seen the policy in

the Railway Boaicl memorandum, do you still adhere to that?—Certainly.

Shall I give a full account of my views on that?

Mr. Gregory : No thank you.

B-3438. Su Ernest Jail son : You speak of the want of special schools

and liberal grants-m-aic! to the children of Railway workers. When you

wrote that were you awaie that the policy both of grants-m-aid and of

the education of children has been under the consideration of the Govern-

ment of India foi about 18 months, and that a revised policy under these

two heads is about to be issued and in fact has been agreed to, I understand,

by the Standing Committee of the Legislative Assembly?—I had no means
of knowing that, hut since then I have seen something in the Railway

Board memorandum.

B-3439. You also state that Rs. 35 should be the minimum pay for all

rural districts?—Yes.

B-3440. But you also- suggest that in addition to that minimum pay it

will be necessary to give the employees an additional allowance?—For
cities like Bombay; that is what I mean.

B-3441 . Whatever the minimum pay may be which may be decided upon,

whether it is Rs. 20, or Rs, 35 or Rs. 50? You are doubtless aware that

the conditions throughout India vary considerably, and that what may be
an adequate pay in one province or district may be quite inadequate, or,

on the other hand, too much m another district?—I do not think there is

such a marked difference m the minimum living conditions. Knowing India

as I do from Madras to Kashmir I think Rs. 35 is absolutely necessary

for a man to keep in good health, whether he is a coolie or whatever he is
;

Rs. 35 is the minimum to give him food, clothing, house accommodation,
medical aid, education of children, and provision for sickness, old age, etc.

B-3442. Quite apart horn the question of the amount of minimum wages,
do you not think that if the minimum were fixed, further complications

would immediately arise as to the amount of the additional allowances to

he given according to the city or the Province in which that employe© is

stationed?—I am suggesting at another place staff and wages boards. If

you have wages boards m different localities they will settle all these ques-

tions

B-3443. You think there will be no further clamour for additional
allowances to meet the extra cost in some particular place or district?—If

you adopt the same machinery as they have m England under the English
Railways Act, 1921, Part IV, which I think are known as Whitley Com-
mittees or Whitley Councils, there should be no difficulty whatever.

B-3444. In jour memorandum you speak of the abuse of the fines fund;
you state that it is mostly used for the benefit and enjoyment of Anglo-
Indians and Europeans. At another place you recommend that unclaimed
wages should be used for the benefit of the workmen in just the same way
as the fines fund. Is not that a contradiction?—I do not mean that the
fines funds should continue to he abused; it should be properly used in
consultation with the Railwaymen’s unions’ representative; that is what I
^ean. The fines fund should not be used, as at present it is used in the
^solute power of the Agent,

^-3445 Colonel Gidney suggested, and you agreed with him, that as far
Xmns aie concerned it would be of immense benefit to the staff if the



Agents and officials met the unions and discussed things with them to try
to come to cordial arrangements. Are you aware that in Bombay very
great efforts have been made to that enclP Are you also aware that so
much were we and the Bombay union coming together to discuss these that it

was too much for the union, and their Secretary who was meeting us was
immediately discharged on the report, as I understand, that he was a spy
of the Agent?—I was President of the B., B. and 0. I. Railway Union at
Parel up to about March or April last, and as far as I know 1 had no
invitation from the authorities to consult with them. I do not know what
they are doing now because the union is not under my direction.

B-3446. .You have stated that the fines fund is abused. From whom
mainly is it collected?—From the Railway staff.

B-3447. From Ihe lowest staff?—Yes.

B-3448. Do they get much benefit from it?—The lowest staff get th®
least benefit from it,

R-3449, In your memorandum you say that Indians claim ©qua! pay foi

equal work?—Yes.

B-3450. Will you kindly explain that?—What I have been maintaining
is that everybody should get the value of his work

;
that is to say, if I do

the same work as another man is doing, I should not get more pay than
that man. Equal pay for equal work is a saying which is very fully

understood.

B-3451, What is the particular application of it here? Do you think
Indians are not paid equally for their work?—Certainly not,

B-3452. And others are paid disproportionately for the work they are

doing?—They are paid unduly high wages as compared with the Indians.

The Indians do not get a living wage while others may be getting a living

wage. So far as subordinates are concerned, I do not think any subordinate
is getting more than he actually earns,

B-8453. With regard to education do you think the Railway Company
has taken sufficient care of the children of ihe Indian labouiors?—No, they

take very little interest or care of the children of Indians.

B-3454. Are theie any night schools for teaching labourers?—'While I

was in the service I started one, but that was abolished directly, I left

Ajmer.

B-3455. Do you think the wages that are being paid to the Indian

labourers here are sufficient and living wages?—Certainly not; any wage
below Rs. 35 is not a living wage.

B-3456. You have travelled on the Continent?—Yes.

B-3457, You must have seen how the skilled and unskilled labourers lived

there?—Yes.

B-3458. Do you think they live there in such a lordly way as some of

the so-called skilled labourers and unskilled labourers her© who belong to

the European and Anglo-Indian classes?—They do not live in that lordly

way in England; they live like workmen.

B-3459. Do you know anything about the working of the staff com*

mittees?—I do not know anything about their working, but I know they

are trying to get in the way of railway employees’ unions.

B-3460. To what would you ascribe the indebtedness of the labourers

here?—Low wages. What Mr, Kabeer-ud-din Ahmed called “ eternal

indebtedness” is due to these low wages; the men cannot get out of it

though you may form a thousand credit societies.

B-346L You live very near the Railway hospital?—Yes.

B-3462. Do you think that sufficient attention is paid to the labourers

and other persons who attend the hospital?—People go to private practi

tioners,

B-3463. Why?—For treatment because they do not get proper treatment

at the hospital.
f
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B-3464. In its memorandum the Bailway Board says that in Ajmer and

in Bombay there is sufficient accommodation for the artisan class, and that

it is not necessary to provide any housing accommodation or
^

land for them*

Do you think there is sufficient housing accommodation In Ajmer?—No; the

Indians lure been totally neglected In the matter of housing accommodation

in Ajmer,

B-3465. Bui do they get sufficient accommodation anywhere; in the city,

and oilier places?—I would not live m the city for a day under such

conditions; the accommodation is nob at all healthy. One of the Members
of the Commission has remarked about tuberculosis; that disease is extend-

ing m Ajmer on account of insufficient air.

B-346f> T think you hare seen that portion of Nagra where many people

live ?—Yes,

B-3467 What soib of huts ate llune?—In i908 as Municipal Commis-
sioner of Ajmer I went round and I found men who once got on the ground
never lose.

B-3468 The 1 hem man • Did the Municipality do anything to euro that?

—It was not within their province.

B-3469. Sir Ernest Jackson: You have been on the Municipality ?—I was
on the Municipality.

B-8470. Do the Bailway assist the municipality in any way in cleaning

the siieets?—They pay only for the work the Municipality does for them.,

B-3471. The majonty of the inhabitants of Ajmer are Railway people?

—

Half the population of Ajmer is connected with railway employees.

B-3472. Oolonel Bussell : You say that the medical aid provided by the
Railway administration is neither adequate nor acceptable. Will you let us
know In which dnection medical aid is neither adequate nor acceptable?—
Theie is no provision for the families of Indian railways employees. That is

one inadequacy. The other is that the men themselves have to go to private
practitioners.

B-3473. Is that the only reason®—That ts the reason, and that is suffici-

ent reason
,
the men cannot get treatment and so they go elsowheie.

B-3474. You say they cannot get tieafcment at the Railway hospitals ?

—

They do not get propn treatment. The men complain, of course I would
not like to repeat then complaint, but they bitteily complain.

B-3475. Of what?—They complain that the} are not attended to; they
are being cl i ivcn aw ay

B-3476 The icgisters show tlioio is an attendance of about 600 per
day J—Theie may be, but this is what I hear from the men; T never go
there mysell.

B-3477. AD Cliff : Have you any knowledge of the Agent of this Rail-
way proceeding in a genet al way to establish a minimum wage?—No,

B-3478. Tlieiefoie if the Railway Board suggested that he was, they would
not be speaking the tmih®—I cannot say, he may have made pioposals, but
not to my knowledge,

B-3479. Do you agree with the Agent of this Railway that there were iwo
trade unions formed in 1920?—Yes.

B-3480. Do you agree with the Agent of tins Railway that neither of
these unions was recognized till 1926?—! had experience of that. They re-
fused repeatedly. The men wanted the union to be recognized, but the
Agent refused to recognize It until 1926,

B-348L And do you agree that they were not recognized till that date?—
Yes.

^
R-3482. Can you tell me whether in the formation of these staff com-

mittees the trade unions were ever consulted?—No, - •* * D

p r#u>T uffl,
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B-3483 Can yon tell me the reason why guards on mail and passenger
Iranis work shorter hours than the drivers ?—No. T cannot give you informa-
tion on that point.

B4Mb4.h if within your knowledge that the drivers of mail and pas-
Renger trains work 70 hours a week?—I cannot say.

There were some questions on the minimum wage. Would you he
prepared for the purpose of establishing minimum living rates of wages to
agree to a series of wages boauls being set up m order to deteimme these
wages rates P-—Ceitamly; local boaids in each local centre,

B-34bG 1 understand you aie piepared to speak to us on behalf of the
trade union to set up similar committees to what are in existence in Eng-
land ?—Exactly.

B-3487 . Is it your view that the representatives of the Railway trade
unions and the Railway workpeople themselves are competent to put their
own business before such bodies?—Some of them, are if the railway restric-
tions are withdrawn. If the men aie allowed to form their unions freely,
I should say a number of educated men will join the unions and guide the
unions on very sound lines,

B-3488. And you believe they will be capable of transacting their own
business P—Certainly.

B-34,89. Will you kindly tell us the kind of restriction you refer to?

—

I might in a general way say that the Presidential addresses at the Indian
Railway Conference Association from 1920 had been generally against the
formation of unions by radwaymen,

B-3490. Rofeienee has been made to grades of labour enumerated A, B,
O, I) and E. Might a man on the E grade be doing exactly the same work
m a man on the D grade?—Exactly.

R-349L Might he be domg the same work as a man on the C grade?—Yes*,
very nearly the same work.

B-3492. Bid the two separate unions of this railway represent the same
class of labour that is employed here in Ajmer?—No The B., B. & C. I.

Railway Employees’ Union represents the workshops staff at Parel. The B ,

B. & 6. I. Ryl Men’s Association represents the running and station staff

and some other staff also of which I am not aware.

B-3493. So that one of the unions represents the men working in a similar

shop to the one at Ajmer?—Yes. This Ajmer union should have been a

branch of the Bombay union but for the obstacles thrown in their way.

B-3494. You are in favour of paying wages weekly?—Yes.

B-3495. What is your reason?—The wages are low, although the rail-

way authorities will not admit, but charge the men with extravagance.

Weekly payment of wages will enable the men to pay the shop-keepers more

quickly and clear off their liabilities.

B-3496. If wages were paid weekly, in your opinion there would be less

indebtedness, because the workers would be able to clear their liabilities to

the shop-keepers more quickly?—Yes, that is so.

R-3497. Bo any of the railway men who are paid wages monthly go to

the bamas for advances?—A good many go. But then there is also the co-

operative stores which gives credit to members of the society.

; B-3498. Is that a co-operative society which soils food and clothing?—

I

do not know if they sell Nothing. They sell food grains on credit during the

month. „ , , J Jj0 - r .

R-3499. Ig the credit *
given free or have they to pay interest?—No, that

Members iff M Satiety.

of paying weekly, they pay monthly?—Yes. ^
•<

:

B-350i; Some of the workers go to the bamas, Have yon any experience :

of that?—I have not myself gone to a bania, but I know from others

immtM Tit ^
i's always Reaper than 'baying bn OtWii
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B-8502. So thai the bank. charges more for jour food?—Certainly,

B-3503. Mr, Ahmed: What do you think is a living wage for a labourer

with a wife and two children?—Rs. 35 is the minimum to cover the cost of

food, clothing, housing, medical aid and education for children, and a little

saving against the rainy day,

B-3504. But some people told us here yesterday that they got only 9 to

11 annas. Is that a sufficient wage?—No, that is not.

B-3505. So you are in favour of increasing that?—Yes.

B-8506, The employers generally say that workshop labour is paid mom
than agricultural labour in the villages, and make out a ease for not in-

creasing their wages. Do you not think that agricultural labourers in the

villages get some facilities from the headmen of the village, and that living

is much cheaper in a village than in a town?—Yes.

B-3507. To live in Ajmer it costs as much as living in Bombay or Cal-

cutta?—Yes. I am an agriculturist myself and I engage men. Besides pay-

ing them their wages I give them many other things such as food, cloth-

ing and surplus produce if any.

Is that the case with other agriculturists here also?—Yes,

B-3508. So that you cannot compare factory labour with agricultural

labour?—No.

B-3509. The Chairman : Do these happy people get Rs, 35 a month?

—

Without Rs. 35 they get all the necessaries of life to keep them normally

healthy and strong besides keeping them out of debt,

B-3510. That is equivalent to Rs. 35 a month?'—Yes.

B-3511. Mr. Ahmed : Do you not give your labourers half a seer of milk
free every day and sweebs and things of that soit on festive occasions?—
Yes.

B-3512. Have you ever heard of an Agent of the Railway or an officer

of the Railway giving feasts to the labourers on any occasion?—No, never,

B-3513 Do they pay wages to the workmen if they do not go to the
workshops on account of illness?—No, they do not.

B-3514. They give some holidays such as the Fuja holidays and so on.

Do they pay them their wages for those holidays ?—For some holidays such
as King’s birthday altogether 15 for the whole year, they pay. For the rest

they do not.

B-3515. With regard to housing do you not think that these workers
should be given adequate accommodation m the towns?—Yes, preferably in
the suburbs.

B-3516. With regard to construction of wagons, are not all the necessary
materials available here in India except probably wheels and axles ?~Yes

?

even they can be cast in the foundries. Ajmer has taken a lead in the
matter; they have been manufacturing rolling stock such as engines since
1897.

B-3517. Are you in favour of manufacturing them here instead of im-
porting them from foreign countries at enormous cost?—Yes. I am for the
manufacture of these articles not only here, but throughout India.

B-3513. The Railways are not running their business on a commercial
basis if under the circumstances they get their requirements from foreign
countries ?—No.

B-3519, What is the reason for it?—Only a disinclination to deprive
European countries of this work. On the other hand if the work were done
in India there would be less unemployment, and more technical skill and
experience would be accumulated in the country. That would indirectly
benefit agriculture also.

B-35^0. Sir Alexander Murray ; You say that Rs. 35 is the
living wage?—Yes.

'

f ' ; '

'
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B-352L For how many clays
5 work in the month?—26 days, with the

usual allowance for leave,

How days 5 leave would you haveP We have had evidence
from the workers yesterday that they should have 30 days5 privilege leaveP—
Yes, that is allowed under the Government leave rules,

B-3528. In addition they suggest 10 days 5
casual leave?—Yes,

B-3524. There are 52 Sundays in a year?—Sundays are universal holi-
days.

B-3525. They have many other holidays such as Bakrid, New Year’s pay
and so on which come to 26 a year. You will give these public holidays
also?—Yes. What does the total come to?

B-3526. The total comes to 118 holidays including privilege leave, casual
leave, Sundays and Gazetted holidays. That leaves 247 working days in a
year of 365 days, or eight months in a year. Bo you approve of a man
working oply eight months a year ?—The Government have done it and I
would^ not alter the Government code, T think whatever Government have
done is right.

B-852'7 . 1 am very glad to hear you say a good word about Government,
Bo you think it a reasonable proposition that an ordinary menial labourer
should he required to work only for 8 months a year?—Yes. Every man is

an equal servant. The menial labourer is also a man like everybody else.

B-3528. I am sorry I said that. Bo you think that an ordinary work-
ing man on the railway should work only eight months a year?—If the
higher officials clo only eight months a vear, why should not the poor men
also have the same privilege. Every man must have the same privileges.

As an employer myself I treat my workmen just like myself.

B-3529. I am glad to hear that from you. But do you think it reason-

able that they should get 12 months 5 pay at Bs. 35 a month and work only
for 8 months a year?—How much per day would that work out to?—
Holidays must not be counted at all; they are intended for rest and re-

cuperation, just the same as you have.

B-3580. What do you think is a reasonable pay for a working day?

—

You will have to divide Bs. 35 by 30 to get that. That is a simple question

in arithmetic,

B-8531. You divide Bs. 35 bv the number of days in a month, I want
yon to divide the total of Bs. SB per month for 12 months by 247 days,

because he is only working for so many days?—Non-working days go towards

the rest of the worker. He deserved the same rest as others,

B-3532. Sir Vidor Sassoon : I was most interested in that remark of

yours. But do you actually give 118 holidays in the year to your work-

men?—My workers have very easy work.

B-3533. But have they 118 holidays a year?—They get as many as they

require. I do not deduct from their monthly pay anything for absence

through sickness.

B-3534. But would the number of holidays go up to 118?—It may even

exceed that. I give them easy work to do, I do not exact the pound of

flesh.

B-3535. Besides so many concessions your agriculturists get an equiva-

lent of Bs. 35 a month. You also say that they get 118 holidays in the

year and even more, for rest. Do you maintain that this is not peculiar

to you and that this is usual among employers of agricultural labour round

about the country here?—The economic conditions in India are very bad.

There is unemployment and poverty. So much so, the poor workers are

driven to accept whatever you give. That does not mean that the low wages

they get are the prevailing wages everywhere or that they are sufficient for

their living.

B-3536. I want yon to be quite clear on this. This living wage of Bs
a month the equivalent of which you give your agricultural worker*,

hmoou voiiU raj ‘

4^M:



not only what you are giving and therefore exceptional, but the usual rate

in this part of the country?—The majority of agriculturists do their work

themselves; only a few like myself employ labour.

B-3537. Would you say that those who are working for themselves are

getting an equivalent of the standard of living of a railway man getting

Its. 35 a month?—Yes, otherwise they would not live; they would not con-

tinue their agricultural pursuits.

B-3538. Do you admit that the agriculturists form the large majority of

the population in India?—Yes.

B-3539. In that case the large majority of the population of this country

is living on an equivalent of Rs. 35 a month?—Certainly they have the same

comforts.

B-3540. In your memorandum you have stated that the condition of agri-

culturists in India is more miserable than that of an average factory

worker?—How do yon reconcile the two?—They should adopt methods of co-

operation such as are in vogue in Denmark. You would find them advo-

cated in my book, “Agricultural Co-operation in Denmark n which I wrote

after visiting that country two summers. If our agriculturists suffer here

now, it is because they do not adopt those methods.

B-3541. So that what you maintain is not that the agriculturists ar© at

present actually earning Rs. 35 a month, but that is what they might earn

if they followed the methods of co-operation of the Danes?—It is difficult for

me to answer that. A rural survey will have to be made in order to

understand the real situation. I can only speak for the agricultural labourers

whom I employ.

B-8542, Would you say, not only for yourself but also generally for the

people round about Ajmer,—I am not asking you to go to Madras or to

Kashmir to let us have these details—that the agricultural labourer whether
working for himself or working for a good employer like you, gets the
equivalent of Rs. 35 a month?—If that were so, that would have a great
deal of influence on our work?—I must draw a line between agricultural

labourers and railway employees. Take a pointsman. If he puts a train on
the wrong line he is liable to be criminally prosecuted and sent to jail. The
agricultural labourer has no such liability.

B-3543. Would you put a money value on that?—Why not? The man
takes such risk.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Miss J. E, COPELAND^ MA* Chorch of Scotland Mission House,

Ajmer* accompanied by Mr, Kanliaiyala! Gargiya*

B-3544. Miss Power; In your memorandum you say: “ There should be
some organized system of recruiting labour. The need is specially urgent in
the matter of getting boys into suitable employment when they leave school
and in the matter of securing a better system of apprenticeship and train-
ing, either within the area or beyond. 53

You are dealing here with the comparatively small percentage of literate
children, or rather boys?—Yes.

B-3545. How do they now find employment?-—This does not refer to rail-

way employment only, but to all kinds of employment. It seems to me that
there is a wastage when boys leave school and do not immediately get into
suitable employment. If there were some means by which the boys might
learn the type of work most suitable to their capabilities, if they could learn
what might be required of them for their vocation in life, they might stay
a little longer at school or be drafted into vocational training classes. In
this way the wastage might be avoided.

B-3546. But what is open to these literate boys now except the rail-

ways?—There are various forms of work in which they could be engaged:
printing presses, carpenters 3 shops in the city and several other kinds of
skilled work. There are various factories where employment can be had.
The only thing is that they should know the conditions of work in each
place, the amount of education that is required, the terms of apprenticeship
and so on, so that they may be drafted into some suitable occupation im-
mediately on leaving school and the present waste avoided, with profit to the
boys and to industries generally.

B-3547. Are there in fact many false starts? Does a boy drift from on©
occupation to another before he finds a suitable one for himself?—My ex-

perience is that a boy generally wastes a couple of years after leaving school.

Tie works casually, sometimes here and sometimes there before he gets into

a suitable occupation. It does not seem to me as if most of the boys go on a

steady march towards some higher post,

B-3548. Would you like some sort of vocational guidance?—Something
similar to what the After-care Committees do at home.

B-3549. Who should start such committees? Would you have them done

by Government or by voluntary organizations?—The After-care Committee
tor boys might be a voluntary one, run very definitely in connection with

schools to begin with. That would open the field for investigation into

what is necessary. People like headmasters and teachers would know that

an enquiry along these lines into the boys’ capabilities might be made and
help given to them to get into suitable occupations,

B-3550. Has that sort of thing ever been attempted anywhere?—I am
not aware of anything in this district.

B-355L Not even by missionary societies or other such bodies?—In prac-

tice Missionary societies help those boys who are known to them. My pro-

posal was about boys who were not in touch with the missionaries or with

people who knew about the conditions of labour who could give them any

help. We are able to give for example in our mission some help to the boys

we know,

B-3552, In your memorandum you say;

“ There is considerable unemployment. The B., B. & C. I. Ely. which is

the largest employer of labour in the area, is reducing its staff of work-

men, 33
| expect you probably heard this morning that that statement was

challenged?—Yes*
B-3553, What is your experience with regard to imemployment?—I do

not pub this down as the onfy reason for unemployment. That is merely

ope reason which strikes the eye of an ordinary observer, that men are



seeking work and that work is not available in the largest concern in the

district,

$-8554. What sort of men are seeking' work?—Some arc of the coolie

class, some are semi-skilled labourers. There are also some litters and c«u-

penters, etc,, etc,

B-3555. Where do they come from?*—Ajmer.

B-3556. They are residents of the town?—Mostly.

B-3557. Yon say there is a shortage of houses for working people in

Ajmer. The Bailway authorities say that they do not provide accommoda-

tion for workers of the grade of artisans as there is ample to be obtained

in the town. What is your experience?—My experience is that the hous-

ing accommodation is neither sufficient nor healthy. Ajmer city is very

crowded and the sanitary conditions are not good. It would be a great

benefit if houses could be provided on the outskirts.

B-3558. Bo you mean municipal houses, or houses supplied by the Bail-

way?—Either,

B-3559, Are there houses available beyond the means of those seeking

them?—I daresay there are. .

B-3560. You say that the working conditions are on the whole satisfac-

tory in the bigger concerns. I take it you mean by that those places which
come under the Factory Act?—Yes,

B-3561. Speaking of work done in the home, you say that the condi-

tions are not good because of the low rates of pay, bad sanitary arrange-
ments and the small size and bad ventilation of most of the workers
houses?—I would like this Commission to make some enquiry into these

home industries. Either the work is brought to the women’s homes or else

they go and get it and bring it back.

B-3562. Have you any idea as to what a woman earns on that kind
of work?—About six annas a day if they work for about 10 hours.

B-3563. You refer to creches at particular mills. Is your complaint there
that the creche is simply a space allocated for the children, without any
convenience or supervision, and that therefore very little use is made of it?—
Yes.

_

There are two sheds available but no one is in charge. There is no
furnishing, and no other arrangements are provided.

B-3564. How much are these sheds used in practice as the result of there
being no supervision?—As a matter of fact the children jnst play around
the yard. They do not go into the building provided for them. If there
was some one in charge, who could look after the children, give them
treatment, such as a daily bath, and so on, it would not only benefit the
children, but it would be an object lesson to the mothers. So far as I
know the mill authorities would be quite willing to undertake such a respon-
sibility.

B-8565, How many women are employed in the three mills to which
you refer?—About 150, but very many more are employed in the ginning
factories during the season,

B-3566. You say that the mills contribute to the schools in the city but
that these schools are not attended by the workers’ children who are almost
entirely illiterate. Is that because the children are themselves at work?—No.
The reason is that the parents are not alive to the necessity of sending their
children to school.

jB-3567 , You say the working hours in the mills should b© reduced frqmj
10 to 9 or 8 per day. Is it your contention that if the hours 'were^re^iaced;'
to, say, 8 per day, the same volume of output would be achieved?—I do not
think that that result would be achieved immediately, but my feeling is that
if the. womeni (and I only.‘.refer here to women) worked only 8, hours per day,



there would then be time for thorn to attend to their other interests. Wel-
fare work could be done amongst them. If they work ten hours a day, for
part of the year at any rate, they have no time to look after any other
interest. I think it is in the interests of better work that the working woman
should be made more intelligent, her outlook broadened and her standard
of living raised. I do not see how we are going to raise her standard of
living unless she has some time in which to give attention to matters of
hygiene, better living, and so on. I think if the women only worked 8
hours a day, thus giving time for some uplift work to be done amongst
them, it would result in more concentrated effort.

B-856S. If there were a shorter legal working day for women than for
men, do you not think that might have the effect of penalising the employ-
ment of women?—It would probably have that effect.

B-3569. If there is any lowering of the hours of work, do you not think
it should apply both to men and to women?—Yes, I think it should.

B-3570. Colonel Bussell

:

Can you give us any idea of the death rate and
infant mortality rate in Ajmer?—I have not the figures.

B-3571, I understand you are associated to some extent at least with the
Mission hospital here. You will no doubt he able to give us some informa-
tion as regards the incidence of varions diseases here. Is it your Experience
that tuberculosis exists to a high degree in Ajmer?—Yes. In a recent classi-

fication of cities, Ajmer was put down as a C. 3 city, as far as tuberculosis

was concerned. That means the highest death rate from tuberculosis.

B-3572. Has that anything to do with the question of the shortage of

houses and overcrowding?—Yes. One factor is the overcrowding of houses.

There are other factors also.

B-3573. You say the conditions are not good because of the low rates of

pay. Can you give the Commission some family budgets of the lowest grade
of worker? Yes. I have one or two budgets here which have been given

to me by coolies and workmen. Here is one earning one rupee a day, of

eight hours. He may, by doing overtime, earn Rs. 1/2 or Rs. 1/4. He
spends on food alone Rs. 22/12; on house rent Rs. 4/4. His monthly earn-

ings average Rs. 26.

B-3574. How does he make his both ends meet?—He is in debt, but he

ekes out his earnings by doing odd jobs out of work hours and on holidays.

B-3575. Does the wife add to the income?—Not in this case. Here is an-

other budget of a workman earning 12 annas a day; average monthly earn-

ings its. 19 or 20. He pays Rs. 18/4 for food alone—husband, wife and

child. He pays Rs. 3 for rent, making a total of Rs. 21/4, and his aver-

age earnings are Rs. 20. He also works overtime. Here is another one.

The man earns Rs. 15, and his food bill only comes to Rs. 12/15, but I think

his food items miss out certain vital and necessary things, for instance,

ghee. '

i

' j . .

'

B-3576. What about vegetables?—Vegetables are very scant.

B-3577. The
_

to be Rs. 35. What _ ,

is perhaps rather high; I think the average food necessary is about Rs. 6

per adult.
.

j.'

'h .
.

V;:,''

B-3578; That WEuid he Es. 12 Inf a man and his wife?—Yes,

B-3579. And, su; tbepe iVerB three children varying in ages from
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J3-3582. Do you add anything else to that budget?—Probably ho has to

jpay rent.

B-3583. How much ?—On an average Rs. 3.

B-3584. Anything else?—There would be some incidental expenses; he will

probably have to contribute to his community life in some way, like church

collections, etc.

B-3585. That conies to over Rs, 30?—Yes.

B-3586. Miss Power : What do you say would be the living minimum wage

for a family of five in Ajmer?—I think about Rs. 30 would bo a very good

sum. A great many people manage on less. I have a budget, for example,

of a man who has his wife and four children; he has kept out of debt on

Rs. 15, but, of course, as I said, that omits certain necessary items from his

diet.

B-3587. "When you say he can manage on Rs. 30 it presupposes that Ms
wife is not working?—Yes, taking the family income as Rs. 30.

B-3588. Colonel Bussell : Would you tell us who compiled these budgets?

—

I collected them.

B-3589. From the individuals themselves?—Yes.

B-3590. You are satisfied that these figures are reasonably correct?—
Yes, because I have a basis for comparison. You take the budget for food,

for example, in our hospitals or schools as a criterion. Of course, you can do
things very much more cheaply in large quantities but still that gives you a
basis for comparison.

B-3591. What would be the average monthly cost for a pupil in your
school? I think you have girls there upto 15 years of age?—Yes, up to 18.

The average is Rs. 5-4*0 per head.

B-3592. You can feed them on that?—Yes.

B-3593. Does that include articles like ghee and vegetables which would
give them vitamins that are so necessary for a good diet?—Yes; and meat
twice a week.

B-3594. With regard to the question of welfare work, you would like to
have additional trained midwives to look after the wives of workers and
children of men and women workers ?—That only refers to the Beawar
Mills, Yes.

B-3595. Are trained midwives available?—Yes
;

I think they would be
available.

B-359G. You could get a sufficient number of recruits for that class of
work?—Yes, they would be available.

B-3597. In your memorandum you say “ Apart from this (that is, a
Christmas tree and sports day I take it) no definite welfare work is being
done among the Railway Indian employees.”

On what lines do you think such definite welfare work should be done?—
I would like to see either a welfare worker appointed by the Railway or
facilities granted in the way of a house, and perhaps a. hall, which would
become a community centre for the lowest paid Indian workmen. If the
Railway could not appoint an officer, perhaps the Y. M. O. A. might be ap-
proached to send a man, If. they could be guaranteed suitable accommoda-
tion,

B-3598. You think it might be possible for the Railway to appoint a wel-
fare officer of its own?—I think that would be best, if they could see their
way to do it.

B-3599. Should that welfare officer be a male or a female?—In Ajmer
certainly a man, because there are not many women workers here, sand none
in the Railway.

r
’ r; w;

B-3600. You say “This attempt at welfare should be resumed”. Why
was it stopped?—It was stopped, because that particular

1

social worked went
home.

,

.
,

'

.
,
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B-3601. It was dependent on a voluntary worker ?—Yes—this particular

effort to which I refer here.

B-3062, Yon refer to the question of crbches. Yon approve of the prin-

ciples of having creches for the accommodation of children of women
workers?—Yes, because I think, they are a valuable means of training a

woman how to look after her children, and of training the children in good

habits.
i

B-3603. Have yon any experience of the working of crbches in India ?

—

No, not for any lengthy period.

B-3604. Would yon be surprised to know that in several instances we
have Jearnt that they have been failures ?—I know there are difficulties,

especially if the creches are outside the mill premises. In the case of the

particular mills mentioned, I think if the existing sheds were improved,
and if it were made possible for the children to be near their mothers who
could go and see them at any time they wanted to, some of the difficulties

might be met. My idea Is that a well-qualified woman should be In charge
of every creche.

B-3605. The Chairman : Have the employers been asked to provide these

creches?—The matter has been brought to their attention, and is at present

engaging their attention.

B-3006. It is not that they decline to provide them?—Not at all; I think
they will favourably consider the matter.

B-3607. Colonel Bussell

:

Again you say t( Beawar separate latrine

and bathing arrangements should be provided.” Does it imply that there

are no separate latrines or bathing arrangements?—There are separate lat-

rines in one sense, hut the compound is so big that It seems to me that the

women’s arrangement might be put in one corner and the men’s in another.

I was told that women did not use the bathing arrangements, which were
excellent, and I thought that if the authorities provided them in another
comer they would probably be utilized.

B-8608. Certain complaints have been made to the Royal Commission that

the medical treatment and advice given to the workers in Ajmer is Inade-

quate. Do yon consider that there- are any grounds for any complaints

or have you heard of such complaints?—My experience would lead me to

suppose that there were no grounds.

B-3609. Would you prefer to say anything more?—So far as I know,
they get very good treatment in this hospital. I have visited the railway

hospital where the patients are really very happy and contended and my
own experience would lead me to suppose that there were no grounds for

complaint.

B-S610. You are closely connected with the mission hospital. 1$ any large

proportion of their patients drawn from railway workers communities P—

I

have not gone into the lists of patients to know that: but in the case of

parda women certainly, because there is no parda ward in the railway hos-

pital. A great many parda women come to the mission hospital, but I do
not know whether they belong to the railway workers communities.

B-3611, But do you think it would be
#

a reasonable demand If the workers

should ask for parda wards in the railway hospital?—It would b© quite

reasonable. The railway hospital is in one part of the city while the mission

hospital Is in another, and if the railway hospital provides parda wards it

will meet the needs of those who are nearer to that end.

B-3012. Mrs. Martin ; You said that medical facilities are provided for

females in the railway hospital. Can you tell us how many women go there

as in-patients ?—I have no idea.

-B-3813. How many -Indian women nurses or midwives- are therefefed#
:

'.not know the number ,
'

7''/*"
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B-3614. Do you know what provision is made in the hospital for women
in-patients P—We learnt this morning that two wards have been set apart

for Indian women.

B-8615. Is there any Indian woman doctor who attends on them?—

I

think the sister looks after them.

B-3616. Is there a lady doctor ?—No.

Are there Indian nurses?—There are AngloJndian nurses,

33-3017. It does not matter whether there are Indian nurses or Anglo-
Indian nurses, but are the nurses in sufficient number?—I think so, as far

as my knowledge goes.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Page 3. After the question and answer No. B—25, add :

—

*' b

—

25 (a). Therefore, if there is work for 400 only, and there are 600 in the mine,
you would prefer to get very small earnings with the whole 600 employed, rather than
bigger earnings with only 400 employed ?~-Before 1921, the work outside the mine,
even in the workshop, was all being done by the miners, and there was sufficient

employment for all, as all the work was given out on contract/'

After the question and answer No. B—27, add ;

—

“ B—27 (a). You miners are prepared, if that facility is given to you by Govern-
ment, to do the work of loading the railway trucks and get those wages ?•—We are
quite prepared to do it.

" B—27 (b). Have you asked the Government officers to allow you to do the work
and get the wages instead of convicts doing the work ?—Yes, petitions have been
handed in.

“ B—27 (c). But the Government officers did not listen ?—Tenders were called

for, a contractor came forward, the work was given to that -contractor and then
these convicts were called in."

Page 4 , After the question and answer No. B—56, add :

—

** B—56 (a). Am I to understand that no contribution is made by Government
towards the upkeep of the mosque ?—No, we do not get anything.

" B—56 (b). Have you got a mosque ?—There are about 14 mosques."

Page 5, After the question and answer No. B—59, add :

—

“ B—59 (a). You have said that there are some cases' of accidents. Do you know
a man called Hasla Alla, son of Abbas, who lost his arm as the result of an accident

while working in the mine ?—Yes, I know hiim (The injured man came forward.)

. B—59 (b); You have said that pure drinking water is not supplied .; would
you like the Government to supply you with pure water where you are working ?

—

Yes."

„ After the question and answer No. B—66, add :

—

“ B—66 (a). I understand it is said by Government officials that there are no
industrial disputes here

;
would you accept that statement or do you say there is a

dispute among you but it does not reach the ears of the Government ?—We do have
disputes about industry but they never reach the higher officials."

Page 6 . After Chairman's remark "-As a Royal Commission . . . before this

Commission," add :—
“ A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LAMBARDARS (interpreted).

" B—85 (a). The Chairman : You are a lambardar ?—My father is a lambardar,

and I am acting for my father.

“ B—85 (b). And working in the mines ?—Yes.

" B—85 (c). Do you speak for all the lambardars ?—Yes, I have not been sent

by the lambardars, but the Manager has sent me.

“ B—85 (d). Do you wish to say anything to the Commission ?—I want to say

that we want to get a living wage. We are not getting sufficient. We also object

to the deed which is taken from us about our houses, and also to the taxes we have

to pay,

\ (The witness withdrew)."

Page S., After the question and answer No, B—103, add :

—

lOS^^irl^nBdersta^d you are a representative of the Government, and

thereforein some, mattem.yph^way'ffiave to refer to Government for authority ?—
Yea,



" B—103 (b). So that in that sense yon are a servant of the Government, and

your own power is to some extent limited ?—Yes.

« jg—103
(
c). You have not had representations from the employees that they

wish to have an elected committee to represent their grievances to you ?—None
whatever/'

After the question and answer No. B—106, add :—

*

" B—106 (1). As a Commission we recognise that it is impossible for us- it is not

the purpose for which we were appointed—to hear individual troubles either here or

elsewhere, but it is our desire to see that there should be a regular channel through

which these grievances can be represented, and, m such as you think require it, obtain

a remedy You would of course represent to the Government authonty, who take

the decision, any such cases as require Government orders ?—I have certain pow ers

which are rather limited in some directions ; but some things 1 decide for myself

and other things, chiefly connected with finance, I have to* report for orders/
7

Page 18. After the question and answer No. B—230, add :

—

“ B—230 (a). Since you are preparing statistics for the Tariff Board, may I ask

you to prepare figures taking the date from which the duty was put up ?—{Mr Pitt) :

The duty was raised m 1923 and the output immediately dropped from about 30

lakhs to 18,lakhs of maunds or some such figure. The consumption is 12 lbs. per
head per year.

“ The Chairman : I do not think we should be able to go into that taxation

question

" Diwan Chaman Lall : I am merely suggesting that we might be able to put an
end to the unemployment here by lowering the duty on salt and so increasing, the
consumption/ 1

Page 22. After the question and answer No. B—293, add :
—

“ B—293 (a). I may take it that you view is that the petition is unfair ?—It was
put m by men who are not representative

;
they are rather prominent agitators, I

understand, but they are not representative men.
“ B—293 (b). What is an agitator ?—I am using that expression at the moment

in the sense of malcontents who endeavour to create dissatisfaction with existing

conditions among the mass of their comrades I also connote m it in thinking of

these men, rather vocal and noisy persons always very anxious to be heard and
people who might colloquially be described as sea lawyers.

“The Chairman : We must keep ourselves to facts rather than to opinions.

B—293 (c). Mr. Cliff

:

Was the explanation to which you have just referred

given after the change was put into operation or before ?—After it was put into

operation.

" B—293 (d). Not before ?—It was calculated before. I think the men were
consulted/'

Page 27. After the question and answer No. B—-385, add :
—

“ B—385 (a). Would you prefer to work m the open air or m a mine ?—I would
prefer to workm the open air, except thatm the hot weather the mine might be cooler.

" B—385 (b). With regard to labour questions you have a free hand subject to
sanction where finance is involved ?—Yes."

After question and answer No. B—388, add

—

“ B—388 (a). According to the Indian Central Jails Committee's report you are
not allowed to utilise the services of prisoners ?—I have not seen that report.

" B—388 (b). Will you take it from me ?—I am prepared to take it from you.
“ B—388 (c). Will you therefore report to the Central Government that you are

discontinuing the practice of utilising the services of people in jail and that you will in
future utilise the services of the people who are unemployed here ?—I should be
delighted to do so ; I would much rather that our people should do it, but our
people will not do it and the jail people will.

“ B—388 (d). I suppose you are speaking with a due sense of responsibility
when you say that it was explained to the lambardars and the gangmen that the old
system would be discontinued and the new system of measurement would be
introduced ?—-Yes,

" B—388 (e). That was elaborately explained, but in spite of that these people
found that they were great losers under the present system of payment ?—I do not
agree with that. It was explained to them that the old system was unsatisfactory and
that a new system whs going to be introduced. A rate was fixed per tub.
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had been introduced and had been working for a while, they wanted to see if they
could get a higher rate. Calculations were then made from which it was found that
they stood to lose by having any further inquiry into this, because if a further inquiry
were made Government would probably order the rates to be reduced Since then I

have heard no complaints against the new system.
“ B—388 (f). If that is so, how is it that these workers now realise that the old

system was better than the new system ?

—

(Mr. Hoyle) : They do not realise that at
all.

“ B—388 (g). Did you explain these things to your workers, to your lambardars
and gangmen ?—Is there any entry in your books of account, or is there any record ?—(Mr. Ptit) : Yes, I think we have that on the file.

" B-C388 (h). Will you bring it to-morrow ?-—Yes,"

Page 28 . After question and answer No. B—394, add :—
" B—394 (a). I think you agreed that the method of employing workers through

contractors is not a good method, while direct employment is a good method. That
being so, will you now discontinue the employment of contractors ?—As a matter of

fact, Ido not remember saying anything about that, but I will certainly consider it.

I cannot see any objection to direct labour. But I must think over it,"

Page 31. After the question and answer No. B—433, add :

—

* " B—433 (a). This does not appear to bear out the evidence that has been given

to us as to the cost of living dropping and so causing wages to go down.

“ The Chairman : Under " Rural wages," you refer to these Tables VI and VII,

and then you tell us : "As regards prices, reference may be made to two publications

of the Board of Economic Enquiry No 7 :—Sixty years of Punjab Food Prices and
Eighty years of Punjab Food Prices." Could you get us a copy of these publications ?

—Yes. I understand those prices end in the year 1920.

“ B—433 (b). Str Victor Sassoon ; Perhaps this point can be gone into again if

you can find out the reason why these two statements do not agree ?—Yes.

" B—433 (c). It has been stated that there was a drop in wages, and that was
possibly due to a fall in the cost of living ?—That was only with reference to the first

three years.

" B—433 (d). There has been such a big rise from 1923 to 1926, a small set back
in 1927 and 1928, and a rise againm 1 929.

“ The Chairman : Am I to understand that these reports to which you refer of

the Board of Economic Enquiry stop at the year 1920 ?—I think so,

“ B—433 (e). Perhaps you would supply us with a copy of each of them. Then
we will see whether they are really relevant to our work ?—-The Board of Economic
Enquiry is not an official body ; the reports are not published by the Punjab Govern-

ment and I cannot say whether there are any m stock, but I will make enquiries and

let you know."

Page 38. After the question and answer No. B—512, add :

—

“ B—'512 (a). Do I take it that each provincial government is left free in regard

to the rules which it has to frame under the Indian Factories Act ?—Yes, there are

different sets of rules.

B—512 (b). That it is not specified in the central legislation. I suppose that is

what the Director means ?—But this is referring to the International Draft Conven-

tion and the regular series of articles in that.

" B—512 (c). Is there any difficulty in accepting the general proposition and then

making your rules thereunder to suit your own local conditions ? It is a pure question

of administration ?—Questions of administration are difficult.

After the question and answer No. B—513, add :

—

“ B—513 (a). In regard to a question put to you by Mr. Joshi in connection with

the policy of your Government qua labour matters, you have detailed a series of

very severe hardships that are entailed upon the workers in seasonal factories. All

these things in your opinion require a remedy ?—They require that the Government

officers should as far as possible do their best to enforce the provisions of the Factory

Act"

;

Page 39. After the question and answer No. B—525, add :

—

/
" B—525 (a). Bid he enquire from the police on the spot ?—I was not flpre J

, ,1 uot say. #
xxn 1625 S/30 Harrow G.71 .
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" B—525 (b) Is it a fact that many of the pioimnent workers in the labour

movement m the Punjab have their names m the police registers and are shadowed

about ?—I know nothing about it

" b

—

525 (c) Would you get the information for us No, it does not concern

me
“ B—525 (d) We are discussing the policy of the Government >—I am only

concerned m the matter of such labour questions that come up before me as secietary

to the Member for Revenue I know nothing about any oxders having been issued

about any labour leader It is another sphere of Government

“ B—525 (e) May I take it that you do not know of the opening of the corre-

spondence of these labour leaders ?—Nothing at all I do not know what leaders

you refer to

“ B—525 (f) People who are prominent m the labour movement m the Punjab >

—I have no knowledge at all
"

Page 40 After the question and answer No B—536, add —
“ B—536 (a) Can you tell me why there is no record kept —I do not think that

the labour on our running canals is really a big bill

“ B—536 (b) Is that the reason why no record is kept ?—What sort of record

are you referring to
“ B—536 (c) I am referring to your own statement that statistics of labour

employment on open canals are not maintained I listened to you commending*
the Railway companies for the work which they are doing and it is work of this

character Can you tell me why the Government are not willing to do themselves
the kind of work which they commend for other employers ?

' B—536 (d) The Chairman It is clear, Mr Cliff, that it has not been done
Will not any improvement be a matter for us 7—I think the Chief Engineers may
be asked, if necessary

’

Page 51 After " Lt -Col C A Gill Punjab/' add —
* B—632 (a) The Chairman You are the Director of Public Health in the

Punjab ?—Yes
* B—632 (b) Will you tell us how long you have held that office ?—For about

four years
f B—632 (c) And previous to that ?—I have been engaged m public health

work m this Province since 1906

At end of Chairman’s remark “ There are many things many
questions to ask ’ add —

* because you have put so much into your memorandum ”

Page 52 After the question and answei No B—637, add —

*

" B—637 (a) You mention m your memorandum that there is a considerable
amount of respiratory disease and then you refer to the prevalence of pulmonary
tuberculosis Is there any evidence of a higher rate of pulmonary tuberculosis
among industrial workers as compared with the villages ?—I am afraid there are no
separate statistics

’

After the question and answer No B—649, add —
c B—649 (a) I take it that you have read some of the reports of the Industnal

Health Research Board in England ?—I cannot say that I have

Page 57 After question and answer No B—710, add —
1 B—710 (a) The health of the children of criminal tribes kept m settlements

is very poor
, do they require additional care The health of the whole of these

communities is not satisfactory
”

After question and answer No B—716, add —
“ B—716 (a) Is it your experience that m the ginning factories the women are

acquainted with the medical relief that is already available for them m the towns ?

I cannot say at all
, I do not know ’

Page 58 At end of question and answer No 727, add —
they have been brought up for generations on a vegetable diet They have

not been forced down to this diet
,
this is the traditional diet of many of the working-

classes m India ”
,

T °
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Page 59 After the question and answer No B—740, add —
" 740 (a) Have you ever visited any slum -Many times/

Page 60 After the question and answer No B—749, add —
“ B—749 (a) How long have you held the post ’—I have been m the Depart-

ment for about 2J years, and I have been acting Registrar since the end of February ”

After the question and answer No B—751, add —
* B 751 (a) That is a business run on co operative lines ’—Yes ”

Page 61 After question and answer No B—773 add —
B 773 (a) If a telegraph worker wants a loan from the credit society, the

authorities co operate m seeing that the loan is guaranteed , that is to say, the
amount is deducted from the man's monthly wages ’—I cannot be certain of that
I have not inspected that society myself yet

'

After the question and answer No B—781, add —
' B—781 (a) In order to run the society is it not a fact that a number of the

officers aie actually gazetted officers in the railway ?—I cannot say m detail, because
I have not inspected that society myself I also do not know exactly to whom the
^society is open and shut If a society is open to officers, there is no reason why an
officer should not be the secretary as well as an ordinary member "

Page 65 After the question and answer No B—828, add —

-

“ B—828 (a) The Chairman We have the fact that m England, with a
reduction from 10 hours to 8 hours m a spinner s day, the reduction m output apart
from changes of speed improved machinery and speed of spindle, is much the same,
proportionate to the reduction m hours That is m well-managed spinning, where
there are no abnormal breakages, where the mixing is good, and where the machinery
is good ’—My point is, how many mills m this country are well managed ’

”

Page 66 After the question and answer No B—833, add —
“ B—833 (a) Are the profits large or small ’—I do not know '

Page 67 After the question and answer No B—855, add —
‘ B—855 (a) Would there not be a temptation, province by province, to see

how much you could get out of the pool as against the other piovmces under a
divided government of that kind ’—I am afraid 1 cannot say that

'

Page 68 After the question and answer No 864, add —
" B—864 (a) You do not know whether the wages were increased or not ’—

I

do not know '

Page 69 Aftei the question and answer No B—878, add —
“ B—878 (a) If they can now produce m 10 hours what they used to produce

m 12 hours, the efficiency has improved ’—That is very slight

* The Chairman That may be due to machinery ”

After the question and answer No B—885, add ~
“ B—885 (a) Dr Rawlley, have you ever made any enquiry as to how many

industrial workers have lands to cultivate when they return home —(Dr Rawlley)

1 am afraid I have not made that enquiry, so that I cannot give you a definite answer

After the question and answer No B—888, add

—

—%88 (a) You speak of scientific experiments which have been made
Where were they made ’—Experiments have been made m different parts of India

,

they have been made in the Sholapur mills and also by me herem Lahore

“ B 888 (b) Can you give us a statement as to the exact experiments made

and the results ’—Yes, I will do so
"

Page 69 After the question and answer No 33—892, add —
" B—892 (a) Is a judicial officer bound to obey such an order You see

according to the Government servants' rules I must obey my Government In the

first place I am a Government servant and then m the second place I am a judicial

officer

The Chairman * We must look into that point ourselves
"
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Page 70 After the question and answer 2u> B—90? add —
“ B—903 (a) Of even one woman factoi \ inspector >•—A i s

b 903 (b) You said the bulk of join factoms but «u tjmmm, fatten its,

Yes
« B 903 (c) And that 70 per cent of the unpimus m miming fat tones are

women and children Do >ou still adhere to urn uou tint it would not be

justifiable to have even one woman factoi*} msputoi It is num a question uf

policy than of administration

« £—903 (d) Expense or policy 7—Government would piotnhh sn expense

Page 73 After the question and answer No B—94 i add -

‘B—943 (a) The Chairman With legard to tin imlusmn of these fat tones

which do not use motive power but emploj a eutam nuim* i of woiktis sa\ 250,

I understand you to say that you feared that the itfut of the < \it nsiuii of the Ut
would result m splitting them up mto small groups foi the pinp< sc of c\asic n *-

Yes

Page 74, After the question and answer No 33—951 add
‘ B—951 (a) Mr Josh Do not you think it advisable to bung irndu the

Act printing presses which employ more than ten persons th High tlu\ do not use

power ?—I think that is an ideal to which we must w ork up

Page 74 After the question and answer No 13—95b, add —
* B—956 (a) Have you any knowledge of what these women gtl * In other

parts of India they get a percentage of the workers" t linings * —I know that is how
they work but I have no idea what the percentage w ouki be

After the question and answer No 13—957 add —
4 B—957 (a) Have you inspected tlie coolie quartos near the st mon of which

women often complain ?—I have been round those quartos, but stiKth speaking

those are not within my province I am onl} concerned with quant rs that are

within the factory precincts
'

The Chairman I think we must only question >cm cm what is withm >our
duty

'

Page 75 After the question and answei No 13—967 add —
' B—967 (a) Do you know anything about the pi at tux of personation m

regard to certifying the ages of children I am told that sometimes an elder brother
is sent before the surgeon and a certificate is received m the name of the. v ounger
brother ?—No I have no proof of that, but 1 have on nunc < tensions found
children who m my opinion were well under-age, in which ease 1 send them again to

the certifying surgeon But a certificate to me is proof that the child is that age
and I cannot dispute it

*

Page 76 At the beginning of question No B—971, for the wends * Air 7 ayIor
Dr Rawlley can ' substitute —

Mr Taylor Dr Rawlley, you say m your memorandum— In industrial
establishments not coming under the Indian Factories Act the normal hours of work,
i e as determined by custom or agreement, are from sunme to sunset—12 hours m
summer and 10 hoursm winter with an interval of one hour or thereabouts at midday
for meals ' Then you proceed to talk about holidays, and further dov n you say
In this connection a reference may be made to the conditions prevailing m the

carpet factories at Amritsar Proceeding further you say,
1

The practice of working
overtime m such workshops especially when there is a rush of work, is very common
and a labourer usually puts m 12 to 14 hours of work Overtime dues are paid for
hours worked over and above the stipulated hours of work f Can

Page 77 After the question and answer No B—976, add

-\r ^T976
,

(
a

) a
^
swer to a question put by Sir Alexander Murray on Saturday,

A riCki rullteered
.
tlle m*ormation that if 10 hours are the stipulated hours of

o k^a labourer usually only puts in about 8 hours ?—That is SO in the lactones.

avprn?rA
7
Ji

b
l J®

6 furth
f
r volunteered the information to the Chairman that m

at all
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although there are no stipulated hours of work still sometimes when the contractor
wants to finish the woik early, he makes his men work for more than the normal
number of hours—by

*

normal ' I mean m those factories or establishments where
the Factory Act applies

”

Page 78 After the question and answer No B—992, add —
B—992 (a) May I take it that we have now arrived at the stage when we

may say that the implications as regards conditions which are contained m this
memorandum are not quite so bad as they appear to be ?—-No, I would not say that
As I have already said, the fact that complaints are not received does not warrant
the conclusion that everything is all light m the industry I can assure you that
there is a good deal of loom for improvement

** B—992 (b) Dr Hzteshz Dr Rawlley, as Registrar of Trade Unions m the
Punjab, do you think that the Labour Bureaux established by the North Western
Railway will be resorted to by the timid and illiterate workmen ?—I am afraid I do
not know much about that , it is not m my jurisdiction

”

After the question and answer No B—994, add —
** B—994 (a) Do you think they expect much support from the Government

even though they do not get themselves registered under the Trade Unions Act ?—
I am afraid I am not an employerm that sense

,
I cannot answer that question

“ B—994 (b) Do you agree with Mi Watts who has stated m his memorandum
that trade unionism m India is detrimental to industry >—I cannot answer for what
Mr Watts has said

The Chairman I do not thmk we can ask one witness to comment on what
another witness has said

“ B—994 (c) Dr HitesM As Registrar of trade unions m the Punjab I should

like to ascertain his personal opinion m the matter ?—Certainly trade unionism
wnll be beneficial to industry

‘ B—994 (d) You have stated that you have received instructions from the

Government not to register trade umons formed by Government servants Have you
icceived similar instructions with regard to quasi-Govemment employees’ umons ?

—

I thmk the Chairman said that he would deal with that question himself

" B—994 (e) I am referring to quasi-Government employees >—I do not know
wrhat you mean by that

* B—994 (f) I mean, for instance, employees of municipalities, patwaris, etc >

—

They are not quasi-Government bodies they are public bodies
”

After the question and answer No B—995, add —
“ B—995 (a) Would you not recommend the adoption of a cheaper, better and

safer medical treatment, other than allopathic, for the workmen ?—I am afraid I

cannot say I am not a medical man I cannot say whether allopathy or homoeo-

pathy is better

* B—995 (b) Mr Gham , In your memorandum you state that ' the fall m the

wages of other industrial labourers is undoubtedly due to the fall m the cost of Irving

since the last wages census ’ When was the last wages census taken ?—1927

* B—995 (c) Who takes this wages census ?—I think the figures come from the

Director of Land Records
“ b

—

995 (d) Do you subscribe to whatever is written m this wages census 7

Do you thmk they are accurate They are as accurate as it is humanly possible

to have them under the present circumstances
* “ B—995 (e) Do you know the methods by which the census is taken ?—I am
afraid I do not deal with that Department ”

Page 78 After the question and answer No B—996, add —
* f B—996 (a) Could you help the Commission by suggesting the sort of machinery

which will be most suitable I am afraid that question will probably take another

year to investigate m detail It is impossible for me to suggest any legislative

machinery at this stage , I must go into the questionm greater detail
”

Page 79 After the question and answer No B—997, add

—

" B—997 (a) In reply to Mr Joshi, you said that a certain circular had been

issued by the Government of India prohibiting the registration of trade umons of

Government servants, and you also admitted then that you were a judge under the

Indian Trade Umons Act May I ask you if it is not misconduct on the part of a

judge to receive instructions and to act upon them ?—I think it has not been finally
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decided whether as Registiar of Trade I nions 1 act m an\ tapaulv is a judge or as

an executive officer All I can tell vou is that if a Government set \ ant disobeys

Government orders, he is fined or dismissed

" The Chairman 1 do not think we can press the witness to sa\ mou

* B 997 (b) Mr Gham Undei the Tiacle Unions Ut d< ts an appeal lie to

the District Judge from your order ’—Yes
”

After the question and answer No B—1000, add —
“ B— 1000 (a) Do you consider that it is the duty of the Punjab tan 1

1

mm nf to

take steps m that direction ’—I am afraid it is impossible fui nu to sav Mi W llson

could have answeied that question on behalf of the Punjab ( *ov i niment
*

After the question and answei No B—1004 acid —
" B—1004 (a) Col Russell In your memorandum you iclu to some moitahly

statistics Have you any definite statistics to support tout state mint It is mere

conjecture, based upon the figures issued by the Public Health lkpirtnunt

" B—1004 (b) Have you any statistics to prove the statement von make m Hut
paragraph about physique ’—That is based on my personal observation l have

mentioned m the very beginning that there is no statistical information available

" B—1004 (c) That is only your impression ’—Hut is right
'*

Page 80 Aftei the question and answer No B— 1022, add —
f< B—1022 (a) The Chairman My point was that if you have made proposals

it would interest us very much to see those proposals ’—\ es, I will let von have a
copy of them **

After the question and answer No B—1023, add —
“B—1023 (a) Diwan Chaman Lall Di Rawlley, Mr lay lor asked vou a

question with regard to compulsion of workers m the caipet tactones Is there such
a thing as the compulsion of hunger ’

—

(Dr Rawllcx) Theie is undoubtedly the
compulsion of hunger

*

Page 81 After the question and answer No B—1025, add —
" B—1025 (a) Will you tell me approximately how long it would take a child

of 10 to put m 1 100 stitches ’—I am afraid I cannot till you
,

I have not watched
them actually working

“ B—1025 (b) Would it be a couple of hours, icughly ’—I cannot commit
myself to that

" B—1025 (c) You were asked as to the possible dispeisal of these factories if

regulations were made Do you think a parent working a child m the home would
make the conditions less onerous than an employer working that child m a factory

>

supposing there was dispersal ’—I should suggest that it depends entirely upon the
temperament of the parent

“ B 1025 (d) But generally would it not be natural for a paient to treat his
child better than an employer outside would treat the children ’—That is tine

19

After the question and answer No B—1035, add —
B—1035 (a) Its findings, therefore, cannot be taken as covering the whole

subject Its findings so far as the illiterate people are concerned
B 1035 (b) That is what I am referring to at the present moment

txr
Chatrman Mr Chaman Lall, I am not quite clear what that enquiry was*

Was it an enquiry generally into the incidence of unemployment ’

Diwan Chaman Lall The terms of leference were to investigate and report

J16 ex
,

teat of iiie existence of unemployment among the educated and uneducated

™coJkL°*
comfunity m Punjab, the causes of unemployment, and the

possible remedies of unemployment

Zlg
?
res we

J
e
,
glven m re^ard t0 tlle number of industrial workersm the Punjab and the figure of 51,613 was given ’—Yes

(Mr "
^0Se are mdustnai workers covered by the Factories Act ?—

After the question and answer No B—4037, add

donie^wrfrWc
rez?^ns that

» ^eluding the transport workers,

like half
those OTipioyed m industry, with their dependants, something

^oubtedly^o^ecl
1^1011 °* ^ **un]4b 1S llvin& on industry ?—Ifce Census is un~
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4 B-—*1037 (b). The Chairman Is domestic service defined as industry ?

Diwan Chaman Lull

:

No, it is not (Dr Rawlley) Neither is transport
**

Page 82 After the question and answer No B—1050, add —
" B—1050 (a) One of your economists here, Mr Brij Naram, has mtde the

statement in a book xecently published that the wages of the average worker to-day
die not bettei than the wages of that particular class of workers 329 years ago ?

—

I have not seen it

The Chairman I gather Mr Chaman Laths point is that we should all have
been much happier if there had been no such thing as what is called ircdern
civilisation

4 Diwan Chaman Loll I mean that modem civilisation has not helped the
v orkei

** B—1050 (b) Have you any figures of mortality with xegard to the congestion
m housing ?—No ”

Page 91 After the question and answer No B—1164, add —
44 B— 1 164 (a) When they advance Rs 500 for how many months would it last ?

—It is according to the deductions Sometimes they have it deducted and some-
times they do not , sometimes though they are not willing to have anything deducted
from their wages ”

Page 94 After the question and answer No B—1209 add —
44 B—-1209 (a) Do you know that there was a criminal law m existence sometime

m India which provided that if the artisan did not work m terms of the contract,

withm the time provided for, he should be compelled to work ?—I have never heard
of that law

44 B—1209 (b) That being so the ignorant masses among the workers are afraid

that since they take an advance of money they can be brought before a court, and
that is the leason why they do not run away ?—This is news to me, I do not know
that

”

After the question and answer No B—1212 add —
44 B—1212 (a) Do you know that the Government of India and the Provincial

Government have taken steps to look after the factories , there are certain inspector

since 1924, and the Legislature is controlling the factories since 1924 ,
do you know

that ?—Yes, because we have got a factory which is under the Factory Law
44 B—1212 (b) Here, since 1924, you have got certain inspectors ?—Yes
44 B—1212 (c) Inspecting your factories *—-Not the carpet factories, because

they are not under the Factory Law But we have had inspectors visiting our mills

44 B—1212 (d) The carpet factories have never been under the Factories Law
but investigation has been authorised by the Government of India ?—There has been

investigation, but the carpet factories have not been under the Factory Law ”

After the question and answer No B—1213, add —
44 B—1213 (a) Do you know other factories here besides your four factories ?—

I am afraid I have never taken any interest m any factory but our own factories

I have had no time to do so
44

Page 98 After the question and answer No B— 1277, add —
44 B—1277 (a). When he engages these boys is it not a fact that the boys them-

selves have no lien on the wages they are paid ?—(Mr Davies) They have in the

advances they take from the master weaver

B—1277 (b) It is the grandfather or the parent who is taking the advance ?—
(Mr Stevens) It is the person who is responsible for the boy

44 B—1277 (c) Let us take this position, that the advance is paid out to the parent

or the grandparent. The boy himself has no lien on any wages which might accrue

to him m the course of the month Then would I be correct in saying that this is

more or less slave labour that is being employed m these factories ?—I do not see it

in that light .at all I am making a contract to buy a carpet I do not see why I

Should be taxed with employing slave labour I have not asked him to weave it

himself ; I know he cannot I do not see where the question of slave labour comesm
u The Chairman Mr Chaman Lall, do not press that*
44 B—1277 (d) Diwan Chaman Lall . When Mr, Sastri was examining you, you

said that you yourselfwhen you were young were slapped ?—Sometimes, yes
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" B—1277 (e) Were yon ever sold by your parents into a factory like this as

these children are being sold ?—I do not see that these children have been sold by

their parents , I do not accept that I am afraid we do not see it m the same light

I do not admit that these children are sold by their parents

“ B—1277 (f) How would you be describing their position
1

They are simply

working

B—1277 (g) Are they free labourers who have joined up and are woikmg m
your factory of their own accord ?

" The Chairman Mr Chaman Lall that is really a matter for us to have our

opinion about
“ Diwan Chaman Lall Then I will leave it

" The Chairman , Would it not be fair to call it a mediaeval appienticeship
”

Page 99 In question and answer No B—1291 after the words “ we have made/ 1

occunmg m the third line, add as a new question and answer —
Diwan Chaman Lall Can you tell us the amount of profits you ha\e made

up to 18 months ago ?—I am not prepared to do so m public.

' The Chairman I do not think we can press that point Mr Chaman Lall

because the contrary argument would not hold that where a company v as making a

loss they would be entitled to take it out of their workers I do not think it is an
argument which would hold

'

Witness

—

4s from line 3 m reply to question No B—1291, viz
4t

I do not think

. willing to state
'

After the question and answer No B—1291 add —
B—1291 (a) Diwan Chaman Lall Theie is no pointm my pressing that matter

since you are not prepared to give us the facts ?—Our company is a private company
and I do not see how that w ould further your ends

The Chairman The question of the conditions under which people work is

leally not governed by the amount of money that the company makes

Diwan Chaman Lall My only point is that the witness has said that if the
Factories Act was applied it would put an end to the industry

”

Page 102 After the question and answer No B—1326, add —
‘ B—1326 (a) Do you think that it has affected the cost at ali ?—I could not

say exactly, but cost of labour has gone up since I left Persia m 1922
”

Page Hi After the question and answer No B—1491, add —
‘ B—1491 (a) In order to give effect to the Factories Act is it not necessary

that you should have more staff and a full-time factory inspector ?—Yes, that is

absolutely necessary
”

After the question and answer No B—1494, add .

—

" B—1494 (a) With reference to a question put by Mr Birla regarding the
acquisition of land at reasonable prices for building houses for workers, you are
aware that there is a provision m the Land Acquisition Act by which an employei
can easily acquire land at a reasonable price ?

Mr Birla Not necessarily at a reasonable price.

Sir Alexander Murray It must be for a public purpose.
" B—1494 (b) Mr Ahmed Are you aware that the employers can take the

help of the law courts to acquire land for this purpose ?—I have not heard of it , but
I accept your word for it

’

Page 130 After the question and answer No B—1735, add —
<f B—1735 (a) Col Russell In paragraph 57 of your memorandum you say

that ‘ the effect of the 60 hours' restriction appears to be salutary both m the case
of the industry and the industrial operative The effect oi daily limit is equally
salutary * Can you make your replies to the Assistant Commissioner coincide with
these statements ?—I do not see where it does not coincide^

“ B—173§ (b), The Chairman . When the weekly and daily restrictions Were
nrst proposed,, did your Chamber support them ?—I cannot say.

‘ B—1735
found them.

have come
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Pa& l it Vftt r the question and answer No B—3746 add —
4 H -i7U> (a) Supposing there were unemployment, would you still be averse

to line m pit >mcnt exchanges l hat is a hypothetical question
, we say there is no

ununpha mutt, and then tore it is not necessary to have employment bureaux ”

Niter the question and answer No B—1752, add —
lb— 17 52

^
t) The t kmnnan And the cost has not been estimated ?—(Mr

1 ml P I lit i ost has not been estimated and the machinery to be set up for the
purpose would lx tnmnious ’

Page IhJ \itii the question and answer No B—2184, add —
“ !>- 2184 (a) 1 ) > \ on know that there is a Convention fixing the hours of work

of sc «unt ft
4 No I flunk no Convention has been passed which fixes the hours of

woik of stanu n Such a Convention was considered by the Labour Conference of
1920 it in mui but it was not accepted by the Conference

IV 21 84 (Id 1 Li\ e v ou not heard anything about such a Convention lately P—
\ ts the question is under consideration at the 13th Conference of the International
Labour Oifiu which is now sitting

’

Nftei t!u question and answer No B—2189, add —
” IV—2189 fa) You have made no provision p—No, we have not
“ 13—2189 (b) Neither is there any co operative credit society provided for

Indian seamen That is a provincial subject, too There are co-operative credit

socic tics in the villages, and it is quite possible that the seaman or his family are

members of thest societies

“ IV- 2189 (c) There is no co-operative society near Calcutta p—I cannot say,

I ha\e no infos matxon M

After the question and answer No B—2192, add —
" B—2192 (a) How much it costs p—I cannot say
1 B—2 1 92 (b) You have given the average salary of an Indian seaman How

does if compare w ith what other seamen receivem other countries p—I have no idea
f B—2192 (t) I put it to you that the seamen m other countries get four to

eight times more than an Indian seaman >—I cannot answer that

* B—2192 (d) Can you give me an idea of what Chinese and Japanese seamen

ietene p—No
* IV- -2192 (e) I put it to you that it is three or four times greater ?—I have

no information
”

Page 163 After the question and answer No B—2217, add —
" IV—2217 (a) I am not talking of differentiation with regard to wages I am

speaking about hours of work I v ant to know what were your instructions to your

delegates about hours of work Were you m favour of the regulation of hours, or

veto jou against it p—-We adopted the same attitude as was adopted m 1920

* B—22 17 (b) What was your exact attitude as regards the reduction of hours >

*—If you u ant the exact attitude I shall have to refer to the papers

‘

*B-—2217 (c) Mr Ahmed Is it not a fact that when Indian seamen who go

ashore at New* York for a while they try to be left behind and they do not return m
time before the departure of the ship, they find employment as seamen elsewhere at

eight to twenty times more than they were getting from their ships, and that they

come back to India very rich men after some time p—I cannot say

Page 190 After the question and answer No B—2592, add

“ B—2592 (a) Mr Ahmed Would you like to increase the number of co~

opeiative societies ?—I do not think I can give you a reply to a question like that

“ B—2592 (b) Would your Department like to do so p—We have taken steps

m the ordinary way to encourage the development of co-operative societies, but it

is primarily the concern of the local Governments

" B—£592 (c) Mr Clow

:

It is solely their concern, is not it p—Yes, it is solely

their concern as a transferred subject

" B—2592 {$}, Mr. Ahmed i Is not labour a subject of the CentralGovernment p

“No
B—2592 (e). There is a Member in charge of it, whose duty it is to control,

direct and supervise A-rf#, but it is primarily the concern of the provincial Govern-

ment. As % nave explained, so far as co-operative credit societies are concerned,!!

»

h provincial transferred subject, andti^feyare not under the superintendence, direction
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“ B~2595 (f) Are you prepared to introduce a Bill or suppoit a non-official

member m introducing a Bill m the Legislative Assembly with a view to employers

m factories, tea plantations and so on starting co operative societies I do not

think we could do that within our constitution

" B—2595 (g) Why ?—-Because it is a piovmcial transferred subject

" B—2595 (h) But is it not also an all India subject —No I am ver> sony but

we have to confine ourselves to working within the limits of the constitution as it is

laid down
, we cannot go beyond that whatever may be our private views on any

particular subject It is a provincial transferred subject and we must leave it to

piovmcial governments and provincial legislatmes

B—2595 (i) If you wrote to the provincial Governments would they object

to your taking such steps ?—I think they would take very severe objection if we
tried to interfere m their administration of provincial transferred subjects

" B—2595 (j)
What do you mean by ‘ interference

1

? Are duection and

supervision interference —Certainly
f B—2595 (k) Then you are m the habit of interfering ?—1We have no power of

superintendence, direction and control m provincial transferred subjects

Page 214 After the question and answer No B-—2935 add —
B—2935 (a) So these statements, I take it, are based on ex parte evidence —

That is an inference You can make it yourself

B—2935 (b) You do not subscribe to these allegations made against the

working classes ?—I am not here to subscribe to those allegations
f

B--2935 (c) These are quotations from these various committees

“ The Chairman But not on the authority of this Depaitment
f B—2935 (d) Diwan Chaman Lall 1 wanted to know why it was incumbent

on this Department to bring these matters before us if they did not believe m the

allegations that were made ?—They are the findings of very important committees ,

it was only right and proper that they should be brought to the notice of this

Commission

Page 215 After the remark by Chairman ending ' conciliation or arbitration/

add *

—

“ B—2945 (a) Diwan Chaman Lall Could you give me some reasons for the

justification of the Government m insisting upon Sections 15 and 16 of the Trade
Disputes Act being mcoiporated m that Act

“ The Chairman That surely is a matter dealt with m the debates The only
thing that concerns us is whether or not w e are to recommend any change m the law

' B—2945 (b) Diwan Chaman Lall It is possible that the Government of

India might have changed their views
(
The Witness

)
No

“ B—2945 (c) Aie the Government of India still of the same opinion ?—So far

as I know they are of the same opinion
“ B—2945 (d) Has any necessity arisen since the passing of that Act ?—Not

that I am aware of
#

Page 248 Aftei the question and answer No B—3323, add —
B—3323 (a) Yesterday myself and my friend Mr Cliff had the oppoitumty

of visiting certain quaiters outside the workshop where the workers live We were
told that people who got ill during work had to go home and they did not get any
assistance When they want to come back to woik, to be put on the same work
that they were doing before they are required to produce a medical certificate that
they were ill otherwise the railway authorities would not take them m the loco
workshop Is that correct ?—It is possible

,
I am afraid I have no knowledge

" B—3323 (b) Unless they take a certificate from a recognised railway medical
man they cannot get employment ?—I should imagine that to be correct, but I have
no knowledge

B—3323 (c) Have you seen the hospital which we inspected yesterday
morning ?—I have visited it

" B—3323 (d) There are only 24 beds for the Indian workers ?—I did not count
them

“ B—3323 (e) And 12 for European and Anglo-Indians ?—Possibly

B—3323 (f) This is not sufficient accommgdation m the hospital for wofkers
considering their number is very large ?

" The Chairman That does not come under the Factories Act.
0

*
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Page 253 At the end of question and answer No B—3390, add —

-

" I might give you one instance which has come to my mind just now , we came
to know of this instance m December last at Jhana Although the Railway Board
have been assuring us that racial discrimination has been abolished and so forth, the
Agent of the Eastern Bengal Railway issued a circular to the heads of his departments
that Europeans and Anglo-Indians have established a claim and they should be
continued to be engaged without any educational tests

“ Pht Chairman I really think I must stop this, because it is a matter we
discussed at Delhi, Mr Joshi, it would only be going over the ground again

,
we

cannot possibly pursue that here
{< Mr Joshi The difficulty arises on account of the fact that definite statements

are made, and unless we collect proof now from various witnesses how is that point
to be met ?

The Chairman We cannot raise those points where we cannot have the other
side of the question, and it will be impossible if we keep going over and over again
the ground we have already dealt with I should certainly think that m the case
of a particular railway we must take the headquarters of the railway

”

Add at end of the volume after page 268 —
" The following evidence, heard on the 4th November, 1929, during the visit

to building works on the site of the new Government Press, New Delhi was placed
on record The evidence was taken and recorded before the following members —

Mr A G Clow,
Mr Kabeer-ud-Dm Ahmed,
Mr N M Joshi,

Diwan Chaman Lall,

Mr J Cliff,

Miss B M Le Poer Power
and Mr A Dibdm, Joint Secretary

Narama Sais , Woman Labourer of Paharganj, Delhi

B—3618 Mr Clow What pay do you get ?—Seven annas a day

B—3619 Do all the women here get seven annas daily ?—Yes

B—3620 What do the men labourers get ?—Some get eight annas and some nine

annas

B—362 1 Does your husband work >—Yes he is a stone breaker on the roads

B—3622 How much does he get ?—Rs 15 a month

B—3623 Do your children work ?—I have only a small infant girl.

B—3624 Where do you come from ?—Jaipur State

B—3625 How long have you worked m Delhi ?—One or two years

B—3626 Where did you work before ?—In Jaipur

B 3627 What did you do ?—I used to mill flour m people's houses for two or

three annas a day

B—3628 What do you do here >—I mix mortar and carry bricks

B—3629 Mr Cliff Where do you stay In a mud hut m Paharganj

B—3630 What rent do you pay :four annas a month

B—3031 Who built the hut ?—We built it ourselves

B—3632 Are you paid daily No, monthly

B—3633 Do you get advances ?—I get two or three rupees each month

B—3634 Do you get only one advance ?—I get advances as I require them for

food and they are deducted at the end of the month

B 3635 Mr Chaman Lall How much did you take last month ?—Rs 4 was

advanced to me

B—3636 How many days a month do you work ?—About 20 or 21

B—3637 When do you come m the morning ?—At seven

B 3638 When do you leave p—By the time we are checked up, it is lightmg-up

time

B 3639 Mr Cliff Do you work the same hours at both seasons ?—Practically

the same ,
but in the hot weather we get a recess for the midday meal

B 3640 Is there no recess in winter ?—No
,
but we take it as we can

B—3641 In summer, how long is the interval ?—Half an hour

B—3642. Miss power Are you in debt Yes I owe Rs 500

B 3643. Yon or your husband ?—My husband took it and I also contribute to

redeem it.
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B—3644.

B—3645.

B—3646.

B—3647,

B—3648.

B—3649.

B—3650.

B—3651.

B—3652.

B—3653.

B—3654.

B—3655.

B—3656.

B—3657.

B—3658.

B—3659.

B—3660,

B—3661.

B—3662.

B—3663.

B—3664.

B—3665.

B—3666.

B—3667.

B—3668.

B—3669.

B—3670.

B—3671.

B—3672.

B—3673.

B—3674.

B—3675.

B—3676.

B—3677.

B—3678.

B—3679.

B—3680.

B—3681.

B—3682.

B—3683.

B—3684.

B—3685.

What interest do you pay ?— 1 anna a rupee per month.

But that would make the interest more than you are getting ?—We pay
the bania what we can, and borrow more when necessary.

How was the debt incurred ?—It was incurred for our living expenses.

Mr. Clow ; Not for a wedding ?—-My husband took some for a wedding,

but I don't know how much.

What clothes do you get each year ?—I get clothes twice a year, a skirt,

a blouse, a shawl, a pair of shoes.

What do they cost ?—A shawl costs Rs.3, a blouse Rs.3 8 annas, a

skirt length Rs.7 and Rs. 1 for making it, and shoes cost Rs.3 or Rs.4.

Do you wear out two pairs of shoes a year ?—No ;
I get shoes once a year.

What did your present pair cost ?—Rs.2.

Miss Power : Do you have two meals daily ?—No, three—in the morning,

at midday and after we return.

Of what do they consist ?—In' the morning I make barley bread and
have £ an anna's worth of pulse and this does for the morning meal and
for midday. The evening meal is the same, and if we have money, we
get vegetables.

Do you use ghee or oil ?—No ; I can’t afford that.

Is the half anna of pulse sufficient for the three meals ?—No ; if we have
money, we get more in the evening.

How much barley do you use ?—One rupee’s worth lasts for 7 or 8 days.

Mr. Chaman Lall : Is that for yourhusband and you, too ?—Yes
;
for both.

What do you spend on wood ?— 1 or 1 £ annas a day.

What do you spend on salt ?—£ anna every four days.

And on spices ?—£ anna on red pepper.

How do you use it ?—When we can get vegetables we mix the pepper with
them

;
otherwise we mix it with the pulse.

Mr. Cliff

:

Do you buy soap ?—-No.

Mr. Ahmed : Do you get a light at night ?—Yes ; we use kerosene oil.

Bodha} Khatik, Builders' Labourer.

Mr. Clow : How old are you ?—Ten years.

What work do you do ?—I break up brickbats.

What pay do you get ?—One to one and a-half annas a day.

How long have you been working ?—One to one and a half years.

Where do you come from ?—Jaipur.

Miss Power : When do you come in the morning ?—I come at 7 in the
morning with my father.

When do you go back ?—At 6.30 at night.

Do you work all the time ?—Yes,

Mr. Cliff

:

Are you employed under a contractor ?—Yes.

Reora
,
Chamar , Builders' Labourer .

Mr. Clow : How old are you ?— 1 1 years.

Mr. Chaman Lall : How much do you get ?—2 to 3 annas a day.

How long do you work ?—From 7 to 6.30.

Do you work all day ?—Yes.

Mr. Cliff

:

What kind of work do you do ?—I break up brickbats.

Mr. Chaman Lall

:

Do you come from Jaipur ?—No ;
from Alwar State.

What did you have for your breakfast this morning ?—I had only barley
bread.

You had no pulse ?—No.

Do you always eat this ?—Yes.

Do you ever get pulse in the evening ?—When we can afford it.

Do you get a meal in the middle of the day ?—No ; when I go back I get
another meal which is barley bread with dal or spinach.

Do you get ghee or oil ?—No.

Do you get sugar cane ?—Sometimes, if I have money for it."








